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PREFACE

During the nineteenth century the Ottoman Empire witnessed a sustained effort of
reform that saw the long-preserved and honored institutions of the classical Ottoman state replaced by new ones, inspired by an increasing knowledge of European
thought, society, and government and modified to satisfy Ottoman needs and conditions. In the process the scope of government was extended far beyond the limits
imposed by the traditional Ottoman way into every aspect of life, overwhelming the
autonomous religious, economic, and social groups that had survived for so long as
the substrata of Ottoman society. A new, modern, westernized ruling bureaucracy
replaced the old Ruling Class, extended its power throughout the empire, and
created a highly complex system of government that ruled with an autocracy unmatched in traditional times.
The era of modern Ottoman reforms began in the last decade of the reign of
Sultan Mahmut II (1808-1839), who laid the foundations for what followed. His
work was extended and at least partially completed during the Tanzimat reform
period, which encompassed the reigns of his sons Abdulmecit I (1839-1861) and
Abdulaziz (1861-1876), and it was carried out by the reformist bureaucracy of the
Men of the Tanzimat, led by able statesmen such as Mustafa Re§it Pa§a, Ali Pa§a,
and Fuat Pa§a.
Reform in the Ottoman Empire was a complex process; each solution created new
problems. The application of new laws and practices was slowed for a number of
reasons. First of all, the empire remained very large, with a heterogeneous society
and relatively poor communications. Second, the inexperience of the reformers and
the greed of the imperial powers of Europe for profits at the expense of the relatively undeveloped empire and its people perpetuated and deepened a series of
economic problems inherited from the past. Third, demands for social and political
reforms, themselves consequences of the Tanzimat, conflicted with the desire of its
leaders to modernize as rapidly and efficiently as possible, without the delays and
compromises inherent in any democratic system. Fourth, nationalistic elements
among the subject minorities, nourished and sustained by Russia and, to a lesser
extent, the other Western powers, demanded autonomy or independence from the
empire and dramatized their ambitions with sporadic terrorism within the Ottoman
dominions and with anti-Muslim propaganda in Europe and America. Finally, the
great powers, though held back from breaking up and partitioning the empire by
their concern to preserve the European balance of power, intervened in internal
Ottoman affairs to secure political and economic advantages for themselves. While
the Ottoman reformers adjusted themselves and their programs as much as possible
to meet these and other challenges, they lacked the knowledge, experience, and
strength needed to solve them within the relatively short time left by their enemies.
Though the Tanzimat reforms were accompanied by an extension of the principle
of representative government, ironically they culminated in the sovereign autocracy
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of Abdulhamit II (1876-1909), who brought them to full realization. After a brief
period of democracy following his deposition, there was a return to autocracy led
not by his successors but rather by the leaders of the Young Turk regime (19081918), who continued the reforms in many areas while dragging an unprepared
empire into the quagmire of World War I, where devastation and defeat led to its
ultimate dissolution. Well meant but not always well executed, frustrated by many
problems not of its own making as well as many that were, the Ottoman reform
brought the empire closer to contemporary European society and institutions but
failed to preserve it. The foundations had been laid, however, for the Republic of
Turkey, which rose on the ruins of the empire under the leadership of Mustafa
Kemal Atatiirk (1923-1938) and his successors.
The story of modern Ottoman and Turkish history has been told many times, but
usually on the basis of European source materials and in the context of European
ambitions and prejudices. It has only been in recent years that a beginning has been
made in telling the story on the basis of Turkish sources. It is the object of this
work to bring together the Western and Turkish sources, adding the results of the
authors' research in the Ottoman archives and libraries and presenting the story in
its own context.
We would like to pay tribute to the small band of pioneering scholars who have
begun this work since the end of World War II: Omer Liitfi Barkan, of the University of Istanbul, Cavit Baysun, of the University of Ankara, Niyazi Berkes, of
McGill University, Roderic Davison, of George Washington University, Halil
Inalcik, of the University of Chicago, Kemal Karpat, of the University of Wisconsin, Enver Ziya Karal, of the University of Ankara, Erciiment Kuran, of
Hacettepe University, Ankara, Barnard Lewis, of Princeton University, §erif
Mardin, of the Bosporus University, Istanbul, Lewis V. Thomas, of Princeton
University, and Ismail Hakki Uzunc,ar§ih, of Istanbul. We also would like to
express our particular gratitude to Midhat Sertoglu, Turgut I§iksal, and Rauf
Tuncay, of the Basjbakanhk Archives, Istanbul; and to the directors and staffs of the
Topkapi Palace Archives and Library, the Istanbul University Library, the Istanbul
Municipal Library, the Istanbul Archaeological Museum Library, the Hakki Tank
Us Library, the Suleymaniye Library, and the Bayezit General Library, Istanbul;
the Turkish National Library and the Library of the Turkish Historical Society in
Ankara; the British Museum, Public Record Office, and Commonwealth Relations
Office, London; the Bodleian Library, Oxford; the Cambridge University Library;
the Quai d'Orsay Archives, Archives Nationales, Archives of the Ministry of War,
Chateau de Vincennes and Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris; the Haus-, Hof- und
Staatsarchiv and National Library, Vienna; the Harry Elkins Widener Library,
Harvard University; the Firestone Library, Princeton University; and the University Research Library, University of California, Los Angeles, without whose
help the research for this work could never have been completed. We would like
to pay particular tribute to two scholars of European diplomatic history whose lack
of prejudice and search for truth regarding the Turks have stimulated our own
work: William L. Langer, of Harvard University, and Leften Stavrianos, of Northwestern University. Finally, we are grateful to the very competent and cooperative
staff of the Cambridge University Press American office in New York, and in
particular to Colin Jones, Rhona Johnson, Claire Komnick, and Richard Hollick,
who have assisted us with great patience and dedication in producing this work.
The study of Ottoman history involves unusually complicated problems regarding
transliteration and place names. Ottoman Turkish was written in the Arabic script,
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and its transliteration into Western characters has varied widely according to the
language of the transliterators. Thus the sound rendered " j " in English has been
presented as "dj" in French and "c" in modern Turkish. The names given individual cities and even entire provinces have also varied by language; thus Istanbul,
Izmir, and Edirne in Turkish have remained Constantinople, Smyrna, and
Adrianople in most Western languages. For purposes of consistency and accuracy,
in this work the modern Turkish spellings and place names have been used, with,
only a few modifications when they have become particularly accepted in English,
or are renderings of Arabic or Persian phrases. Ottoman dates are rendered into
their European equivalents for book citations only when the original calendar in
use is given or can be deduced from internal evidence. The Arabic article al- is
transliterated according to the most common modern Turkish usage for each word
but here, as in other respects, modern Turkish orthography is not consistent and
has changed over time.
S T A N F O R D
EZEL

Los Angeles, California
January 1977
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND PRINTING

This second printing of Reform, Revolution, and Republic has provided an opportunity
to incorporate many useful comments and to correct a number of errors.
We also have noted communications from Armenians who contend that we have failed
to sufficiently take into account their situation in the Ottoman Empire and, in particular, their sufferings in the last half-century of the Empire, and that this was the result
of overemphasis in the use of Ottoman sources.
We make no apology for using Ottoman sources for a history of the Ottoman Empire. For too long the Ottomans have been studied without the use of any of their
sources, resulting in serious distortion and error. No history of France would be considered methodologically sound and balanced if it were written on the basis of English
and Italian observations. At the same time, however, we have made use of a mass of
relevant non-Ottoman materials, as is evident in the Bibliography.
No one denies, or seeks to deny, that the Armenian people suffered terribly during
the last years of the Ottoman Empire. We do make this clear, but in the context of
Ottoman history. What may be overlooked is that the experience of the Armenians,
however terrible it undoubtedly was, was not unique to them. It was part of a general
tragedy that engulfed all the people of the Empire - Turks, Greeks, Armenians, Arabs,
Jews, and others, all of whom have traumatic memories of the period. This was the
terrible result of the final breakup of a multinational society as the result of a whole
series of brutal and destructive foreign invasions, terroristic attacks, national revolts,
massacres and counter massacres, and famine and disease, in which all the Empire's
people, Muslim and non-Muslim alike, had their victims and criminals. We appreciate,
understand, and sympathize with the sensitivity of the Armenians and others on this
issue. But it is to the interest of all concerned that all sources be examined without
preconceptions or prejudice. As additional research uncovers new information, it is inevitable that this and other books on the subject will be modified. Only through consultation of all relevant records by different researchers, each giving his own differential
weight to the sources at his disposal to present his interpretation, will a definitive picture emerge. The many facets of truth will appear only when the inquiring mind of
the reader examines all the interpretations and reaches its own conclusions.
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The modern Turkish tendency to change the final Ottoman letters d and b into t
and p has been followed, thus Murat, Mahmut, and kitap, but these letters return
to d and b when followed by vowels, as Mahmudu and kitabt. Arabic terms used in
Ottoman Turkish have been given their Turkish pronunciations and spellings, thus
multezim and mutevelli rather than multazim and mutawalli.
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The Beginnings of Modern Ottoman Reform:
The Era of Mahmut II, 1808-1839

On May 29, 1807, Sultan Selim III was deposed, the reformed Nizam-i Cedit army
disbanded, and his effort to modernize the Ottoman Empire momentarily blocked.
Reaction again prevailed within the Ottoman Ruling Class. During the short
reign of his successor Mustafa IV (1807-1808), the Janissaries and their allies
attempted to eliminate all those who had dared oppose the old order. Yet this did not
happen. The supporters of Selim, those who had managed to survive, joined under
the leadership of the Danubian notable Bayraktar Mustafa Pa§a to rescue Selim
and restore his reforms. Bayraktar brought his army to Istanbul, but before it
could break into the palace, Selim was assassinated. To realize their goal Bayraktar Mustafa and his supporters placed on the throne Selim's cousin Mahmut II
(1808-1839), who had shared Selim's palace imprisonment and was known to hold
many of the same reforming ideas (July 28, 1808).*
Mahmut in time emerged as a far stronger and much more successful reformer
than Selim. But his was a very long reign, and it was only much later, in 1826, that
he was able to destroy the Janissary corps, thus depriving the conservatives of
their military arm and setting Ottoman reform on a new course of destroying old
institutions and replacing them with new ones mainly imported from the West.
What made Mahmut II different from Selim III? They had been raised together. They had received the same traditional palace education spiced with occasional information about the outside world and had had little opportunity to gain
the practical experience needed to transform their ideas into reality. But Mahmut
witnessed the results of Selim's weakness and indecision. He also saw how successful even the limited reforms instituted in the Nizam-i Cedit program had been.
Early in his reign Mahmut seems to have realized that: (1) reforms, to be successful, had to encompass the entire scope of Ottoman institutions and society, not only
a few elements of the military; (2) the only way that reformed institutions could
operate was through the destruction of the ones they were replacing, so that the
latter could not hinder their operation; and (3) the reforms had to be carefully
planned and support assured before they were attempted. These considerations
emerge as the backbone of Mahmut's reform policy in subsequent years.
Bayraktar Mustafa Pa§a as Grand Vezir, July 28-November 15,1808
Mahmut II started his reign under the domination of the man who had brought
him to power, Bayraktar Mustafa Pa§a, the first provincial notable ever to achieve
the pinnacle of power in the Ottoman state. Bayraktar Mustafa himself was a
product of the traditional Ottoman system, and his concept of reform was very
much in the same mold. Although he had risen as a provincial notable, once in
1
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power he appears to have felt an identity of interests with the central government,
at least to the extent of realizing that his own power in Bulgaria and that of his
fellows could continue only if the empire itself survived in the face of Russian expansion. His first step was to eliminate the opponents of Selim's reforms. With
Bayraktar Mustafa's army giving the reformers a kind of power that Selim never
had, the rebellious soldiers were driven out and killed or sent into exile. Conservatives were removed from the institutions of the Ruling Class and replaced with
men willing to accept the new leadership and reforms.
The Document of Agreement
Bayraktar's rise demonstrated that the power of the provincial notables could not
be ignored. Their opposition had contributed to the destruction of the Ni2am-i
Cedit, and they might well have undermined reform again. Thus Bayraktar Mustafa
attempted to use his prestige among them to get them to agree to reforms. He
invited all the important notables to come to Istanbul for a general deliberation on
the problems of the empire. Perhaps no other leader at the time could have gotten
the highly independent and fractious notables to come, but he was able to do so.
From Anatolia came the leaders of powerful dynasties such as the Karaosmanoglu
and Qapanoglu as well as Kadi Abdurrahman Pa§a, governor of Karaman and the
strongest notable supporter of Selim, who brought some 3000 soldiers trained in the
new way, perhaps as an example as well as a warning to all those assembled. Most
of the important notables of Rumeli also came. But there were exceptions. Ali Pas,a
of Janina, who held much of Albania and northern Greece, sent only a small contingent of soldiers led by a representative. The smaller notables of Bulgaria, who
were Bayraktar Mustafa's rivals in that province, avoided a move that they feared
might strengthen him at their expense. So also did Muhammad Ali, who was soon
to make Egypt into the most powerful province of the empire and later to attack
Mahmut II on two occasions. The notables and governors of the more distant Arab
and Anatolian provinces were unable to travel the long distance to Istanbul in time,
but they did in fact support any effort that would lessen the power of the provincial
Janissary garrisons over them.2 After being received by the sultan at his summer
residence in Kagithane (September 29, 1808), the notables held a series of meetings to discuss Bayraktar Mustafa's proposed reforms, resulting finally in a Document of Agreement (Sened-i Ittifak) signed by all present on October 7, 1808.
The notables and provincial governors signing the document confirmed their
loyalty to the sultan and promised to recognize the grand vezir as his absolute
representative (articles 1 and 4). The Ottoman tax system was to be applied in
full throughout the empire, in all their provinces, without any diversion of revenues
rightfully belonging to the sultan (article 3), and in return the sultan promised to
levy taxes justly and fairly (article 7). Because the empire's survival depended on
the strength of the army, the notables promised to cooperate in the recruitment of
men in their provinces. The new army was to be organized "in accordance with
the system presented during the discussion" (article 2), of which no exact details
were indicated. The notables were to rule justly in their own territories (article 5).
They promised to respect each other's territory and autonomy, to act separately
and collectively as guarantors for each other's fulfillment of the promises, and to
support the central government against any opposition to its reforms, marching
to Istanbul whenever they heard of any uprising, without even wasting time to
secure the sultan's permission (article 6). The agreement thus included no specific
program of military reform, but the entire drift of the discussion and the provisions
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indicated that Selim's Nizam-% Cedit would be restored with the full support of
those present. Some sources indicate that Bayraktar Mustafa also proposed reforms
for the older military corps, including an end to irregularities in appointments,
requirements for unmarried members to live in the barracks and for all members
to accept discipline and training in order to receive their salaries, and even the
use of European-style weapons, but such plans did not appear in the document
itself.3
Some writers refer to the document as the "Magna Carta of the Ottomans," an
agreement between the ruler and his notables that could serve as a written constitution. The attempts to delimit the powers of the sultan with respect to taxes and
to establish a reciprocity of responsibilities and obligations as well as to make a
distinction between the government and the sultan were, indeed, steps toward
constitutionalism. But the sultan, not wishing to limit his own sovereign power,
avoided signing it, resenting in particular its confirmation of the rights and
privileges of the provincial notables and promises that he would govern justly. And
in the end only four of the notables signed. The remainder returned to their
homes during the conference once they saw that they would have to limit their own
independence by promising to help the government, to rule justly, and to keep
each other in line. Also, unlike the Magna Carta, the Document of Agreement was not
subsequently used to further the cause of constitutionalism in the Ottoman Empire.4
Thus it had only a limited effect and significance.
The Segban-i Cedit Army
Whether because he now felt assured of support from the notables, or perhaps
because he feared they might soon act against him, immediately after the Document of Agreement Bayraktar Mustafa tried to restore the Nizam-% Cedit, though
in a cautious and concealed manner so as not to alarm its opponents. The nucleus
for the new force was the 3000-man rapid-fire rifle force brought to the conference
by Kadi Abdurrahman Pa§a, to which he added other Nizam-% Cedit survivors and
soldiers brought by the Karaosmanoglu and Capanoglu leaders. The old Nizam-%
Cedit barracks at Levent Ciftligi and tjsktidar were repaired and turned over to
the new corps (October 3, 1808), about 5,000 volunteers were enrolled, and orders
were issued for recruitment around the empire as soon as possible. To avoid
resistance from the Janissaries the new force was not called Nizam-% Cedit, but
rather was made part of the old order, attached to the kapikulu army, after the
extinct Segban (keepers of the hounds) corps, an affiliate of the Janissaries, becoming the New Segbans (Segban-% Cedit)? As its commander the grand vezir appointed a former Nizam-% Cedit officer, Siileyman Aga, and Kadi Abdurrahman
Pa§a served as actual military leader. While it was not given a separate treasury,
a new Ministry for Affairs of the Holy War (Umur-u Cihadiye Nezareti), a
name with particular appeal to the ulema, was established to secure the necessary
revenues. A force of some 160,000 men divided into 100 regiments (boliik) and 3
divisions was envisaged, but for the moment the corps had about 10,000 men and
officers in all.
Other Military Reforms
The navy was reorganized under the command of Bayraktar Mustafa's tutor and
close adviser, Abdullah Ramiz Efendi, who dismissed incompetents, retired old
ships, and began to build new ones. The barracks at Galata, which had become
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centers for riots and sedition, were closed and the sailors were required to live at
the dockyard or on their ships.6 Bayraktar Mustafa also tried to reform the Janissary corps. He issued orders that prohibited the sale of positions, restored the old
system of promotion by seniority, and required all members to accept training and
discipline. He proposed that Janissary pay tickets held for income and not service
be abolished, in the process saving money that could be used for the reformed army
and navy. But Mahmut II, ever the politician, feared that cutting off the incomes
of thousands of persons so suddenly would stimulate a revolt. Thus he ordered
that such holdings be canceled in return for bulk payments equal to half their
value, while only those not surrendering them voluntarily would be subject to
confiscation without compensation.7

The Conservative Reaction
These measures stimulated the rise of conservative opposition to the sultan and his
chief minister. Those called to serve in the new corps or to surrender their sinecure
memberships in the old corps were indignant at the loss of their privileges. The old
corps and the mass of the people were not deceived by the names attached to the
new army, and they resented its presence. And Bayraktar Mustafa and his men,
unaccustomed to the power of office as well as to life in a great metropolis, soon
began to act in such an arrogant and destructive manner as to alienate the sultan
and those who had originally supported them. Bayraktar acted as though he were
the real ruler, issued orders without going through the formality of discussion and
assent, and reacted to Mahmut's protests by contemplating his replacement with
Selim Giray, claimant to the Crimean Hanate and then resident in Istanbul.8
Bayraktar and his associates stimulated general hostility by using their positions
to amass wealth for themselves, confiscating many timars and the properties of
religious foundations whose administrators could not produce deeds attesting to
their rights. The mass of the people of Istanbul became incensed by the swaggering
attitude of the grand vezir's soldiers who roamed through the streets, inflicting
themselves on the hapless shop- and homeowners. Finally, Bayraktar Mustafa
seems to have alienated everyone by his boorishness and bluntness and his apparent
delight in frightening and insulting all who came near him.9

The Overthrow of Bayraktar Mustafa and the Triumph of Reaction
Bayraktar's army and personal guard and the Segban army-part of which was
still in the process of mobilization and training - made him all powerful in Istanbul.
His enemies therefore incited the notables of Bulgaria against him, securing an
attack on Rusc.uk in mid-October. Bayraktar was forced to send most of his soldiers
back to defend his position there and to replace them with unemployed mountaineers
hired from Rumeli. The grand vezir's new forces wandered in the streets of Istanbul, sharing its delights and ravaging even more than had their predecessors, but
failed to provide adequate protection to their master.10 Finally, the first public
appearance of the Segban-% Cedit men at the -evening meal breaking the fast of the
last day of Ramazan, the most sacred night of the Muslim year (November 14,
1808), precipitated a revolt against Bayraktar. The Janissaries present were so
outraged by this open flaunting of their enemies that they ran to their barracks and
raised the entire corps in rebellion, helped by the spread of the (false) news that
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the grand vezir intended to abolish their corps altogether. Early the next morning
the rebels broke into the Porte, where the gates were open because of the holiday,
forcing Bayraktar and his personal guard to take refuge in a small stone powder
magazine nearby. Finally, when the Janissaries were about to break in through
the roof, the powder barrels blew up, either accidentally or by the hand of Bayraktar Mustafa, who was killed along with his men and several hundred Janissaries
outside.11
Again Istanbul fell to the scourge of victorious military rebels, who demanded
that the sultan give them a new aga as well as a grand vezir more acceptable to
them. Mahmut thus was in a situation similar to that of Selim a short time before.
But he had learned his lesson well. He knew that concessions would only encourage
the rebels to demand more and more until his throne would certainly have been
lost to the deposed Mustafa, who had many partisans in and out of the palace. Instead of giving in, then, he temporized while ordering Ramiz Pa§a and Kadi
Abdurrahman to bring their troops to the palace (November 15). He then rejected
the rebel demands, and when the Janissaries attacked, they were beaten back by
its reinforced garrison. Mahmut further secured his position by ordering the
execution of Prince Mustafa, thus depriving the rebels of the alternative candidate
to the throne.12
A full-scale conflict followed. The Janissaries obtained the support of the artisans
and the city mob and mounted a general assault on the palace from the direction
of Ay a Sofya, and cut off its water supply (November 16, 1808). The new Segbans
responded with sorties outside the walls, but they were not yet fully organized and
trained, and against the numerical superiority of the attackers they could not
break out of the circle. The navy ships in the Golden Horn began bombarding the
Janissary barracks as well as their lines around the palace, but this started huge
fires that destroyed large sections of the Sultan Ahmet, Aya Sofya, and Divan
Yolu quarters, with thousands of innocent civilians being killed. The Janissary
leaders then decided that they could not win and that compromise was best, signing a Document of Obedience (Sened-i Itaat) to the sultan in return for an
amnesty. But the settlement was upset by the lower-ranking Janissaries, who still
opposed continuation of the Segbans, as well as by others who were shocked by
Mustafa's execution and demanded that Mahmut be deposed. Mahmut continued
to hold the palace with the support of the Segbans, however. The ulema finally got
the rebellious soldiers to agree to new negotiations as the only alternative to
eliminating the house of Osman altogether. The fate of the Segban corps was
the most difficult issue to solve. Finally, after long discussions, on November 17 an
agreement was reached by which the Segbans would be disbanded, but their members would be allowed to leave Istanbul without harm, and the sultan would not be
required to surrender any of his supporters who had taken refuge in the palace.
Under the circumstances it was the best possible compromise to end the stalemate.13 But the agreement was not kept by the rebels. As the Segbans left the
palace in accordance with the compromise, disarmed and without their uniforms,
they were set upon by those waiting outside, while other mobs attacked and
destroyed their barracks, killing those inside. A number of notables who had supported the reforms were killed, including Ramiz Pa§a and Kadi Abdurrahman. It
seemed, indeed, that reaction had won out again. But Mahmut remained on the
throne, firmly committed to reform, and now convinced that new corps could not
be effectively built unless the old ones whose interests were being threatened were
destroyed, that in fact reform could not be limited only to the military but had to
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span the whole spectrum of Ottoman institutions and society. The lessons were,
indeed, to be applied during the years that followed.14
The Years of Preparation, 1808-1826
The results of the momentous events of November 1808 were not as decisive as
those of the revolution that had overthrown Selim III the previous year. Warfare
had come to an end not through unconditional surrender but as the result of compromise. Mahmut II, therefore, emerged in not quite as weak a position in relation
to the rebel leaders as had Mustafa IV. But the basic elements of power certainly
were not in his hands. The provinces were under the domination of notables who,
for all practical purposes, had repudiated their obligations to him. The new Segban
corps, established as an instrument of personal power as well as a first step toward
modernizing the army, was gone, and the sole military force was composed of the
same corps that had opposed reform all along. But Mahmut II had demonstrated
great determination and perseverence during the crisis. He had demonstrated his
willingness to fight, and fight well, for policies that he believed in, in stark contrast
to Selim's vacillation and essential weakness. This reputation was to serve him in
good stead as he spent the next 18 years working to rebuild a cadre of devoted
soldiers and statesmen and waiting for the day when events would enable him to
act once again in accordance with the lessons he had learned.
Restoration of the Military Establishment
With the loss of the Segbans, Mahmut's first step had to be to restore the traditional
corps so that he would have some force strong enough to defend the empire against
its enemies, particularly Russia, with whom a war was still being waged. Once
again, decrees were issued requiring the Janissaries and Sipahis to live up to their
traditional regulations, to appoint and promote officers according to ability rather
than bribery and politics, and to remove all those failing to train and serve with
the corps. But of course after the disbanding of the Segbans, these decrees could
not be enforced effectively. The Janissaries remained at best an undisciplined, illtrained, and poorly armed mob, far better able to act in defense of the old order
than to compete with the new armies of Europe. The feudal Sipahis now dissolved
into a rural aristocracy, with most of the timars falling into the hands of owners
of large estates, who in many cases were the autonomous provincial notables and
their allies. The sultan was, however, more successful in reviving the other older
corps that had already been the recipients of reforms and that were much more
willing to accept discipline and reinforcement now, particularly the Cannon and
allied Cannon-Wagon corps (numbering 4,910 and 2,129 men respectively), which
had been built into effective fighting forces by the end of Selim's reign.15 Mahmut
soon was able to appoint his own proteges to command them. He raised their
salaries, provided them with new equipment and better barracks, and quietly
doubled their strength, so that by 1826 they numbered close to 10,000 cannoneers
and 4,400 cannon-wagon men in all, forming a loyal and effective counterweight
to the Janissaries.16 Mahmut also built a new force of mounted artillerymen of
some 1,000 men, trained and organized in the Western style, and though it was
routed and largely destroyed by the Russians in 1812, it subsequently was rebuilt
and provided the sultan with a well-trained, well-paid, and loyal force as his
personal guard against the machinations of his opponents.17
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External threats to the empire necessitated continued emphasis on the military
system. Mahmut worked to rebuild and modernize the fleet, mostly under the
direction of Grand Admiral Mehmet Husrev Pa§a (last governor of Egypt before
Muhammad Ali), who served 12 years in the post in two terms of duty (December 22, 1811-March 2, 1818; December 9, 1822-February 9, 1827). New warships
were built, particularly as part of the Porte's response to the Greek insurrection.
To replace the Greek sailors from the Aegean Islands, Muslim sailors were recruited and given high salaries and favorable conditions of employment to get the
men to accept the severe training and discipline required.18 After the Russian war
was ended, the Danube flotilla also was modernized along with its bases at Ibrail,
Silistria, Rusquk, and Vidin.19 From the earliest years of Mahmut's reign the forts
along the empire's boundaries were repaired and a new corps of frontier garrisons
able and willing to resist the enemy was created.20 The artillery and naval arsenals
and the gunpowder factory established by Selim at Azadh were reorganized and
modernized with help from foreign technicians. Mahmut's men made certain that
the officers and men manning them were loyal and discreet.21 Finally, new cannons,
muskets, and smaller arms were purchased in Europe and stored in the palace and
elsewhere to prepare for the day when they might openly be used in the service
of the sultan.22
As the sultan's personal guard gave him increased confidence, he moved to do
what he could to reform the Janissaries and get his men into key positions of command over them as well. Officers and men who openly defied his authority or protested his other military measures were punished, sent into exile, and sometimes
secretly executed. Senior corps officers were gradually replaced by juniors who were
more open to palace influence and thus more trustworthy insofar as the sultan was
concerned.23 It was in this manner that Mahmut secured the assistance of Hiiseyin
Aga, who rose to be aga of the entire corps (February 26, 1823). Rising through
the patronage of Silahtar Ali Pa§a, Hiiseyin took advantage of the latter's service
as grand vezir (March 10-December 13, 1823) to remove dissidents in the corps
by dismissal, forced retirement, and banishment, to such an extent that the sultan
awarded him with the rank of vezir and title of pasa, after which he came to be
known as Aga Hiiseyin Pa§a or simply Aga Pa§a, becoming one of the leading
military figures during the remainder of the reign.24 When these harsh policies
stirred opposition within the corps, Mahmut later removed Aga Pa§a as commander (October 1823) and sent him to serve as governor of Bursa and Izmit as
well as commander of the Bosporus forts to protect him from his enemies until
more propitious times, all the while ensuring that these important forces near the
capital were commanded by a trustworthy and able officer.25
Aga Hiiseyin's departure from the Janissary corps did not mean an end to
Mahmut's efforts to gain the support of its officers. It even helped him by providing another vacancy at the top and new opportunities to promote trusted men to
key positions throughout the corps. Among those who rose in this way was
Celaleddin Mehmet Aga, who, in September 1825, became the last commander of
the corps and used that position to help the sultan to undermine and finally destroy
it.26 There was also Pabuqqu Ahmet, an officer at the Naval Arsenal who organized
a force of boatmen and porters there and in the Golden Horn, put them at the
sultan's disposal, and in return secured various naval appointments culminating in
that of grand admiral soon after the Janissaries were destroyed (October 24, 1828January 13, 1830).27 These were, however, mainly political efforts, and they were
not transformed into policies to reform or discipline the corps. So it remained as
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incompetent as it had been earlier, failing again and again against the Greek rebels
and causing street disturbances in Istanbul at the least provocation, while its units
stationed in the provinces continued to cause more trouble for the local officials and
the populace than for the enemy.28
The Struggle for Political Power
Mahmut II was slow to extend his power and to introduce reforms because he was
far from being master in his own house. Real power in the Ruling Class remained
in the hands of the leaders of the established institutions, who would have been
most happy to dethrone the sultan had there been any other member of the Ottoman
line available to replace him.
There were several foci of political strength in the Ottoman establishment during
the first two decades of Mahmut's regime, with the seyhulislam representing and
controlling the ulema, the agas of the Janissary and other corps and the regimental
commanders leading the military factions, and the reis ul-kiittap representing the
ever more powerful scribes in the endemic struggles for power. The sultan played
the game as best he could, shifting appointments between one faction and another,
never leaving any of his opponents in power long enough to build bases of support,
and gradually creating sufficient power of his own to undermine their overall
strength and establish his own supporters in positions of importance.
Most influential and long-lived among the conservative leaders of the time was
Mehmet Sait Halet Efendi (1761-1823), a member of the ulema and closely attached to the Galip Dede mevlevi dervish lodge of Galata. Halet had served as
Ottoman ambassador to Paris as a result of court favor during Selim's reign, but
his long service (1802-1806) there had only strengthened his opposition to
Western-style innovations in the Ottoman Empire. Following his return to Istanbul
he participated in the conservative coalition that secured Selim's overthrow, but
due to his pro-British attitudes he was in exile in Kutahya during the overthrow
of Mustafa IV and brief dominance of Bayraktar Mustafa. Hence he was in a
position to serve Mahmut II in his early years. His role in ending the long reign
of the Baghdad Mamluk leader Siileyman Aga and establishing direct Ottoman
rule in Iraq (1810) gained him the particular favor of the sultan, and his appointment as steward of the sultan's court (kethiida-i rikab-% hiimayun) and then as
nisanct of the Imperial Council (September 10, 1815), made him Mahmut's close
political and military adviser. Though Halet supported and helped organize Mahmut's military campaigns against the notables as well as various foreign enemies,
he opposed all efforts at modernization, particularly reform of the Janissary corps,
and built a political coalition of conservative leaders. It appears that even his support of Mahmut's desire to weaken the provincial notables was in fact an attempt to
strengthen his friends among the Janissaries and the ulema by eliminating their
main rivals for power in the provinces.29
Halet's main opposition came from Grand Admiral Mehmet Husrev Pa§a, from
Reis ul'kiittap Canip Mehmet Besim Efendi (1817-1821), who combined the best
elements of Western and Islamic cultures, and from Mehmet Sait Galip Pa§a
(1763-1829), perhaps the greatest liberal of his time. Born in Istanbul, the young
Galip had risen as a career official in the scribal corporation, gaining distinction
as Selim's special ambassador to Paris for the negotiations that culminated in the
Peace of Amiens (1802). Galip produced a report to the sultan that had a major
influence on Selim's reform efforts,30 and then he became the most influential leader
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of the scribal corporation during the next decade, serving as reis three times (midOctober 1806-July 25, 1807; April 16, 1808-July 1811; and January 22-mid-July
1814). He was an active member of the Rusc.uk Committee that put Mahmut on
the throne. He strongly supported Bayraktar Mustafa's reform efforts and was
saved from execution by the rebels due only to his reputation for honesty and,
perhaps, also to a disinclination on the part of the rebels to alienate the scribes.31
Galip finally used Halet's expedition against Ali Pa§a of Janina (1820), leading
to the death of the latter and also to the beginnings of the Greek Revolution
(March 1821), as a pretext to secure his dismissal and exile (November 1822)
and have him strangled there shortly afterward.32
Halet's removal gave Mahmut much more freedom to manipulate political groups
and individuals. Halet was replaced as grand vezir by a rival, Deli Abdullah Pa§a
(November 10, 1822-March 10, 1823), who was given the task of rooting Halet's
favorites out of government, after which he too was dismissed, ostensibly because
of his failure to control the Janissary corps.33 Abdullah was replaced by the sultan's
former sword bearer, Silahtar Ali Pa§a (March 10-December 13, 1823), whose
principal contribution was to further the placement of loyal men into key positions
of the Janissary corps while keeping the seyhulislam from reacting too strongly to
the sultan's moves.34 His replacement was Galip Pa§a, who was brought to power
in the hope that his experience in foreign affairs would enable him to resolve the
problems posed by the Greek Revolution and that he would help the sultan in
developing plans to destroy the Janissary corps (December 13, 1823-September 14,
1824).35 Galip devoted himself to both tasks, securing the intervention of Muhammad Ali's army to stifle the Greeks and using the defeat inflicted previously on
the Janissaries by the latter to further discredit them, convincing most Ottomans
and the mass of the people that this institution was by now too decrepit to save
the empire. Galip also placed the sultan's men into the other kapikulu corps, thus
preparing for the day when the Janissaries would finally be eliminated. Interminable
court intrigues - and the consideration that as a scribe he would not be able to lead
the army when the time came to settle the score with the Janissaries - led to
Galip's replacement by the able soldier Benderli Selim Mehmet Pa§a (September 14, 1824-1828), who had gained military experience fighting against the Russians as well as in Syria and Tripoli and who had previously served for a short
time as grand vezir (March 28-April 30, 1821 ). 36 Thus this parade of leaders
gradually reflected the sultan's increasing domination of the political processes and
his determination to establish his own control as soon as the time was opportune.
The Reforms of Muhammad Ali in Egypt
Almost everything Mahmut II was hoping to do in Istanbul was already being
carried out by a seemingly far more successful reform activity taking place in the
province of Egypt, setting a precedent that served both as a model and an incentive
for much of what the sultan undertook after 1826. Leading these reforms was the
most famous modernizer in nineteenth-century Middle Eastern history, Mehmet
Ali, or, as he is called in Arabic, Muhammad Ali, Ottoman governor of Egypt from
1805 to 1848 and founder of the dynasty that was to rule the country for over a
century. The problems facing Muhammad Ali were very similar to those of
Mahmut II. Having shared the basic institutions of the Ottoman Empire for three
centuries, the problems they experienced were interrelated; and hence the solutions
attempted were similar. Yet while Mahmut II had to proceed cautiously, Muhammad
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Ali was able to carry out reforms far more rapidly and completely because the
French expedition to Egypt (1798-1801), and the subsequent restoration of Ottoman rule there, had effectively removed the old Ruling Class and with it the
opposition from vested interests that so frustrated Selim and Mahmut. The presence of Mamluk, Ottoman, and British forces in Egypt following the French
withdrawal enabled Muhammad Ali, who entered the country as leader of the
Albanian and Bosnian contingent in the Ottoman army, to pose as defender of the
interests of the people and the rights of the sultan against the various occupiers.
He was proclaimed governor by popular acclaim (May 14, 1805) and then confirmed by the sultan's emissary when he reached the country and saw the extent
of his support.
Once Muhammad Ali became governor, his main problem was to establish his
predominance in a political spectrum where he was only one of a number of competing elements. His immediate solution was to rely on the support of the native
ulema and artisan and merchant guild leaders as well as the sultan and Ottoman
garrison against his Mamluk opponents, who were led by Muhammad Elfi Bey, a
Mamluk protege of the British. The new governor fulfilled his financial obligations
to Istanbul and at the same time applied judicious bribery in the sultan's court to
frustrate the maneuvers of the British ambassador to have him transferred to
Salonica (1806). Muhammad Ali then solidified his position by defeating the
Mamluks and scattering their armies in the name of both the sultan and the people
of Egypt. At the renewal of the Ottoman war with Russia (1806-1808) Britain
attempted to occupy Egypt once again, but Muhammad Ali united the country in
general opposition to the foreign threat. Later, most of the remaining Mamluks
were wiped out by massacre in the Citadel (March 1, 1811). His Albanian and
Bosnian soldiers, who had sought to use his victory for their own advantage, were
used to fulfill the sultan's request for help against the Wahhabis in Arabia (18111812), and their success against the latter earned Muhammad Ali additional
prestige in both Istanbul and Cairo. He conciliated the Egyptian ulema by restoring all their properties taken by the Mamluks and also by continuing the advisory
councils introduced by the French to give them some voice in governmental policy.
Large bribes caused them to overlook his gradual consolidation of authority in his
own hands until it was too late. Meanwhile, he continued to recognize Ottoman
suzerainty and pay the regular tribute. He gave military support when needed,
again in Arabia against the Wahhabis (1818-1820) and against the Greek rebels.
But even as Muhammad Ali built his power by conciliating or removing the
main political elements in Egypt, he developed his own independent bases of
strength, mainly by introducing the reforms that were to be pursued during the
remaining years of his long tenure in office. These involved building a modern army
and centralized administration dependent on him alone, developing the economic
wealth of the country to finance his reforms, promoting a quasi-dynastic idea, and
developing his family and followers into a new and permanent nobility to support
him and his descendants.
His first step had to be the creation of an army to use against his military rivals
in the country. He attempted to do this by modernizing the Ottoman corps under
his command, putting a force of French deserters in command of a unit of black
slaves, using Mamluk and Greek officers to direct the operation, and bringing in
French advisers to train the force in the use of European weapons and tactics
(August 1815). 37 But the reluctance of the Ottoman soldiers to accept the new
ways undermined this effort. Its failure left Muhammad Ali convinced that the
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only real means of gaining the strength and independence he wanted was to create
an entirely new army. If his sole aim in creating it was to maintain his rule in
Egypt, it would have been quite enough to organize and develop it according to
his own Ottoman experience. But it appears that he had larger ambitions, perhaps
the conquest of the entire Ottoman Empire and its revival under his leadership.
He chose, therefore, to build his new army on the model of the British and
French forces he had witnessed in his early years in Egypt as well as of the
Nizam-% Cedit, calling it also the Nizamiye, or "ordered" army. To man the
Nizamiye he first tried to use white slaves from the Caucasus and blacks from the
Sudan and Central Africa, thus essentially reviving the old Mamluk system. But
these soon proved unsuitable for the modern kind of army he had in mind. Starting
in 1823, then, he turned to a source previously ignored by the Ottomans and Mamluks, the peasants of Egypt, sending out press gangs and instituting a system of
forced conscription. This freed him from outside control of the slave systems and
gave him a substantial reserve of men, but it was accomplished at the cost of a
harsh system of procurement that ultimately disrupted Egyptian agriculture and
led to a series of uprisings. To command the new army he imported hundreds of
officers and technical experts from Europe and established military and technical
schools to train Egyptians, some of whom were sent to Europe for advanced
training. Factories were opened to make military equipment according to European
standards. Within a short time Muhammad AH had a large and efficient infantry
force whose abilities were soon demonstrated in Greece, Arabia, Syria, and Anatolia as well as in Egypt itself. The success of the infantry led him to develop a
modern artillery and sapper corps (1824-1828) and to open an engineering school
with a faculty of Europeans as well as some Ottomans trained earlier in Istanbul
during the reign of Selim III. A regiment was established to care for fortification,
transportation, road building, and mining. A modern fleet was built in both the
Mediterranean and the Red Sea, and cavalry units on European lines were established in the early 1830s.
To finance the new army Muhammad AH needed a far more productive state
than that which he had taken over. To achieve efficient exploitation of resources
the scope of the state was enlarged beyond that traditionally accepted by the Ottomans. Foreign agricultural experts were brought to improve methods of cultivation and irrigation. New crops were introduced, such as cotton, sugar, rice, and
indigo, to sell abroad and provide the foreign exchange needed to import experts
and weapons. Since the peasants lacked the capital and know-how to produce these
new crops, the state became the capitalist in many cases, taking over large areas,
providing the land and seed, and transforming many peasants into little more than
hired laborers. On the other hand, living conditions for many peasants improved
somewhat because Muhammad AH built hospitals and clinics, introduced a quarantine system to end the scourge of plague, and provided a system of medical
schools to train native doctors, mainly under the direction of a French doctor
named Clot Bey. He also created a new and modern tax system and built roads to
give the collectors more direct access to the taxpayers than had been possible in the
past, carrying out a new cadastral survey to make certain that every source of
wealth and its tax obligation were recorded.
Muhammad AH developed new sources of revenue by building Egyptian industry
and trade and establishing state factories when necessary. European merchants and
industrialists were invited to come and settle to provide the necessary capital and
know-how for private enterprise, thus establishing the powerful colony of foreign
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residents that, in conjunction with the new dynasty and aristocracy, monopolized
much of the political and economic life of the country until the revolution of 1952.
He also built a merchant marine and entered into direct diplomatic and commercial
contact with the nations of Europe despite his ostensible subservience to the sultan.
This economic success was achieved at a price, however. The Western orientation of Egypt's economy greatly increased its dependence on world markets and
made it vulnerable to European economic fluctuations. Foreigners controlled and
manipulated the Egyptian economy. The independence and the initiative of large
segments of the Subject Class were destroyed in both town and country, with native
participation excluded except at the most menial levels.
To carry out these programs and to ensure that the new wealth was efficiently
diverted to the treasuries of the state as well as those of the ruler and his family,
Muhammad AH built a modern administrative system. His aim was efficient, autocratic, and centralized government, mainly on French lines. To this end he replaced
the partially autonomous tax farmers with salaried officials paid by the treasury
and, thus, under its direct control (1806-1814). To secure efficient farm management he encouraged the creation of large estates by members of his own family and
other members of the Ruling Class, forming a Turko-Circassian aristocracy that
remained a powerful support of the dynasty and shared control of the country with
the foreign merchants and bankers. To train men for the new salaried bureaucracy
Muhammad Ali built a substantial system of secular schools and imported European
teachers. He also issued a system of law codes to build up the power of the
bureaucracy, which, under his direct control, extended its authority throughout the
country.
In all these efforts he went ahead with a disregard for tradition and with a
severity far in excess of other Ottoman reformers. Those who dared to oppose his
reforms were suppressed without mercy. The peasants and urban workers soon
found that an efficient government was able to force them to pay far more in taxes
than they had paid under the old inefficient systems. And when they resisted taxes,
conscription, and government controls, they were rapidly dealt with by the new
army. When the ulema and guild leaders finally awoke to their loss of power, they
alaO were put in their places, from which they had emerged only briefly during and
after the French expedition. Direct governmental control over the institutions of
Islam were imposed in the guise of reforms introduced into the Azhar University
(1820-1830). The result was a relatively efficient state and army, but at a terrible
cost that was to sap the strength of the country during the last half of the nineteenth century.
Conclusion of the War with Russia and England
Mahmut II certainly was impressed by the spectacular successes of his Egyptian
governor, but he was restricted not only by his internal political difficulties but also
by the urgent need to act against foreign enemies as well as the provincial notables
who had gained control of much of the empire. One of the most remarkable aspects
of early nineteenth-century Ottoman history was his successful resolution of these
foreign and domestic problems before any of the major reforms were introduced
or carried out.
Following the Franco-Russian agreement at Tilsit (June 14, 1807) to settle the
problems of Europe at least partially by dividing the Ottoman Empire, England,
and later France, became convinced that Russia could not be allowed to gain con-
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trol of Istanbul and the Straits if Europe's balance of power was to be preserved.
Bonaparte felt so strongly about this that he abandoned his plan to strike overland
against the British in India so as to devote full attention to Europe. Early in
October 1808 he imposed his views on Czar Alexander at Erfurt. He stipulated that
he would live up to his Tilsit Treaty obligations to support Russia in its war with
the Ottoman Empire, which had been going on since 1806, only if the Ottomans
were supported by Austria or some other European power, and that if Russia
gained control of the Principalities, then both powers would guarantee the integrity
of the remaining parts of the empire, including Istanbul and the Straits. Relations
between the allies deteriorated after that, leading eventually to Bonaparte's famous
Russian campaign beginning late in 1812. England's reaction to Tilsit and its aftermath was to bring its own war with the Ottomans to a rapid conclusion, forcing
Mahmut to accept peace by blockading both the Dardanelles and Izmir. In the
Peace of Kala-i Sultaniye (the Dardanelles) (January 5, 1809), Britain promised
to evacuate all occupied Ottoman territories, including Egypt, in return for peace,
and the sultan restored the old British Capitulatory privileges in his empire. Britain
agreed to the Ottoman stipulation that the Straits be closed to all foreign warships
in time of peace, making this part of international law for the first time. In many
ways even more important were the secret agreements that provided that if there
was a French attack on the Ottoman Empire, the British fleet would give the sultan
all necessary assistance to defend the coasts of the Aegean and Adriatic as well as
his frontiers against Austria and Russia. Britain also agreed that if it made peace
with Russia, it would work to obtain an Ottoman-Russian peace that would guarantee the continued integrity of the sultan's territories.38 Thus rivalries among the
European powers neutralized Mahmut's enemies and put him at an advantage.
Britain's direct intrusion into the diplomatic affairs of the Middle East was
resented by both France and Russia, especially since it was followed by British
occupation of the Ionian Islands, previously held by France, and also by efforts to
secure an Anglo-Austrian-Ottoman alliance against Russia. Meanwhile, the RussoTurkish war dragged on. The Russians avoided fulfillment of their previous
promise to leave the Principalities and tried to get French help in return for
promises to attack Austria if it showed any hostility to Bonaparte. In negotiations
with the Ottomans at Jassy, the czar's agents also demanded Bessarabia and major
forts in the Caucasus. The sultan ended the negotiations, and the strain between
Russia and France increased. Despite Ottoman resistance, the Russians were able
to take the remaining Danubian forts of Ismail (December 1809) and Ibrail
(January 1810), push through Bulgaria, take Rusquk, Nicopolis, and Giurgevo
(August-September), and cross the Balkan Mountains. Russian assistance encouraged the Serbian nationalists, led by Kara George, to rebuff Ottoman offers
to provide autonomy, thus transforming what had started as a revolt against
Janissary tyranny in Belgrade into a war for independence from Ottoman rule, even
though both the Russians and the French subsequently withheld major assistance in
fear of endangering their future position in other parts of the Ottoman Empire.
Ottoman-Russian negotiations and hostilities dragged on, with the Russians hoping for peace to face the threat of a French attack. But the Ottomans refused peace
because of the Czar's insistence on retaining all territories taken south of the
Dniester. The campaign of 1811 took a turn for the worse insofar as the Ottomans
were concerned when the able but aged Grand Vezir Yusuf Ziya was replaced by
Laz Ahmet Aga (April 15, 1811), while Marshal Kutuzoff took command of the
czar's forces. The latter soon was able to outflank and rout the main Ottoman army
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near Rusc.uk, forcing the grand vezir to accept a truce and to enter into negotiations
at Bucharest (January 1812). It was just at this time, however, that Bonaparte
began his famous invasion of Russia (June 1812), forcing the czar to make peace
with the Ottomans on Ottoman terms despite the sultan's military weakness.
Alexander authorized signature of the Treaty of Bucharest (May 28, 1812), which
returned both Moldavia and Wallachia to the sultan along with Little Wallachia,
leaving only Bessarabia to Russia. The czar also had to return all his gains north
of the Black Sea and in the Caucasus, although he did get the Ottomans to agree to
respect Serbian autonomy and to refrain from punishing the Serbs for their role
during the war. The Russians did at least regain their commercial position and the
right to protect Christians and to station consuls in the sultan's dominions, thus
enabling them to instigate revolts and undermine the sultan's rule from within.39
Suppression of the Balkan Notables
The Peace of Bucharest and Bonaparte's invasion of Russia gave Mahmut a respite
that he used to good advantage to reassert the government's authority in the
provinces. When at all possible, the notables were reduced by peaceful means.
When a notable holding an official position died, it was not assigned to his heirs,
but rather to new officials from Istanbul, who compensated his relatives and followers with appointments elsewhere in the empire. Only when such measures failed
was the mainly unreformed Ottoman army used, usually with unexpected and
surprising effect. By such methods Thrace, Macedonia, the Danubian shores, and
much of Wallachia were taken from the notables and put under direct Ottoman
control once again between 1814 and 1820.
The Serbian Revolt
Suppression of the notables in Serbia and Greece was much more difficult, however, since they were involved in incipient stages of national revolutions and therefore had much more popular support. The end of the Russian war enabled Hurs.it
Ahmet to divert the main Ottoman army from the Principalities to Serbia, where
Kara George's centralization policy had alienated the notables and bandits who had
at first supported him to gain independence from the Porte. When the Ottomans
invaded Serbia from Ni§, Vidin, and Bosnia, therefore, they were able to rout his
army easily (October 7, 1813) and occupy most of the country, while Kara George
fled to refuge in Habsburg territory. The Serbian notables who accepted the
restoration of Ottoman rule were appointed kneses (princes) of their districts. One
of them, a rival of Kara George, Milos. Obrenoviq, led the effort to secure local
compliance and was rewarded in return with the appointment as grand knez of the
central Serbian district of the Shumadia. But many of his countrymen continued to
resist, claiming that Kara George was still their leader and inaugurating the feud
between the two families that was to continue to modern times. As these Serbs
attacked the newly restored Janissary garrisons, the latter replied with the same
kind of misrule that had stimulated the Serbian revolt in the first place, causing
Milos. himself to take the lead in what now became a second Serbian Revolution
starting on Palm Sunday, 1815. Even this, however, was not a true independence
movement, for Milos, still considered himself a vassal of the sultan and worked to
unite all Serbia under his control in general subservience to the Ottomans. He was
helped by events in Europe, where Bonaparte's defeat at Waterloo freed Russia for
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possible new actions against the Ottomans, forcing Mahmut to make a settlement
that made Milo§ supreme knez of all Serbia and allowed the Serbs to have their
own national assembly and army. The Ottomans continued to be represented by the
governor of Belgrade as well as by garrisons and feudal Sipahis settled on their
timars (January 1816). Milo§ then used continued Ottoman fear of a new Russian
intervention to expand his powers gradually, starting a slow evolution toward
complete autonomy under Ottoman suzerainty, which was to be formalized in the
Treaty of Edirne (September 29, 1829). The sultan recognized Milos, as hereditary
prince of Serbia and agreed to remove all Ottoman garrisons and feudal soldiers
from the country, leaving them only in certain forts along the frontier. The Serbs
were to pay their taxes in the form of an annual bulk tribute rather than through
direct collection by Ottoman officials.
Suppression of the Anatolian Notables
In the meantime, Hursjt Ahmet Pa§a suppressed the Anatolian notables by the
same combination of trickery and force that had worked so well in the Balkans.
The governor of Trabzon eliminated the principal notables along the Black Sea
coast during the summers of 1812 and 1813. With the death of Capanoglu Siileyman
Bey (1814) the local governors were able to exploit divisions in his family to
occupy his districts in northeastern and eastern Anatolia during the next two years.
The death of Karaosmanoglu Hiiseyin Aga early in 1816 had the same result
around Saruhan and Aydin, though with much more bloodshed than had been the
case in Capanoglu territories. By the end of 1817, therefore, almost all of Anatolia
was once again under direct central control.
Suppression of the Arab Notables
Restoration of direct Ottoman rule in the more distant Arab provinces was far
more difficult and less successful. The Saudi/Wahhabi revolt in Arabia was suppressed only with the help of a large Egyptian army brought by Muhammad Ali's
son Ibrahim Pa§a, who forced Abdullah Ibn Saud to surrender in September 1818,
ending the early Saudi state. The Egyptians occupied most of Need and the Hicaz,
and only the most distant provinces remained outside their control (1818-1820).
This was not direct Ottoman rule, but it did bring to an end the raids of the Saudis
and their supporters into southern Iraq, and the sultan was satisfied. Egyptian
presence in the peninsula disintegrated following Ibrahim Pa§a's return to Egypt
(1822), with the Saudis subsequently rebuilding their state and army in Need
under the leadership of Turki ibn Abdullah ibn Muhammad ibn Saud (1823—
1834).40 In Syria the governor of Aleppo replaced the fractious Janissary garrison
and then undertook a series of campaigns that reduced most of the notables in
northern Syria and Elbistan (1815-1820), but this was partly negated by Basjr II,
who extended his Lebanese dominion into a sizable Syrian principality, supplanting
most of the notables in the south and ruling unopposed until the arrival of the
Egyptians a decade later (1831). In Iraq, Halet Efendi used disputes among the
Mamluks to secure the assassination of Siileyman Pa§a the Great (1810). But the
Mamluks here were too strong for the Ottomans to rule directly, and after a series
of weak successors had eliminated each other, rule fell to Davut Pa§a (1813-1828),
who managed to restore Mamluk domination for another two decades. After his
death, tribal groups dominated the country until direct Ottoman rule was restored
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with the appointment of the famous reformer Midhat Pas,a as governor (18691872). In addition to the Mamluks in Baghdad, Ottoman rule in Iraq also was
threatened during the nineteenth century by Kurdish tribal groups from the north,
by the Muntafik and other bedouins again invading from Arabia, and by intervention by the Kacar rulers of Iran, leading finally to a new war in the east.
War with Iran
The war with Iran was the result not so much of Iranian strength and aggression,
as had been the case in the eighteenth century, but rather of Iranian weakness in
the face of Russian attacks and Iran's desire to compensate with gains against its
neighbor to the west. By this time Iran had fallen under the rule of the Kacar
dynasty (1794-1925), whose current representative was Fath Ali §ah (1797-1834).
Britain, Russia, and France had been competing for his favor. Bonaparte considered Iran an alternative base to Egypt for an attack on the British in India, and
Britain in turn sought not only to keep the French out but also to keep the
Russians from outflanking the Ottomans in the east and reaching the open sea via
the Persian Gulf. Then in 1798 the British gained their first foothold in Iran by
encouraging the Kacars to regain control of Afghanistan. In 1800 the Russians
conquered Georgia, leading the British to send Sir John Malcolm on a series of
missions to Iran and to conclude a political and commercial agreement that
promised British arms and money in case of war with either France or Russia. A
competing French mission in 1806 offered to support Iranian efforts to reconquer
the Caucasus as well as India, leading to the Treaty of Finkenstein with France
(May 1807), after which a French military mission trained the Iranian army.
Bonaparte, however, lost interest in Iran after Tilsit, leading Fath Ali to replace
the French with British advisers, establishing British primacy in the country,
which was to last to modern times. But with most of the Iranian army still tribal,
the British were able to do little. The Iranians were routed on the Araxes by a
new Russian invasion that took the remainder of the Caucasus (October 12, 1815),
thus starting the conflict of Russia and Britain for ascendancy that was to dominate
Iranian political life for the next century.
While the British worked to rebuild Fath Ali's army, the Russians tried to gain
favor by encouraging him to take advantage of Mahmut's domestic and foreign
diversions and to compensate for his losses to Russia by retaking some territories
from the Ottomans. Persian raids into the areas of Baghdad and §ehrizor followed.
A progression of border incidents finally led Mahmut to declare war on Iran
(October 1820) and to assign the governor of Erzurum, his old favorite Husrev
Pa§a, to lead the campaign in the north while the Mamluks of Baghdad were in
charge of operations in the south. But it was the Iranians who were successful. One
army captured Bayezit (September 1821) and advanced on Erzurum while a
second took Bitlis and went toward Diyarbekir with the help of the refugee
notables. Eventually, however, cholera devastated the invaders and forced them to
seek peace. By the agreement of Erzurum (July 28, 1823) the previous peace
terms were restored. Iranian merchants and pilgrims were allowed to enter the
sultan's territory once again, and Iranian claims to a few border areas were
accepted to secure the peace that was urgently needed to fight the Greek rebels.
Further Iranian adventures against the Ottomans were prevented by a new Russian
invasion that captured Erivan and even Tabriz (1827) and forced the sah to
accept a new boundary along the Aras River and to pay a heavy war indemnity to
the victors (1828).
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Ali Pa§a of Janina and the Greek Revolution
Greek ethnic feeling, long preserved in the Orthodox millet, also had found expression through the successes of the wealthy Phanariote Greeks of Istanbul, who had
attained significant political and financial power in the empire. The Treaty of
Karlowitz (1699) also had made possible a renewal of Ottoman trade relations with
Austria and the rest of the Habsburg Empire, with Greece becoming a prosperous
middleman for much of the trade of the Mediterranean with Central Europe. The
Ottoman treaties with Russia in 1774 and 1794 not only opened the Straits to the
commercial ships of Russia and Austria but also specified that the sultan's Greek
subjects would be allowed to sail their own ships under the protection of the
Russian flag. The diversion of the French and British fleets during the wars of the
French Revolution enabled enterprising Greek merchants to develop their own
fleets and, in fact, to gain a stranglehold over much of the Ottoman sea trade with
Europe - all of which stimulated industry and agriculture in Greece. The prosperity
of the Greek merchant class and the growth of Greek mercantile colonies abroad
made some Greeks far more aware of European ways and thoughts than were
most Ottomans and stimulated the rise of intellectuals, and political leaders who
spread the ideas of nationalism as well as revolution and independence.
Most Greeks seem to have been satisfied with their situation in the Ottoman
Empire as it was, particularly with the new prosperity. But the conflict between
Ali Pa§a of Janina and the sultan seems to have prepared the background for revolution and facilitated the activities of the Philiki Hetairia (Society of Friends),
which began as a small secret society organized originally among Greek merchants
living in the Crimea (1814). The organization secured partisans throughout the
Ottoman Empire under the leadership of Alexander Ipsilanti, member of a leading
Phanariote family, who had gone to Russia to study and had remained to serve in
the Russian army. Russia was not actively supporting the movement at this time,
and most Greeks still remembered Russian betrayals in their previous attempts at
uprisings. But Ipsilanti's membership in the Russian army and the fact that another
Phanariote scion, John Capodistrias, was a close adviser of the czar, enabled the
society to gain the support of some millet and other leaders with the promise of
Russian intervention.
Ipsilanti first attempted to raise the people of Wallachia and Moldavia against
the sultan to divert the Ottomans from the revolution he was preparing in Greece.
Leading a force of Greeks from Russia, he crossed the Pruth into Moldavia
(March 6, 1821) and began to march toward Jassy. But what misrule existed in
the Principalities had been inflicted by his own Phanariote relatives rather than by
the Ottomans, and there was little local inclination to join him, even on the part of
Tudor Vladimirescu, a Wallachian peasant then beginning his own peasant
revolt against the nobles. Alexander I was so angry when he heard the news that
he dismissed Ipsilanti from the army, refused to send any help, and even allowed
the sultan to send troops into Moldavia to meet the attack. Ipsilanti's force was
routed (June 7, 1812), and he had to flee to Hungary while his followers scattered.
The abortive move had no effect in Greece, but it did stimulate a national movement in the Principalities that was to lead ultimately to an end of Phanariote
domination and the establishment of Rumanian union and independence.
In the meantime, the Philiki Hetairia had been organizing cells in Greece with
much more success and with some help from the Orthodox millet leaders, who
hoped to use it as a lever against the Phanariotes. Prior to 1820 their main obstacle
had been Ali Pa§a of Janina, the old notable who had been extending his power in
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Albania southward into mainland Greece and even the Morea. Halet Efendi still
was influential in Istanbul, and, perhaps at the instigation of the Phanariotes, he
got the sultan to ignore the Hetairia and instead to concentrate on ending AH's
power. Thus began the series of events that was to destroy the last power in the
western Balkans capable of putting down the nationalists. AH Pa§a and his sons
were dismissed from their official positions, and land and sea expeditions were prepared against them (April 1820). AH's friends in Istanbul attempted to secure
forgiveness for him, but wisely anticipating Halet's eventual triumph he also prepared his defenses at home, attempting to obtain the cooperation of the Greek
nationalists in his struggle with Istanbul (May 23, 1820). Ali's friendship was
just what the latter needed to gain thousands more adherents around the province.
The Porte declared AH a rebel, Ottoman forces occupied his territories, and he
was put under siege in Janina (August 1820), holding out for over a year before
shortages finally forced him to surrender on the assumption that he would be
granted an imperial pardon. Halet Efendi refused to accept the arrangement, however, and the local commander at Janina, Hurs.it Ahmet, had AH killed (January 24,
1822), thus ending his long rule.41
With AH gone and the Ottoman army then returning to Istanbul, there was no
power left in Greece strong enough to suppress the Hetairia and its followers. Even
while the Ottomans were besieging AH in Janina, the nationalists began a revolt
in the Morea in late March 1821. Within a month many of the Aegean Islands had
joined, and the movement spread north of the Gulf on Corinth, although for the
most part it consisted of local revolts without central direction or coordination. The
Morea, Athens, Thebes, and Missolonghi fell quickly (summer 1822). The Ottomans were able to march in from the north, suppress the outbreaks in Macedonia
and Thessaly, and recapture Athens and Corinth, but they could not move south
into the Morea in the face of popular opposition. The stalemate then continued for
three years. The Ottomans reacted with a general suppression of Greeks elsewhere
in the empire, dismissing many from government positions and hanging the
patriarch because of his support of the revolt. It was from this point forward that
European religious bigotry was to rear its ugly head, with every massacre inflicted
on innocent Muslim villagers ignored, while Muslim measures of self-defense were
emblazoned throughout Europe as examples of Muslim "brutality."
In the Morea two national assemblies were held (January and December 1822) ;
they proclaimed Greek independence and a new constitution, with Alexander
Mavrocordatos, another Phanariote, being elected first president of what was to
that point the Greek Republic. Real power, however, remained in the hands of the
rebels, including groups of organized land magnates, merchants, and shipowners,
who looked for greater profits in a state entirely free from Ottoman control. By
1823 there was a civil war among them, but the Ottomans still were unable to
break into the Morea, contributing further to general public dissatisfaction in
Istanbul with the Janissaries and the rest of the old army. It was at this point that
Mahmut called on the assistance of his still loyal governor of Egypt, who had just
won prestige in Istanbul from his son's successful campaigns against the Wahhabis.
Muhammad AH was receptive to the idea of intervening in Greece not only
because of his desire to act as a loyal vassal but also because of his own origins in
Albania, his interest in establishing his rule in Greece, and the disruption that the
revolt had caused in Egypt's trade with the Aegean. He accepted the sultan's call
in return for promises that he would be appointed governor of both the Morea and
Crete. Ibrahim Pa§a brought an expeditionary force of some 17,000 men to Crete
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and then to the Morea (February 1825). He overwhelmed the rebels and devastated
the countryside as he advanced, while the Ottomans renewed their attacks in the
north, pushing the rebel remnants back to Missolonghi, which finally was taken
after a long siege (April 30, 1825-April 23, 1826). For all practical purposes, then,
the Greek revolution was at an end, and with Ali Pa§a of Janina gone and the
Serbs cowed, Mahmut II had succeeded in reestablishing centralized control
throughout most of his empire.
Background to the Auspicious Event
The sultan had been preparing the way to eliminate the Janissary corps for some
time, as we have seen, by appointing his own men to key positions in the corps. He
also worked to get the support of the ulema, whose cooperation with the Janissaries
had sealed the doom of so many reform measures in the past. Ulema loyal to the
sultan were promoted to high positions, while those who opposed him were dismissed or exiled. He also followed a careful policy of observing religious traditions
and rituals to win over most ulema. He built new mosques and established religious
foundations, required all Muslims to keep their children in the religious schools
until a later age, and gave the local imams authority to enforce these regulations.
When §eyhulislam Mekkizade Mustafa Asim Efendi seemed reluctant to go along
with the sultan's plans, he was replaced by the much more loyal and energetic
Kadizade Mehmet Tahir Efendi (November 26, 1825-May 6, 1828).42
In order to gain the support of the mass of the people, Mahmut worked not only
through their natural leaders among the ulema but also through a concentrated
propaganda campaign unequaled in Ottoman history. He emphasized his own firmness, resolution, and enlightenment while pointing out the decrepit state of the
Janissaries, their inability to defend the empire against its enemies, as shown in the
campaigns against the Greeks and Persians, and the contrast between them and the
modern and efficient Egyptian army. If Muhammad Ali's ambitions against the
Porte were to be given some credence, the situation required immediate attention.43
All through the winter and spring of 1826 the sultan met with his close advisers
to formulate strategy and make final plans for reforms when the time was ripe.
While some proposed establishing modern military units within the Janissary corps
itself, Aga Hiiseyin countered this with the argument that it would be impossible
to get the cooperation of the lesser corps officers and most of the men and that
suppression of the corps was the only solution. The aga of the corps and his chief
assistants were persuaded to go along by a combination of argument and bribery.44
Formation of the E§kinciyan Corps
Once the cooperation of the major Janissary officers was assured, Mahmut assembled the chief officials of the Ruling Class and got them to sign a declaration
supporting military modernization to save the empire.45 The grand vezir's secretary
then read a regulation that marked a fundamental change in the nature of Ottoman
reform. Instead of organizing a new and separate military force, the sultan now
declared that reform would take place within the Janissary corps in a select group
of active Janissaries (Eskinciyan) composed of 150 of the ablest men in each of
the 51 Janissary corps stationed permanently in Istanbul.46 They would live in the
Janissary barracks and train with their fellows during the week, but also would have
one day additional practice in the use of rifles and European tactics and organization far from the city, at Kagithane and Davut Pa§a. They would, however, be
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subject to the traditional Janissary organization, in a single chain of rank, with
command and promotion arranged entirely according to seniority within the chain.
The group would be paid by the Imperial Treasury rather than a separate treasury
such as the Irad-% Cedit, but its men would get higher salaries to attract the ablest
soldiers to its ranks.47 The extra funds needed for its operation would be secured
by modernizing the existing tax system and eventually abolishing the tax farm
system so that all revenues would come to the treasury, thus anticipating by some
30 years a policy that would find favor in the period of the Tanzimat.
Enrollment of men for the new force began at once. On June 12 representatives
of each of its companies assembled at the Et Meydani in Istanbul in the presence
of a large number of dignitaries to receive their weapons, uniforms, and officers,
the latter including two surviving members of the Nizam-% Cedit. Muskets were
distributed, and training exercises were begun.48
The Janissary Revolt and the Auspicious Event
The Janissaries, however, were yet to be heard from. In fact, a number of the
officers who earlier had agreed to support the sultan began to work secretly to
organize an uprising to destroy the new force before it could get started. Mahmut
tried to counter the fears of the thousands of artisans holding corps pay tickets for
revenue by assuring them they could keep them for the remainder of their livesbut this did little to calm the opposition. Mahmut therefore alerted the older corps,
which had been somewhat modernized and were loyal to him, in particular the
Artillery corps and the garrisons protecting the Bosporus. His fears were well
founded. On the night of June 14, only two days after the new force had begun to
drill, the Janissaries overturned their soup cauldrons and began to revolt. The next
day they were joined by thousands of artisans and others fearing the loss of salaries
or simply offended by the sultan's attempt to innovate one of the most traditional
institutions of all. Groups of rebels scattered throughout the city, sacking the Porte
as well as the homes of supporters of the Eskinciyan. In response the grand vezir
summoned the loyal troops and asked leading members of the government and
ulema to gather at the Topkapi Palace in support of the sultan, who, in contrast to
Selim, rushed in from his summer quarters at Besjktas. and summarily rejected
rebel demands that the new corps be abolished. The standard of the Prophet was
unfurled and agents sent throughout the city to urge the faithful to join the attack
on the Janissaries who had revolted. The sultan, indeed, had done his work well.
With the general populace accepting him as a moderate reformer, acting on the
basis of religion and tradition against the corrupt Janissaries, the latter had little
chance. The rebels were forced to withdraw to their own barracks at Et Meydani,
where they were quickly put under siege. The artillery finally broke down the
barracks' gates and enabled the troops to move in. The rebels found in the drill
yard were slaughtered and the buildings set aflame, with all inside perishing
(June 15, 1826). Strong measures followed to hunt out the remaining Janissaries
in Istanbul and around the empire. The corps itself was abolished the next day,
although to assuage popular feeling all those holding payroll tickets who had not
been active or involved in the corps* misdeeds were allowed to continue collecting
their revenues for the remainder of their lives, as had been promised earlier by
the sultan. In most cases the provincial Janissaries were taken by surprise and
forced to dissolve without resistance. Where resistance was attempted-at Izmit,
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Vidin, and Edirne - force, executions, and banishments were applied, but for the
most part corps members were simply absorbed into the general population.
The destruction of the Janissary corps was carried out so smoothly and with
such little opposition that the sultan and his advisers were emboldened to go on to
end the other institutions connected with it. First to go was the Bektasi order of
dervishes, which had provided it with spiritual sustenance and popular support
since early times. In Istanbul some of its leaders were executed and its buildings
destroyed (July 10, 1826). Throughout the empire its followers were scattered and
its properties confiscated and turned over to the ulema for use as mosques, schools,
caravansarais, hospitals, and the like. The order, however, continued to survive
illegally. It revived after Mahmut's death and continued to flourish until dissolved
along with the other dervish orders by the Turkish Republic, after which it has
continued to survive surreptitiously to the present day. The Bektasis were followed
by the yamak auxiliaries and other smaller units allied with the Janissaries, who
represented a potential for disorder even though they had not participated as units
in the Janissary revolt. The Artillery corps took over the yamaks' function of
guarding the Bosporus forts, while the acemi oglans, long maintained to train and
supply young Janissaries, soon followed the demise of their main object of
existence.
Finally, to maintain the support of the principal groups of the Ruling Class, both
for the destruction of the Janissaries and the measures that were to follow,
Mahmut made various gestures of a practical nature, freely bestowing gifts and
promotions, abolishing the old tradition of confiscating the estates of deceased
members of the Ruling Class for the benefit of the treasury, and turning the old
residence of the Janissary aga over to the seyhulislam as his first official residence.
With official and popular support, then, the sultan's actions met with very little
reaction, let alone protest, even though there were, of course, individuals who
grumbled for one reason or another.49
Mahmut IPs destruction of the Janissaries and their allies, called the Auspicious
E^ent (vakayi hayriye) by the Turks from that time forward, was an event of
major importance in Ottoman history. For the first time reform had been undertaken by destroying an old.institution, making it possible for the new institutions
to function without being hindered by obsolete practices. The other branches of the
old Ruling Class also had been deprived of their principal military weapon so thaf.
in subsequent years, as Mahmut's example was applied far outside the military
sphere, those with vested interests in the old order could resist only with words but
not with the kind of violence and force that had disrupted all previous Ottoman
reform initiatives.
The New Reformers
In the years preceding the destruction of the Janissaries, Mahmut II had gradually,
almost stealthily, filled the high bureaucracies of the Ruling Class with young
Ottomans who were energetic, ambitious, loyal to him, and determined to carry out
his reform desires. In the remaining 13 years of Mahmut's reign, many of these
emerged as leading figures, reforming when they could, often competing among
themselves for power, but always remaining the instruments of a sultan who was
determined to do what he could to modernize the empire and who himself became
the dominant figure in Ottoman politics while pursuing this end.
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Many of the early reformers rose in the Scribal Institution but had their careers
cut short because of internal intrigues. Most prominent among them was Mehmet
Sait Pertev Pa§a (1785-1837), a protege of Galip Efendi, who become leader of
the scribes as reis ul-kiittap (1827-1830) and then lieutenant (kethiida) of the
grand vezir (1831-1836), holding that office when it was transformed into that of
minister of the interior (umur-u miilkiye nazirt) in March 1836. Pertev was ousted
and soon after put to death (late November 1837) as a result of the intrigues of his
rival, Akif Pa§a (1787-1845). Akif followed Pertev through the major offices of
the Scribal Institution, serving also as reis (1832-1835) and as the first minister of
foreign affairs (hariciye nazxri) in 1835 until ousted by Pertev's intrigues. After
Pertev's death, Akif replaced him as minister of the interior in 1837 before himself
falling to the plots of Pertev's partisans. Eventually replacing both Pertev and Akif
as administrative leader of reform during Mahmut IFs later years was a protege
of both of them, Mustafa Resjt Pa§a (1800-1858). With their help he first rose in
the Scribal Institution, joining Pertev in negotiations with the Russians and
Egyptians and so gaining the sultan's favor in the process that he became amedi in
1832, then ambassador to Paris (1834-1835, 1835-1836) and London (1836-1837),
and finally foreign minister as well (1837-1839). Mustafa Re§it became the real
leader of the Ottoman reform movement even while representing the empire in the
difficult negotiations then under way with the great powers of Europe. He trained a
substantial group of proteges and entered them into principal offices throughout the
scribal and administrative system, so extensively that they remained in command
through much of the remainder of the century, long after their master had passed
on.
While Resjt led the ministers and scribes, leadership in the military was assumed
by the old warrior Husrev Pa§a (1756-1855), who had risen as a lieutenant of Aga
Hiiseyin during the campaign that drove the French out of Egypt and was the last
Ottoman governor of Egypt before Muhammad Ali. During Mahmut's early years,
Husrev served in many roles, fighting the notables in Anatolia and the Greek rebels
in the Morea and modernizing the fleet as grand admiral (1811-1818), though
ultimately being dismissed due to rivalry with Halet Efendi. Following the destruction of the Janissary corps, he was the second commander of the new reformed
army and, like Re§it, built his political power by training his own corps of military
slaves and entering them into the army and government in the old Ottoman manner.
Finally, in the Ilmiye institution, which encompassed the Muslim cultural and
religious leaders in the empire, Mahmut worked mainly through Yasincizade Seyyit
Abd ul-Wahhab Efendi, who served as seyhulislam in 1821 and 1822 and rose
again to the post after Halet's fall, serving from 1828 to 1833. He was succeeded by
another of Halet's opponents, Mekkizade Mustafa Asim, who had been seyhulislam
also in 1818-1819 and 1823-1825, each time falling to conservative pressure. He
now held the post well into the reign of Mahmut's successor, Abdulmecit, until his
death in 1846, all the while keeping most of the ulema from actively opposing the
sultan's reforms.
The New Army
Destruction of the Janissary corps required the creation of an entirely new army,
since even the Eskinciyan, being a part of the former, were destroyed with it. The
same decree (June 16, 1826) that abolished the already destroyed corps also created
the basic organization of the new army that was to replace it, the Muallem Asakir-i
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Mansure-i Muhammadiye (The Trained Victorious Soldiers of Muhammad), and
appointed its first commander (now called serasker, or head soldier), Aga Hiiseyin
Pa§a. He was given control of the Bosporus forts as well as the Nine Towers of
Istanbul (the seven towers of Yedi Kule plus the Galata tower and the former
tower of the Janissaries, the main observation posts over old Istanbul) and of the
police of Istanbul to give him and his army the strength needed to suppress opposition. Recruitment proceeded rapidly in Istanbul. Within three days one regiment
was manned by about 1500 men, and training proceeded in the courtyard in front of
the Siileymaniye mosque. Soon after, the new army was transferred to the old
imperial palace at Bayezit, long a residence for lesser members of the sultan's
family, which became the Bab-i Serasker (Headquarters of the Commander in
Chief) until the end of the empire, while barracks also were constructed at the same
locations as those of Selim Ill's army, at Davut Pa§a, Levent, and Uskiidar.50 A
week later the official regulation for the new army was issued, modeled after the
Nizam-t Cedit except in minor details. It was to be composed initially of 12,000
men, all stationed in Istanbul, organized into 8 regiments (tertips), each commanded by a colonel (binbasi). Each regiment would have 12 cannons and 12 musket companies. Promotion was to be by seniority, although ability could be considered
in exceptional cases. The old salary tickets, so often sold to others in the past, were
replaced by a modern salary roll, with members .having to be present to receive
their pay. Recruits had to be aged between 15 and 30 years. Terms of service were
set at 12 years, after which the men could resign if they wished, but without pensions. Retirement with pension could be allowed only because of age or infirmity
suffered in the course of duty. Each company was given a religious school led by
an imam, who was to train the men in religious principles and lead them in
prayer.51
The new force was called an army (ordu)} and, as we have seen, its commander
was the head soldier (serasker), indicating the sultan's intention for it eventually
to incorporate all the fighting forces of the empire. But for the moment it did no
more than replace the Janissaries in the military hierarchy, with the other corps
remaining as independent as they had been before. Because of the serasker's extra
responsibilities in charge of the Bosporus forts and the Istanbul police, however,
his office did also assume political power and later developed into a real Ministry
of War. As the regulation also established a superintendent (nazir) to control
administrative and supply matters, at first the serasker's authority was not clear
even within the Mansure army. But after clashes occurred over finances, Aga
Hiiseyin managed to have the post occupied by officials of low rank, leaving the
serasker supreme.52
By the summer of the same year, the army was doing well enough in Istanbul
for the sultan to order several governors to raise provincial regiments. Each was
organized exactly the same as the original regiments, with trained officers sent
from Istanbul. The colonels were directly subordinate to the serasker in military
matters and to the provincial governors in matters of administration and local
policy, while all arms, supplies, and salaries came from Istanbul.53 The Army
Engineering School, continued from the eighteenth century, was expanded to provide needed engineering officers for each regiment, and an engineering department
was established at the Bab-t Serasker to organize, assign, and supervise the army
engineers. As time went on, corps salaries were raised enormously to get capable
men. Additional transport divisions were organized. Regimental bands were introduced on western lines, at first under the direction of Giuseppe Donizetti, brother
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of the famed composer, who remained in Istanbul for many years and stimulated
the rise of Western-style music in the empire (1828-1856).
There were, of course, many problems involved in the creation of a new army,
and Aga Hiiseyin, though a brave and able soldier, was basically a man of the old
school, not fully sympathetic with the new ways. So Mahmut soon turned to
Mehmet Husrev Pa§a, who had advocated modernization as early as 1801 after
seeing both the British and French forces in Egypt and had modernized the fleet
while serving as grand admiral. On May 8, 1827, Husrev replaced Aga Hiiseyin as
serasker, with additional appointments as governor of Anadolu and sancak bey of
a number of smaller districts to give him the financial and political power to fight
the battles of the new army in and out of the councils of state.54 Under Mehmet
Husrev's energetic leadership the Mansure army was modernized along the lines
introduced in France since the time of the revolution. The battalion (tabur) now
was made the basic unit, with internal division into eight musket companies
(boliik). Regiments (alays), consisting of three battalions, were each put under a
colonel (miralay) and a lieutenant (kaymakam),55 Within a short time there were
10 new battalions in Istanbul and 21 in the provinces, with some 27,000 men. Most
of the principal officers came from Husrev's slave group. In general, the regulations of the new army were disguised as much as possible to avoid upsetting the
ulema, but the latter knew what was going on and finally secured the right to
appoint a preacher to each barracks in addition to the imams to counter the influence of "infidel" innovations.56
Reform of the Old Kapikulu Corps
The surviving corps of the old army were also touched by reform. Mahmut wanted
to create an elite imperial guard on the model of those attached to the great ruling
houses of Europe, so he simply took the old Bostanci corps, long in charge of guarding the imperial palaces and their environs, supplied it with new officers and men, and
reorganized it as the "Trained Imperial Gardeners" (Muallem Bostamyan-i Hassa,
usually known simply as the Hassa).57 It was given barracks and training grounds
in the Topkapi Palace and soon regained its old job of guarding its gates as well
as those of the newer palaces then rising at Dolmabahqe and Be§ikta§ along the
Bosporus and patrolling the quays of Istanbul. Imams were also assigned to this
corps, but they were appointed by and responsible to the director of the imperial
library rather than the seyhulislam, thus removing the direct influence of the ulema
from this corps at least. Service in the Hassa corps was distinguished both by very
high salaries and also the possibility of promotion to high positions in the palace
or government.58
The sultan wanted to parallel the Mansure army with a new and Western-style
cavalry corps, but he decided not to establish it in Istanbul to avoid high costs and
possible opposition to another innovation. So the new Imperial Cavalry Regiment
was based at Silistria, on the Danube, where there were many excellent horses as
well as horsemen among the nomadic Tatar inhabitants of the Dobruca. It was
made part of the Mansure army and formed into three groups composed, respectively, of Tatar and Turkish horsemen from the Dobruca and Christian Cossacks
who had been pushed across the Danube by the Russian advances into the Ukraine
earlier in the century. Each ethnic group was charged with filling vacancies in its
own ranks, with individual villages having to furnish a certain number of horses
and men according to their size and wealth in return for tax exemptions. Although
the Ottomans had employed the Christian troops of vassals as auxiliaries in cam-
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paigns and Greek sailors had served in the fleet, this was the first time that
Christians were armed and made regular parts of the Ottoman land forces, a matter
of some note though it did not attract much attention then, perhaps because of its
seclusion at Silistria.
Soon after, Mahmut also established a regular cavalry regiment in Istanbul because of the need for horsemen in official ceremonies and also because of Husrev
Pa§a's desire to have cavalrymen training with the Mansure infantry in simulated
battle conditions. The new regiment was included in the Mansure army like its
Silistrian version, but it was organized exactly like the Mansure infantry units
and had artillery forces attached to it (February 1, 1827), with 1582 men in all.59
By the summer of 1827 the corps was sufficiently organized and trained for half
its men to be sent to fight in Greece. During late 1827, both cavalry regiments were
put under the training command of an Italian captain named Calosso, who introduced
French organization and drill, including the new battalion reform. Both regiments
served well in the war against Russia. Though some of the Cossacks deserted,
causing the sultan to send the rest to Anatolia for the remainder of the war, they
were returned to Silistria afterward and continued to serve.
The traditional Ottoman artillery forces were divided among the Cannon corps
(Topgu) and its auxiliary, the Cannon-Wagon corps (Arabact), as well as the
forces charged with caring for the specialized tasks of mining and sapping
(Lagxmcxyari) and mortar bombing (Humbaraciyan), all of which had been
modernized considerably during the eighteenth century. Selim III had reorganized
and partially joined the Cannon and Cannon-Wagon corps (1793), drilling them
along Prussian lines, with their financial and supply services united under a single
superintendent while their a gas retained separate military authority. Mahmut II
worked to increase their numbers and efficiency, but he retained Selim's organization until 1827, adding only a new regiment of mounted artillery and building the
force up to about 14,000 cannoneers and 4,414 cannon-wagon men in all, half
stationed in Istanbul and along the Bosporus and half in the provinces. Since the
artillerymen had made an important contribution to the Auspicious Event, Mahmut
left them alone, attaching them to the Mansure for military purposes and also
using them to police Istanbul while the Mansure army was being organized.60 The
superintendent of the Cannon and Cannon-Wagon corps was now made the main
military as well as administrative officer of both corps as well as of the foundries
and factories attached to them. He shared only matters of discipline and military
procedure with the corps' agas, who thus remained commanders in name alone.
The mounted artillery and cannon transport corps now emerged as the most
modern and efficient artillery forces in the sultan's service, remaining together in
Istanbul rather than being scattered around the empire with the older corps and
following the more modern battalion organization under officers responsible directly
to the grand vezir.61
Among the most important changes introduced in 1827 were requirements that
all artillerymen, mounted and unmounted, train regularly with the Mansure battalions to foster a spirit of cooperation and to prepare for joint actions against the
enemy. Civilian experts were provided for technical matters, while the corps' secretariats were reduced to save on costs. It was very difficult, however, to change
the corps in practice, so that the Miners and Bombardiers remained as undisciplined as they had been and the Ottoman artillery overall remained below the
standards of the empire's major European enemies both in equipment and manpower.62
The remaining kaptkulu corps were almost completely reorganized in Mahmut's
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early years. The Armorers (Cebeciyan) corps - previously charged with transporting the Janissaries' weapons and ammunition - was disbanded, and a new
Armory corps (Cebehane Ocagt) was created to provide and transport military
equipment to all the fighting forces of the army.63 The chief armorer acted as both
administrative and technical chief, helped by technical assistants and independent
artisans working at the armory or at their own shops under government contracts.
The corps was organized so that detachments could be added to the Mansure infantry as needed to care for its weapons and ammunition. Similar regulations reorganized the old Tent corps into the Mehterhane corps, which was given the job
of transporting equipment to the army's camps during campaigns (October 17,
1826). But the division of the task of supplying the various needs of the army
among the Mehterhane, the Armorers, and the supply services of the individual
corps caused inefficiency and duplication of effort. The state factories did become
somewhat more efficient, but as time went on, the private artisans supplied a great
deal of the equipment and the army became more and more dependent on expensive
imports to fill its need, another problem that lasted into the Tanzimat period and
beyond.64

Reorganization of the Feudal and Irregular Groups
Mahmut hoped to do away with the feudal and irregular groups as soon as possible,
but as the danger of a new war with Europe increased, he saw that it would be
necessary to use as many of them as could be reactivated and supplied, at least
until the Mansure army was fully organized. Husrev Pa§a persuaded the sultan
to order the reorganization of the feudal cavalry as a branch of the Mansure army,
with feudal holders retaining their revenues but those serving actively being required to accept modern military organization and procedures (February 24,
1828).65 As in the Mansure, the basic unit was the battalion, composed of 889 men
and officers and commanded by a major for military matters. The entire task of
assigning and administering the fiefs was handled by the battalion's secretariat,
which was charged with making certain that the fief income of each man was
appropriate to his rank and duties. When feudal officers rose to ranks requiring
salaries above the sums provided by their fiefs, they were compensated by the
treasury. However, no fief holder was allowed to collect more than 3500 kuru§
annually from his fief, and anything over this amount had to be sent to the treasury
to compensate for its expenditures for the feudal system. All fief holders were
inspected, and those unable to join the active battalions when called were subjected
to confiscation of their fiefs. In peacetime, fief holders had to perform active service
in rotation, but all had to serve in wartime. As time went on, fief holders unable
or unwilling to serve when called were allowed to pay the treasury to hire a
replacement, known as a retainer (cebeli).66 In practice, however, it was extremely difficult to get the feudatories to accept the new regulations and to perform
active military service or provide compensation. Thus by the end of 1828 only two
battalions were up to strength and two more were in the process of organization,
indicating that only a very small number of the reputed 30,000 feudatories in existence at the time were willing or able to serve. Soon, therefore, Mahmut saw dissolution of the corps as the only solution.67
Services not delivered by the feudatories could be secured from the Turkish
nomadic tribesmen (generally called yoriiks) settled in Rumeli, and long organized
under the name Evlad-% Fatihan (Sons of the Conquerors), mainly in Macedonia.
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The nomad men had been divided into groups of six, each of which had to send
one of its number for active service, in return for which their communities were
exempted from all state taxes. The system had provided about 1000 men to the
army at a given time, but it had broken down by the nineteenth century, with the
communities involved paying special taxes in lieu of service. Mahmut now restored
and modernized the corps (March 11, 1828). The villages in question were
required to provide enough men to maintain four battalions in the corps, each with
814 men, and to pay the army treasury 1.2 million kuru§ annually for their support.
Though this substantially increased their obligation in both men and money, fortunately the non-Muslim villages in the areas inhabited by the Fatihdn now also were
required to contribute, thus lessening the obligation of each village. The corps
was required to police the village areas in addition to helping the army, all under
the authority of the serasker, since it now was considered to be part of the Mansure
army. Village men subject to service went in rotation as before, but they had to
train regularly while at home, and all had to come in wartime. They received
salaries from the treasury but at lower rates than those for Mansure men, since
they served only on a part-time basis. The four battalions were actually organized
and manned, and two were sent to the Russian front in 1828, but we have no information on the extent of their actual contribution to the war effort.68
Reform of the Navy
Selim III had made progress in modernizing the Ottoman navy, but it was
neglected during the first half of Mahmut's reign, with the sole exception of
Husrev Pa§a's short term as grand admiral. Corruption and nepotism again were
common, construction and repair came to a halt, and the remaining ships of the
fleet wasted away, leaving it with no more than 15,000 officers and men and ten
ships of the line compared with over twice those numbers in Selim's later years.
Soon after Mehmet Husrev took over the Mansure army, however, Mahmut
appointed as Grand Admiral Topal Izzet Mehmet Pa§a (1827-8), one of Husrev's
proteges, who introduced a major reorganization to revive the navy (September 22,
1827).69 As before, political appointees were at the top, as the grand admiral and
emin of the Imperial Dockyard (Tersane)t who administered matters of supply
and finance. But under them a permanent professional staff was created led by the
scribe of the navy (kalyonlar kdtibi), who was charged with advising them on
technical matters and translating and applying their orders to meet the real needs
of the fleet. The basic naval hierarchy created by Selim III was retained, but
salaries were raised to attract qualified men. Only graduates of the Naval School
thereafter could be appointed as captains. Incompetents were weeded out, and the
remaining force of 8000 men was organized into three divisions, 4200 sailors
(reis), 3000 cannoneers (topgu), and 800 marines (tufenkgi). Clear lines of
authority were provided for officers of different ranks aboard ship and on shore,
and Naval School graduates were to receive practical training before they were
given commands. The Naval Engineering School was enlarged and its curriculum
modernized to provide trained officers. The Naval Arsenal similarly was modernized, and strict security was established to prevent theft. A regular supply of
timber from southwestern Anatolia was provided so that at least two ships of the
line as well as many smaller ships could be built each year. Calls were sent out to
the coasts of the Black Sea and Syria for Muslim sailors to replace the Greeks who
had formerly performed most of the empire's naval service. But it took time for
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such drastic changes to be effected, and it still was basically an unreformed fleet
that was to sail to disaster at Navarino in 1829.

Internal Problems
As early as the winter of 1826, the development of the army began to slacken and
opposition arose as the result of various problems. A severe plague spread through
Istanbul, extending also to the Mansure barracks, with heavy loss of life. Several
fires of unknown origin devastated the old part of the city, destroying even the
buildings of the Sublime Porte itself (August 31, 1826). To secure additional funds
for recruitment and reform the government took over all the Imperial Foundations,
formerly administered by high officials for religious and pious purposes, and administered them through a new Ministry of Religious Foundations (Nesaret-i
Evkaf), which was supposed to turn all surplus funds over to the treasury for
general purposes. This not only gave the treasury large new financial resources but
also threatened hundreds of ulema with the loss of their pensions and undermined
the financial power of the ulema, who were left with control only of the foundations
established to support the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina.70 Those benefiting
from tax farms were similarly threatened late the same year by an order that
required that the larger ones be taken over and administered directly by a new
military treasury (called the Mukata'at Hasinesi) created to support the Mansure
army. A similar treasury was established to support the fleet (Tersane Hazinesi).11
A new market excise tax, the "Holy War Taxes" (Rusumat-t Cihadiye), was imposed on shops and markets for the benefit of the military treasury.72 And finally,
though the sultan had promised to pay lifetime pensions to surviving Janissary
corps members, so many of those who applied were imprisoned and executed that
the remainder chose to forgo their claims, while many others were wrongfully
caught up in the process to eliminate active Janissaries, creating a climate of fear
around the empire.73 In consequence, it is not surprising that opposition to the
sultan and his reforms began to spring up everywhere, not only among former
Janissaries and conservatives but also among the ulema, artisans, merchants, and
even former partisans of reform who were affected in some way or other by the
sultan's financial and military policies.
There were, indeed, problems in building the new army. It was difficult to secure
sufficient trained officers. Muhammad AH had not formed his new force in Egypt
until after Colonel Seve had trained 500 officers for it previously (1816-1819). But
the Ottomans went ahead and modernized the army without such a pool, so that
many incompetents rose to command and gained promotions through the same
conditions of nepotism and favoritism that had ruined the old army.74 The sultan
tried to solve the problem first by establishing an elite corps of youths trained in his
own palace service, the Enderun-u Hilmayun AgavaH Ocagt (Corps of Agas of
the Imperial Palace Service), to provide officers for the Mansure army, basically
thus restoring the old gulam system that had produced so many Janissaries and
ministers in the past. He enrolled some 250 slaves from his own household as well
as sons of Ruling Class dignitaries who were already training as palace pages.
They were organized on the model of the Mansure and trained under the direction
of former Nizam-% Cedit officers as well as the cavalry expert Captain Calosso (who
took the name Rustem Bey) and Donizetti.75 The corps soon expanded to about
400 youths. Its graduates entered the army as vacancies occurred, rising very
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rapidly and soon almost monopolizing the officer corps. They did provide a certain
uniformity and discipline, but the favoritism thus shown to the graduates of the
sultan's court school caused discontent among the other officers in the Mansure
army. Many members of the palace corps also became more interested in palace
life than in military training. Their discipline and expertise declined accordingly,
and they began to be a cause of disorder rather than order in the army, so that
the corps finally was abolished altogether in May 1830.76 Mahmut found it almost
impossible to hire foreign officers, since the European powers now were preparing
to intervene on behalf of the Greek rebels while Muhammad AH was not at all
anxious to strengthen the army of the sultan he soon was to attack.77
The only solution was a new system of military technical education to train
Muslim Ottomans as officers. For youths below the minimum enrollment age for
the Mansure army a special training center (Talimhane) was organized in the
former barracks of the old Acemi oglan corps. Students were trained in infantry
drill as well as religion and crafts, and when they reached the age of 15, they
entered the army as regular soldiers or as corporals or clerks if they were qualified.78 A similar school was provided in the palace for the slaves and upper-class
boys enrolled in the sultan's new Hassa corps.79 As noted, the Naval Engineering
School and Army Engineering School were enlarged and reinvigorated, and in
March 1827 an Army Medical School {Ttbhane) was opened.80 But in all of these
enrollment was limited, students were not prepared, and instruction was poor.
Progress was made, but it was very slow, and the results were hardly adequate to
rescue the army from the incompetents who continued to lead it long after the
destruction of the Janissary corps. Hence by the end of 1828 the Ottoman army had
about 50 active battalions in all, with an effective strength of between 30,000 and
35,000 officers and men, mainly in the Mansure and Hassa forces, with an additional 20,000 men in the feudal cavalry and the artillery and the innumerable irregulars subject to the sultan's call-but their organization, discipline, leadership, and
training still were very questionable.81
The Greek Revolution
In addition to the internal problems, Mahmut IPs foreign enemies left him with
little repose during the years following the destruction of the Janissaries. The death
of Czar Alexander and the accession of Nicholas I late in 1825 placed Russia in
the hands of a monarch willing to use force to gain his ends, particularly in the
Morea and Crete, where he feared the rise of Muhammad AH as an obstacle to
his own ambitions. Britain was leaning away from open support of the Porte and
toward an effort to mediate a settlement in Greece, in conjunction with the
Russians, to avoid a new Russo-Ottoman war that might prove disastrous for the
latter. On March 17, 1826, Russia sent an ultimatum to the sultan demanding full
restoration of the privileges of the Principalities and the autonomy of Serbia, as
provided in the Treaty of Bucharest (1812). Under British pressure, Mahmut gave
in to the Russian demands and signed the Convention of Akkerman (October 7,
1826), adding recognition of Russian domination of the Caucasus and allowing
Russian merchant ships the right of free access to all Ottoman waters, including
the Straits.82 Russia, however, continued to pressure the Ottomans to give in to the
Greek rebels, and it proposed joint intervention with Britain to accomplish this
end. The latter attempted to avoid a situation that would require it to help Russia
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in the Middle East, instead joining Metternich in pressuring Mahmut to accept
allied mediation to avoid giving Russia a pretext for intervention on its own.
In Istanbul, Akif Pa§a led a strong group that supported the sultan's reforms
but deeply resented the foreign intervention and advised Mahmut to make war on
the Russians in order to regain lost territory and prestige. Mehmet Husrev, Galip
Pa§a, Grand Vezir Selim Pa§a, and others, on the other hand, insisted that the
empire still lacked the men and resources to fight the Russians successfully and
advised acceptance of the mediation offers.83 Mahmut leaned toward the former
group's advice. He informed the powers that he was the legal ruler of Greece and
that the rebels had to be crushed; he sent the allied Ottoman and Egyptian forces
in Greece ahead, enabling them to continue their advance and to capture Athens
in June 1827. In response, Britain was pushed into signing a new treaty at London
with France and Russia (July 6, 1827) providing for joint intervention if either
party refused mediation. When Mahmut continued to resist, the allied fleets moved
into the eastern Mediterranean and blockaded the Dardanelles as well as the
Morea to cut off new supplies to the Ottoman forces, although they were instructed
not to engage in actual warfare with either the Ottomans or the Egyptians, a very
fine point indeed (early September 1827). In response, the Egyptian ships that
had brought Ibrahim Pa§a and his men to the Morea joined the main Ottoman fleet
at anchor at Navarino, which was put under close blockade in early October by the
allied squadrons. The allies first withdrew toward Zanta hoping to lure the Ottomans into battle in the open sea, but the latter remained at anchor. Finally, on
October 20, the allies began to enter the harbor, publicly declaring their hope of
convincing Ibrahim Pa§a to return to Egypt but in fact intending to open battle.
When met with an Ottoman fire ship sailing toward them, the allied ships replied
with an intense artillery barrage that completely destroyed some 57 Ottoman and
Egyptian ships and killed 8000 soldiers and sailors within three hours. With the
kind of attitude that was to characterize European relations with the Porte during
the remainder of the century, the allies blamed the Ottomans for the battle because
of their attempt to resist the move into the harbor !
The Battle of Navarino was of immense importance to all parties. It completely
destroyed the new Ottoman fleet, cut Ibrahim Pa§a off from reinforcements and
supplies from home, and assured the Greek rebels of ultimate victory. In a sense
also it provided the pattern for a series of European interventions in Ottoman
affairs that was to reduce the empire to what appeared at times later in the
century to be a puppet dancing at the end of an imperialistic string. But it did
not mean the end of the war. Although Britain and France hoped that Navarino
would force the Ottomans to accept mediation, it had the opposite effect: Akif and
Pertev joined in pressuring the sultan to resist any settlement, despite the Akkerman agreement, getting him to call all Muslims to arms to resist the Russians and
Greeks (December 18) and to close the Straits to all foreign ships (February 5,
1828). The czar, just freed from a nagging war with Iran (1827), did not really
want mediation now, but instead used the situation to fulfill his ambition to break
up the Ottoman Empire by force. In response to Mahmut's determination, Nicholas
declared war (April 28, 1828). Within a week his troops were marching once
again into Moldavia as well as through the Caucasus and into eastern Anatolia,
while his Mediterranean fleet began to supply large amounts of arms and ammunitions to the Greek rebels. At this point the death of George Canning (August 8,
1827) and his replacement with the less decisive Duke of Wellington left Britain
unable to act, with the duke not wishing to do anything that might upset coopera-
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tion with the Russians even though he too feared their advances into the Middle
East.
War with Russia
With the Janissary corps and the navy gone and the Mansure army still in the
process of training, it was difficult for the sultan to organize successful resistance.
His armies in the Balkans, now commanded by Aga Hiiseyin Pa§a, consisted
mainly of the Tatar and feudal irregulars. Mahmut tried to get ships from his
Algerian vassals, but they were being blockaded by the French as the first step of
a campaign to occupy that part of the empire. Muhammad AH responded to the
sultan's appeals for help with an offer of some money, adding a subsequent offer
of troops only if he were given a governorship in Anatolia in return.84 A supply
system was set up to support the troops along the frontiers, but what could be
sent was often delayed or lost due to poor roads and corrupt local officials. On the
other hand, the Russians had some 100,000 men ready to attack, and they made
rapid advances into the Principalities in three columns, the first taking Ibrail
(June 16) and flooding into the Dobruca, the second attacking Silistria, and the
third acting defensively to keep the Ottoman garrisons busy along the Danube
from Rusc.uk to Vidin (October 11, 1828).85 In central Bulgaria the Ottomans
were relatively successful, with Husrev Pa§a making Silistria and §umla the
bases for his entire defense and holding on to them against fierce attacks. To the
east the Russians did quite well, advancing along the eastern coast of the Black
Sea, taking Anapa and Ahiska, and then moving into eastern Anatolia to take
Kars (July 1828) with the assistance of the local Armenian populace. Thus did
the so-called Armenian Question have its beginning. In the meantime, the allies
got Muhammad Ali to withdraw his troops from the Morea (October 1828) and
to turn key positions over to the new Greek government led by John Capodistrias.
A new tripartite agreement signed in London provided for a relatively small but
autonomous Greek state, including territory from Volo on the Aegean to Arta in
the west as well as Crete and a number of Greek islands, ruled by a hereditary
prince invested by the sultan and paying him an annual tribute. British fears of
Russian supremacy in the new state prevented it from being given any more land
or independence.
Husrev Pa§a had been able to organize staunch resistance in many places in
1828, but the following year's campaign was disastrous. Many of the new recruits
were young and completely untrained, and the spread of plague as well as food
shortages caused by the continued Allied naval blockade contributed to a high
mortality rate. By the summer of 1829 Ottoman resistance had collapsed. The
Russians moved through the passes of the Balkan Mountains, bypassing §umla
and taking Edirne after a siege of only three days (August 19-22).86 In Anatolia
the Russians took Erzurum (July 8, 1829) and moved toward Trabzon, with their
mounted forces reaching even farther west.87 The game was up, and the terrified
sultan asked the powers to mediate a settlement.
The Treaty of Edirne
Russia now was in a position to occupy the rest of the Ottoman Empire, but it did
not do so because this would have been opposed by its European friends as well as
enemies. Instead, the czar resolved to make a peace that would leave the Ottoman
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Empire intact but too weak to prevent the spread of Russian influence or to
frustrate Russian advances in the future. In the peace treaty of Edirne (September 14, 1829) the territorial provisions were harsh, but not as bad as they might
have been. Russian troops were to evacuate all their conquests south of the
Pruth, including the Principalities, Dobruca, and Bulgaria. But the czar was to
retain control of the mouths of the Danube and have the right of free trade along
its course, while the Ottomans had to agree to establish no fortifications along it or
the Pruth, thus leaving the Russians easy access to Ottoman territory in case of a
new war: In the east the Russian gains were much more extensive. The sultan
accepted Russian acquisitions in the Caucasus, including Georgia and the areas of
Nahcivan and Erivan recently taken from Iran, and the czar returned only the
east Anatolian cities of Erzurum, Kars, and Bayezit. The Russians also subsequently interpreted the treaty to signify consent to their control of Circassia, though
this had never been part of the Ottoman Empire and was not actually mentioned.
Even more important were provisions establishing the autonomy of Serbia, Greece,
and the Principalities under Russian protection and granting to Russia the same
Capitulatory rights in the Ottoman Empire enjoyed by the subjects of other
European states. The Ottoman Empire was required to pay Russia a war indemnity
of 400 million kurus, over a period of ten years, a terrible burden on a state whose
annual budget at the time was no more than half that amount, even though the sum
subsequently was reduced in return for additional territorial concessions to
Greece.88
The First Egyptian War, 1831-1833
The end of the war with Russia and settlement of the Greek Question did not end
Mahmut's military involvements or territorial losses. In 1830 the powers forced
him to accept full Greek independence and, two years later, to establish Samos and
the Cyclade Islands as an autonomous principality under Greek rule. On July 5,
1830, after a blockade of three years, the French conquered Algiers and began
spreading through the countryside, thus taking the sultan's most important
North African possession. Soon afterward (August 29), he was forced to widen
the privileges granted the autonomous Serbian state, recognizing the hereditary
rule of Milos, Obrenoviq and giving him six additional districts from the provinces
of Vidin and Bosnia. And, worst of all, he soon was engaged in a disastrous war
with his Egyptian governor. Muhammad Ali had emerged from his involvement in
the Greek Revolution with considerable prestige but little compensation for the
expenditures that he had made to help the sultan. Greek independence had deprived
him of the territories that he had expected to rule as a reward. He had asked for
Syria, only to be offered Crete, which he rejected, since it had been in a constant
state of revolt since the start of the Greek Revolution and promised to cost him
far more than he could secure from it in taxes and other revenues. When urged by
the allies to withdraw his forces from Greece, he had complied without consulting
the sultan. During the subsequent war with Russia, as we have seen, he reneged on
earlier promises to send troops, and he also urged his friends in northern Albania
to revolt against the sultan. This led Mahmut to order the governor of Syria to
prepare for an Egyptian attack. When the letter fell into Muhammad Ali's hands,
he saw that his request for Syria was being rejected and decided to attack in
order to obtain what he considered to be just compensation. His pretexts were
minor: The Ottomans had failed to return some 6000 fellahin who had fled into
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Syria during the war; and the governor of Acre had neglected to pay him money
owed as his contribution to the war effort. Soon afterward, Ibrahim Pa§a led a
combined land-sea expeditionary force into Syria. Within a short time he took
Gaza, Jaffa, Jerusalem, and Haifa, then Acre after a siege (November 16, 1831May 27, 1832). With the help of the emir of Lebanon, Basjr II al-§ihabi, the rest
of Syria, Sidon, Beirut, Tripoli, and finally Damascus (June 18, 1832) also passed
into Ibrahim's hands.
The Ottoman reaction was very slow in coming. In March 1832 Mahmut officially
declared Muhammad Ali and his son rebels, dismissed them from their positions,
and appointed Aga Hiiseyin, now governor of Edirne, to lead the campaign against
them. By this time Ibrahim had established his defenses and made promises of
Arab self-rule to gain local support. Thus when the Ottoman troops finally entered
Syria, it was they rather than the Egyptians who were treated as foreign invaders.
The modern Egyptian army easily prevailed over the Ottomans in two battles in early
July, at Horns and Belen, between Alexandretta and Antioch. Muhammad Ali then
stopped his son's advance, hoping to secure all of Syria by negotiations with the
sultan or through mediation of the powers without further bloodshed. But Mahmut
was adamant, especially since Britain, while refusing his pleas for help, was not
pressing him to settle. Despite the efforts of Stratford de Redcliffe to secure an
Anglo-Ottoman alliance and those of Palmerston to do something to prevent the
Ottomans from turning to Russia, Britain remained preoccupied with elections at
home and problems in Belgium and Portugal. Austria was committed to supporting
its Russian ally, which in turn was only waiting for events that would enable it to
increase its influence in the Ottoman Empire.
Mahmut, therefore, went ahead preparing a new army against Muhammad Ali,
this time commanded by Grand Vezir Re§it Mehmet Pa§a, Husrev's protege and
ally. In the meantime, once diplomatic efforts had proved unsuccessful, Ibrahim Pa§a
led his army through Cilicia onto the Anatolian plateau, where he gained support
from those who opposed the sultan for one reason or another and occupied Konya
on November 21. Resjt Mehmet tried to cut off the Egyptians from their supplies in
Syria, but Ibrahim led his forces out of Konya and routed the Ottomans nearby
(December 21), thus in a single blow opening the way for a complete conquest of
Anatolia, although Muhammad Ali was still posing as the sultan's loyal subject
acting only to secure what was due him in Syria.
The Ottoman disaster at Konya stimulated Czar Nicholas to do something to
prevent the establishment of a powerful new Middle Eastern state that could and
would resist Russian penetration far better than the Ottomans had been able to
do. As the British and French offered no concrete assistance, Mahmut turned to
the czar, resulting in the arrival in Istanbul on December 25 of a Russian military
mission to prepare for the arrival of Russian troops. In reaction to this the French
and British emissaries in Cairo got Muhammad Ali to agree to accept mediation
for a settlement that would assure his rule in Syria. But Ibrahim Pa§a advanced
again, occupying Ktitahya (February 2, 1833), and asked the sultan's permission
to spend the winter in Bursa, only 50 miles from the capital. Mahmut was now
thoroughly frightened, and in reaction he granted permission for a Russian fleet
to come through the Black Sea to help defend Istanbul and for a Russian army
to march through the Principalities. The former arrived in the Bosporus on
February 20, and Russian soldiers settled into their tents across the Bosporus, at
Hunkar Iskelesi, shortly thereafter. This alarmed the French and British even
more, and their ambassadors in Istanbul got the sultan to agree to get the Russian
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troops out and to give Syria to Muhammad AH (but without Cilicia) as the basis
for a settlement; at the same time they threatened the latter with a blockade of his
coasts and the withdrawal of French military assistance if he refused to cooperate
(February 21, 1833). Despite this pressure, however, Ibrahim's advances emboldened Muhammad Ali to demand more, including Cilicia, and to threaten a
march on Istanbul if the sultan did not agree (March 9, 1833). When the Russians
admitted that they would be unable to send troops in time to defend Istanbul from
the Egyptians, Mahmut caved in and granted all the Egyptian demands if only
Ibrahim's troops were withdrawn. At the same time, he invited the Russians to
land their troops at Buyiikdere, on the European side of the Bosporus, to put
them in a position to help defend Istanbul in case Ibrahim made a surprise attack.
Their landing (April 5) created consternation in Istanbul, particularly among
the ulema and the populace, who opposed the use of infidels against Muslims however threatening the latter might be. But the Russian presence convinced Ibrahim
that it would no longer be practical for him to entertain wider ambitions. Thus
new negotiations were opened in Kiitahya, with the sultan represented by a young
dmedi, Mustafa Res.it Efendi (later Pa§a). The result was an agreement
(March 29, 1833) granting Ibrahim the governorships of Damascus and Aleppo
and also the post of muhasstl of Adana. The latter concession so angered the sultan
that he ordered Mustafa Re§it's execution but was dissuaded by the latter's political allies. Muhammad Ali was confirmed as governor of Egypt and Crete, and
Ibrahim also was made governor of Cidde, thus establishing their position in control of much of the Arab world. Ibrahim soon evacuated Anatolia, and the crisis
seemed to be over.
The Treaty of Hiinkar Iskelesi
Czar Nicholas, however, was not satisfied with a direct Ottoman-Egyptian settlement. He wanted to perpetuate Russian domination and the diminution of the traditional French and British influence in Istanbul. Thus in response to Mahmut's
previous request for a defensive alliance against the possibility of Egyptian attack,
he sent the able diplomat A. F. Orlov, whose negotiating skill produced the famous
Ottoman-Russian treaty signed at the Russian camp at Hiinkar Iskelesi, which
incorporated most of the czar's ambitions (July 8, 1833). The Treaty of Edirne
was confirmed. Each party agreed to help the other if its territories were attacked
during the next eight years, with the nature and cost of such help to be determined
by subsequent negotiation. The Russians secretly repudiated the need for Ottoman
help, with the sole exception of a promise by the sultan to close the Straits to
foreign ships of war in wartime, thus assuring Russia that its Black Sea coast
would be free from naval attack from Britain, France, or any other enemy.89
The treaty in fact went no further than several other alliances previously signed
by the Porte with Britain and France as well as Russia, and its references to the
Straits did no more than incorporate the generally accepted provisions of international law concerning international waterways in wartime. But Palmerston and his
colleagues in Paris and Berlin interpreted the agreement through the czar's eyes
and in the light of the czar's intentions, fearing that it really gave Russia a special
position in Istanbul as well as the right to intervene in case of future crises. That
these fears later proved to be false - with the Ottoman Empire continuing to seek
out and accept the advice and help of all its European "friends" - did not prevent
France and England from falling into such a state of Russophobia that thereafter
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they were determined to defend Ottoman survival in order to keep the Russians
out, opposing subsequent efforts of Muhammad Ali and others to upset the situation and create a power vacuum that the czar might use to his benefit.
New Unrest at Home
Settlement of the major foreign crises freed Mahmut II to concentrate on internal
reforms for the first time since the destruction of the Janissaries, but the severe
defeats inflicted by the Egyptians as well as by powers purporting to be friends
led to increased internal opposition during the rest of his reign, particularly in
the light of the economic and financial rigors that were the result of both the
reform efforts and the wars. Revolts followed in Anatolia, Bosnia, Macedonia, and
Iraq, and with the relative weakness of the army, they were only partially put
down. In addition many ulema, especially those on the lower levels, who had at
least remained neutral to his reforms, now turned against him, attributing the
defeats to the reforms and complaining about what they considered to be the
sultan's infidel ways as well as the presence of foreigners in the capital. Mahmut's
use of the Mansure army to suppress the unrest only added to the discontent.90

New Awareness and Beginnings of the Ottoman Press
Despite all these difficulties, Mahmut emerged from the wars an even more dedicated advocate of reform than before, now extending its scope to include all aspects
of Ottoman life, not only the military. He began to develop a program that, though
only partly carried out during the remaining six years of his reign, provided the
backbone and model for the Tanzimat reform era that followed.
Mahmut cultivated an interest in what went on outside the palace. He began to
go out to see what the actual problems of the empire were, how his regulations
were working, and wrhat in the life style of the Europeans gave rise to the ulema's
objections. He also worked to broaden horizons by developing an Ottoman press,
not only for the publication of books but also to provide regular Ottoman newspapers in the empire. French newspapers had been published in Istanbul as early
as 1796 and in Izmir since 1824, but these were available only to the small foreign
communities and did not reach the mass of his subjects, let alone members of the
Ruling Class. Mahmut wanted to enlighten his subjects, not only about his reform
efforts in reaction to the complaints of his opponents, but also to give them regular
information about what was happening in and out of the Empire, to make them
participants in contemporary European civilization. Muhammad Ali's Vekayi-i
Mtsriyye (Events of Egypt) had begun publication in 1829. Two years later, on
July 25, 1831, Mahmut followed suit with the first Ottoman-language newspaper,
the Takvim-i Vekayi (Calendar of Events), issued by the government on a more
or less weekly basis to provide copies of the laws and decrees then being issued
as well as news of events in and out of the empire. The French version, the
Moniteur Ottoman, was issued periodically to provide news of interest to Europeans resident in the empire.91 Even though no more than 5000 copies of the
former and 300 of the latter were printed and their circulation was limited to high
officials and foreign embassies, their readership and impact were much wider and
the way was opened for the development of a substantial Ottoman press in subsequent years.
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The Reformers
Mahmut still worked through the cadre of reform officials that had helped shape
his earlier plans, Pertev Pa§a in interior affairs; Akif in foreign affairs; Husrev
and his proteges, and later rivals Halil Rifat and Sait Mehmet in the military; and,
finally, Mustafa Resjt Pa§a, who during his first term as foreign minister (1837—
1838) prepared reform programs in many areas and convinced the sultan to carry
through many of them. Grand Vezirs Resjt Mehmet Pa§a (1829-1833) and Mehmet
Emin Rauf Pa§a (1833-1839) acted mainly as political mediators, attempting to
balance conflicting interests while participating in the factional activities and disputes endemic in Ottoman governmental life. Mahmut and his successors followed
Selim's old policy of appointing political rivals to positions where they could watch
and check each other, keeping them relatively balanced so that the sultan could
control and use all of them, but in the process further exacerbating the divisions
among the reformers.
The Central Government
Mahmut's desire to achieve increased centralization necessitated changes first of
all in the structure of the central government in Istanbul, generally involving denigration of the traditional power of the military and religious classes in favor of an
ever-expanding bureaucracy of administrators and scribes centered in the palace
and the Sublime Porte. Selim Ill's reform policies had left the old Imperial
Council, once the center of Ottoman governmental life, mainly supplanted by the
Sublime Porte (Bab-t Alt). The latter was directed by the grand vezir and reis
ul-kiittap through subordinate sections devoted respectively to domestic and foreign
affairs, though the Imperial Council also survived, with no clear delineation of
authority or function between its powers and those of. the Porte. In response to the
need for specialized knowledge and efficiency in administration, Mahmut began
the process by which the central government was divided by function into departments and ministries and, eventually, by which the executive and legislative functions were separated, though in the process he left a struggle for power between
palace and Porte that was to continue right into the twentieth century.
The executive came first. The offices of the serasker (commander in chief) and
the grand admiral had been functioning as equivalents of ministries for some time.
Now they were given real ministerial organization so that they could accomplish
their tasks with some efficiency. In addition, the office of the lieutenant of the grand
vezir (sadaret kethudast) was transformed into the Ministry of the Interior (called
first Ministry of Civil Administration Affairs, or Umur-u Miilkiye Nezareti, in
1836, and then, after Pertev was ousted, simply Ministry of the Interior, or
Nezaret-i Dahiliye), retaining this title even after it was joined to the grand
vezirate in 1838 to give the occupant of that office sufficient administrative authority
to establish his primacy among the ministers.92 On March 11, 1836, the office of
reis ul-kuttap was transformed into the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Nezaret-i
Hariciye), and the first minister, Pertev Efendi, included domestic reform matters
within its purview, establishing a practice that was retained during the rest of
the century. Within the Porte the Amedi department, whose scribes had handled
both domestic and foreign affairs in support of the grand vezir and the reis, was
now simply divided between the two ministries.93 The Qavusbast and Tezkereci
departments of the Porte were organized into the Ministry of Judicial Pleas
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(Nezaret-i Deavi), later called the Ministry of Justice (Nezaret-i Adliye). The
Army Treasury (Mansure Hazinesi or Mttkata'at Hazinesi), which by now collected most state revenues to provide for the rapidly increasing expenditures of the
armed forces, was transformed into the Ministry of Finance (Nezaret-i Umur-u
Maliye), assuming the financial duties of the former Imperial Treasury (Hazine-i
Amire), as well as those of the Treasury of the Mint (Darphane Hazinesi), and
leaving only the Treasury of the Sultan (Ceb-i Hiimayun) as an independent
financial organ, although it had to depend on the new ministry for at least part of
its revenues.94 Finally, outside the Porte itself, the seyhnlislam was given the
former headquarters of the Janissary aga, near the Siileymaniye mosque, as a
center for his own department, which came to include not only his traditional functions as leader of the Ilmiye class and grand mufti but also those of directing the
operation of the entire system of courts formerly directed by the kazaskers of
Anatolia and Rumeli, who now were his subordinates. The resulting Bab-t Mesihat
(Abode of the §eyhulislam) thus became the center for an administrative organization and hierarchy of ulema very similar to and parallel with those being developed
in the other ministries of government.95 The Ministry of Religious Foundations
established just before the Egyptian war to handle all the Imperial Foundations
except those of the Holy Cities was joined to the Imperial Mint (Darphane-i
Amire), which already administered the latter, thus uniting the finances of all the
foundations in a single department and making it the second most important
treasury in the governmental system. 96
Economics was not considered important enough for a full-fledged ministry,
particularly since foreign trade was assigned to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
But in 1838 a Council of Agriculture and Trade (Meclis-i Ziraat ve Ticaret), soon
afterward transformed into the Council of Public Works {Meclis-i Nafia), was
created to discuss and propose programs to improve agriculture, industry, domestic
trade, and public works, although it was put under the direction of the Foreign
Ministry so as not to threaten the latter's overall power.97 It was only a year
later, after its functions were carefully defined to emphasize internal economic
development, that it was established as a regular Ministry of Trade (Nezaret-i
Ticaret), with separate councils within its structure to handle matters of agriculture, public works, and trade.98
Finally, with the grand vezir now being less the absolute lieutenant of the sultan
that he had been in earlier times and more a coordinator of the activities of the
ministers, his title was changed officially (though usually not in usage) to prime
minister (bas vekil). Theirs were changed from supervisor (naztr or vezir) to
minister (vekil), even though they were individually appointed by and responsible
to the sultan rather than to the prime minister. Within these limitations, a cabinet variously called Meclis-i Hass-t Viikeld (the Sultan's Council of Ministers),
Meclis-i Hass (the Sultan's Council), or Meclis-i Viikeld (Council of Ministers) was created under the chairmanship of the prime minister to coordinate the executive activities of the ministries and, thus, form the policy of "the government" and
also, and in the Ottoman context much more important, to pass on legislative proposals and submit them to the sultan.99 The center of these activities, the Sublime
Porte, whose wooden buildings already had been destroyed several times by fire and
were to suffer the same fate several times more in the later years of the century,
was rebuilt so that it could house not only the offices of the grand vezir and the
Imperial Council but also those of the more important ministries.
What of legislation itself ? The old system, wherein all laws were considered by
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the Imperial Council before being issued in the sultan's name as fermans, or in
important matters bearing his signature as imperial rescripts (hatt-t hiimayun),
was inadequate for handling extensive and complex legislation. Neither the new
cabinet nor the ministers themselves had the time and expertise to consider every
proposal in detail. To fill this need, at the recommendation of Mustafa Res.it, the
sultan created a series of advisory councils early in 1838, each composed of distinguished current and former officials, both to review legislative proposals and to
originate new ones. The Supreme Council of Judicial Ordinances (Meclis-i Vdld-yt
Ahkdm-t Adliye) was to meet in the palace itself with the purpose of creating an
"ordered and established'1 state by means of "beneficent reorderings" (tanzimat-%
hayriye) of state and society. The name of the reform movement that was to result
from its work, Tanzimat, was thus derived from the decree establishing this council. The Deliberative Council of the Sublime Porte (Dar-i $urayt Bab-t Alt) was
to meet at the Porte to consider other legislation, except that concerning the military, which was left to a third council, the Deliberative Council of the Army
(Dar-t $tirayt Askeri) which met at the Bab-x Serasker (March 24, 1838). The
councils began meeting weekly, with the sultan sometimes in attendance, particularly at the Supreme Council. Though members at first were supposed to serve part
time while continuing their regular official duties, within a short time they were
allowed to devote their entire service to these councils. They then began to discuss
not only matters submitted to them but also, in the absence of contrary instructions,
other matters that they deemed important, thus in fact intervening directly in
matters officially considered within the scope of the ministers and functional departments. Their findings and recommendations were incorporated into protocols
(mazbata) presented for the approval of the Council of Ministers, which also added
its opinions and recommendations for changes when desired. Still at the top of the
new legislative process was the sultan. But with the grand vezir now clearly
devoted to the affairs of the Porte, the sultan's private secretary (bas kdtib-i
sehriyari) became the official in charge of checking and communicating the facts
of each case and the opinions of the relevant ministries and councils to the sultan.
He also communicated the latter's decision in writing at the base of the document
conveying the grand vezir's recommendation, an inscription whose name, the trade
("will" of the sultan) thereafter was applied to all such imperial orders in place of
ferman, with hatt-t hiimayun being used only for those documents to which, as
before, the sultan's personal signature was affixed.
In 1835 the entire bureaucracy of the Ruling Class was reorganized into three
divisions, with the old Imperial and Scribal classes being brought together in the
Scribal CX&ss/Kalemiye, while the Military/Seyfiye and Religious and Cultural/
Ilmiye classes remained more or less the same. In addition, the different levels and
ranks of each group were recast to provide equivalents, thus giving the serasker a
rank equal to that of the grand vezir and the seyhulislam and ranking their subordinates accordingly, as shown in Table 1.1. All were now paid only by salary
according to rank, and the structure of a complex bureaucratic hierarchy on
modern lines was established.100 It is interesting to note, incidentally, that the rank
of hacegdn, once at the top of the Scribal Class, had been so inflated by appointments early in the nineteenth century that it now represented the lowest rather
than the highest class of administrators. Since educational reforms eliminated the
entry of apprentices into the ranks of the bureaucracy before the age of 18, the
educational apparatus previously maintained by the departments was abandoned
with the exception of new foreign-language schools established in each of the major
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Table 1.1. The Tanzimat structure of titles and ranks
Serasker

§eyhulislam

Grand vezir

Musir (field marshal) and
vezir
Ferik (divisional general)

Sadr-i Rumeli (kazasker of
Rumeli)
Sadr-i Anadolu (kazasker of
Anatolia)
Istanbul payesi (rank of the
kadi of Istanbul)
Harameyn mollast payesi
(rank of the kadi of the
Holy Cities)
Bilad-i Erbaa mollast payesi
(rank of the mollas of the
"Four Cities" of Edirne,
Bursa, Damascus, and
Cairo)
Mahreg mollasi payesi (molla
with the rank of mahreg)

Riitbe-i ewel (rank 1)

Mirimiran (brigadier
general)
Miriliva (major
general)
Miralay (colonel)

Kaymakam (lieutenant),or
alay emini (regimental
commander)
Binbast (major)

Istanbul miiderrislik payesi
(rank of an Istanbul
medrese teacher)

Riitbe-i sani, stntf-t ewel
(rank 2, class 1)
Riitbe-i sani, sinif-i sani
(rank 2, class 2)
Riitbe-i salis, stnxf-% ewel
(rank 3, class 1)
Riitbe-i salis, stmf-t sani
(rank 3, class 2)

Riitbe-irabi (rank 4)

Divan-t Hiimayun hacegam
(rank of hace/hoca of
the Imperial Council)

departments (usually called Terciime Odasi, or Translation Office) to handle the
duties of translation and to train young Ottomans to replace the Greeks who had
traditionally performed this function but who had been driven from official life
following the Greek Revolution. The first and most famous of these translation
offices was established in the Foreign Ministry in 1833, and it became a major
source not only of diplomats and educated bureaucrats but also of the new intelligentsia that emerged during the remaining years of the empire.101
Mahmut went on to reorganize the bureaucracy that staffed these offices of
government. In 1834 he modified, and later eliminated entirely, the traditional
system by which the higher administrative and scribal officials had to be reappointed each year, since this had subjected them to tremendous political and social
pressures. He went on to establish a regular salary system in place of the traditional fees (bahsis), which previously had provided the bulk of official revenues.
This would not only reduce the officials' opportunity to take bribes but also subject
them to far more regular central control than was possible when they had possessed
at least semi autonomous sources of revenue of their own. Of course, the officials
in question were far more willing to accept the new salaries than they were to
forgo the old fees, so that it was at this time that the term bahsis began to acquire
its more modern connotation of "bribe."102 Finally Mahmut issued penal codes
(ceza kanunnamesi) especially for officials and judges in which the old system of
arbitrary confiscation of property and punishment of officials by non judicial means
was abolished and replaced by a regular system of penalties and punishments for
specific crimes regardless of the rank and position of the officials in question. On
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one hand the new bureaucrats were rescued from the highly insecure and precarious positions in which their predecessors had found themselves as slaves of an
absolute master. Thus was founded the highly autocratic tradition of Ottoman
bureaucracy which was to survive well into the period of the Republic. On the
other hand the code defined the limits of bureaucratic power, excluding recognized
practices such as profiting from authority to make official purchases, appointing
relatives and favorites to official positions, and, of course, accepting bribes.103 We
shall examine later Mahmut's role in developing a new secular system of schools
intended to provide the state with the educated and dedicated bureaucrats needed
to operate the new system (see pp. 47-48).104

Provincial Administration
Mahmut's aim in provincial administration was to establish a just system of rule
and taxation, first of all by resuming the old practice of making regular cadastral
surveys of population and property and by assessing taxes according to individual
ability to pay rather than by the customary (orfi) and excise (ihtisap) taxes
inherited from the past. A census of the entire empire, except for Egypt and
Arabia, was carried out between 1831 and 1838. Although still based on the old
principle of counting only male heads of households, primarily for tax and military
purposes, the census did include movable and fixed property and the values of
shops and factories so that taxes could be set and adjusted fairly in both town and
country.105
According to new regulations issued soon afterward, tax farmers were to be replaced by salaried agents of the central government called muhassils (collectors).
The governors and other provincial officials were to end their exactions and rule
justly according to law, and relatively independent financial and military officials
sent by and responsible to the relevant Istanbul ministries were to supervise to prevent the absolute and unlimited misrule that had been inflicted on the subjects in the
past. The provincial military garrisons, now also responsible to Istanbul rather
than to the governors, were to enforce obedience to the law on the part of subject
and official while restoring security and ending the depredations of bandits, notables,
bedouins, and the like.106
The new practices were introduced first in the province of Hiidavendigar
(Bursa) and the sancak of Gallipoli, which were to be experimental models for
the new system.107 To facilitate the transmission of orders and the supervision of
officials as well as the collection of taxes, Mahmut also established the first regular
Ottoman postal system, building special postal roads when necessary, repairing the
old ones when possible, and establishing regular stopping points (menzil) along
the road for the postal messengers, first from Istanbul to Izmit, then Istanbul to
Edirne, and finally, as time went on, to other parts of the empire.108 In addition, to
control the population and prevent the kind of mass movements that had so upset
financial and social stability in the eighteenth century and earlier, a system of
passports was introduced, not merely for subjects wishing to travel outside the
empire, but also for subjects and foreigners wishing to travel from one place to
another within the sultan's dominions. Such persons were required to secure a
travel permit (miirur tezkeresi) from their local police officer, issued by the
Ministry of the Interior, and to display it when required along the way, with severe
punishments being applied to those failing to carry them. This was the first step
toward a system developed later in the century by which the entire population was
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registered and given identity cards as part of an all-encompassing census procedure.
Even though some of these reforms were limited first to the areas of Bursa and
Gallipoli, the difficulty of finding enough bureaucrats able and willing to collect
taxes and administer the laws fairly in return for salaries alone made it impossible
for the government to replace the tax farmers and recalcitrant bureaucrats as
rapidly as had been anticipated. Thus reform came slowly. Mahmut's measures did,
however, provide the nucleus for provincial reforms in the empire in the years that
followed.109

The Military
Mahmut was shocked by his army's defeat at Konya and was determined to
modernize his army so that it could never again be subjected to such humiliation.
He participated directly in the planning and execution of most of his military
projects, himself visiting barracks, training grounds, forts, schools, and factories,
inspecting troops, sometimes even tasting their food.110 He also was the first sultan
in centuries to travel outside the capital for purposes other than conquest or
relaxation in Edirne, going to Silivri early in 1829 to look into the shipment of
supplies and men to the front,111 and personally going to visit Gallipoli and the
Dardanelles in June 1831 to inspect frontier fortifications,112 and also going on a
month-long trip through eastern and northern Bulgaria in April 1837, visiting
§umla as well as the Danubian ports of Varna, Silistria, and Rusquk.
Mahmut sought military reform first and foremost by elaborating on and extending the centralized organization begun soon after the Janissaries were
destoyed. To increase the powers of the serasker, the office of the superintendent
(naztr) was eliminated and replaced with a mere scribe who acted as no more
than an executive assistant in financial and supply matters, while the naztr's
financial powers went to the Ministry of Finance.113 Husrev Pa§a already had begun the process of extending the serasker's powers over the other corps, appointing
the best of his former slaves to command them and using his prestige as commander
of the Mansure to act more or less as minister of war during the Russian war.
After the war, his title was changed to Commander in Chief of the Victorious
Troops of Muhammad and Protector of Istanbul (Asakir-i Mansure-yi Muhammadiye Seraskeri ve Dersaadet Muhafizi) to distinguish him from the other
seraskers appointed to command campaign armies on the eastern or western front.
As such he was recognized as supreme supervisor of all the army corps as well as
commander of the Mansure army.114 The last step was taken in March 1838 when
all the fighting corps were incorporated into the Mansure army while the other
still independent corps, factories, and warehouses were grouped into three departments under his control:
1. The Imperial Guards (Hassa), who included not only the guards but also
the sultan's personal bodyguards {Hademe-i Rikdb-t Humayun), the Imperial
Band (Mehter-i Humayun), the Army Medical School (Ttbhane-i Amire), and
the School of the General Staff (Mekteb-i Harbiye)
2. The Ordinance Department (Tophane), including the Artillery, CannonWagon, Bombardier, and Sapper and Miner corps and also the garrisons, armaments, and fortifications of the empire as well as the Army Engineering School
(Miihendishane-i Berri-i Humayun)
3. The Department of War Supplies {Miihimmat-% Harbiye), which included all
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the corps charged with providing the army with food, housing, tents, small arms,
and gunpowder
The serasker thus was now commander in chief in fact as well as name, and with
the change of the army's name from Mansure to Asakir-i Muntazama (the Ordered
Troops), the process of military centralization was complete. The Seraskerate also
was now considered to be one of the ministries, and the serasker as commander
in chief was equal in rank to the grand vezir and the seyhiilislam, as we have
seen. 115
The navy continued as a separate organization, still under the grand admiral.
The formerly independent superintendent of dockyards (tersane emini) was supplanted by subordinate directors for supply and military matters, and the admiral
himself was helped in administrative and political matters by a civilian official appointed as his undersecretary (miistesar), who increasingly assumed actual power
in operating the ministry, while the former was left with primarily military functions. 116
Between the establishment of the Mukata'at (later renamed Mansure) Treasury
in 1826 and of the Ministry of Finance a decade later, efforts were made to
regularize the army's financial system. This military treasury was given substantial revenues right from the start, not only the miikata'as formerly controlled
by the Imperial Treasury and Mint, but also the Holy War Taxes, the confiscated
properties of the Janissaries and their supporters, and all timars that could be
seized. However it was no more than a collector of funds, with expenditures being
in the hands of the serasker, causing inefficiency and waste. Mahmut first tried to
control this problem by setting up a new Department of the Superintendent of
Military Expenditures (Masarifat Nezareti) to control military expenditures (midJune 1830), but it was not too effective until the superintendent and his subordinates were made directly responsible for salaries and the purchase of food,
supplies, uniforms, and the like, leaving only the more technical military functions
to the serasker's departments. The navy remained outside the control of the serasker, but its construction and supply departments also had to cooperate closely
with the superintendence, resulting in savings in all military purchases as time
went on.
The Mansure Treasury was by far the largest state treasury then in operation,
that of the mint being a distant second, while the Imperial Treasury existed almost
only in name. But since the army continued to spend more and more money and
also perhaps because its reorganized financial system was more effective than those
of the civilian treasuries, Mahmut kept transferring more and more revenues to
it, including the poll tax and sheep tax. Finally, the superintendent was given the
additional title of treasurer (defterdar), the Imperial Treasury was abolished, and
its remaining revenues were turned over to the Mint Treasury (Darphane
Hazinesi), whose supervisor was given the same rank as that of the Mansure
Treasury, thus leaving state finances under two treasuries, for military and civilian
affairs (November 1834). The process of transferring state revenues to the
former continued, however, so that finally in February 1838 it was transformed into
the new Ministry of Finance, and the mint was limited to its original activities of
making and distributing coins. The Army Treasury thus emerged as the state's
central financial organ, evidencing the tremendous burden the new military force
placed on the total resources of the empire. Soon afterward the final step was
taken when the Superintendency of Expenditures was abolished and its functions
were assumed by subordinate departments of the Ministry of Finance (April 1839).
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It should be noted, thus, that the Ministry of Finance, though based on the Mansure
Army Treasury, included the state treasury. It once again had to meet all state
expenses, not merely those of the army, and to curb the latter accordingly even
though it continued to absorb as much as 70 percent of the total finances of the
state during Mahmut's later years. 117
Beneath the new organizations at the top, the different military services were
restructured and modernized. The infantry regiments (alay), each including about
3,500 men and officers, became the main administrative units of the new army,
whose total complement was raised to about 65,000 men, of whom 11,000 were
Hassa guards. 118 The cavalry forces attached to both were enlarged and strengthened, though much more slowly than the infantry and artillery due to their
decreasing military value. Many feudal timars were confiscated, and those remaining were modernized to support the provincial cavalry, with new arrangements
being made for agents to collect the feudatories' revenues so that they could remain
in training and under discipline at the provincial centers at all times. The use of
cebeli substitutes was discouraged, with the fiefs being confiscated if the holders
refused to serve personally. Efforts also were made to develop the provincial regiments under local command, appealing to a kind of provincial pride that had not
yet developed in the regular army. By the end of Mahmut's reign the provincial
cavalry had some 6,000 officers and men, but for the most part they remained irregular and poorly led and trained.
In the artillery corps the independent corps were abolished and all the positions
that previously had been compensated with fiefs were given salaries as in the
bureaucracy. The unified corps was regrouped into six regiments, according to
current French patterns, with the core unit being the battery, possessing its own
artillery and transport. The arrival of Prussian advisers in 1833 caused the
artillery to shift toward the Prussian system, with more mobile forces built around
light howitzers instead of cannon and a general standard applied of three artillery
pieces for every thousand infantry men. However, the Ottomans were not really
able to keep pace with the rapid developments then taking place in the science of
artillery in Europe, and many corps continued to resist even the limited reform
efforts that were attempted.119
Another advance made in the military during Mahmut's reign was the establishment of a real reserve militia (redif) in the years after 1833. Here the sultan
made a sustained effort to gain general approval, explaining it as an organization
that would enable the population to care for their own security while providing a
pool of trained men who could be brought to war more rapidly and effectively than
had been the case in the past. The militia system would screen and train men in
advance so that only those who were fit and ready to serve would be sent to the
front, and then only in accordance with the needs and capacity of each village.120
General consent was obtained in a series of meetings convoked in Istanbul and the
main provincial centers, and the redif militia law then was proclaimed on July 8,
1834.121 Redif battalions were established in every province, though in some areas
where the Muslim population was small several sancaks were joined together in
individual battalions so that there would be 40 in all with some 57,000 men. The
members were aged between 23 and 32. They were allowed to marry, and they
were commanded by local notables, selected by the governors and submitted to approval by the Porte. The units came together in the provincial capitals twice a
year, in April and September, for organized drill, all under the general supervision
of the provincial governors and, ultimately, the serasker. Salaries were only one
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quarter of those of the regular troops except when the redif forces went on active
duty, when they were the same.122
Organization of the redif proceeded rapidly. By 1836 there were 32 redif battalions in operation, though there was some local opposition because of the fear
of many notables that the central government would use these forces to restrict
their autonomy. Mahmut, however, feared the reverse, that this organization would
strengthen the notables and provincial officials against the centralizing tendencies
of his administrative reforms. In September 1836, then, he reorganized the system
to enlarge the redif and also attach it more directly to central control.123 The
organization now was modeled directly on that of the regular army, with the
battalions reduced to 800 men and officers each. Every province now had to
supply 3 battalions instead of 1 battalion, and the total force therefore came to
about 100,000 men in 120 battalions, considerably larger than before. The power
of the provincial notables was reduced by grouping the provincial battalions into
regional regiments headed by Ottoman officials given the rank of miisir and based
at Edirne, Ni§, and §umla, in Europe, and at Bursa, Konya, Ankara, Aydin,
Erzurum, and Sivas, in Anatolia. In addition, redif cavalry units were organized
in both Anatolia and Rumelia124 and brought to Istanbul once a year for more
advanced training than could be provided in the provinces.
There were serious problems, however. The notables resented the new regulations and ended their cooperation. Enrollment lagged considerably. Desertion was
frequent, and since the redif forces received only what muskefs and cannon were
left over from the regular army, they remained poorly armed and trained. Nevertheless, the redif was a major advance. The structure was laid for the provincial
armies established later during the Tanzimat. The local security forces were greatly
augmented. A beginning was made in checking the powers of the notables and
provincial officials, and for the first time the empire was provided with a reserve
of at least partly trained men who could and did help the active army.
To what extent were the old problems of supply and armament solved under
the new organization? Food and other necessities now were provided directly by
a military commissariat within the Seraskerate. Rations were purchased centrally
and then distributed to the commissary officers (vekiliharg) for each of the Istanbul barracks, while the stores for the provincial troops were bought locally by the
governors with funds from the Bab-% Serasker. There certainly continued to be
illegal skimming of funds on all levels, but under the new system the men were
far better fed and supplied than before. Also the various needs of the new army
stimulated the development of the first modern factories in the empire. A Sewing
Factory (Dikimhane-i Arnire) was opened in 1827 to make uniforms, footwear,
canteens, and the like. Some textile factories were built in Izmit and Uskiidar to
provide needed cloth. A fez factory (feshane) was established in Izmir with the
help of the governor of Tunis (1835) to provide headgear. The Artillery foundry
(Tophane) now emerged as the principal establishment for the manufacture and
repair of cannons, mortars, wagons, mines, and projectiles in place of a number of
old foundries, and it applied the latest techniques of metal alloy, and the like, to
produce far better equipment than the Ottomans had in the past. There also was a
modern Gun Factory (Tufenkhane) built at Dolmabahqe, on the Bosporus, which
manufactured muskets, carbines, pistols, lances, bayonets, axes and other tools,
while new Imperial Gunpowder Mills (Baruthane-i Amire) built at Bakirkoy
(1830) and Yesjlkoy (San Stefano) (1838), produced far more stable compounds
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than those of the past. Considerable progress was made, but general inefficiency
and a lack of high standards left the Porte still largely dependent on imports from
Europe for the rest of the reign.125

Foreign Advisers
Defeat at the hands of Russia did not shake the sultan and his advisers too much
because by this time they were conditioned to accept the superiority of the military
establishments of Europe. But defeat at the hands of a Muslim leader like
Muhammad Ali was another matter, particularly since he was nominally subordinate to the sultan. It was in reaction to this that the sultan was finally forced to
accept the need for the same kind of foreign advice, which had been used so
successfully in Egypt. France was not called on because of its help to the Egyptian
governor, while Britain was not yet sufficiently trusted because of its long association with Russia. Mahmut also feared falling under the exclusive control of one or
another power when accepting such help. Once the principle had been accepted,
then, the sources of help were diversified both to prevent over reliance on one state
and also to follow the old Ottoman ploy of using the rivalries of various powers for
the empire's advantage.
Many of the foreign advisers came because of the personal leanings of individual
Ottoman officers. Russian officers were brought back by Ahmet Fevzi Pa§a, commander of the Hassa guards, when he returned from a special mission to St. Petersburg (1834), and by his rival, Serasker Husrev Pa§a, who placed a Russian,
Lieutenant Cavaloff, in charge of training the Mansure infantry in Istanbul (1834).
As the sultan had hoped, the other powers, for fear of being left out, responded
with their own offers of help. In 1835 Britain began to supply industrial and
military equipment, including blast furnaces and steam drills, and British engineers
and workers came to help establish and maintain them. British officers arrived in
1836 to redesign and rebuild Ottoman fortifications, though Mahmut's suspicions
limited their contributions. He still was seeking help from a state having no
previous interests in the Middle East and, finally, settled on Prussia, a rising
European power with a military reputation. From 1833 to 1839 several Prussian
missions advised the Ottomans, providing them with far superior officers and
receiving therefore much more respect and attention than had ever been the case
with the missions of the other powers. By far the most skillful of the Prussians
helping the Porte at this time was a young lieutenant, Helmuth von Moltke, who
later in his career was to become one of the most prominent military men in
Europe. Most of the missions undertaken by von Moltke and others were technical,
such as mapping frontier areas and recommending improvements in fortifications,
modernizing factories, establishing model battalions and squadrons in the infantry
and cavalry, and training Ottoman soldiers and officers in the use of the latest
weapons and tactics. But even the Prussians had only limited success, not so much
because of their relatively small numbers but as a result of continued Ottoman
reluctance to accept the advice of infidels, even those who were admired and
respected. In addition, the Prussians generally shared the European attitude of
scorn for Muslims, associating largely with Westerners and members of the minorities in the empire, joining them in making fun of their hosts, and in the process
bringing on themselves much of the hostility and lack of understanding that
prevailed.126
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Municipal Organization
Mahmut II began the process by which real municipal government was created in
the Ottoman Empire. Under the traditional Ottoman system, the scope of governmental function and control in the cities was very limited. Urban officials regulated
city affairs only insofar as they involved the performance of other official duties for
the government. In cooperation with the guilds, which were the real regulators and
controllers of municipal economic life, in Istanbul and the other major cities the
muhtesip regulated market prices and weights because of his official duty of imposing and collecting the market taxes due the treasury. The sehir emini (city commissioner) enforced building and street regulations and organized water and food
supplies as part of his duty of building, maintaining, and supplying government
buildings. In Istanbul, police and firefighting duties were carried out by the military
corps in the areas around their barracks. In the smaller towns and villages, the
police were in the hands of the local subast, appointed by the governor to help the
kadis in enforcing the rulings of the Muslim religious courts. Beyond this, most
duties akin to what modern society includes in urban government were performed
by the guilds and millets, the latter through their own courts, schools, hospitals,
homes for the aged and infirm, and the like, and also by private police guards hired
for the residential quarters. The only coordination between the activities of the
government officials and these private organizations came from the lieutenants of
the millet chiefs, called kethudas in the Muslim villages or quarters of the larger
cities and kocabajts in the non-Muslim areas, but their authority and functions were
very limited.
The transformation of this traditional structure of urban rule into real municipal
government began during Mahmut IPs reign, not so much as part of a specific plan,
but rather in reaction to a number of problems, many created by his reforms, that
led to the appointment of officials and groups with specifically urban duties. So it
was that with the destruction of the corps that had traditionally cared for Istanbul's
police, particularly the Janissaries and Bostanas, and the transfer of that duty to
the new Mansure army, the capital developed a special police structure of its own.
It was manned by 150 professional policemen (kavas) and 500 irregulars (seymen)
stationed at headquarters (tomruk) in the main quarters of the city, which served
not only to house the men and officers but also the police courts, where violators of
the law were judged and fined by sergeants (1826).127 This organization became
the basis for the first separate police force ever established in the Ottoman Empire.
While the Mansure army also cared for the Janissaries' old duty of firefighting in
Istanbul as well, in 1828 the central government built a series of fire stations (harik
tulumbalart) at key points throughout the capital, manning them with a new corps
of civilian firefighters (tulumbacilar) recruited especially for this purpose.128 The
new Holy War excise taxes imposed on shops and markets to finance the cost of
the new army as well as the war against Russia also led to the transformation of
the muhtesip into a real urban official with powers wider than mere market regulation, although the old name was preserved in only slightly altered form as ihtisap
agasx (September 3, 1826).129 With power to regulate not only the guilds but also
persons from outside the city without regular homes or employment, the ihtisap
agasx was given means to extend the scope of a single office over the entire population of the city, though the continued control of the police by the serasker, as
commander of the Mansure army, severely limited his power. Soon afterward, as
part of the new census structure that Mahmut was building up for tax and con-
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scription purposes, local mayors (muhtar) or lieutenants (kdhya) were appointed
in every Muslim or non-Muslim quarter of every city of the empire, under the
authority of the ihtisap agasi in Istanbul, at first to count the people and later to
enforce the clothing regulations. As the first regular representatives of the central
government in the local quarters they provided means by which the state could and
did supplement and then supplant the power of the guilds and the millets.130 They
soon built their authority through their functions of retaining the census records
of their quarters, entering all changes, issuing statements to identify local residents
so that they could secure the passports now required for travel, and keeping the
records of property and wealth that formed the basis of the new tax system. Soon
they were reinforced and assisted by councils of elders representing the major
religious, economic, and social interests of their localities, which thus brought a
really popular element into the process of centralized government.131 In Istanbul
the sehir emini as such was abolished, with those of his duties that had a bearing
on the construction of government buildings and regulation of private buildings
being turned over to the sultan's chief architect (mimar bast), who was given the
new title director of imperial buildings (ebniye-i hassa mudiiru), thus leaving the
ihtisap agasi and his assistants in the quarters as the principal city-wide municipal
officials of government in Istanbul and the other main cities of the empire.132 This
structure formed the basis for the real municipalities created during the Tanzimat
era, after 1839.
Education
In the end, reforms in the army and administration had to rely on the development
of an educational system able to give young Ottomans the knowledge needed for
them to perform their duties. The basic problem was the traditional system of
education, controlled by the millets, with the religious schools of the ulema monopolizing Muslim education and the latter guarding this prerogative in particular
because of its importance in maintaining their influence over subjects and rulers
alike. Even in the traditional context most Muslim schools were no longer giving a
good education because of the same conditions of neglect that had sapped the
strength of the other traditional institutions of the empire. Elementary instruction
in arithmetic, science, and foreign languages had to be provided to young Muslims
if they were to study in higher technical schools. Mahmut could not openly supplant
the traditional Muslim school system with a modern secular one, since this would
have been too much for the ulema to accept. His solution, therefore, was to leave
the Muslim schools as they were while building up beside them a new secular
system of education. Mahmut thus inaugurated a bifurcation in Ottoman education,
the existence of two separate systems that followed different philosophies and
curriculums, a situation that was to divide Ottoman society for a century until the
religious schools finally were ended by the Turkish Republic.
But where to begin the secular system? To avoid ulema opposition, instead of
starting at the elementary level with the mekteps, Mahmut began with those
graduates of the mekteps who did not choose to go on with an Ilmiye career. He
established for them (usually young men between ages of 12 and 16) special schools
to provide the instruction needed for them to go on to the technical schools. Two
Rusdiye (adolescence) schools for young Muslim males were opened at the
Suleymaniye and Sultan Ahmet mosques in Istanbul, providing elements of grammar, history, and mathematics for those wishing to go on to the military technical
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schools. For those wishing to enter the bureaus of government, the Mekteb-i
Maarif-i Adliye (School of Education of "the just one," that is, the sultan) and the
Mekteb-i Maarif-i Edebiye (School of Literary Education) were established, providing lessons in Arabic, French, geography, history, political science, and mathematics. A Mekteb-i Irfaniye (School of Knowledge) also was opened at the Porte
for those scribes already in government services wishing to advance their ranks and
positions by acquiring modern, secular knowledge.133 Thus were laid the bases for
the secular system of education that was to spread to all levels after 1839.
Mahmut also revived and expanded the higher technical schools. The Naval
Engineering School (Miihendishane-i Bahri-i Hiimayun) and Army Engineering
School {Miihendishane-i Berri-i Hiimayun) survived into the nineteenth century
in little more than name, with the faculty and students of the latter mainly dispersed
and the building of the former in Kasimpa§a being destroyed by fire in 1821 without
being replaced, though it did continue to have a small student body and faculty. As
a first step, Mahmut began to send students to Europe to provide instructors for the
schools as well as officers for his army, again following the example of Muhammad
AH (1827). In addition to a new medical school (Tibhane-i Amire), with sections
on medicine, surgery, anatomy, and the medical sciences, the sultan also established
a separate School of Surgery (Cerrahhane) in 1832, and an Imperial School of
Medicine (Mekteb-i §ahane-i Ttbbiye) in the old palace school at Galatasaray in
1839, but shortages of equipment and textbooks and the longstanding Muslim
reluctance to dissect the human body made progress slow and difficult. In 1828 the
sultan revived the Army Engineering School under the direction of Hoca Ishak
Efendi, a Jewish convert, who revised the curriculum and raised the standards of
instruction, building the student body to about 200 men by the end of Mahmut's
reign. The Naval Engineering School also was enlarged and moved to new quarters
at Heybeli Ada, an island in the Sea of Marmara. An Imperial School of Music
(Muzika-i Hiimayun Mektebi) was established in 1836 to provide the new army
with regimental bands. Finally, in consequence of the continued shortage of trained
officers in the army, Mahmut established a new School for Military Sciences
(Mekteb-i Ulum-u Harbiye). Since this was done as a result of the urgings of the
director of the imperial guards, Namik Pa§a, and against the advice of Husrev
Pa§a, it was placed under the control and supervision of the Hassa command to
keep it out of the serasker's way. Classes began in the Maqka section of Istanbul in
1836, and within three years there were about 200 students enrolled.134
Thus there were several advanced technical schools in operation by the end of
Mahmut's reign, with about 1000 students enrolled at any one time. There were,
however, problems that limited their effectiveness. Invariably the quarters were
small and inadequate, and the schools had to move from one building to another, as
even these often were taken over by institutions having more political influence.
Equipment and books were almost nonexistent. Some of the instructors were devoted and able, but most were not. Politics often subverted what progress was
made. The few foreign instructors who were in the country were needed more in
the army, so that few could spend very much time at the schools. And, since few of
the students had sufficient preparation, the schools still had to devote time to teaching the basic elements of arithmetic, history, geography, and the like, despite the
elaborate programs of study developed for them and published in the Takvim-i
Vekayi and elsewhere. Mahmut's reign thus provided Ottoman secular education
only with a hesitant start. Its extension and success really had to await the more
sustained efforts of the Tanzimat reformers.
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The Awakening of Ottoman Society
Mahmut IPs reign brought not merely a new awareness of and admiration for the
West but also a feeling that the traditional Ottoman ways had to be abandoned for
the empire to survive and hold its own against a technologically advanced Europe.
The Ottomans could no longer afford to look down on the West, and gradually
change permeated different areas of their lives, from wearing apparel to language,
thought, and even entertainment.
Mahmut himself took the lead, transferring his abode in 1815 from the ancient
Topkapi Palace on the heights of old Istanbul to a more modern palace built along
the Bosporus at Dolmabahge. It now became the official residence of the ruler,
remaining such until Abdulaziz transferred to the newer palace built on the hills
above at Yildiz late in the century. Into the Dolmabahqe Palace went Western
sofas, tables, and chairs, replacing the pillows and divans of the old palace. Mahmut
began to dress like a European monarch, shortening his beard and wearing his own
version of contemporary Western hats, frock coats, and trousers. In place of the
splendid isolation of his predecessors (even Selim III crept around the streets of
Istanbul incognito), he began to appear in public, often riding in European-style
carriages (fayton). Sometimes he went into the provinces to investigate conditions.
He was the first sultan to attend public receptions, concerts, operas, and ballet
performances given in some of the Western embassies, and with Donizetti's help he
imported Western musicians and developed the Hassa musicians into a Westernstyle military band so that he could offer concerts to his European guests.
Once again the sultan participated in the meetings of his chief officials, regularly
attending the Council of Ministers and giving his judgments on the spot, in the
process providing a model of dress and behavior that the ministers emulated. Soon
ministers, bureaucrats, and military officers also began to appear in frock coats or
Western-style uniforms and trousers, with the fez, earlier established as the official
headgear of the Mansure army, being accepted as the most prominent mark of the
modern man, obliterating the differences of religion, rank, and class that the turban
had symbolized and manifested in traditional Ottoman society. In 1829, after it had
been in fact accepted by most ranks of society, modern clothing was made compulsory by law for male civilians as well as soldiers and bureaucrats, with turbans
and robes being allowed only for religious officials of the different millets. The
sultan began to learn French, and it was not long before the translation offices in
the departments and schools offering foreign-language training were thronged by
youths wishing to prepare themselves to rise in the new elite. Contact between
Ottomans and foreigners increased greatly, with beneficial results on all sides. Of
course, all these were outward manifestations of a will to change that was difficult
to extend especially to areas where the ulema had a vested interest and expressed
their opposition. The religious institution itself remained basically unreformed and
the major bastion of conservatism in Ottoman society. But still, as in other areas,
a beginning had been made in undermining its position.135

The Second Egyptian Crisis
Disastrous new defeats inflicted by Muhammad AH on Mahmut just before the
latter's death brought the reign to a cataclysmic end. The new conflict was not
entirely the fault of the Egyptian governor. Mahmut himself was deceived by the
initial military reforms to feel that he was ready to force Muhammad AH back into
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his place and particularly to reclaim Syria. He was discouraged only by British
Prime Minister Palmerston, who while opposing Muhammad Ali because of his
attachment to France, correctly discerned that it would be disastrous to attack
before the reforms in Istanbul had been given time to develop some real substance
in the army. Nor was Russia anxious for a new conflict, knowing it would never
be able to retain its current dominance in the empire if a new war made either
Mahmut II or Muhammad Ali stronger. There were, however, serious sources of
dispute, heightened by Mahmut's resentment and Muhammad Ali's ambition. In
1834 the latter's attempt to reduce his annual tribute to the Porte strained relations
soon after peace had been achieved. In addition, while Egyptian rule in Syria had
been welcomed locally at the start, Ibrahim Pa§a's modern conscription and tax
systems as well as his use of forced labor, efforts to give equal rights to Christians,
and imposition of state monopolies over the main products of the province led to a
series of revolts that encouraged Mahmut to intervene.
As early as May 22, 1834, an Ottoman army prepared to enter Syria, and only
strong British and Russian pressure preserved the peace. On May 25, 1838, things
boiled up again when Muhammad Ali, growing anxious to assure his dynasty as he
became older, declared his intention to establish himself as an independent monarch.
Mahmut again mobilized his army, but this time even the French were opposed to
changing the status quo, and Muhammad Ali backed down. Britain in the end
gained most from this particular situation. Palmerston and Mustafa Re§it used it to
agree on the commercial treaty of Balta Limani (August 1838), by which the old
British Capitulatory privileges in the Ottoman Empire were confirmed and expanded. Renewed British commercial interest in the Middle East marked the end
of Mahmut's distrust of British policy and inaugurated a closer relationship that,
in the long run, was to provide the empire with the support it needed in its greatest
hours of crisis. 186
Despite the continued endeavours of the powers to calm both the Ottomans and
the Egyptians, both sides prepared for war. Ibrahim Pa§a built up a force of 50,000
soldiers at Aleppo and fortified the Cilician gates from Syria onto the Anatolian
plateau. Mahmut also amassed a sizable force in eastern Anatolia north of the
Euphrates and sent a contingent of Prussian advisers, including von Moltke, to
help its operations. This force was, however, composed primarily not of the trained
Mansure forces but of local Kurdish and Turkish tribesmen, whose mere presence,
it was hoped, would stimulate a general uprising against Ibrahim in Syria, thus
making possible a restoration of Ottoman rule without the confrontation against
which the powers had been warning. But when the Ottoman army crossed the
Euphrates and began advancing toward Aleppo (April 21, 1839), there was no
uprising, since the Syrians were far too effectively cowed by the Egyptian bureaucrats and troops. In the meantime, Ibrahim grouped his forces on the heights overlooking the valley between Nezib and Birecik, guarding the approaches to Aleppo.
When the Ottomans made a frontal assault, then, mainly at the instigation of the
ulema present and in disregard of von Moltke's advice, they were routed, with most
of the men killed and only a few able to flee back into Anatolia (June 24, 1839). On
June 30, 1839, Mahmut II, whose health had been weakening for several months,
succumbed to tuberculosis, apparently before receiving the news of the disaster and
therefore not, as has often been reported, in direct reaction to it. To all those who
had supported his reforms, however, the defeat was a blow despite the fact that it
involved the old army and not the new. What would now happen to the beginnings
of modernization that Mahmut had made ? Would there be a new period of reaction
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like that which had followed Selim Ill's reign? The answer came with the proclamation of the Tanzimat reforms at the beginning of the next reign, assuring
continuity with Mahmut IPs policies.
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2
The Era of Modern Reform: The Tanzimat, 1839-1876

The Tanzimat-% Hayriye, or "Auspicious Reorderings," was a period of sustained
legislation and reform that modernized Ottoman state and society, contributed to
the further centralization of administration, and brought increased state participation in Ottoman society between 1839 and 1876. Its antecedents lay in the passion
for "ordering" (nisam) that had guided the efforts of Gazi Hasan Pa§a and Halil
Hamit Pa§a during the reign of Abdulhamit I (1774-1789) as well as those of
Selim III and Mahmut II. It was the latter who made the Tanzimat possible by
extending the scope of Ottoman government far beyond its traditional bounds to
include the right and even the duty to regulate all aspects of life and changing the
concept of Ottoman reform from the traditional one of attempting to preserve and
restore the old institutions to a modern one of replacing them with new ones, some
imported from the West. The successes as well as the failures of the Tanzimat
movement in many ways directly determined the course reform was to take subsequently in the Turkish Republic to the present day. Leading the Tanzimat were
Mahmut's sons, Abdulmecit I (1839-1861) and Abdulaziz (1861-1876), whose
reigns encompassed the entire period and who provided the context in which the
Tanzimat bureaucrats could and did proceed at their work.

The Accession of Abdulmecit I
The beginnings of the new reign were hardly auspicious. The old warrior Mehmet
Husrev Pa§a, who had fallen out of favor in Mahmut's later years, used his position
as head of the Supreme Council (Meclis-i Vdla) to gain influence over his young
and inexperienced heir-apparent, Abdulmecit, and planned to use the new regime
to regain power. Even as Mahmut was being laid to rest, Husrev literally seized
the seals of authority from Grand Vezir Mehmet Emin Rauf Pa§a, getting the new
ruler to appoint him grand vezir (July 2, 1839) and naming his former slaves and
proteges to the chief positions of government as well as the palace. Mustafa Res.it,
leader of the more liberal elements of the Ruling Class, was in Europe, helpless to
do anything about this situation. In the end, however, Mehmet Husrev's usurpation
of power proved a blessing in disguise for the reformers, for the blame for the
military consequences of Mahmut's rash advance fell on the conservatives, while
the reformers were able to absolve themselves of all responsibility for the defeat and
gain the gratitude of the sultan and the masses for the diplomatic efforts used by
Mustafa Resjt to save the empire.
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Resolution of the Eastern Crisis
At the beginning of the reign the new sultan and the grand vezir faced a series of
disasters. Grand Admiral Ahmet Fevzi Pa§a, a rival of Mehmet Husrev, sailed
the entire Ottoman fleet across the Mediterranean to Alexandria and surrendered
it to the Egyptians in the fear that Husrev, himself an opponent of Muhammad Ali,
might use his new power to turn the fleet over to the Russians in preparation for
a joint attack.1 Istanbul fell into a new panic. Abdulmecit immediately offered
Muhammad Ali hereditary possession of the governorship of Egypt, but the latter
demanded also hereditary rule of Syria and Adana as well as the dismissal of
Husrev (June 20, 1839). Britain, France, Austria, and Prussia formed a new
entente to resolve the crisis before it gave the Russians an opportunity for intervention. Russia joined also, realizing that preservation of the status quo was needed
if it were to retain as much power as it had gained in 1829. Representing the Porte
in London at this critical time was the foreign minister and now also ambassador,
Mustafa Re§it, who negotiated with Palmerston and others not merely to resolve the
crisis to the advantage of the Porte but also to gain foreign support for the reforms
that would have to follow to strengthen the Ottoman government. Within a short
time an agreement was reached among the five powers on a settlement that would
leave Muhammad AH in control only of Egypt, though as hereditary governor, while
Syria and Cilicia would be returned to the sultan. Husrev Pa§a and the cabinet in
the meantime had resolved to accept all of Muhammad Ali's demands, thus leaving
a truncated empire that most certainly would have fallen under Russian influence.
But Mustafa Re§it returned in time to convince the sultan that the powers would
be able to secure a better settlement and also bring to an end the Russian advantages granted at Hiinkar Iskelesi. The Russian dominance at the Porte established
in 1833 thus was replaced by that of the powers who went on to rescue the empire
at the price of direct intervention in Ottoman internal affairs during the remainder
of the century.
Such intervention, then, replaced warfare with diplomacy during the next year.
Now it was Muhammad Ali who wanted to use the victory of Nezib to send
Ibrahim Pa§a's army into Anatolia, but this time it was the latter who demurred,
recognizing all too well what effect direct allied intervention might have. The
negotiations that followed were in order to resolve the conflicting interests of the
powers rather than of the parties themselves. The French hoped to assure their
influence in the Levant by extending Muhammad Ali's power into Syria under their
domination. Palmerston, on the other hand, insisted that the Egyptian leader leave
Syria, hoping to strengthen the Ottomans and weaken the Egyptians and thus the
French. Nicholas I stayed out of the crisis mainly because his own political and
financial problems would have made it very difficult to provide the help promised
to the Ottomans in the earlier agreements let alone take any active measures to
occupy the western portions of the empire. He cooperated with the other allies, asking in return British support for a proposal to close the Straits permanently to
warships in peace or war, thus to protect his southern shores and possibly break
the cooperation between Britain and France, which had cramped his influence in
Europe in the 1830s. Palmerston was agreeable, but British public opinion was
inflamed by the idea of any cooperation with the Russians; hence it was dropped.
Back in Istanbul, Mustafa Re§it was given full credit for gaining the support of
the powers. Abdulmecit moved to reward him and also further nurture Britain's
determination to save the empire by promising a new reform program in an
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Imperial Rescript proclaimed at Giilhane (November 3, 1839) (see pp. 59-61),
declaring his intentions to widen and extend the reforms begun by his predecessor
and thus to do his part to strengthen the empire. Soon, however, the sultan resumed
the old political game, rapidly appointing and dismissing grand vezirs, ministers,
and other officials, playing on the rivalries and factions so that he could control
all of them. Thus even though Mustafa Res.it, as foreign minister, dominated also
in domestic policy, his rival, Mehmet Husrev, remained grand vezir until June
1840. Then he was replaced, not by Mustafa Res.it, but rather by Mahmut's last
grand vezir, Mehmet Emin Rauf Pa§a (1840-1841, 1842-1846), who was relatively
neutral in the political conflicts.
While Husrev Pa§a remained in office the Porte insisted on full Egyptian withdrawal from Syria. Muhammad AH refused, and the negotiations deadlocked. Once
he was out, however, both sides became much more willing to bargain. The
Egyptians then offered to return the Ottoman fleet intact if only their other
demands were met. But Britain was not willing to allow so much to France's ally;
on July 12, 1840, it signed the London agreement with the Ottomans, Russians,
Austrians, and Prussians, promising to support the sultan against Egypt in return
for his agreement to close the Straits to warships in war and peace. Muhammad AH
then was warned that if he accepted the offer and submitted to the sultan within
ten days of notification, he would be allowed to keep hereditary rule of Egypt and
life rule of southern Syria. If he accepted after ten days, only Egypt would be his.
But if he waited any longer, even this would be lost - he would be no more than an
Ottoman governor, with no hereditary rights. All Ottoman laws would apply in his
domain. His armed forces would be under the sultan's command; and he still would
have to surrender the Ottoman fleet. The French initially advised Muhammad AH
to resist but were unable to provide him with needed assistance. An Ottoman fleet
joined British and Austrian ships near Cyprus in mid-September 1840. Beirut was
bombarded, and forces of the three allies landed. British agents in the Lebanon
stimulated a revolt that forced Basjr to restore his loyalty to the sultan (October 5,
1840). The British force then defeated Ibrahim (October 10) and captured the
major coastal cities, forcing him to abandon Damascus as well and retire to Egypt
(February 1841). In the meantime, Muhammad AH lost his last hope for French
support when Emperor Louis-Philippe, angered by the diplomatic isolation that
French policy in Egypt had created, appointed a new cabinet more willing to
cooperate with general European policy (October 21, 1840). When a British fleet
commanded by Admiral Napier began to blockade Alexandria and threatened to
land troops, Muhammad AH realized the game was up and agreed to withdraw all
his remaining forces from Syria, give up his claims to it as well as Crete and the
Arabian peninsula, and to accept the sultan as suzerain once again. The Ottoman
fleet was allowed to sail back to Istanbul; and soon afterward (February 13, 1841),
a decree was issued establishing Muhammad AH as governor of Egypt, with the
position to remain thereafter in the hands of his family.
The Eastern Crisis was not quite ended, however. The sultan's decree also
limited the size of the Egyptian armed forces, specified the applicability of all
Ottoman laws in Egypt, set the annual tribute at one-fourth of Egypt's revenues,
and allowed the sultan to decide which of Muhammad Ali's heirs should succeed.
But Muhammad AH demanded modifications of the latter two points. With the
support of the powers, which by now were anxious to settle the affair at whatever
price, he was able to obtain the sultan's agreement to provisions allowing succession
to the eldest son of the ruling governor and fixing the tribute at only 40 million
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kuru§ annually, a far smaller sum. Mustafa Resjt resisted these changes, demanding
also the permanent stationing of an Ottoman financial expert in Egypt to supervise
its finances. But allied pressure and the liberal distribution of Egyptian largess at
the highest levels in Istanbul finally secured his dismissal as foreign minister and
the sultan's acceptance of the new arrangement.
Only the question of the Straits remained to be settled. As in other matters,
Palmerston again prevailed in his desire to close these waterways to all warships,
and the sultan was convinced on the grounds that it was traditional Ottoman policy
to keep all foreign ships out of the Black Sea (The Straits Convention, July 13,
1841). The settlement, of course, not only protected Russia from the threat of
foreign warships on its southern flanks, but also protected the other powers from
Russian warships in the Straits and the Mediterranean. Russian ascendancy at the
Porte had finally been replaced with that of all the powers, as exercised by their
ambassadors, marking a far more real foreign presence than had been the case in
the past. But the threats to the empire that had seemed so dangerous during the
previous decade were gone, and a close and friendly relationship between the
Ottoman and Egyptian courts followed, especially after Muhammad Ali's death in
1848. The Eastern Crisis fell into the background, and the Ottomans were free to
put their house in order.
Father of the Tanzimat: Mustafa Re§it Pa§a
The reforms that followed often imitated many of Mahmut IPs programs and plans,
but they were carried through mainly under the leadership of Mustafa Resjt Pa§a,
epitome of the Men of the Tanzimat {tanzimatgtlar), a group he created to assist
and succeed him eventually in the effort to transform Ottoman state and society.
Who was Mustafa Re§it? Born in Istanbul in 1800, he was the son of the administrator of one of the religious foundations of Sultan Bayezit II. He started out as a
student and apprentice in the Ilmiye institution. But his father's death in 1810
forced him to abandon the life of study that had been planned for him and instead
to enter the service of an uncle, Ispartah Seyyit Ali Pa§a, accompanying him on
an expedition to the Morea (1821), where he witnessed both the rout that the old
Ottoman army suffered at the hands of the Greek rebels and the successes of
Muhammad Ali's modern forces. It was the direct experience of the superiority of
the new military institutions and ways that alerted Mustafa Re§it early in his career
to the need for learning from Europe.
The experience in the Morea also seems to have convinced the young Mustafa
that life in the Ilmiye was not for him; hence he joined the many young Muslims
who were then aspiring to enter the newly revised scribal service of the Porte. He
failed on several occasions due to the intense competition. But he finally gained
an apprenticeship through the influence of his uncle's friend and former colleague,
Beylikqi Akif Efendi, whose protege he now became, rising rapidly in rank and
position. During the war with Russia that followed the destruction of the Janissaries (1826-1828), Mustafa Res.it became seal bearer (muhiirdar) to Grand Vezir
Selim Pa§a through Akif's recommendation, going to the front at §umla. His
reports on the battles and events in Rumeli so impressed the sultan that he
transferred Mustafa Re§it to the more important Amedi office, then the central
bureau for both domestic and foreign affairs, placing him under the patronage of
its chief, Pertev Efendi. Mustafa Re§it became his right-hand man, staying with
him when he became reis ul-kiittap (1827-1830) and then foreign minister and
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going with him to Cairo (June 22-July 1, 1830) to carry out the negotiations
that led to Muhammad Ali's intervention in Crete. He so won the latter's esteem
that he was offered a high position if he remained in Egypt, and he rejected the
offer only after being persuaded by Pertev. This marked the beginning of Mustafa
Resjt's rapid rise. In 1832 he was the Ottoman representative in the negotiations
held with Muhammad Ali and Ibrahim Pa§a, first in Cairo and then at Kutahya
after Ibrahim advanced there (March 1833). Mustafa Res.it became dmedci late in
1832 and retained the post while serving as ambassador to Paris (1834-1836).
There he was introduced to Europe and its statesmen for the first time, negotiating
at the Quai d'Orsay over the questions of the French occupation of Algiers, as well
as the Egyptian menace, and stopping in Vienna to speak with Metternich. Only
now did he begin to learn French and English, thus much later in life than his
proteges, who were well prepared before they went to Europe, giving them a
considerable advantage.
After almost two years in Paris, Mustafa Res.it was transferred to the ambassadorship to the Court of St. James in London, using the occasion to converse with
Palmerston and other leading English statesmen of the day about what should be
done to reform the empire. With Mehmet Husrev leading the opposition to reform
late in Mahmut's reign, the sultan sought to strengthen the reformers by bringing
Mustafa Res.it back as foreign minister (July 1*3, 1837), now with the rank of
vezir and title pa$a, and by removing Husrev from the Seraskerate. During this
his first term as foreign minister (July 1837-August 1838), Mustafa Res.it
elaborated his plans for reform and worked to remove Mahmut's old suspicion of
the British. He soon got the sultan to begin the Tanzimat by issuing decrees that
attempted to end bribery and the confiscation of property, and to resume census
surveys in Bursa and Gallipoli as a step toward administrative and financial
reforms in the provinces. A committee of experts in agriculture, industry, and trade
was formed to develop plans for the economic revitalization of the empire.
Mustafa Res.it urged the sultan to achieve more equality among his subjects of
different religions, getting him to state at one point: "I distinguish my Muslim
subjects in the mosque, my Christian subjects in the church, and my Jewish subjects in the synagogue, but there is no other difference among them. My love and
justice for all of them is very strong and they are all my true children."2
In pursuit of his desires for a general reform program Res.it persuaded the
sultan to establish advisory councils at the palace and the Porte. But to balance and
control his favorites, Mahmut appointed Husrev to chair the former, even though
he basically opposed the reforms that Mustafa Res.it had in mind. Res.it sent himself
as ambassador to London to get British support in the second Egyptian crisis,
signing the trade convention of Balta Limani (1838) and then returning home to
get the sultan to proclaim the reform decree of Giilhane in order to assure the new
relationship. When it finally came, therefore, the decree was issued at a time of
increased foreign involvement in Ottoman affairs, but it was written by Mustafa
Res.it to continue and expand the reforms already undertaken, in response to
Ottoman problems and needs, and not merely as a concession to European or
English pressure.8

The Imperial Rescript of Giilhane
The Ottoman reform program, as developed by Mustafa Res.it Pa§a out of the
reforms of Mahmut II, modified and developed by his own experience and observa-
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tions in consideration of the empire's current needs, was officially proclaimed on
Sunday, November 3, 1839, in a decree signed by the sultan (called Hatt-%
Humayun, or Imperial Rescript) and read by Mustafa Resjt to an assemblage of
dignitaries representing the principal institutions, classes, and groups of Ottoman
society as well as various foreign missions. All were gathered at the square of
Giilhane, beneath the walls of the Topkapi Palace, looking out at the Sea of
Marmara at the northern end of the park that today bears the same name.4 The
document5 consisted of two parts, the protocol (mazbata), or text itself, prepared
under Mustafa Re§it's guidance at the Porte by its consultative council, and the
sultan's statement of authorization, the irade, including his assent to the creation of
new institutions that would (1) guarantee his subjects' security of life, honor, and
property, (2) establish a regular system to assess and levy taxes, and (3) develop
new methods to assure a fair system of conscripting, training, and maintaining the
soldiers of his armed forces:
The question of assessment of taxes also (is important), since a state, for the
protection of its territory, most certainly needs money to provide for soldiers
and other required expenditures. Since money can be secured by taxes imposed
on the subjects, it is very important that this be dealt with in a proper way.
Although, thank God, the people of our well-protected dominions already have
been delivered from the scourge of monopolies, which previously were thought
to be (suitable) revenues, the harmful system of tax farms, which never has
produced useful fruit and is highly injurious, still is in use. This means handing over the political and financial affairs of a state to the will of a man and
perhaps to the grip of compulsion and subjugation, for if he is not a good man,
he will care only for his own benefit, and all his actions will be oppressive.
Hereafter, therefore, it is necessary that everyone of the people [ehali] shall be
assigned a suitable tax according to his possessions and ability, and nothing
more shall be taken by anyone, and that the necessary expenditures for our land
and sea forces as well as for other matters also shall be limited and set by the
appropriate laws.
The military also is one of the most important matters. While it is a sacred
duty of the people to provide soldiers for the defense of the motherland
[vatan], the system in force until now has not taken into account the actual
population of each locality; some localities have been burdened beyond their
capacity, and others have provided fewer soldiers than they could, causing disorder as well as damage to agriculture and trade, with their lifetime terms
causing a lack of energy in service as well as lessening of the population.
Therefore it is necessary to establish suitable procedures for taking soldiers
from the localities when needed and to take them in rotation for terms of four
or five years. . . .
The decree then went on to emphasize the duty of the state to protect the subjects
and their rights:
If security of property lacks, and people are not free from anxiety, no one
cares for his state or his millet or works for the building of prosperity. On the
other hand, if the situation is the opposite, that is, if property is fully secure,
then the individual will care for his own affairs and his zeal for state and
millet and love of motherland will increase daily. . . .
In sum, until these laws and regulations have been introduced, it will not be
possible to gain strength, prosperity, tranquillity, and repose. . . . Therefore
hereafter until the pleas of the criminal are examined and adjudged publicly, in
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accordance with the laws of the §eriat, no one shall be executed, secretly or
publicly; and no one may attack the reputation and honor of another; everyone shall be free to possess and use his properties completely and fully, without
interference from anyone; and if a person commits a crime, and his heirs are
free of complicity in that crime, the latter shall not be deprived of their rights
of inheritance. All the subjects of our illustrious Sultanate, both Muslims and
the members of the other millets, shall benefit from these concessions without
exception. . . .
Finally, to decree and execute the laws needed to carry out the sultan's promises
the Council of Judicial Ordinances (Meclis-t Ahkdm-i Adliye), established at the
Porte since 1838, was made the sole consultative and legislative body, supplanting
the Council of the Porte, with such new members as were needed to carry on its
work.
The decree of Giilhane was not, thus, in any way an Ottoman constitution that
limited the powers of the sultan, because he issued it and could abrogate it at will.
But he did promise to limit his authority by accepting any law produced by the
legislative machinery that he was creating, the first step toward such a limitation.
And the decree did formalize the new interpretation of the scope and responsibility
of the state to include the protection of security of life, honor, and property and the
provision of equal justice for all subjects, regardless of religion. Though presented
in the context of the Ottoman experience and expressing particular goals rather
than abstract principles, the decree of Giilhane thus encompassed many of the ideals
contained in the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen of 1789.
The Men of the Tanzimat
The promises of Giilhane were brought to reality during the next 40 years by a
group of ministers and bureaucrats collectively referred to as the Men of the
Tanzimat, comprising Mustafa Resjt Pa§a and his proteges, men whom he had
trained and brought to power in the traditional Ottoman way to support his
endeavors.
Through the first two decades leadership was provided by Mustafa Resjt, who
served six times as grand vezir and three times as foreign minister, always driving
the reforms onward while firmly basing the empire's survival on the friendship
with England that he had established in 1838. He remained as foreign minister
until 1841, falling from office when he refused to give in to Muhammad All's
demands. He then served as ambassador to Paris (1840-1845) while the sultan
tried to guide the reforms forward himself, returning later to become foreign minister (1845-1846) and grand vezir several times, with the sultan's resentment over
his power leading to his dismissals, but being reappointed over and over again to
further the reforms (see Table 2.1). As foreign minister (1853-1854) and then
grand vezir (1854-1855) during the troubled years of the Crimean War and afterward, he fought the Russian demands regarding the Holy Places and secured
British support. Mustafa Resjt was grand vezir at the time of his death on January 7, 1858, but his prime was past, and by then real power lay in the hands of his
proteges, AH and Fuat.
Mehmet Emin Ali Pa§a (1815-1871), son of an Istanbul shopkeeper, like his
master started as a medrese student and then transferred into the newly developed
scribal service of the Porte (September 1, 1830). He learned French in the Translation Office and rose in its service, going as a junior clerk on missions to Vienna
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Table 2.1. Offices held by the principal men of the Tanzimat, 1839-1876
Year Mustafa Res.it Pasa
1839 Foreign minister, 1837-1841
1840 Ambassador to Paris,
1840-1845
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846 Grand vezir, 1846-1848
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852 Grand vezir, 1852
1853 Foreign minister, 1853-1854
1854 Grand vezir, 1854-1855
1855
1856 Grand vezir, 1856-1857
1857 Grand vezir, 1857-1858
1858 Died, 1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

AH Pa§a

Fuat Pa§a

First translator of the
Porte, 1838-1852
Ambassador to London,
1841-1844
Member of Supreme Council,
1844-1846
Foreign minister, 1846-1848
Foreign minister, 1848-1852

Grand vezir, 1852
Foreign minister, 1854-1855
Grand vezir, 1855-1856
Foreign minister, 1856-1858
Grand vezir, 1858-1859
Chairman, Council of the
Tanzimat, 1859-1861

Foreign minister, 1852
Member, Council of the
Tanzimat, 1852-1855
Foreign minister,
1855-1856
Chairman, Council of the
Tanzimat, 1856-1858
Foreign minister,
1858-1860
Grand vezir, 1861-1863
Grand vezir, 1863-1866

Grand vezir, 1867-1871

Foreign minister,
1867-1869
Died, 1869

Died, 1871

(1835-1836) and St. Petersburg (1837) and thus gaining a much wider and deeper
knowledge of Europe and its ways than that of Mustafa Re§it. Ali's real rise to
power came as a result of his service as Re§it's personal scribe and translator
during the latter's embassy to London. He then rose in the Foreign Ministry,
became ambassador to London (1841-1844) while Re§it was out of office, and,
when Re§it was restored to power, he returned to Istanbul as a member of the
principal legislative body of the time, the Supreme Council of Judicial Ordinances
(Meclis-i VcXa-yx Ahkam-% Adliye), thus gaining a knowledge of domestic prob-
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lems. He became foreign minister during Mustafa Re§it's next two terms as grand
vezir (1846-1848, 1848-1852), with both winning fame in Europe for their role in
receiving refugees from the 1848 revolutions in Austria and Russia and resisting
the demands of these powers for their imprisonment and return.
At this point the careers of Mustafa Resjt and Ali became intertwined with that
of another of Resjt's proteges, Kegecizade Mehmet Fuat Pa§a (1815-1869), who
was the same age as Ali but somewhat slower in rising to high position. From an
ulema family in Istanbul, Fuat began a medrese education but had to leave when
his father was dismissed from his position and banished to the provinces. Without
family support the young Fuat studied in the medical school (Ttbhane-i Amire)
for a time. Using the knowledge of French that he gained, he became scribe to
Tahir Pa§a, governor of Tunis, spending almost four years there (1832-1836)
before his master's death forced him to seek a new patron. Whereas Ali had been
Mustafa Resjt's protege for some time, Fuat entered his service only in 1837. He
rose to become first translator of the Porte while Res.it and Ali were in London, and
he became a friend of Ali's and, as a result, protege of Res.it only after their return,
while they were in power the first two years after Giilhane (1839-1841), and again
between 1846 and 1852. It was only in 1848 that he achieved equality in rank and
influence with Ali and Res.it as a result of his brilliant negotiations with the
Russians in Bucharest and then St. Petersburg regarding the refugees from the
1848 revolutions then flooding into the empire, and also those with Muhammad
Ali's successor in Egypt, Prince 'Abbas (1852).
In 1852 Mustafa Res.it was removed as prime minister, ostensibly because of disputes with the director of the arsenal, but in fact due to the sultan's desire to regain
some control of state affairs. That this was not a move against reform as such
was shown when the sultan replaced him with Ali in his first term as grand vezir
(1852-1853) and accepted his recommendation that Fuat succeed him as foreign
minister (1852-1853). Reform continued under their leadership, but there rose a
division between Re§it and his proteges that was to last until his death. Partly it
was due simply to the pique of the master now suddenly supplanted by men who
owed everything to him. Res.it was a strong supporter of Britain and was in close
contact with Palmerston and the famous British ambassador to the Porte, Stratford
de Redcliffe. Ali and Fuat, on the other hand, were much friendlier to France. Ali
and Fuat were in power in 1852 when their support of the French position in the
disputes over the Holy Places preceding the Crimean War led to their fall. Both
stayed out of the limelight for some time, with Ali later becoming chairman and
Fuat a member of the new reform legislature then established as the Council of the
Tanzimat. With the outbreak of the war there was no need to conciliate the
Russians any further by keeping them out of office; thus Mustafa Re§it became
foreign minister (1853-1854) and then grand vezir (1854-1855), bringing Ali
back as foreign minister. The differences surfaced again over the terms of the
Treaty of Paris, when Ali replaced him as grand vezir (1855-1856) and Fuat
became foreign minister. Stratford de Redcliffe's intrigues finally secured Re§it's
restoration to his fifth and sixth terms as grand vezir, while Ali held the post of
foreign minister and Fuat returned to the Council of the Tanzimat as chairman.
During the final two decades of the Tanzimat, reform was in the hands of
Mustafa Re§it's proteges. Ali served as grand vezir in 1858-1859, falling from that
office when he tried to limit palace extravagances. He became chairman of the
Council of the Tanzimat (1859-1861), while Fuat remained as foreign minister
(1858-1860), going to Lebanon to settle the crisis that had led to foreign interven-
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tion there and developing a plan for autonomy that settled that question. Ali's
service as grand vezir came to an end with the accession of the new sultan,
Abdulaziz (1861-1876), who preferred the more decisive Fuat to the slower and
more cautious AH. Made grand vezir twice (1861-1863, 1863-1866), Fuat made a
vain effort to secure the kind of autonomy that Abdulmecit had allowed Ali. Fuat
resigned in 1866 in opposition to the sultan's plan to marry the daughter of the
Egyptian governor Ismail Pa§a to unite the empire once again, while Ali followed
a year later due to disputes over the resolution of the revolt in Crete and the
settlement of relations with the new Serbian state.
When the revolt in Crete had reached such a state of crisis that Russian intervention was imminent, the British and French managed to get the sultan to reappoint Ali to his final term as grand vezir (1867-1871), with Fuat again as foreign
minister, accompanying Abdulaziz on his famous trip through Europe (summer
1867) and serving as acting grand vezir while Ali went to Crete in a final, successful effort to end the revolt with a grant of increased autonomy (1867-1868). But
with the double burden, Fuat fell ill. After a trip to France to seek rest and
medical help, he died in Nice (February 12, 1869), with Ali succumbing two years
later at his yah in Bebek on the shores of the Bosporus (September 7, 1871).
Mustafa Resjt, Ali, and Fuat were the best known of the nineteenth-century
Ottoman reformers, but there were many other aspiring bureaucrats who were
largely unknown to the world while remaining in the service of the vast bureaucracy that was created as the instrument of Ottoman modernization. Two who rose
out of the crowd to make significant contributions to the work of reform were
Ahmet Cevdet Pa§a and Ahmet §efik Midhat Pa§a, the former a member of the
ulema who performed major work in his own branch of the Ruling Class as well as
an administrator, the latter a scribe and provincial reformer who rose as one of the
leaders of the constitutional movement that ended the Tanzimat in 1876.
Ahmet Cevdet (1822-1895) is one of the most underrated men of the Tanzimat
period. Born in Bulgaria of a local notable family, he went much further in the
ulema studies than most of his colleagues, doing advanced work in Istanbul (18391845) with some of the leading teachers of his time. Even in these early years,
however, he displayed not only brilliance but also impatience with the old methods
and curriculum. Dissatisfied with the traditional arithmetic and algebra lessons
taught in the medreses, he took lessons from teachers at the Army Engineering
School. He also developed an early interest in the science of history, learning to
treat it not merely as a chronicle of events but also as a study of the human experience by means of critical evaluation of the sources. He went on to supplement his
interests with studies of Islamic, international, and French law-all before he had
reached the age of 30.
Ahmet Cevdet actually graduated from the medrese and received a diploma
(icaze) that qualified him to serve in an Ilmiye position. But at this point he made
a contact that was to alter fundamentally the rest of his career. Mustafa Re§it was
about to enter his first term as grand vezir and was anxious to find a member of
the ulema to teach him enough about the Islamic religious law so that he could
avoid open conflict with it when introducing reforms. He wanted a learned man but
one who was open-minded and willing to discuss problems. Ahmet Cevdet was the
obvious answer. Cevdet thereafter lived in Mustafa Resjt's house, tutored him and
his children and also a number of his proteges, remaining there until the master's
death in 1858. Cevdet now received what he later called his "second education" in
the techniques of state administration and politics under the guidance of the old
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master, becoming the latter's personal scribe and adviser and at times working
closely with Fuat and AH.
Re§it soon appointed Cevdet to various educational positions as his agent in the
same way that AH and Fuat represented him in the administration. In 1850-1851
Cevdet served as director of a school established to train male teachers for the new
secular school system, developing an interest in modern methods of teaching. He
also became chief scribe to the Council on Education created by Re§it to prepare
new laws and regulations for the secular schools. His career as a historian began
in 1852 when the Society of Knowledge (Enciimen-i Danif), created by Resjt to
advance Ottoman culture, assigned him to compile a history of the Ottoman
Empire from the Treaty of Kuqiik Kaynarca to the destruction of the Janissary
corps (1774-1826) on the basis of the state records placed at his disposal. He
served also as state chronicler (vakanuvis) from 1855 to 1861, working both to
complete his history as well as to record the events of his own time, the actual
requirement of the position. He also then secured his first Ilmiye position, becoming
kadi of Galata (1856) in addition to his other secular duties.
When Mustafa Res.it rose to his sixth term as grand vezir, he began to think
of Ahmet Cevdet as more loyal and conservative than the now powerful and
independent AH and Fuat; thus he made Cevdet a member of the Council of the
Tanzimat, where the latter played an active and important role in preparing laws
in his own specialities, despite his relative youth, virtually writing the new
regulations on landowner ship and cadastral surveys. As his history project progressed, he mainly abandoned the old annalistic approach for one emphasizing
problems and topics, with an increasingly critical examination of the sources. He
also was the principal author of the regulation that created the new Supreme
Council of Judicial Ordinances in place of the Council of the Tanzimat (1861),
himself becoming a member of the new body.
It was during the decade of the 1860s, while AH and Fuat dominated the government, that Ahmet Cevdet finally had to take the step that he had long been avoiding: transferring from the Ilmiye to the Scribal Institution, exchanging his
position among the ulema for that of vezir, and, at the same time, giving up his
position as official chronicler. A number of important missions led to this step. In
1861 he went as special agent to Albania with wide powers to suppress revolts and
develop a new administrative system. After this, when Fuat became grand vezir the
second time, it was rumored that Cevdet would achieve his greatest ambition by
becoming feyhulislam, but this was denied him due to the strong opposition of many
ulema who resented his enlightened and liberal interpretation of religious matters.
He therefore became inspector general in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1863-1864),
extending the Tanzimat reforms there despite the opposition of the Habsburgs,
who wanted the area for themselves, as well as of the Slavic national groups. He
now was identified as a leading provincial troubleshooter. His next effort was to
settle the nomadic tribes and establish order in Kozan in southeastern Anatolia
(1865). After his official transfer to the Scribal Institution (1866), he was able
to accept regular administrative positions, becoming governor of the new province
of Aleppo, which was formed to apply the Tanzimat provincial reforms recently
introduced by Fuat.
It is ironic that Ahmet Cevdet's greatest contributions to the fields of law and
justice were made after he left the Ilmiye. In 1868, when the Supreme Council
was divided into separate legislative and judicial bodies, Cevdet was made chairman of the latter, subsequently becoming the first minister of justice and writing
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the major pieces of legislation that established the beginnings of a secular court
system in the empire for the first time. He also led a number of ministers and
members of the ulema who opposed Ali's desire to introduce an entirely secular,
French-inspired corpus of civil law for these courts, instead convincing the sultan
that the new civil law code should be based on principles derived from Islamic law,
modernized to meet current realities. Cevdet served as chairman of the commission established to draw up the new law code, to which the simple name Mecelle
(Law Collection) was given, a task that occupied him until the last volume was
published in 1876.
Despite the many positions that he had held, Cevdet still was only 50 years of
age in 1872. During the last two decades of his life, he served in many ministerial
positions, mainly in education and justice, while slowly completing the two major
works of his life, the Ottoman history and the Mecelle. In 1873 he became minister
of pious foundations, then minister of education (1873-1874), undertaking major
changes in the secular system of education that had been introduced, reforming the
elementary and middle schools, established a new level of preparatory schools for
students wishing to go on to the secondary and technical schools, and also expanding teacher-training schools. At this time efforts were made to depose Abdulaziz to
secure a constitution. Cevdet - basically a conservative man with a strong reverence
for tradition despite his openness to new ideas - opposed the idea and as a result
was hated by the constitutionalists thereafter. As an administrator, however, he
also opposed the corrupt government of Mahmut Nedim. Thus the grand vezir
sent him out of Istanbul as inspector general to Rumeli and then as governor of
Syria for a short time (1875-1876). He played no role in the events leading to
Abdulaziz's deposition and death and the succession first of Murat V (1876) and
then of Abdulhamit II (1876-1909), but his basic reverence for the traditional ways
left him hostile to those who accomplished these deeds and imposed a constitution
that limited the sovereignty of the sultan and the holy law of Islam. He was close to
Abdulhamit, therefore, as the latter began to restore the autocracy of the palace,
serving as minister of justice (1876-1877), of the interior (1877) and then of
pious foundations (1878-9), commerce (1879) and justice (1879-1882). It was
at this time that he was involved in the most difficult assignment of his life, acting
as the sultan's main prosecutor and interrogator of Midhat Pa§a when the latter
was accused, tried, and convicted of the murder of the former sultan, Abdulaziz,
a process that sultan and minister pushed through more because of Midhat's personality and the Constitution he had introduced than the actual facts of the case
(1881).
Ahmet Cevdet retired from public office for a number of years after the trial
(1882-1886). He now devoted his attention to giving a modern education to his
daughters, completing his Ottoman history, and also bringing together all the
records on current events that he had begun compiling while court historian. He
turned over his Tezakir (Memoirs) covering the years from 1839 to 1890, to his
successor as official historian, Ahmet Liitfi Efendi, and also wrote the Maruzat, a
summary of expositions covering the years from 1839 to 1876 for the personal
reference of Abdulhamit. Still only 64 years old, Cevdet's last official position was
minister of justice (1886-1890) ; he resigned finally due to quarrels with Prime
Minister Yusuf Kamil Pa§a and then served as minister without portfolio and
acted as an elder statesman until his death on May 25, 1895.
Finally, there was Midhat Pa§a, in some ways the most courageous and farsighted, in others the most foolhardy, and certainly the most tragic of all the Men
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of the Tanzimat. The start of his career was very similar to that of his contemporaries Ali and Fuat. Ahmet §efik Midhat (1822-1884) was also born in
Istanbul of an ulema father, spent his early years in religious schools, but then
entered the offices of the Imperial Council (1833) as the protege of Akif Pa§a and
subsequently transferred into the offices of the grand vezir (1840). It was at this
point that Midhat's career diverged from that of his colleagues, leaving him forever
marked as an outsider among the Men of the Tanzimat. Whereas they gained the
patronage of Mustafa Resjt Pa§a and rose rapidly as the result of his influence,
Midhat found it necessary to leave the department in order to advance. He left
Istanbul and spent five years in the service of several provincial governors, in
the process acquiring a far more intimate knowledge of provincial affairs than Ali
and Fuat. In 1846 he returned to the Porte, entering the department in charge of
preparing the protocols of the Meclis-i Vdld and remaining there for over a decade,
rising to the position of chief scribe in 1861. It was during this time that his
previous provincial experience led his superiors to give him temporary assignments
of investigating wrongdoing outside the capital, jobs that he performed so capably
and honestly that he incurred the everlasting enmity of several malingering
bureaucrats who subsequently were to cause him considerable trouble once they
regained their places in the Ottoman hierarchy. Included among the malefactors
was the governor of Syria, Kibnsli Mehmet Pa§a, who managed to escape punishment due to his status as a protege of the sultan and who later as grand vezir did
all he could to secure vengeance from the unrepentant Midhat. At the time, though,
since Mustafa Re§it Pa§a was in power, Midhat was rewarded for his service by
being made chief scribe of the Anatolian Department of the Meclis-i Vdld (1853).
The conclusion of the Crimean War, however, changed the situation in Istanbul,
when Res.it left the grand vezir's office and his successor Ali placed Kibnsli Mehmet
in charge while he and Fuat went to Paris to attend the peace conference (1856).
The acting grand vezir immediately tried to get Midhat imprisoned by accusing
him of holding an illegal tax farm, violating a recent decree that forbade state
employees from maintaining such holdings. But the accusation was disproved in
open trial, leaving Midhat stronger than ever at the Porte. Following the Peace
of Paris, when Re§it returned to his sixth term as grand vezir, he sent Midhat on
an investigatory mission to Bulgaria, which resulted in accusations against several
local governors, though again they were not punished due to the sultan's intervention. Midhat was so angry that he obtained Ali's permission to go to Europe for a
rest (1858). This provided Midhat with an opportunity to observe European
civilization and draw from the experience in subsequent years.
On his return Midhat was made chairman of the Meclis-i Vdld, and he did so
well in expediting legislation and in directing the trial at Kuleli of those involved
in a conservative plot against the throne that he finally gained palace favor.
Kibnsli Mehmet, during his third term as grand vezir (1860-1861), appointed
Midhat as governor of Ni§ to get him away from the sultan. But Midhat used his
service there (1861-1864) to develop the techniques of provincial reform that were
to become the basis for the new provincial reform law of 1864, and which he subsequently was to apply as governor of the Danube province formed out of much of
Bulgaria (1864-1868). Midhat was recalled to Istanbul (1867-1868) to help the
central government evaluate the provincial reforms and recommend modifications
on the basis of experience. When Ali returned from settling the problems of Crete,
he reorganized the Meclis-i Vdld into separate legislative (§urayi Devlet) and
judicial (Divan-x Ahkam-t Adliye) branches, with Midhat appointed chairman of
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the former (and Ahmet Cevdet of the latter), thus marking his emergence into a
significantly high position in Istanbul. But Midhat still found it difficult to defer to
his superiors. He was nobody's servant, and in attempting to apply his own ideas
he clashed repeatedly with Ali, who had expected his protege to accept his will.
Midhat pushed through a number of important regulations, modifying the land tax
system, developing a new regulation on mines, establishing banks to provide lowinterest loans to cultivators, and encouraging the working class to open savings
accounts by using interest earnings as an incentive. But his clashes with Ali led
finally to his dismissal and exile (January 31, 1869) to the post of governor of
Baghdad, thus depriving the Tanzimat of the energy and ability of a man it could
ill afford to lose, especially now that Fuat was gone. In Baghdad, however, Midhat
went ahead with his old energy to apply the Tanzimat provincial reforms, also
successfully suppressing the tribes and ending Persian border incursions. New tax
systems, land distribution to peasants, dams for irrigation and navigation, and
improvements in cultivation methods also marked Midhat's term and made him,
in truth, the founder of modern Iraq. Midhat's involvement in the momentous
events that ended the Tanzimat and introduced a constitution into the Ottoman
Empire, from 1871 until his death in 1884, will be discussed later.
These, then, were the most important Men of the Tanzimat. To what extent did
they have a common approach? How did they differ as persons and as political
leaders? Mustafa Res.it Pa§a, of course, differed considerably from the others both
in age and experience. He was born during the reign of Selim III. Though educated
in the traditional institutions, he was able to see their shortcomings and adopt a new
policy based on his observations in Europe. It was he who had made the Porte into
an instrument of reform as well as political power. Ali and Fuat were his political
children. They did not have to create the reform institutions in the Porte. That
battle had been fought and won by Res.it. They only had to defend it and apply it to
the problems of the time. They were much more skillful in politics, at times appointing members of opposing factions to important positions either to gain their support
or to throw all the blame on them in crucial situations. They were far more willing
to compromise to achieve ultimate objectives than was Res.it. But they also were
somewhat different from one another.
Ali was short in stature, meticulous, cautious, and quiet; he emphasized etiquette
and seniority. He tended to postpone decisions as long as possible before acting so
as to consider all alternatives and consequences. He was alert, self-controlled, and
a strong believer in following the proper lines of personal and administrative
etiquette. He was the true politician of the two, playing off the foreign ambassadors,
the palace, and the ulema to maintain the power of the Porte. He believed in
gradual reform, putting everything in its place as needed. Fuat, on the other hand,
was tall, handsome, friendly, and eloquent. He believed in pushing ahead rapidly.
He was blunter in his relations with the sultan and opposing politicians and often
alienated people and created enmities.6 As for Ahmet Cevdet, he was the most
brilliant of all the leading Men of the Tanzimat. His lifelong attachment to the
ulema, however, left him anxious to restore and modernize the old institutions to
meet the needs of the time and prevent them from being swept away. So it was that
he developed the Mecelle legal code, opposing Abdulaziz's deposition and the Constitution, and finally supported Abdulhamit II against the constitutionalists, even
while remaining open to new ways and applying major reforms in the areas of
justice and education. Midhat Pa§a, for his part, was the most Western and least
diplomatic of all. He was not hesitant in telling others where they had failed and
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how they could correct their errors by accepting his judgment. He had tremendous
energy and devotion and introduced modern reforms on both the provincial and
central levels with an intensity and a determination to see them put into practice
that was almost unique among the Men of the Tanzimat. He was very much like
Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk, founder of the Turkish Republic. He was the only
Tanzimat leader with an interest in the problems of the mass of the people and a
desire to improve their lot. But his unwillingness to bow to authority and tendency
to speak his mind earned him enemies, frustrating many of his reform efforts and
contributing to his downfall.

The Men of the Sultan: Ruling Class Politics in the Tanzimat Era
The shift in political power from palace to Porte, engineered by Mustafa Resjt
and maintained by his successors, was hardly acceptable to the two sultans of the
time despite their overall support for reform. Many other members of the Ruling
Class also opposed the reforms either because of genuine feeling for the ways of
the past or simply because of their fear of losing their places within the ruling
circles of state. This opposition coalesced under the leadership of three major
institutions, the Inner Service of the palace (Mabeyin-i Humayun), led by the
sultans, their mothers, relatives, and proteges, the Bab-% Mesihat, led by the
seyhnlislam and representing the ulema, and the Bab-% Serasker, as representative
of the army. Each group built its power very much as Mustafa Re§it had done,
developing and training proteges and placing them in important positions. Of these
groups, the least successful politically during the nineteenth century was the ulema.
Their basic sources of power, the endowment revenues and the systems of Muslim
education and justice, were undermined by the reforms, and their influence among
the masses and power over the students of religion no longer had the kind of
impact that they had when they were supplemented and enforced by the Janissaries.
The few members of the ulema who did benefit from the secular education of the
time, such as Ahmet Cevdet, entered the service of the Porte and were absorbed by
it, thus basically becoming its agents in countering the ulema's influence rather than
contributing to it.
It was, then, the Bab-% Serasker and the palace that formed the most potent
political alliance against the Porte during the years of the Tanzimat. The alliance
was forged by the aged but still active founder of the new army, Mehmet Husrev
Pa§a, who died in 1855 at the age of 99 after having served as serasker between
1827 and 1836 and then again for a short time in 1846. His policies were not
formed in consequence of opposition to reform as such; he had, in fact, built the
new army, and even in his eighties he worked to eliminate corruption and install
further modernization. He was grand vezir when the Giilhane proclamation was
made, and he supported it. But he opposed Mustafa Res.it Pa§a's concentration of
power at the Porte, establishing a meeting of minds between the leaders of the army
and the palace that filtered down to all ranks. His protege and immediate successor
as serasker (1836-1838, 1839-1840), Halil Rifat Pa§a (d. 1856), who married into
the imperial family (and so bore the title damat, son-in-law), subsequently served
four times as grand admiral (1830-1832, 1843-1845, 1847-1848, 1854-1855) as well
as chairman of the Meclis-i Vdla (1842-1845, 1848-1849), putting him in a good
position to build and maintain the conservative group, usually in cooperation with
Husrev. This cooperation was further developed by Damat Mehmet AH Pa§a
(1813-1868), married in 1845 to Mahmut IPs daughter Adile Sultan and subse-
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quently grand admiral five times (1845-1847, 1848-1849, 1851-1852, 1855-1858,
and 1858-1863), serving also as serasker (1849-1851, 1853-1854) and as grand
vezir once (1852-1853). It was through Damat Mehmet in particular that the
sultan chose, trained, and entered into state service a number of young proteges.
The palace, however, was far less fortunate in its choices than was Mustafa Resjt
Pa§a. Perhaps the most prominent of these was Kibnsh Mehmet Emin Pa§a (18131881), whose problems with Midhat Pa§a have already been noted. His uncle, chief
of Mahmut IFs private treasury, entered him into the palace service at an early
age, securing rapid advancement for him in the Hassa regiment (1832-1833) and
then a couple of years study in France (1833-1835) at the sultan's expense to fit
him to compete with Resjt's men. Through palace influence he rose rapidly in the
army, serving in a series of provincial military posts, at Acre (1844-1845),
Jerusalem (1845-1847), Tirnova (1847) and Belgrade (1847-1848).
Though his administrative mismanagement led to numerous complaints, none of
these served to dislodge him due to palace support and the sultan's conviction that
the accusations were due mainly to politics. In 1848 he was made vezir and
ambassador to London because of "his wide knowledge of Europe and European
languages" (1848-1850). He then served as governor of Aleppo (1850-1851),
brutally suppressing bedouin revolts; but when he was appointed governor of the
far more difficult island of Crete, he declined the honor (1851) and returned to
Istanbul. In 1851 he became field marshal (tniisir) in the Imperial army in the
Arab provinces, based in Syria, and while he managed to stay in that position
despite Midhat's findings of mismanagement and corruption, he finally was dismissed in 1853 because of his evident failure to organize the forces at his disposal
for participation in the Crimean War. This failure was, however, rewarded with
even higher positions. He served as grand admiral during the latter part of the war
(1854-1855) and then as grand vezir three times when the Men of the Tanzimat
were out of power, in 1854, 1859, and 1860-1861, gaining the reputation of being
the most stupid and pompous of all the politicians of the era, with Ali at times
appointing him to high positions to baffle and confuse his enemies.
The key balancing force in Tanzimat politics among palace, army, and Porte
was Mutercim Mehmet Ru§tii Pa§a (1811-1882), an officer in the new army (18251843) and protege of Husrev and Halil Rifat, who rose to be serasker (1852-1853,
1855-1856, and 1857-1859, 1861-1863, and 1867-1868) and grand vezir (18591860, 1866-1867, 1872-1873, 1876, and 1878), at times also serving on the Council
of the Tanzimat and as director of the arsenal. While Ru§tu originally rose as the
candidate of the palace/army clique, he was by far the ablest of the lot, respected by
friend and foe alike, and was often brought to power by the Men of the Tanzimat
when they wanted a job handled ably by someone who could conciliate the opposition and get its cooperation and also who would work for the good of the empire
rather than for personal benefit. Throughout his career Ru§tii never let politics
interfere with his desire to continue the reforms, thus representing also the sincere
reform desires of the sultans whom he served over the years.
In this clash of policy and ambition, party and individual rivalries, the foreign
embassies often played decisive rolls, intervening with money and political pressure,
supporting one politician or another to secure their own aims in both Ottoman
domestic and foreign policy. The British and, to a lesser extent, the French supported the Porte as the best hope for policies that would maintain the empire, and
the Austrians and Russians supported the palace and army for opposite reasons.
Influential also were the members of the Egyptian ruling family, who gradually
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increased their own independence, transforming their governorship into an autonomous khedivate and influencing Ottoman politics through liberal gifts to the
politicians of Istanbul, in particular those of the palace. Finally, not to be overlooked but perhaps better left to a later discussion, there were new political forces
rising among younger members of the Ruling Class as well as some subjects, men
known generally as Young Ottomans, who opposed the autocratic behavior of the
Men of the Tanzimat and the shift of power from the sultan to the Porte without
a corresponding extension of the representative principle (see pp. 131-132).
Considering this complex political situation, it is not surprising that there was a
high degree of political instability during the Tanzimat. From 1839 to 1876 there
were 39 different terms as grand vezir, 33 as foreign minister, with each position
often being held several times by the same person (see Appendix A). What is
wondrous in all of this is not so much the political instability, but rather the
general stability of the empire's institutional development through much of the
period, with few relapses to reaction even when the conservatives were in power.
This continuity of policy was provided mainly by the bureaucratic substratum of
the new Ottoman system.
The New Ruling Class
The Tanzimat created a centralized government based on the new Ruling Class, the
bureaucrats, now called memurs. This class constituted a modern generation of
Ottomans that sustained the tempo of modernization mainly oblivious to, or even
in spite of, the waves of political and military crisis that hit the empire during
much of the century. Before examining the specific reforms, we must first examine
the new system of government and the bureaucrats who made it work.
The Central Government
The Executive
Executive and administrative duties on the central level were distributed among
functional ministries, some gathered under the wings of the grand vezir at the
Sublime Porte and contributing to its power, others, particularly those involved
with the military, religion, and justice, building their own centers of power in
other parts of the capital. Each ministry developed originally as both an executive
and a legislative body, assisted by internal advisory councils (meclis), which themselves sometimes rose to be ministries once their duties and developing staffs justified their separation. Since the leading Men of the Tanzimat themselves often
served as grand vezir (sadr-i azam)7 and/or as minister of interior and foreign
affairs, these departments of the Porte in particular tended to develop authority far
beyond that indicated by their names alone.
Ministry of the Interior (Nezaret-i Dahiliye). The Ministry of the Interior was
created in 1836 out of the office of the lieutenant of the grand vezir (sadaret
kethiidast) to handle the domestic portions of his duties. It was taken back by the
grand vezir two years later to give him the power he needed to dominate the other
ministers. During much of the Tanzimat, it remained under the grand vezir,
administered by his undersecretary (sadaret miistesan) but with its own autonomous bureaucratic structure and responsibilities, so that when, because of Fuat's
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illness and death in 1869, Ali found it too burdensome to act as both foreign minister and grand vezir, he was able to separate the Interior Ministry from the latter
without too much difficulty, restoring its independent existence (February 18,
1869), which it retained until the end of the empire.
The Ministry of the Interior was responsible for the central administration of
all internal matters in the empire. As did the other ministries, it was in charge of
receiving proposals on regulations and laws within its area of competence and
evaluating them before they were sent on to the legislative bodies and the sultan.
It also was responsible for executing them if he gave his approval in the form of an
trade. It controlled the organization and operations of the provincial and local
administrations and police forces and, thus, the appointment, promotion, disciplining, inspection, direction, and regulation of all bureaucrats outside the central government, from the governors down to the police chiefs and municipal officials. It
was charged also with recommending all laws, regulations, and administrative
acts that might increase the comfort and v/ealth of all notables and subjects, for
promoting industry and trade, regulating publications, and the like. Once independent, it was allowed to develop its own budget, unlike the other ministries, and to
communicate directly with the responsible legislative bodies without the intervention or even the approval of the grand vezir, thus making its minister quite
powerful.8
To carry out its functions the ministry was organized into departments, including
that of the undersecretary (mustesar) himself, which supervised provincial officials
and determined their policies. There were three departments to deal with civil
service affairs: one in charge of selection, another of keeping records of appointments, ranks, and promotions, and a third of administering the retirement fund.
Separate departments also organized and administered the population censuses,
supervised the empire's press and regulated and settled the refugees entering the
empire. To regulate Istanbul and the other municipalities a corps of kapt
kethiidas was established at the ministry to represent each provincial governor and
to centralize the ministry's activities concerning his province; and three inspectors
were maintained around the empire to supervise and inspect administration in each
of its three major areas, Rumeli, Anatolia, and the Arab world. Special committees
also were maintained at the ministry to organize and supervise health and sanitation and to regulate the affairs of the Holy Cities.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Nezaret-i Hariciye). Since this ministry was Mustafa
Re§it Pa§a's base of power in his early years, in addition to its nominal duties it
handled a number of matters that normally would have been left to other ministries,
including internal reform legislation, the status and regulation of foreign subjects
and non-Muslims in the empire, and foreign commercial as well as political relations. Various matters of legislation and record-keeping - previously handled by the
Imperial Council and then by the Porte under the authority of the reis ul-kuttap in
the name of the grand vezir - now were placed entirely under the jurisdiction of the
Foreign Ministry. To handle these functions, the ministry was divided into two
principal sections, each under an undersecretary (mustesar) and divided into departments headed by chief scribes. The foreign affairs section had departments to
deal with foreign affairs, foreign trade, receiving foreign representatives as well as
making arrangements for the proper ranking of all Ottomans participating in
official ceremonies, and supervising the foreign press. The second section, consisting
mainly of the old Imperial Council departments handling internal affairs, had two
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departments: that of the Imperial Council itself (Divan-i Hiimayun Kalemi),
headed by the scribe of imperial orders, which issued and recorded all imperial
orders, letters of the sultan to foreign rulers and officials, and other communications
and notes exchanged with foreign governments or their representatives at the
Porte, treaties, and documents (berat) that assigned, appointed, and removed
officials and sanctioned travel within and outside the empire. The Department of
non-Muslim Religious Affairs {Mezahib-i Gayr-i Muslim Dairesi) was divided into
sections for each millet and charged with issuing orders concerning them and their
members originating not only in the ministry itself but also in all other departments
and ministries of government. In addition, there were two lesser sections, the
Translation Office (Terciime Odasi) and the ministry's Archives Department
(Hariciye Evrak Odasi), which later developed into the archives for all the departments of the Sublime Porte.9
Ministry of Finance (Nezaret-i Maliye or Bab-i Defteri). The Ministry of Finance,
which united all the principal treasuries and financial departments of state, was
created by Mahmut II in early 1838; but it was dissolved into its constituent departments by Grand Vezir Mehmet Husrev Pa§a during his brief period of dominance
following the accession of Abdulmecit, in a last vain effort to regain full financial
independence for the army (August 2, 1839). Soon after Mustafa Refit's return
to Istanbul and the issuance of the Giilhane proclamation, however, the Mansure
and Imperial treasuries were united again and eventually the Ministry of Finance
was restored (June 20, 1839).10
At first the various component sections were intended to be fairly autonomous
under the minister and his undersecretary, with separate treasuries (hazine) and
accounting departments (muhasebe kalemi) to deal with revenues and expenditures,
while special departments handled the financial administration of Anatolia and
Rumeli and issued general financial orders.11 In July 1842 the position of undersecretary of the ministry was abolished and replaced by two treasurers (defterdars)
for the Mansure and Imperial treasuries, whose primary job was to assist the
minister with the difficult task of collecting taxes and other revenues.
This structure remained almost without change through the Crimean War when,
as part of the financial reforms then introduced by Fuat Pa§a (see page 98), a
new Accounting Council (Divan-i Muhasebat) was established within the ministry.
It was given the job of checking the accounts of all ministries and departments as
well as of individual bureaucrats of the central and provincial governments. It
also was charged with drawing up a budget in advance of the financial year, a
major innovation, receiving proposals from the departments, reconciling them with
expected revenues, and then presenting the result to the minister, the legislative
council, and the Council of Ministers for final sanction. Its agents were sent around
the empire to make sure that all financial regulations were carried out, to settle
disputes between state officials and taxpayers, and to recommend whatever changes
were needed to make the system work better.12 To carry out its work the Accounting Council was given a chairman and 7 financial experts as members, with a
staff of 10 scribes. Due to the immensity of its job, the membership was raised to
10 and the staff to 21 during the next decade, but this was hardly enough for the
complex Ottoman financial system, so that it never was as effective as its creators
had hoped.13
During the last decade of the Tanzimat, the Accounting Council was divided into
two. Half the members and staff were formed into the Meclis-i Maliye (Financial
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Council), which prepared the annual budgets and dealt with taxes, tax farms, and
collection matters; the other half remained as the Meclis-i Muhasebe-i Maliye
(Financial Accounting Council), which continued to check the accounts of
ministries, departments, and bureaucrats and dealt with matters such as census
and property records, foundations, and state bonds. The ministry was again reorganized under a single undersecretary (maliye miistesart), who replaced the
separate treasurers and treasuries with a single treasury called simply the Maliye
Hazinesi (Financial Treasury). 14
Economic and Social Councils and Ministries. Each of the major ministries had
an advisory council (meclis) composed of retired experts, senior scribes, and
bureaucrats between regular assignments, which served to advise the ministers
on general policy and proposed legislation as well as improved methods of operation. Several councils that dealt with economic and social matters acquired such
an importance over the years that they finally became ministries. The Council on
Agriculture and Industry established by Mahmut II in 1838 was formed into the
Ministry of Trade (Nezaret-i Ticaret) in 1839; that on Education organized in
June 1846 was developed into the Ministry of Public Education (Nezaret-i
Maarif-i Umumi) in 1856; a restored Council on Agriculture was made into the
Ministry of Agriculture (Nezaret-i Ziraat) in 1846, only to be absorbed again
into the Ministry of Trade, subsequently renamed the Ministry of Trade and
Agriculture (Nezaret-i Ticaret ve Ziraat) in 1862; and its Council on Public
Works, established originally in 1837 and though abolished and re-created several
times subsequently, finally was made into a separate Ministry of Public Works
(Nezaret-i Nafia) in February 1870.15 The two latter ministries finally were united
into a single Ministry of Public Works and Commerce (Nezaret-i Nafia ve
Ticaret), with a commercial section dealing with industry and foreign-trade
statistics (foreign trade as such remained under the Foreign Ministry) and a
public works section encouraging, supervising and/or controlling railroads, bridges,
roads, post and telegraph systems, and all other installations concerned with communications.
The Religious Institution (Bab-i Me§ihat). Located away from the Porte and
under the authority of ministers who at least in two instances (the serasker and the
4eyhulislam) were equal in rank with the grand vezir, and thus doubly removed
from his control, were several ministries that survived with little change from the
time of Mahmut II. The office of the seyhulislam, located in the old quarters of the
Janissary aga near the Siileymaniye mosque, was now developed into a full administrative department in all but name, with the undersecretary handling staff
and political problems, and separate departments headed by the kazaskers (also
called simply sadr) appointing and supervising the kadis and courts in Anatolia
and Rumeli except for those in Istanbul and Galata, which were under a separate
department. A Supreme Religious Court (Fetvahane-i Celile) was organized at the
ministry to carry out the seyhulislam's judicial and legal functions, both as supreme
jurisconsult (grand mufti) and as the last resort of appeal from the lower religious
courts. His lesson assistant (ders vekili) headed a department that supervised the
training of ulema in the religious schools and assigned and supervised teachers in
the primary mekteps and secondary medreses. His fetva emini was in charge of
issuing all his judicial and religious opinions, and there were other scribes who
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handled financial matters. In 1849 the Imperial Mint (Darphane), already located
in the Topkapi Palace, was joined to the sultan's private treasury (renamed
Hazine-i Hassa) as the Ministry of the Sultan's Treasury (Hazine-i Hassa
Nezareti). It subsequently was turned over to the Ministry of Pious Foundations
(Nezaret-i Evkaf-t Hiimayun), which was united with the administration of the
foundations of the Holy Cities and restored as a separate department of government in 1837 with headquarters opposite the Aya Sofya mosque. Its minister and
staff were put under the control of the seyhulislam, since they all had to be ulema
and most of their revenues were devoted to supporting the ulema and foundations.
The Military Departments. The Bab-t Serasker, transformed formally into a
Ministry of War only in 1900, developed its organization during the nineteenth
century as the army itself was reorganized (see page 85), with the serasker being
assisted by the Department of the General Staff (Erkdn-% Harbiye) and departments devoted to military transportation, engineering, infantry, cavalry, artillery,
supplies, justice, retirement, fortifications and military buildings, communications,
and statistics. Separate departments also were established to administer each of the
provincial armies once they had been organized as well as the provincial gendarmerie, the firefighters assigned to the area adjacent to the Seraskerate in Istanbul,
military construction, and the military schools. The Imperial Arsenal (Tophane-i
Amire) was maintained as an autonomous department under a field marshal
(musir) appointed by the serasker, with an advisory council of experts appointed
by the grand vezir. Six provincial armies, later increased to seven, were organized to coordinate and carry out all army activities in the provinces, including
the reserves and cavalry, with commanders (miisir) appointed by and responsible
to Istanbul, but with extensive autonomy to arrange military and supply matters
according to local problems and conditions.
The grand admiral (or kapudan-t derya) managed the fleet's affairs at the
Imperial Dockyard (Tersane-i Amire) at Kasimpa§a, on the Golden Horn in
Istanbul. Relatively little attention was paid it until the reign of Abdulmecit, who
devoted a great deal of money to modernizing construction work here as well as
at Izmit and Gemlik, and the old sailing vessels finally were completely replaced
by steamships. It was only following several naval disasters suffered in 1866 during
the revolt in Crete that a new Ministry of the Navy (Nezaret-i Bahriye) was
created, still at Kasimpa§a, with the minister and his undersecretary caring for all
duties of administration and finance while the grand admiral was limited only to
commanding the fleet. An advisory council composed of retired naval officers was
formed to help, and a British naval mission led by Admiral Hobart provided advice
and technical assistance as a modern fleet was created within a fairly short time.16
Ministry of Justice. The Ministry of Judicial Pleas (Nezaret-i Deavi) created
by Mahmut II was in charge of the expanding secular court system of the empire,
becoming the Ministry of Justice (Nezaret-i Adliye) in 1870. Its organization was
modified as the new system of secular justice was developed during the century
and as it took over many of the judicial duties of the councils and ministries at
the Porte. By the end of the century the Ministry of Justice included a Supreme
Judicial Council (Encumen-i Adliye), a Court of Cassation (Mahkeme-i Temyiz)f
divided into civil, criminal, and administrative sections, and an Appeals Court
(Mahkeme-i Istinaf), with sections for criminal, civil, correctional, and commercial justice. In Istanbul its jurisdiction included also the Court of the First In-
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stance for Istanbul (Der Saadet Bidayet Mahkemesi), also divided into civil,
criminal, and administrative sections, and the Tribunal of Commerce (Mahkeme-i
Ticaret), or mixed courts, with judges representing the different foreign merchant
communities then active in the empire and with separate civil and maritime
branches. In addition to supervising and staffing the secular judicial system, the
ministry also was charged with training judges and supervising the system of
secular legal education.
The Grand Vesir ate. Above all the executive departments of the Porte was the
office of the Grand Vezir himself, variously called the Grand Vezirate (Sadaret-i
Uzma), the prime ministry (Bas Vekalet), and even by itself the Sublime Porte
(Bab-t Ali), though the latter term strictly speaking encompassed all the departments under his supervision and control, including but not limited to his own. In
1839 the department consisted of no more than that of Amedi-i Divan-i Hiimayun,
the domestic portion of the department that had contained the Foreign Ministry
before Mustafa Re§it Pa§a separated the two (see page 36). The Amedi office
included the correspondence office of the grand vezir and his archives (Bab-i Ali
Evrak Odasx, or Document Room of the Porte). As the Men of the Tanzimat, led
by the grand vezir, built up the power of the Porte, they transferred to it most of
the remaining bureaus of the Imperial Council originally given to the Foreign
Ministry, including the Tesrifat Kalemi, which was in charge of protocol, official
rankings, and ceremonials. Also under the grand vezir's authority at the Porte were
the various central legislative bodies, and it is to these that we must now turn.
The Legislative Organs
Less a separate branch of government than an integral part of the process by
which the empire was administered, the new legislative bodies developed by the
Tanzimat were as important as were the executive offices in providing a base of
continuity in the governing of the empire and in supporting modernization despite
political turmoil.17 The process by which the old Imperial Council was supplanted
in its legislative functions by new organs better able to meet the needs of the time
had been begun by Mahmut II. The Meclis-i Vala-yi Ahkam-% Adliye (Supreme
Council of Judicial Ordinances), established in 1838 at the palace, and the Dar-i
§urayt Bab-% Ali (Advisory Council of the Porte), advisory bodies on reform for
Mahmut and the grand vezir, were the nuclei for the legislative bodies that were
to follow during the Tanzimat period.
The Meclis-i Vala-yi Ahkam-i Adliye/Supreme Council of Judicial Ordinances
There were several problems that hindered the councils during the last year of
Mahmut's reign. First, since they were new governmental bodies imposed on an
existing system and since their exact duties and relationship to other officials
never were made clear, their advice often was not heeded. Second, since their
original objective was to secure the advice of experts, members were appointed according to their qualifications regardless of rank. But while this was a meritorious
and liberal idea, with the Ottoman mentality the result was that only the higherranked members were heeded. A third problem was the part-time nature of the
appointments, with the members spending most of their time on their regular
administrative duties. Finally, since the distinction between the two councils was
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never clarified nor the scope of their authority defined, whenever their recommendations touched the interests of individual ministers or departments, the latter's
opinions had to prevail according to the old Ottoman doctrine of had.
By eliminating the Advisory Council of the Porte and specifying the Supreme
Council of Judicial Ordinances as the principal source of reform legislation and
discussion, the Imperial Rescript of Giilhane made the latter the sole body charged
with discussing important matters requiring legislation, investigating each problem
regardless of the hads of ministers or others involved, and then presenting proposals
for legislation. These were recommended to the sultan for ratification, not only by
the Council of Ministers, but also by a special council (Meclis-i Hass-% Umumi)
composed of senior ministers, retired officials, and all the members of the Supreme
Council, thus ensuring for the latter a far more influential voice in the process of
ratification than when this was handled by the Council of Ministers alone. Its
scope was limited in the sense that it could consider only those measures referred
to it by the Council of Ministers or the departments. But in fact this was stated
vaguely enough in its regulation for it to go ahead and prepare legislation on
whatever it wished, since almost anything cotfld be considered relevant to the
problems referred to it. It was given ten full-time members, chosen from senior
officials from all four institutions of the Ruling Class.18 A new headquarters for
the council was built at the Porte, indicating that however much the Tanzimat
was decreed by the sultan, it was executed by Mustafa Resjt Pa§a and his associates rather than by the palace, beginning the shift of power to the former. After an
official opening in the presence of the sultan (March 8, 1840), the council set to
work with an intensity rarely seen in Ottoman governmental circles before that
time. Discussions were regulated so that all members could be heard regardless
of rank. Members could not leave the chamber during debates. No one could
interrupt a speaker until he was finished, and the council soon began to call and
interrogate officials of the ministries, at least those at the Porte, though the latter
did not have to attend or answer questions if they did not wish to do so. Efforts
were made to modify individual recommendations to secure consensus, but some
were drawn up by majority vote, with the sultan being informed of the reasons
for the dissent so that he could make his own judgment.
Despite the regulations, the Supreme Council soon developed its own set of
problems. Some members kept their old positions and sent deputies to attend the
council meetings. Since quorums often lacked as a result, decisions had to be postponed. The Council of Ministers began to meet at the same time as the Supreme
Council, making it almost impossible for the latter to get anyone from the Porte to
testify and provide needed information. Senior members also continued to prevail in
discussions, with the experience and judgment of the junior members being
ignored. To solve these problems the council secured passage of a new regulation
(July 18, 1841), which provided equal rank (rank 1, class 2) for all members as
well as penalties for those who violated any of the previous regulations. Members
also were ordered to divide into small expert committees to consider proposals
before they were decided on in the general meetings, thus providing the basis for
the departmental type of organization that was to be developed under its successors.
So that ministers and other important officials would be available, the Supreme
Council was ordered to hold meetings requiring such interrogations on Saturdays,
while the Council of Ministers was forbidden from meeting on that day. Finally,
the Supreme Council was ordered not only to give its opinions about law proposals drawn up by other bodies but also to draw up its own draft laws and regula-
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tions (called tezakir), which were to be and did become the bases for all subsequent Tanzimat legislation.
The new regulation mainly achieved its purpose, and during the next 15 years
the Supreme Council operated successfully as the main legislative organ. To be
sure, the autocratic Men of the Tanzimat made very certain that it would be
amenable to their wishes, saving the high-paying positions of chairman and
lieutenant of the council for members who best reflected the wishes of the Porte and
also varying the salaries of other members according to their tractability on important issues. Over 90 percent of the council's recommendations were promulgated by the sultan without change. The council also exercised a judicial function,
acting as a special administrative court of first instance for trials of important
administrative and political leaders accused of violating the law, and as a final
court of appeal for criminal cases originally decided by the provincial councils
under the Tanzimat criminal code.19
The Council of the Tanzimat
The very success of the Supreme Council, however, assured its doom. So completely
did it assume the burden of preparing legislation that it was overwhelmed by the
immensity and bulk of its work and fell badly behind. This was a major factor in
slowing the Tanzimat immediately before the Crimean War. In addition, the
Tanzimat now was in the hands of the second generation of Men of the Tanzimat,
led by AH and Fuat, who wanted rapid progress, while the council was a bastion
for the more conservative older Men of the Tanzimat, now led by Mustafa Re§it
Pa§a. So for both administrative and political reasons in 1854 the Supreme Council
was left only with its judicial functions while an entirely new legislative body was
created with the name High Council of the Tanzimat (Meclis-i Ali-i Tanzimat).20
The major objective of the new council was, simply, to complete and extend the
Tanzimat reforms. To give it the power needed to push legislation through it was
made separate from and equal to the Council of Ministers, above the ministries, and
its chairman was given direct access to the sultan. Whereas the Supreme
Council had been officially able to discuss only matters submitted to it, the new
council could consider legislation on any subject it deemed suitable and it also could
receive and consider proposals submitted directly to it by officials or subjects,
thus admitting the latter to the process of legislation for the first time. It could
summon officials for testimony, and it could send its agents to secure information
from the records of the ministers and to investigate how the latter were carrying
out the laws. This was the first time since the Ottoman legislative and executive
functions were differentiated by the reformers that the former was given some
power of supervision over the latter, thus beginning the long process toward responsible parliamentary government. No proposal could be made into law without
the consent of the Council of the Tanzimat. Departments and ministries could
propose new regulations for themselves, but even these could not be enforced
until they went through the full legislative process.
The continued existence of the Supreme Council, however, soon produced confusion and conflicts of authority. While the old council was supposed to limit itself
to judicial matters, in fact it also continued to draw up legislative codes of its own,
with the Council of the Tanzimat limiting its attention primarily to regulations
establishing the organization and operation of major governing bodies. The relationship of the two bodies seems to have been connected to the fluctuating politics
of the time, with the Council of the Tanzimat dominating when Ali and Fuat were
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in power and the Supreme Council emerging when their enemies held the grand
vezirate. Also as the need to organize and reorganize governmental bodies increased during the latter years of the Tanzimat, the burden on the Council of the
Tanzimat was so huge that it had to transfer some of this work to the old council.
The latter in turn was so busy with both legislative and judicial business that it
had to divide itself into five specialized committees, dealing respectively with administration, finance, military affairs, foreign affairs, and justice. The tremendous
increase in the work of both councils was due also to the subsequent creation of
provincial legislative councils, which sent to Istanbul large numbers of proposed
measures relating to their areas. Increasing the number of members on the two
councils at the central level resulted in further complications and delay. Members
found it easier to avoid any kind of expression of opinion, and debates came to be
dominated by political and personal disputes. The resulting backlog of legislation
at the top soon caused similar paralysis at the provincial level. By 1860, then, the
Council of the Tanzimat to a certain extent fell into the same kind of confusion
that had stimulated its creation.21
Supreme Council of Judicial Ordinances
A long investigation of the situation concluded that the difficulty was the old
Ottoman tendency to create new institutions to deal with new problems without
destroying the old or relating them one to another. In consequence, an order issued
on September 9, 1861, made an effort to rationalize the legislative process by merging the two councils into a new Supreme Council of Judicial Ordinances (Meclis-i
Vdld-yt Ahkam-% Adliye), which in turn was divided into three departments:
(1) the Department of Laws and Regulations, which assumed the legislative functions of both old councils; (2) the Department of Administration and Finance,
charged with administrative investigation; and (3) the Department of Judicial
Cases, which assumed the Meclis-i Vdla's judicial functions, acting as a court of
appeals for cases decided by the provincial councils of justice, as a court of appeals
for cases decided by the provincial councils of justice, and as a court of first
instance in cases involving officials of the central government. The council as a
whole and its individual departments could originate discussions and law proposals
on their own. To expedite the flow of business it was allowed to arrange its order
of business in terms of the importance of individual problems rather than simply
according to the order in which they were received or brought up. Secret ballots
were authorized for important problems, with the minority arguments now being
given anonymously in separate protocols. Since members of the new council still
were appointed by the Council of Ministers, its ability to supervise the latter was
limited despite its right to investigate. But its power to question members of the
executive and to try such officials for misdeeds led to increased effectiveness in the
supervision of the government, and the efficient flow of legislation in the new
council greatly contributed to the success of the Tanzimat when Ali and Fuat were
in power during the 1860s.22
The Council of State (§urayi Devlet) and the Council for Judicial Regulations
(Divan-t Ahkam-% Adliye)
Change in the legislative process, when it came once again, was less the result of
new failures on the part of the Supreme Council than in consequence of criticism
of the Tanzimat autocracy levied both by Europeans, who cloaked their basic
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belief in the supremacy of Christian institutions and ways in advocacy of representation for the non-Muslim subjects in the process of government, and by the
Young Ottoman intellectuals, who were claiming that the achievements of the
Tanzimat meant nothing unless the representative principle was adopted and
extended. Though Fuat and AH believed in reform from above, the success of the
provincial representative councils and continued pressure from England finally
convinced them that further changes should be introduced at the central level.
As a result, in 1867 the Supreme Council again was divided into separate legislative and judicial bodies, the former called the Council of State (§urayi Devlet)
and the latter the Council of Judicial Regulations (Divan-i Ahkam-t Adliye), with
Midhat Pa§a and Ahmet Cevdet Pa§a as their chairmen, respectively. The new
Council of Judicial Regulations was to settle cases connected with the secular laws
and regulations and to act as final court of appeal for the civil Nizamiye court
system then being established, while the Council of State was made the central
legislative body. The former was supposed to prepare all projects for laws and
regulations, investigate matters of public administration, decide on disputes among
and between executive and judicial bodies, give advice to the ministries on the
enforcement of laws and regulations already in effect, and judge government
officials accused of misconduct. It was divided into five departments with ten
members each, for interior/war, finance/religious endowments, justice/law, public
works/trade/agriculture, and public education. For the first time, membership was
representative of the major interests in the empire, but under severe restrictions.
All members were officially appointed by the sultan. Nominations for membership
were asked for and received from the governors as well as many municipal officials,
who in turn secured the nominations from their advisory councils and millet and
guild leaders. Members were finally chosen by the Council of Ministers from lists
of candidates representing each group in each province, with additional names
being added only on rare occasions. Thus all the important classes and interests
among non-Muslims as well as Muslims were represented, and these representatives provided some kind of popular input into the legislative process on the central
level.
But in consequence of even this limited sort of representation, the Council of
State's powers were severely restricted compared with those of its predecessors. It
could deliberate only on matters submitted to it, and ministries and departments
could bypass it and submit legislative proposals directly to the Council of Ministers.
It could no longer examine the state budget or interrogate ministers, with these
functions being transferred to a special annual assembly of ministers and notables
(Meclis-i Umumi, or General Council), which for all practical purposes was under
the control of the grand vezir. Despite the liberal pressures, therefore, Ali and
Fuat made sure that the new Council of State would be subservient to the
Porte and not disrupt the flow of essential legislation.23 In practice, however, the
Council of State's right to investigate execution of laws and regulations did give it
a means of developing more power than was envisaged in its regulation. In addition, its representative nature, however limited, also encouraged its members to
be more independent of the ministers than their predecessors had been.
As time passed, the organizations of the two bodies were modified. On May 6,
1869, the Council of State was given a number of judicial duties, and a new Department of Court Cases was appointed to handle them. The Council of Justice now
became mainly an appellate court for cases from lower jurisdictions, and, thus, the
origin for the more modern Court of Appeal (Mahkeme-i Temyiz), and the Council
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of State assumed jurisdiction over disputes between judicial and administrative
officials and appeals against provincial decisions regarding administrative justice.
Administrative justice in fact became such an important part of the council's work
that late in the same year the new Department of Court Cases was divided into
criminal and civil sections, while the Departments of Interior/War and Education
were united into one, leaving the council with six departments as before.
During the remainder of the Tanzimat, the Council of State carried out most of
its legislative and administrative work through its departments and rarely met as
a whole, leading to unwarranted criticism by foreigners and some Ottomans that
it was inactive and ineffective. In fact it continued to function effectively, facilitating a tremendously increased flow of legislation and also increasing the efficiency
of the executive departments by subjecting them to close scrutiny. When Mahmut
Nedim became grand vezir in 1871 he attempted to reorganize it into three
departments, for reform legislation, interior affairs, and judicial affairs, using the
reorganization as a tool to get rid of Midhat's supporters (February 10, 1872).
Because this effort was only partly successful, however, he went on to abolish
most of the council's remaining administrative and judicial functions (June 12,
1875) on the not entirely unwarranted grounds that they duplicated the work of
the ministries and the courts, leaving it with only legislative duties, which soon
were taken over by a new Reform Commission (Islahat Komisyonu), chaired by
Ahmet Cevdet but staffed mainly by Mahmut Nedim's men and placed under his
direct control. But when Midhat became grand vezir soon afterward, he abolished
the latter and restored the Council of State to its former functions, with separate
departments organized once again to handle public works, education, war, and
provincial administration. We shall see later how the council continued to function as the empire's principal legislative body even during the period of the Parliament (1876-1878) as well as afterward.24
The Council of Ministers
Climaxing and culminating the executive and legislative organs of government on
the central level was the Council of Ministers (Meclis-i Viikeld, called sometimes
Meclis-i Hass, or the Sultan's Council), which now became the principal executive and legislative coordination body while the Imperial Council was reduced to
a kind of privy council, used to provide salaries to palace favorites and to ratify
certain types of diplomatic and legislative acts. The exact composition of the
Council of Ministers varied but in general included all the ministers, the seyhulislam, the serasker, and the grand admiral or, more often, their undersecretaries, the
directors (miisir) of the departments of police and the Arsenal (Tophane) of
Istanbul - even though they were nominally subordinate to the minister of the
interior and serasker respectively - the undersecretary of the grand vezir when he
was in charge of the ministry of the Interior, the directors of the Departments of
Excise Taxes (Rusumat Emini) and Revenue Receipts (Defter-i Hakani) when
they were created late in the nineteenth century, and usually the lieutenant
(kethuda) of the queen mother, who represented the palace. Since members were
appointed by and responsible to the sultan for their departments, they were relatively
independent of the grand vezir, in theory at least, lacking the unity and responsibility of the modern cabinet except, perhaps, during the strongest days of Re§it,
Ali, and Fuat and in the later days of the Young Turks. At other times, with very
little central control, individual and party politics predominated in its deliberations
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as they did in the legislative councils, making it very difficult to conduct business.
The Council of Ministers did, however, perform a number of important political
and legal functions. After 1850 it was this Council that swore fealty to new sultans
in the official ceremony of enthronement, followed by the more general oath taken
by all Ruling Class members present. It advised the grand vezir and sultan on
important issues as well as legislative proposals, approved the state budget as part
of the legislative process, and had the right to initiate legislation. Council decisions
were communicated in the form of discussion protocols (miizakerat zabtt varakast)
presented for each matter, which contained summaries of the issues as well as
the arguments pro and con and the council's decisions. In addition, when legislative matters were involved these protocols were accompanied by separate statements
(mazbatas) containing the final version of the law and regulation concerned and
detailing the principal arguments. The council could and often did propose changes
in the laws received from the legislative councils. It was up to the sultan to decide
on the final form before affixing his trade along with explanations for his approval
or disapproval of the matter in question.
The Sultanate
Remaining at least the symbolic centers of authority in Ottoman government and
society, sultans Abdulmecit and Abdulaziz attempted to alter the organization and
practices of the sultanate as much as they could to accord with the modernization
of Ottoman life then in progress. Abandoning the Topkapi Palace to relatives and
supernumeraries, they moved to the Dolmabahqe Palace, on the Bosporus. While
Dolmabahqe continued to be used as the meeting place for official receptions, ceremonies, and council meetings, Abdulmecit spent most of his time at a new palace
located slightly to the north, also on the Bosporus, at Ciragan, begun by Mahmut II
in 1836 and actually finished only by Abdulaziz in 1872. Ciragan, with its
European-style apartments for the sultan and his family and its beautiful gardens,
soon became the favorite residence for as many members of the imperial family
and their servants as could crowd in. The summers were spent at Kagithane, at
the tip of the Golden Horn, the fabled center of Ahmet Ill's revelries during the
Tulip Period, and more and more at a new palace built on the Anatolian shore of
the Bosporus at Beylerbey. As the cares and duties of government were absorbed
by the Porte, the sultan and his entourage had more time for frivolities. The
Ciragan Palace proved too small for the ever-expanding imperial family, and it
was gradually abandoned and left to fall into disrepair while the Dolmabahqe
Palace was added to and modernized starting in 1865. In addition, a new pavilion
was built on the heights overlooking Dolmabahqe, at Yildiz, to house the sultan and
his personal entourage, while the official affairs of the sultanate as well as the
apartments of the princes remained fixed at the older palace below.25
With at least four imperial residences constantly maintained in readiness to
house the sultan, therefore, his family, his entourage, and his palace organization
grew in complexity during the century. The Topkapi Palace organization remained
mostly intact, with its positions being filled by supernumeraries and pensioners.
New servants and staff were added for the new palaces, mostly at the expense of
the Imperial Treasury, while that of the sultan paid only for food, clothing, and
other personal needs of the ruler and his family. Mahmut II tried to manage this
complex through his private treasury, the Privy Purse (Ceb-i Hiimayun), whose
chief was made supervisor of the entire Inner Palace Service (Endentn-u
Hiimayun Naztri). But this did not suffice, since the treasury continued to be
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located at the Topkapi Palace, while the sultan and his family rarely went there.
Hence in 1866 Abdulaziz created the new Treasury of the Sultan (Hazine-i
Hassa) at the Ciragan Palace, incorporating the old Treasury which remained at
the Topkapi Palace, while the new superintendent, the hazine-i hassa nazxn, was
put in charge of the entire structure of administration and finance for all the
imperial palaces. The staff was divided into scribes, headed by the chief scribe;
chamberlains (kurena) for personal services headed by the chief chamberlain; and
the staff of the mdbeyin, literally the area in between the mens' and ladies' quarters
in the harem, who came to form the principal staff of servants and administrators
in the new palaces. In 1866 the office of chief of the mdbeyin united with that of
supervisor of the Treasury of the Sultan to form a new position, mdbeyin miisiri
(marshal of the inbetween), with the same rank as that of the field marshals
(miisirs) who commanded the provincial armies. Under this title the director of
the sultan's personal affairs developed into one of the most influential officials of
state, not only under Abdulaziz but even more under his successor, Abdulhamit
II, when the palace came to direct state affairs. The other major change made
during the last part of the century was the expansion of the military aides-de-camp
(ydverdn-t harp) into two groups: (1) the Ydverdn-x Ekrem, distinguished former
and current political and military leaders who formed the sultan's Privy Council,
advising him, along with the Council of Ministers, on political and administrative
policies, and (2) the Fahri Ydverdn-t Ekrem, which formed the sultan's actual
guard of honor.
The habits and manners of the sultans also changed considerably during the
nineteenth century. The old isolation broke down, at first because of the simple
need to travel through the streets of the city from the new palaces to attend the
Friday prayer in the traditional location, the Aya Sofya mosque outside the
Topkapi Palace (even though private mosques were also built into the new
palaces), and of course for the seasonal changes of residence. In addition, the sultans now were seen in public when they attended receptions in the European embassies or went to see theatrical performances. They began traveling regularly
outside the capital to inspect conditions and see how the new laws were operating.
In 1846 Abdulmecit went to Rumeli. In 1850 he sailed through the Dardanelles to
Limnos, Crete, Samos, and Rhodes, where he met Abbas Pa§a, governor of Egypt,
before returning via Izmir. Abdulaziz traveled to Izmit and Bursa in 1862, to
Alexandria and Cairo the next year, the first visit of a reigning sultan to Egypt
since the conquest by Selim I, and finally in the summer of 1867 to Paris at the
invitation of Emperor Napoleon III to attend the opening of the World Exhibition
in that city, going on to London, where he sailed on the Thames with the king and
visited Buckingham Palace before inspecting the British navy at Portsmouth.26
This was a far cry, indeed, from the activities of the sultans of the past, whose
very isolation created the aura of awe and splendor that was part of the tradition
by which the subjects were taught to revere their ruler. Indeed the new accessibility, accompanied by the increased transfer of administrative responsibility to the
Porte tended to diminish the sultan's effective power even further as the century
went on.
Provincial Administration and Military Organization
Several approaches were tried to achieve a basic Tanzimat objective, the extension
of central control into the provinces. At first, the powers of the provincial governors were weakened by giving most of their functions to officials sent by and
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responsible to Istanbul. Later, the state tried to operate through the governors,
restoring their powers while extending control over them in other ways. The final
solution was a combination of these, with the provincial government being a
small-scale reflection of the central administrative structure, but with controls to
assure the ultimate authority of Istanbul.
The first phase, developed by Mustafa Re§it Pa§a himself before the Crimean
War, was based on the premise that much of the misrule and inefficiency of
provincial administration in the past had been due to the system that enabled most
provincial officials, from the tax collectors up to the governors, to hold their
positions autonomously, as tax farmers or fief holders, without real supervision or
control by the central government as long as they performed the services or paid
the taxes required in return. A series of measures was introduced following the
Giilhane decree to remedy this situation.
On February 7, 1840, the old tax system was reorganized, with the different
taxes formerly justified on the basis of religious law (tekalif-i seriye) or collected
as customary taxes (tekalif-i orfiye) being replaced by standardized cultivation
taxes of 10 percent of the produce, still called by the traditional name dsar (tithes),
fixed head taxes on cattle and non-Muslims (the canonical cizye), and other
service taxes (called miirettebat, or allocation taxes), all fixed according to the
taxpayers' incomes and ability to pay. Collections now were made not by the
governors or the tax farmers whom they appointed, but rather by civilian collectors
(muhasstl-i emval) sent from Istanbul to assess and collect the taxes of each
district (sancak/liva) in return for regular salaries paid by the treasury. Loss of
authority over tax collections made the governors much more subject to central
authority and promised more revenues to the treasury and a fairer system to the
subjects than had been the case in the past.27
The second step was reorganization of the administrative divisions in each
province, using the traditional term sancak, but redrawing the boundaries to
establish equal units of comparable population and wealth. Where the Tanzimat
reforms were introduced, each sancak was headed by a muhassil, and while waiting
for the extension of the reforms in the districts still under the old system, kaymakams were named by the governors. The sancaks in turn were subdivided into
counties, given the name that also applied to the conterminous judicial districts,
kaza, and were headed by administrators (mudilrs). These consisted of subdistricts
(nahiye), each usually containing at least one important town or village. The
latter were directed by mayors (mahtars), officials originally assigned by Mahmut II to represent the central government in the towns as well as in individual
quarters of Istanbul and the other major cities. Provision of clear lines of authority among these officials was a major step forward in rationalizing the provincial
system of the empire.28
The third step in reducing the autonomous powers of the governors was to
provide them as well as the lesser provincial authorities with advisory councils
composed of representatives of the Ruling Class as well as the principal subject
groups in each area. There were two basic kinds of councils. In the provincial
and district capitals there were created large councils (buyiik meclis), each
normally composed of 13 members, of whom 7 represented the government (the
muhasstl, his subordinate, the local police chief, 2 scribes sent from Istanbul to
assist him in tax matters, the local kadi, the Greek Orthodox priest of the district,
and a representative of the next largest millet), and 6 represented the local notables
and guilds. 29 The second category of advisory councils introduced in 1840 was
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that of small councils (kiigilk meclis) introduced into each kaza where the Tanzimat provincial reforms were being applied, with membership limited to five: the
local representative of the muhassil, the kadi, the police chief, and two local notables, one of whom had to be a non-Muslim and one a Muslim. Just as the kaza
administrators were subordinate to the mithasstls, so also were their small councils
subordinate to the larger ones, having to submit their decisions and recommendations to the latter for approval. The method by which popular representatives were
chosen was extremely complicated. The notables of each village chose their own
electors by lot. The electors from the different villages then came together in the
kaza capital to choose candidates for its council, while the kaza council members
in turn chose electors from among themselves to select representatives for the
sancak and provincial councils established over them. Thus for the first time subjects were given the right to be represented in some way in the process of government, long before such representation was allowed in the central government,
though in most cases those elected were members of the ruling establishments in
each religious, economic, and social group and represented their interests and
wishes rather than those of the mass of the people.30
The final step in Mustafa Resjt's effort to extend central control into the
provinces involved a major reorganization of the army. In 1841 the army, now
officially renamed Asakir-i Nizamiye-i §ahane (The Ordered Soldiers of the Sultan), was for the first time divided into provincial commands, each led by a field
marshal (miisir) appointed by and responsible to the serasker in Istanbul, thus
completely ending the governors' control of the military forces within their
domains. The Imperial Guard (Hassa) was transformed into the Imperial Army
(Hassa Ordusn) and stationed across the Bosporus from Istanbul in Uskudar, with
responsibility for keeping order and security and enforcing the Tanzimat regulations in southwestern Anatolia. The serasker's forces in Istanbul were organized
as the Istanbul Army (Istanbul Ordusu or Der Saadet Ordusu), which was placed
in charge of much of northwestern Anatolia and Thrace. The Third Army, of
Rumeli, based originally in Monastir and later at I§kodra (Scutari of Albania),
cared for the remainder of the European possessions of the empire. The Fourth
Army, of Anatolia (Anadolu Ordusu), with its center at Sivas, guarded eastern
Anatolia. The Fifth Army, called the Army of Arabia (Arabistan Ordusu), was
based at Damascus and put in charge of Syria, Cilicia, Iraq, and the Arabian
Peninsula until 1848, when a Sixth Army, based at Baghdad, was created for the
latter two. New subarmies subsequently were established also in the Yemen, Crete,
and Tripoli of Libya. The exact complement of each army and the division of its
regiments among infantry, cavalry, artillery, and reserves depended on local conditions and varied considerably. Internal organization also varied, but in general
each infantry regiment (alay) was divided into three battalions (tabur), each
commanded by a binbast; these in turn were divided into squads (boliik) and
messes (manga) of ten men, each of which was commanded by a corporal
(onbast), groups of two by a sergeant (gavus), four by a lieutenant (rniilazim),
and eight by a captain (yiizbasi), with the entire regiment commanded by a colonel
(miralay). The cavalry regiments were divided into 6 squads and the artillery into
12 batteries, providing 72 cannon for each regiment, of which half were mobile
and half fixed.
Soldiers completing their regular service were required to serve in the reserve
(redif) forces for an additional seven years. These were organized into four major
districts centered at the provincial army headquarters at Istanbul, Izmir, Monastir,
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and Sivas, with subordinate units stationed at the major garrison towns, all under
the direct control of the appropriate milsir. Separate supply organizations and stores
also were organized at the same places, thus providing the Ottoman army with a
fully independent supply service around the empire for the first time. The provincial
army forces and reserve units also became the bases for an army secular system of
education, established at the elementary and intermediate levels, to train youths
preparing to become soldiers and officers, thus constituting an alternative system
of secular education in the empire. Assistance also was provided to the miisirs by
irregular tribesmen, generally called bast bozuks, with some 65,000 warriors coming
from Cossacks who had entered the empire in the Danube area as well as Tatars
from the Dobruca and Turkoman and Kurdish warriors from eastern Anatolia.
Abdulaziz in particular was interested in modernizing both the army and navy
to meet the Russian threat, and he increased their financial appropriations considerably, although, as we shall see, this caused additional financial difficulties. New
rifles were purchased from Prussia, which also supplied officers to teach their use.
Large-caliber cannons were acquired from the Krupp Works in Germany to reinforce the defenses of the Straits as well as the Danube and at Kars and Erzurum.
Starting in 1869, major reforms were introduced into the army organization as a
result of Prussian influence, mainly under the direction of the new serasker,
Huseyin Avni Pa§a, who was himself one of the last proteges of Mustafa Resjt and
Ali. At this time, the organization of the provincial armies was slightly revised,
with the Imperial Guard being brought back to Istanbul as the First Army. A new
Second Army of the Danube {Tuna Ordusu) was established at §umla. The
Third Army remained at Monastir. The Anatolian army transferred from Sivas to
Erzurum. The Fifth and Sixth armies remained at Damascus and Baghdad, and
the units already in the Yemen were organized as the new Seventh Army. Each
army now was given an equal number of men, about 26,500 in all, with six infantry,
four cavalry, one light-cannon, and one heavy-cannon regiment in addition to
special units as needed to man the forts in its area.31
In the meantime, Mustafa Resjt Pa§a's original provincial reforms had been
undermined by a shortage of trained bureaucrats and inadequacies in tax collection
resulting from the attempted replacement of the tax farmers with salaried tax
collectors. The governors were unable to remedy the situation since their powers
had been reduced by the 1840 reforms, while the advisory councils were unwilling
to do so because they continued to represent their own and group interests rather
than those of the government. Resjt's solution (March 1841) was to eliminate the
muhasstls sent from Istanbul and to turn the provinces over to the provincial
armies, with their commanders being appointed as governors and subordinate
officers as kaymakams of the districts. They in turn chose local notables to act as
mudiirs of the kazas and administered financial affairs with the help of treasurers
and scribes sent by the Ministry of Finance in Istanbul.32 In the smaller kazas
the advisory councils were abolished on the quite justified grounds that all they
did was formalize the traditional consultations of local notables and provide them
with salaries, at government expense, for doing what they would have done anyway
to protect their own interests. In their place the mudiirs were directed to assemble
informal advisory councils to advise them on specific problems. In the larger kazas
and at the sancak level the councils were retained, but elections were abolished
and all members were appointed by the kaymakams to represent the major interests.
Most important, the miisirs were ordered to establish provincial administrative
councils (eyalet idare meclisi) with representatives chosen by the sancak councils
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with the sanction of the kaymakams, thus bringing subjects into provincial government, although still only in an advisory role. As time went on, the powers of the
councils to participate in administrative decisions were extended by orders of the
sultan. They were allowed to ask information from the governors on all matters, to
send complaints about provincial administration to the grand vezir, and to testify
to his representatives when they came as inspectors. They also were allowed to
hear appeals from §eriat court decisions involving large amounts of money, thus
extending their powers into the judicial area. Finally, their scope was also enlarged
so that they could discuss not only current problems but also measures that would
"improve the state and benefit the security of the people," thus reflecting at the
provincial level the extended scope of government that the Tanzimat had already
introduced into the central government.
The changes improved the efficiency of provincial government. The miiprs
maintained order and collected taxes, and the advisory councils initiated measures
to improve local economic and living conditions and sent off requests for assistance
from Istanbul for roads and other changes. In response to such proposals, a series
of commissions of improvement were sent into Rumeli and Anatolia to interview
the councils, notables, and subjects. They investigated conditions and prepared
reports, most of which recommended the extension of the provincial reforms to
include all the ideals of the Tanzimat, specifically the execution of new cadastral
and population surveys to complete the work of reforming the tax system, and
the construction of roads, bridges, and, where needed, irrigation systems, to improve the empire's economy and provide prosperity for its people. In response to
these reports the Porte directed most funds available for public works to the
provincial and district councils so that they could decide which local projects were
most important and then give them the kind of direct supervision and control that
could not be accomplished from Istanbul. The livas of Izmit and Gallipoli were
chosen as models for the Tanzimat provincial reforms, with Izmir, Salonica, and
Varna to be added as soon as feasible. Here the military governors were replaced
by bureaucrats who were recent graduates of the new secular schools. Census and
cadastral surveys were made, new tax registers drawn up, incompetent administrators and dishonest council members replaced, and roads, bridges, and irrigation
systems built.
The new Tanzimat provincial system was spread to most provinces by the time
of the Crimean War. But the financial difficulties caused by the war itself forced
the government to abandon many of the public works programs and end all salaries
for council members, leading most of them to resign and allowing the governors
and other administrative officials to regain full power. The councils continued
nominally, but often membership was limited to government officials and a few
millet leaders. In Muslim areas the councils often were identical with the local
$eriat courts under the chairmanship of the kadis, who therefore again became
important local officials. The new system was far more efficient and effective than
the old, but it still was unable to provide sufficient funds to finance the expanding
activities of the central government and army as well as the palace. Furthermore,
the Reform Decree (Islahat Fermanx) issued in 1856 at the behest of the powers
gave new impetus to certain types of provincial reform, particularly those involving
popular participation in the process of government and the establishment of direct
tax collection where the tax farms still survived.
Fuat Pa§a was put in charge of solving both the financial and provincial problems, and after almost two years of study he secured the introduction of a new
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provincial law that concentrated power once again in the hands of the governors
and aimed at extending the Tanzimat reforms to all parts of the empire. The
Provincial Regulation of 185833 retained the existing structure of provincial
government, but the governor was made chief authority over all matters and the
sole agent of the central government, with the army commanders and treasurers
sent from Istanbul also responsible to him for their work in the provinces. Provincial officials and subjects were allowed to communicate directly to Istanbul only if
they had evidence that the governor was violating the law; otherwise all such
communications had to go through him. The administrative councils were revived
on all levels, still advisory to the governors and kaymakams, but with the local
miidurs being required to secure their approval before acting in financial and
police matters or communicating with higher authorities. A Cadastral Department
(Tahrir-i Emlak Nezareti) was organized in the Ministry of Finance. It prepared
surveys of people and property around the empire, working through provincial
cadastral commissions organized by each governor, with members including both
officials and local notables. They were organized into three-man cadastral committees, which, accompanied by scribes and engineers, set down all the lands,
houses, plots of land, gardens, buildings, and the like, giving an estimated value for
each. They also registered each male inhabitant, Muslim or non-Muslim, Ottoman
or foreigner, and issued to each a population tax certificate (vergi nufus tezkeresi),
which stated his tax obligation and also served as an identity card.34 As the
cadastre was completed in each province, the Tanzimat administrative and tax
reforms were fully applied to it, including newly established taxes on land and
improvements, rental income, profits, and, ultimately, salaries, all on a progressive
scale. In addition, completion of each provincial cadastre was followed by the
introduction of a new conscription system for the army, with the number of men
taken in each district being based on its population and agricultural needs and
the terms of service limited initially to five years rather than life, but with each
man being required to serve seven additional years in the reserves.35
In January 1860 efforts were made to accelerate the Tanzimat provincial reforms.
To provide salaries high enough to allow the appointment of capable Tanzimat
administrators to the more important provinces, the status of these governorships
was charged to that of miitasamfltk, a term once used on the district level, but now
connotating positions of particularly high rank with higher salaries than those
provided the regular governors. It was through this device that ranking Tanzimat
figures like Midhat Pa§a and Ahmet Cevdet Pa§a were assigned to serve as provincial governors. The governors' power over provincial financial activities increased with the abolition of the independent treasurers and scribes sent from
Istanbul and their replacement with accountants to assist the governors. In
fact, however, there was little change, since the accountants still had to be members
of the scribal corporation, giving its leaders and the Ministry of Finance more
authority over them than was provided in the law.36
The new system worked reasonably well, but there were complaints about confusion in the highly structured provincial system, with duplication of effort and
administrative tyranny leaving the subjects not much better off than they had been
before the Crimean War, though the government was benefiting considerably. Fuat
Pa§a, author of the previous reform, again took the lead in investigating the difficulties, sending out a series of investigating commissions. Upon learning of Midhat
Pa§a's success in applying the Tanzimat system in Ni§ (1861-1864), Fuat invited
him to Istanbul for consultation. The result was the promulgation of the Provincial
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Reform Law of 1864, which began a new era in Ottoman provincial life, remaining
the basis for government outside of Istanbul until the end of the empire.37 The
new regulation was mainly conceived as a means of extending orderly and
efficient Tanzimat administration to the provinces. New large provincial units
(vilayet) approximately equal in size replaced the older historic eyalets. The law
defined the hierarchical composition and authority distribution within the new
provinces. In contrast with the earlier Tanzimat trend of consolidating power in
the hands of the central government, the scope of authority of the governor was
increased, with supervision of the social, financial, security, and political affairs of
the vilayet and execution of the laws being assigned to him. He controlled directly
the actions of his immediate subordinates in the administrative hierarchy, the
mutasarrtfs at the sancak level. He also was in charge of measures of public interest, such as education and improvement of communications. He fixed the time for
the convocation of the local councils, received their recommendations, and carried
out those that were within the range of his authority. He supervised the collection
of taxes as well as the behavior of the tax collectors but could not use any of the
revenues without authorization from the Porte.
Associated with the governor were administrative departments that paralleled
the bureaucratic structure in Istanbul. Their functionaries, such as the provincial
accountant, director of foreign affairs, public works supervisor, and inspector
judge, were appointed by Istanbul and were responsible directly to their superiors
in the capital.
The activities of the different departments were coordinated by the Administrative Assembly (Idare Meclisi), which consisted of the governor, department heads,
and six representative members, three Muslims and three non-Muslims, elected
from among the inhabitants. The maintenance of order and security was a prime
responsibility of the governor. It was specifically stated that the assembly should
not interfere with judicial affairs. Aside from carrying an echo of the principle of
separation of powers, this provision soothed the ulema who were apprehensive of
the impact of increased secularization.
The judicial affairs of the vilayet were put under three different courts: (1) the
§eriat court, with the kadi in charge; (2) the criminal court, composed of three
Muslim and three non-Muslim members, presided over by the inspector judge;
and (3) the commercial court, formed as indicated by the Commercial Code, with
mixed membership. Over and above these was the Court of Appeals, composed of
three Muslim and three non-Muslims, presided over by the inspector judge appointed by the seyhulislam and advised by an official versed in law. Secondary
courts at the sancak level, similarly organized, had to refer important cases to the
relevant provincial court. The system of criminal and commercial courts, based
on a secular conception of justice and law, subsequently developed into the
Nizamiye (Regulation) courts.
The Provincial Law aimed at removing ambiguous administrative relationships
by defining the relation of the parts to the whole. Each province (vilayet) was
divided into livas or sancaks (the terms being used interchangeably). Each liva
had several kazas, and each kaza was a collection of nahiyes, which in turn consisted of neighboring karyes, or villages. At each level councils were formed to
introduce the elective-representative principle into the functioning of local government, a measure far more progressive than anything practiced in the capital. The
Provincial General Assembly (Meclis-i Umnmi-i Vilayet) was composed of two
Muslims and two non-Muslims elected by each sancak. Convoked by the governor
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and meeting no more than 40 days a year, the assembly was charged with matters
related to construction and the upkeep of roads and bridges, tax collection, improvement of agriculture and commerce, and discussion of requests from the livas and
kazas on these and similar issues. The Porte and the sultan received the proposed
laws from the Provincial General Assembly and could alter, reject, or promulgate
them as they saw fit. The administrative councils at lower levels were small-scale
models of this provincial organization.
At the lowest level, the Council of Elders (Ihtiyar Meclisi), one of the oldest
representative organs in the Ottoman Empire, was retained. Each millet in the
village elected its own Council of Elders and a headman or mayor (muhtar), the
electors consisting of male Ottoman subjects over the age of 18 who paid a specified
sum in direct taxes annually. The selection of kaza and sancak councils involved
elaborate procedures: Three times the number of necessary appointees were nominated at the level these delegates were to hold office; the lower level was asked to
eliminate a third; and the higher authority appointed half of the candidates from
the reduced list, or a third of the original. Thus a compromise was achieved
between the elective and appointive principles, securing a system of checks and
balances that had a regulatory influence over an inexperienced and mostly illiterate
electorate.
The new provincial system was in fact a means for a vast extension of the scope
of government on all levels, with the object of fully carrying out the Tanzimat's
ideals of protecting and promoting the lives and properties of the subjects. Education, public works, and military and tax reforms were basic parts of the new
program. But all could not be introduced at the same time due to both insufficient
funds and a lack of experience in administering the new law. Therefore, four
model vilayets were chosen to provide laboratories for its application. Selected first
for this role was the pilot project, the new Danube province (Tuna vilayeti),
composed of the former eyalets of Silistria, Vidin, and Ni§, including in its administrative scope the sancaks of Ni§, Vidin, Sofia, Tolqa, Varna, Rusquk, and
Tirnovo. This was followed by other consolidations of administrative organization,
with much of northeastern Anatolia formed into Erzurum province; northern
Syria was established as the province of Aleppo; and the historic boundaries of the
province of Bosna were more or less retained. The administrative and judiciary
officers of the new provinces received their salaries from Istanbul. Midhat Pa§a
and Cevdet Pa§a were particularly successful in applying the new law in the
Danube and Aleppo provinces respectively, with the new governmental bodies, elections, and courts being followed by cadastral surveys, new tax and conscription
systems, schools, hospitals, roads, irrigation systems, and the like. The new Civil
Service School (Mekteb-i Mulkiye) established in Istanbul (see page 109) began
to produce graduates who were absorbed into the new provincial organization. By
1865 the four model provinces were fully organized and in operation. Damascus,
Tripoli of Libya, and Edirne followed the next year. In 1867, 13 new vilayets were
organized in the same way, including Bursa, Izmir, Trabzon, Salonica, Prizren,
and I§kodra, with an autonomous Crete being organized as a vilayet by AH Pa§a
in 1871. By the end of 1876 the new provincial system was in operation all over the
empire, with the sole exception of the Arabian Peninsula and, of course, autonomous provinces like Egypt. The Council of State (§urayi Devlet), which provided
representation on the central level in 1868, thus was only a cap for the provincial
system of representative councils and a direct means of conveying provincial
opinions and problems into the central legislative process.
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There is much that can be criticized in the new provincial system. In many
cases the new levels of bureaucracy made the roles of government and subjects alike
more difficult than before. Yet they did work. More money was collected for the
treasury. Security improved, and the courts and administrators protected the subjects more effectively from misrule and oppression than had been the case in the
past. The representative councils in particular were the first means provided for
subjects to participate in the process of rule beyond the local level. While it appears
on the surface that the councils represented only small oligarchies at the topbecause they did provide functions for the leaders of the major social, religious, and
economic groups-they were as representative as the empire's structure allowed
at that time. Local initiative, opinions, and problems were incorporated into the
functioning of government, and the Tanzimat's goals of improved education, agriculture, communications, and taxes were furthered through their support and
participation.
Municipal Government
We have already seen the beginnings of Ottoman municipal organization in
Istanbul during the reign of Mahmut II, when the imposition of excise taxes to
support the new army led him to abolish the old sehir emini and extend the traditional function of the muhtesip (now called ihtisap agast) of regulating and
taxing the markets into a more comprehensive and central position. Acting for the
central government, mayors (muhtars) were asked to register subjects in their
quarters, replacing the kadis who had previously performed many municipal functions. But the ihtisap agast did not really become the Istanbul mayor. His office was
too completely dominated by the guild leaders, who long had cooperated with it
to control the markets. Aside from the collection of the state's excise taxes, his
activities were limited mainly to enforcing the market restrictions and price regulations desired by the guilds. His powers of regulation also were severely limited
by the existence of other governmental agencies. Control of construction, streets,
and water supply, formerly exercised by the sehir emini, first was turned over to
the sultan's chief architect (mimar bast) and then to an autonomous Buildings
Commission (Meclis-i Ebniya). The functions of police were carried out by the
armed forces until 1845 and then by an urban police force placed under another
council, called first the Police Council (Polis Meclisi) and then the Control
Council (Meclis-i Zabtta), but still under strong military control.38
The city was becoming far too large, populated, and prosperous, however, for
such a diffuse structure to meet its needs. During the years of the Crimean War,
the number of Europeans resident in Galata and Beyoglu (Pera) increased enormously, and as their financial power and commercial interests expanded, they
built new houses, apartments, hotels, shops, and theaters that emulated contemporary European architectural styles. They also introduced the same kind of horsedrawn carriages that had previously been adapted for public transportation in the
great cities of Europe. An Ottoman steamship company, the §irket-i Hayriye, was
founded in 1851, and it provided regular and rapid transportation from Istanbul
to points along the Bosporus, replacing the oar-drawn kaytks that had monopolized
this traffic since the eighteenth century when the shores of the Bosporus were first
adorned by the dwellings of the wealthy.39 In consequence of such developments,
there was an increased demand for the same sort of municipal organization and
services that major European cities had at the time, as well as for paved streets and
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sidewalks, sewers and fresh-water canals, and streetlighting and street cleaning.
Neither the ihtisap agast nor the Control Council could satisfy these demands, since
they had no municipal income or employees. When the cadastral survey started by
Mahmut II was completed in Istanbul in 1853, it was possible to establish a system
of municipal property and income taxes, but even then the existing governmental
structure could not or would not do so because of its close attachment to the traditional propertied classes.
In response to the situation, in 1854 the ihtisap agast was replaced with a mayor
of Istanbul, given the old name sehir emini. He was helped by a City Council
($ehir Meclisi), composed of 12 leading merchants and guild members, in performing tasks such as assessing the property and income taxes that were to replace
the ihtisap excise taxes, keeping the streets and markets clean and in good order,
regulating construction and repairs, arranging to supply the city with food and
water, and enforcing the price and quality regulations previously established and
maintained by the guilds and the ihtisap agast- all under the general supervision
and control of the central government. As it turned out, however, since the council
was composed mainly of merchants and guild members, the latter duty came to
occupy most of its attention, with the hopes for municipal services and the implementation of the new tax regulations rapidly being dashed. Moreover, the
sehir emini had no more independent power than had his predecessor, since the
Control Council still controlled the police; he was so required to coordinate his
other activities with the relevant ministries of the central government that it was
impossible for him to evolve any purely municipal functions or to respond to
particular interests of the city itself.
Ah effective municipal organization for Istanbul was conceived only during the
Crimean War period. The new Council of the Tanzimat (1854) appointed a City
Ordering Commission (Intizam-t §ehir Heyeti), composed of leading Ottoman and
foreign residents, charged with the development of a new regulation to transform
the existing structure into a municipal government. It soon submitted a series of
reports recommending the establishment of a special municipal commission that
would regulate and enforce urban laws and regulations and improve the city's
physical make-up, with a separate municipal tax structure arid tax-gathering
organization to finance these activities.40 The Council of the Tanzimat decided to
apply these recommendations, but first only in those areas of the city that had led
the demand for modernization and were occupied mainly by Europeans familiar
with the new style of city government, namely, Galata and Beyoglu; in anticipation
of subsequent extension of the new system to other parts of the city they were given
the name sixth district (alttnct daire), apparently in imitation of the part of Paris,
the sixieme arrondissement, where Mustafa Re§it and AH had lived, which to
them was the model of modern urban organization.41 By an order of July 7, 1858,
the new district was established under the control of the Municipal Council, composed of a chairman (rets) appointed for an indefinite term and 12 members appointed for terms of three years-all volunteers and unsalaried, with only their
technical and scribal staffs being paid. The council was supposed to build and maintain streets, sidewalks, water conduits, gas lines and firefighting apparatus, to
inspect and control food and food prices, weights and measures, and construction
and building maintenance, and to supervise public places such as markets, hotels,
theaters, restaurants, coffeehouses, and taverns. The cost of the new government
was not to be borne by the treasury, but instead by the imposition of new income
and property taxes of no more than 3 percent on the district's residents, with the
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Municipal Council being authorized to conduct a cadastral survey of property and
income within its jurisdiction so that the taxes could be levied regularly and
fairly. It also was given the right to borrow money and to purchase or expropriate
private property for public purposes. But its budgets and therefore its programs
had to be approved by the Council of the Tanzimat, the Council of Ministers, and
the sultan through the regular legislative channels before they could be put into
effect, thus placing it firmly under the control of the central government.42 Just
as the Tanzimat had recognized the government's duty to care for the subjects in
the provinces, the principle thus was extended to part of the capital. There was no
hint of representative rule except insofar as the members of the City Ordering
Commission came from the major groups of the district. Basically, it was the same
sort of autonomous council as those that continued to operate Istanbul's police
system and supervise its construction. What was particularly new, however, was
its function of improving the physical layout of the city as well as the lives of its
inhabitants.
With a population at least partly composed of Europeans and of Ottomans
experienced in European city life, the work of the model city council progressed
with a vitality that might not have been the case had it been established first in
quarters more accustomed to the traditional Middle Eastern structure of city life.
It quickly made a new survey of land and buildings and established a structure of
taxes on these as well as on profits, thus setting up a model for similar systems
established in other towns and cities throughout the empire just as soon as their
surveys could be completed.43
The project was in fact so successful that in September 1864 the authority of the
fehir emini was extended to the European and Asiatic shores of the Bosporus,
including also Uskiidar and the Marmara islands.44 In 1868 a new Municipal Regulation reorganized the $ehir emini's department into a general Muncipal Prefecture, still governed by the $ehir emini but now with the help of a Prefecture
Council (Meclis-i Emanet), which was to deal with daily affairs, and a General
City Assembly (Cemiyet-i Umumiye), composed of delegates from each district of
the city and assembled periodically to decide on more general questions concerning
the municipality. Under the Prefecture, the city was divided into 14 districts
(daires), including separate ones established along the European shores of the
Bosporus at Be§ikta§, Yenikoy, and Rumeli Feneri and on the opposite banks at
Kanlica, Uskiidar, Haydarpa§a, and the islands, thus more or less forming the
boundaries of Istanbul city government that have remained to the present day. Each
district was organized and governed along the lines of the sixth district, with its
own municipal council of 8 to 12 members, who chose 1 of their number as
chairman and 5 others to represent them whenever the General City Assembly was
called into session. Perhaps most important of all, the regulations introduced at this
time established popular, though limited and indirect, elections of public representatives on the district councils, thus applying to Istanbul the same kind of principles
that earlier had been applied to the provincial administrative councils.
The new municipal government and its constituent district organizations were
given extensive duties and powers - including all matters regarding the construction
and maintenance of buildings and streets, laying drains and water conduits, and
embellishment and cleaning of the markets, lighting streets and public buildings,
the provision of public transportation, the maintenance and extension of the quays,
the procurement and storage of supplies such as coal, wood, construction materials,
and food, the establishment and maintenance of hotels, cafes, theaters, and other
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public gathering places, the safety of vehicles, the accuracy of weights and measures, the enforcement of price and quality regulations, the maintenance of public
health, and the provision of public facilities for orphans, invalids, and indigentsthus assuming most of the functions traditionally handled by the guilds and millets
as well as the ihtisap agast and other state officials. The sehir emini was given the
power to regulate the guilds and also to confirm their leaders and council members,
thereby enforcing his will far more directly than had been possible in the past.
Municipal taxes were to be collected by the district councils with the assistance of
appropriate experts provided by the Prefecture.45
Application of the new regulations outside the sixth district came slowly, however. The government was beginning to fall into the crisis of money, politics, and
diplomacy that was to undermine the Tanzimat in its last years. In addition, the
notables and people of the other areas of the city were much less willing to cooperate in what, to them, was a major change in the manner in which city life was
organized. The guilds and millets in particular were opposed to the transfer of
most of their functions to agents of the city. Yet organization did proceed, and by
1876 municipal government was operating reasonably well in all parts of Istanbul.46
In addition to paving the streets, the municipality established the first Ottoman
tramline, connecting Galata and Beyoglu with an underground tunnel; and concessions were given to private companies to operate tramlines in other parts of the
city as well as to develop more modern conduits for the provision of water into
newly settled areas. 47 City policemen (cavuslar) were organized to supplement the
army police and enforce city regulations.48 A municipal budget system was introduced, with each district council submitting its own monthly budget to the sehir
emini for his approval, while he in turn had to do the same thing once a year for
the Council of State. Direct elections were introduced for members of the sixth
district council, replacing the old indirect system,49 and later they also were extended to the other districts. Finally, a new city building regulation established the
municipality's control over all aspects of construction, maintenance, and cleanliness
of all buildings, public and private, throughout the city.50
The municipal structure thus organized remained with little change until the end
of the empire and formed the basis for the structure of urban government developed
by the Turkish Republic. The greatest changes in the Tanzimat structure were
introduced by the Parliament of 1877, which increased the number of Istanbul's
districts to 20 and reduced the qualifications to vote and serve on the councils. But
as part of the process by which Sultan Abdulhamit II restored the early Tanzimat
tendency to seek autocratic executive control, the municipality was given its final
and definitive revision in 1878 when it was redivided into ten larger districts, with
the representative councils replaced by appointed directors (mudtirs) in each
district and the sehir emini and his council and staff ruling throughout the city far
more directly than had been the case earlier.51 At the same time also, a provincial
structure, with a governor (vali) and provincial officers, was established in 1878
to perform the same functions within Istanbul that provincial authorities performed
elsewhere in the empire, specifically to collect state taxes and enforce state laws
within the area ruled by the municipality.52 This system also remained with
little change into the republican period.
Finally, the example set in Istanbul gradually spread to the other major cities
of the provinces. The Vilayet Administrative Code of 1870, amplifying the provincial reform laws passed six years earlier, provided for the organization of
municipal councils in the towns and cities to cap the system already begun with the
local muhtars and to take over direction of urban affairs from the governors.53
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This was elaborated in the Provincial Municipal Code {Vilayet Belediye Kanunu)
adopted by the Parliament in September 1877, which stipulated that every town
would have a municipal council, with 6 to 12 members according to its population
and importance, and elections every two years to choose half the members and
membership restricted by property and income provisions. One of the council members in each municipality was to be chosen as mayor (belediye reisi), but by the
Ministry of the Interior, which was to supervise the entire system, rather than by
the council or the local population. The ministry thus was able to maintain far
more direct control over the provincial municipal activities than was the case in
Istanbul, which had more autonomy. General policy and municipal budgets were,
however, sanctioned by municipal assemblies (Cemiyet-i Belediye), which met
periodically and were responsible to the Provincial General Councils (Meclis-i
Umumi-i Vilayet), the new form of the old provincial advisory councils.54

The Tanzimat Tax System and Financial Problems
Intimately connected with both the provincial and municipal structures of government built up during the Tanzimat period was .the new tax system developed to
exploit the wealth of the empire and to finance the reforms that were being attempted. The tax system that the Tanzimat inherited was basically that organized
during the sixteenth century on the basis of traditional Islamic financial practices.
The produce of the land had been subjected to the tithe (b'$ur, pi. fifdr), whose
collection was assigned in units called mukata'a to holders of the Ottoman equivalents of fiefs (timar) and tax farms (iltizam) and supplemented by customary
taxes (tekdlif-i b'rfiye), subject to regional variations. Urban dwellers, particularly
those of Istanbul, were spared many types of taxes, paying mainly the traditional
market dues (ihtisap resmi) and customs duties imposed on goods imported and
exported from the empire as well as passing from one place to another within its
boundaries. Finally, of course, all non-Muslims able to pay were subjected to the
head tax (cizye) imposed in return for their protection by the sultan, retention of
their own laws and customs, and exemption from military service. Exemptions from
state taxes also had been granted to religious foundations, private-property owners,
and certain villages and districts in return for their performance of special services
like providing labor for neighboring fortifications, roads, or forests or men for
the army and navy.55
The tax reform policy of the Tanzimat involved efforts to supplant the indirect
type of tax collection through tax farmers and fief holders with direct collection by
salaried state agents so that all the revenue would go to the treasury. In addition,
a major goal was to replace the customary charges with more uniform taxes levied
directly in relation to income and to abolish the exemptions previously granted so
that all would pay equally. Tanzimat tax aims actually were first stated late in
the reign of Mahmut II, when after imposing a number of urban excise taxes to
finance his new Mansure army (1826), he subsequently abolished them along with
the urban market taxes and most of the rural excise taxes. In their place, as we
have seen, and under Mustafa Resjt's influence, he ordered cadastral surveys of
property values throughout the empire so that subsequent taxes could be assessed
entirely according to the ability to pay (August 8, 1838). But the surveys had only
begun in the districts of Bursa and Gallipoli when he died, so that real tax reform
had to await the Tanzimat, as did so many other of the reforms that he had
planned.
The basic aims of the reformers in the field of taxation were declared in an
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trade issued on February 23, 1839. All the traditional taxes imposed in the name
of the §eriat were abolished with the exception of the sheep tax (agnam resmi)
and the poll tax on non-Muslims (cisye). A tithe of exactly one-tenth of the value
was imposed as the sole tax on the produce of the land. In place of the market tax
and urban excise taxes, previously abolished, merchants and artisans were subjected
to a profits tax (temettuat vergisi) according to the ability to pay, with the new
taxes being levied in each area as soon as the cadastres begun in Mahmut's time
were completed. In addition, as we have seen (see. p. 84), all these taxes were
collected by salaried agents of the treasury called muhasstls. The census and
cadastre takers spread quickly out into the countryside, and the muhasstls followed
as the Men of the Tanzimat awaited the revenues they needed to carry out the
remainder of their reforms.56 The new urban taxes were imposed and collected with
reasonable efficiency, and their regularity and relation to income seemed to stimulate
trade and industry.
But the new system simply did not work in the countryside. Surveying was not
the problem; within a short time cadastres sufficient for tax purposes were available
in the main agricultural centers. Enforcement, however, was another problem.
There were not enough new bureaucrats willing and able to act as muhasstls, turning all their collections over to the treasury and remaining content with limited
salaries. The tax farmers were basically businessmen who had collected taxes for
a profit, and the new arrangement certainly was not agreeable to them. Hence they
hung back and watched the new muhasstls who were sent out fail due to their lack
of local connections and knowledge and to the huge areas assigned them for collection. Tithe revenues fell so badly as a result that at the end of 1840 the treasury
had to restore the tax farm system. In auctions held in the provincial and sancak
capitals, two-year rights to collect taxes in specific mukata'as were given to those
tax farmers who promised the highest return to the treasury.57 But this simply
restored the problems that the Tanzimat had attempted to correct, with the tax
farmers taking as much as they could from the cultivators by legal and illegal
means, to recoup the amounts of their bids and make a profit before their terms
were up. State revenues remained low, therefore, and the treasury finally was forced
to attempt a novel device never before tried in the empire. Paper money (kaime-i
mutebere) was issued with the backing of 160,000 gold pieces held by the treasury
to raise sufficient funds to meet current expenses in 1840 and again in 1842. To
increase the revenues from the tax farms a decree also was issued in 1847 authorizing their assignment for five years at a time in the hope that this would encourage
the tax farmers to consider the long-term interests of the lands under their jurisdiction and avoid overtaxation in order to keep the cultivators on the land and preserve a steady rate of cultivation. In return for the long terms, usually given
without auction, the tax farmers had to agree to a number of provisions stipulated
to protect the cultivators. They had to lend the latter funds at nominal interest to
enable them to buy tools, animals, and seeds without falling into the hands of the
moneylenders. They could not force the cultivators to pay taxes before their harvests came in; and they had to evaluate crops surrendered for tax payments in
kind at the current market rates in their localities.58
While the tax farmers thus were not eliminated in the early years of the
Tanzimat, the new tax system protected the peasants from injustice far more than
before. In addition, efforts were made to expropriate fiefs and endowment lands
and to include them among the state lands, thus subject to the same taxes, and the
former holders were retired on life pensions. This was a slow process, hindered by
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the opposition of the holders and the inability of the state to find suitable replacements for either cultivation or tax collection, but it was almost complete by the end
of the century, adding to the treasury's revenues though the pensions paid in
return comprised a large burden for some time.59 In addition, other taxes retained
from before the Tanzimat were standardized in accordance with its basic principles.
The sheep tax had been traditionally levied in kind at the tithe rate of one head
in ten for the needs of the palace and the army, with the remainder collected in
cash by tax farmers or fief holders at the rate of 1/40 of the money value of the
animals, and exemptions for animals used directly in agricultural labor and transport. But the basic tenth had been supplemented with numerous additional impositions over the centuries, including slaughterhouse taxes, grazing taxes, and the like.
The initial reform in the sheep tax was made by Mahmut II, who ordered that the
basic tax be collected only in kind to provide the meat needed by his new army
while protecting the peasants from the oppression implicit in the cash collections.
The Tanzimat went on to abolish officially all the extra taxes in 1840, replacing
them with an all-encompassing rate of 5 kurus, per head basic tax.
The poll tax (cizye) imposed on non-Muslims in Muslim states had traditionally
been collected from male heads of households in annual impositions divided into
three classes according to the ability to pay, with all poor persons, single or
widowed, women, children, and religious persons exempted along with the aged
and the infirm. The tax was regularized according to the Ottoman system in 1592,
but later the right to collect the cizye taxes in individual localities was organized
into mukata'as and farmed out to collectors who imposed additional irregular fees
as they did in other areas of taxation. Mahmut II tried to rationalize the system
by ordering that only the legal taxes be collected (1830), but he also legalized the
additional "costs of collection" given to census takers and town authorities to provide for their expenses. Since permission for such minor additional sums encouraged the tax farmers and their collectors to add their own illegal exactions as well,
in 1833 a single tax of 60, 30, and 15 kuru§ respectively from the three classes was
imposed and all other additions prohibited. The tax farm system remained, however,
with all its difficulties, until it was abolished for the cizye in 1839, with the millet
leaders then being made responsible for collecting the taxes and turning them over
to officials sent by the treasury.
Despite the reforms, treasury revenues continued to lag behind expenditures
necessitated by increased centralization. So the government had to issue new
bonds (kaime) or paper money, building up a fairly substantial debt and interest
obligation, most of whose recipients lived within the empire at this time. The
Crimean War made the situation worse. The cost of Ottoman participation as well
as that of caring for the allied troops and establishments on Ottoman territory
created a tremendous burden, far in excess of normal revenues, stimulating the
treasury to a series of financial measures that, while meeting the needs of the
moment, eventually undermined the empire's financial stability and, as we shall
see, threatened its very existence by 1876. A new program of taking over the tax
farms as their five-year terms ended and administering them through salaried
mtihassth (1852-1855) proved ineffective. The treasury, therefore, was forced to
issue a fourth series of bonds, under the name public assistance (iane-i umumiye),
forcing most bureaucrats and merchants to buy them to pay for current war
expenditures. In addition, two famous Galata moneylenders, Leon and Baltazzi,
created the Istanbul Bank to provide loans to the government; and in 1856 the
famous Ottoman Bank (Osmanlt Bankast) was founded for the same purpose,
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largely with English capital, for the first time providing the government with
foreign loans to help meet deficits in the budget.
Soon after the Crimean War ended, the government attempted to solve its
financial problem by restoring the tax farm system once again for all land tax
collections with a new regulation (December 20, 1855) that remained in force for
much of the rest of the century. On the assumption that tax farmers could best be
controlled by forcing them to reapply for their holdings at short and regular intervals, their terms were shortened to one or two years. To prevent them from
building local power that they might use to evade the law, the mukata'as were
reduced to individual villages and tax farmers were prohibited from holding
mukata'as in adjacent villages or sancaks.60 But as usual the ingenuity and perseverance of the tax farmers prevailed, and the new system worked no better than
the old. With the short terms the tax farmers had no interest in the long-term
prosperity of the holdings, so that they collected all they could before their terms
expired, oppressing the cultivators even more than before. Within a short time the
wealthier tax farmers were able to build up holdings encompassing entire sancaks
and even sections of provinces, completely flouting the regulations, subfarming
their holdings at the village and sancak levels, thus creating a hierarchy of middlemen who maintained themselves at the expense of both the treasury and the cultivators.61
Treasury revenues continued to be inadequate, therefore, and Ottoman finances
became so perilous that when Mustafa Res.it Pa§a contracted for a new foreign
loan in 1858, his creditors insisted that in return he institute major reforms and
also cash in most of the bonds and paper money that were rapidly losing their value
and undermining what was left of the state's financial credibility. At the same time,
however, the foreign creditors were able to force the empire to accept such onerous
conditions of interest and discount that it had to pay as much as 60 percent on this
loan alone, a process that continued with depressing regularity in subsequent years.
In response to this situation a series of measures was introduced starting in 1858,
mainly under the leadership of Fuat Pa§a, to reform the finances of the empire so
that further foreign loans might be avoided. The Ministry of Finance was reorganized and made more efficient. For the first time a real system of annual budgets
was introduced, with the budgetary estimates of individual ministries subjected to
the scrutiny and reductions imposed by the treasury in accordance with estimated
revenues each year. 62 A Department of Land Cadastre (Tahrir-i Emlak Nezareti)
was organized for the purpose of providing the tax collectors with a comprehensive
inventory of wealth. The new census system was carried out successfully in the
sancaks of Bursa and Janina, after which it was revised on the basis of this experience and extended to the remaining provinces, with the exception of Erzurum
and the Arab provinces, whose surveys were not fully completed until 1908. The
surveys were, of course, followed by efforts to improve the collection of existing
taxes and to add a number of new ones in those areas where previously untaxed
wealth had become apparent. In addition to the tithes on produce, an entirely new
property tax (arazi ve musakkafat vergisi, or land and dwellings tax) of 4/10 of
1 percent was imposed on all cultivated land, urban land plots, and buildings,
whether used for dwelling by the owner or rented out, with an additional tax of
4 percent being added for rental income.63 While most of this went to the treasury,
a portion was set aside for the municipality in which it was collected. It was followed by a profits tax (temettuat vergisi) imposed on individuals engaged in trade,
commerce, and industry, with a rate set at 3 percent in 1860 and subsequently raised
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to 4 and 5 percent later in the century. Foreign subjects were exempted from this
tax, even for profits earned within the Ottoman Empire, despite the efforts of the
Men of the Tanzimat to include them. Wages and salaries were not taxed in any
regular way until well into the Young Turk period, thus leaving Ottoman entrepreneurs to bear the brunt of this tax, adding to the advantages already held by
their foreign counterparts.64
In the rural areas the tithe continued to be the most important single state
revenue, with renewed efforts to limit the tax farmers mainly unsuccessful until late
in the century. A system introduced in Rumeli in 1860 forced the local notables to
collect the cultivation tax, remitting to the treasury the average annual tithe collection based on the amount paid from their districts during the previous five years and
keeping the rest for themselves. For all practical purposes, this was the tax farm
system under another name, the only difference being that it was carried out by
local notables instead of outside businessmen. The tithe of Anatolia continued to
be collected by the tax farmers along with some areas of Rumeli that could not be
organized according to the new system.65 But even in Rumeli the system did not
work. The notables kept as much for themselves as the tax farmers had done, while
only slightly improving the lot of the cultivators. Thus starting in 1866 its revenues
also were auctioned off once again to tax farmers, though in a new attempt to
limit the abuses the auctions were carried out by the Ministry of Finance in
Istanbul rather than locally.66 This had little real effect; hence in the revised
provincial system introduced in 1868 tax farm assignments were again given to
the governors in the hope that their local knowledge and power would enable them
to regulate the system better than the central government could, with local notables
considered preferable to outside businessmen. All of these systems were, however,
variations on the same theme with little concrete result.
The Tanzimat reformers were much more successful in other areas of taxation.
The basic sheep tax reforms were introduced in 1856-1857. The classical tax had
been on capital rather than income, since it was levied at a set amount per head
regardless of the sheep's size, weight, value, or whether or not it was to be sold at
all. Now the tax was extended to all farm animals, and it was altered to relate to
the value of each according to local market conditions and the animal's actual use,
as determined by the village council of elders. Each council had to figure how much
revenue the cultivator could secure from the milk and/or wool of a sheep or goat
of a certain size in their area during the year. All findings were sent to the
Ministry of Finance in Istanbul, which then set the tax per head in each district
according to the revenues expected. Taxes were originally set at 10 percent of
the revenue expected from each animal in Edirne and the Danube province, where
they were most profitable, down to 1.5 percent in eastern Anatolia and the Arab
provinces.67 The system remained more or less the same afterward with only the
general rates being increased from time to time as the government's need for
revenues changed. Both the cultivation and sheep taxes continued to be collected
mainly through the tax farm system until it was abolished by an act of Parliament
(enacted April 24, 1877), with a new Department of Tithe and Sheep Tax (Afdr ve
Agnam Emaneti) being organized in the Ministry of Finance to organize direct
collections. Even then, however, opposition from the large landowners and tax
farmers caused delay, and it was only late in Abdulhamit IPs reign that this was
fully accomplished.68
Particularly important for the cultivators of the empire were the old militaryservice and road labor taxes, which were subjected to major changes during the
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Tanzimat. By Ottoman tradition, as we have noted previously, non-Muslims were
subjected to the head tax (cizye) in lieu of military service, but all Muslims had
to serve when called. However, the feudal (timar) regulations specified that if the
holder died and the eldest son was too young to serve, he could send a personal
substitute or, later, provide money with which a substitute could be procured. The
latter provision gradually opened the door for Muslim timar holders who were
unable or unwilling to serve to pay a regular substitution tax instead. Under the
new conscription system introduced by Mahmut II in 1838 and then reformed by
the Tanzimat a decade later, all Muslim subjects except those living in the
exempted cities of Istanbul, Mecca, and Medina were required to serve at least five
years (ages 20 to 24) as active soldiers in the new Nizamiye army, two years (ages
24 to 26) in the active reserve (ihtiyat), then seven years in the inactive reserves
(redif) (ages 26 to 32), and an additional eight years (ages 32 to 40) in the local
defense forces (mustahfiz), subject to regular training and calls to service in
emergencies. Mahmut II allowed these conscripts to provide personal substitutes
only, but the basic Tanzimat conscription law of 1845 allowed the obligation to be
transmuted into cash, a payment called the military-service cash payment (bedel-i
nakdi-i askeri). In 1871 it was specified that those who chose to avoid service in
this way had to be wealthy enough to raise the money without selling their plots of
land, so as to discourage poorer families from becoming hired laborers to the
wealthy simply to rescue their sons from the army.69 In the new Conscription
Law introduced by Abdulhamit II in 1885, a man who wished to substitute money
for personal service was allowed to do so only after training for three months with
the nearest military unit, after which he then could pay 50 gold pieces to avoid
every subsequent call-up,70 and this was the arrangement that prevailed thereafter.
In the meantime, an entirely separate arrangement was made for non-Muslims.
Continuation of the head tax into the nineteenth century was not considered anything unusual, since the Muslims also were able to buy their way out of military
service in the same way. But the Reform Decree of 1856 specifically promised full
equality to non-Muslims, and this meant equality in liability for military service as
well as for entry to government positions and schools. Neither Muslims nor nonMuslims wanted the latter to serve in the army, the former because of the longstanding tradition, the latter because they preferred the more profitable lives of
civilians. But since the Porte had promised the powers to end the head tax as a
distinctive and discriminatory tax, it was abolished in .1857 and replaced by a
simple military-service tax {bedel-i askeri) imposed on non-Muslims who were
liable for conscription under the law. According to the new arrangement, 1 out
of every 180 male subjects of army age had to serve, meaning - according to the
census reports of the time, which specified that there were about 3 million nonMuslim males of age - that 16,666 of them were liable, each of whom was charged
50 liras, less than the equivalent tax imposed on Muslims for exemption. While the
population of the empire increased during the Tanzimat, the number of men required for the army was reduced by 25 percent which, along with the relative
increase of Muslims to non-Muslims due to the arrival of thousands of refugees
from Christian oppression, left only 12,500 non-Muslims liable each year. 71 Collections were made by the millets themselves until 1887, when special commissions
were organized at the kaza level in response to complaints that the millet leaders
were using the tax to oppress their followers and enrich themselves at the expense
of the state. 72 Finally, immediately after the restoration of the Constitution (1909),
military service in person was made an obligation for all subjects regardless of
religion or millet, and conscription taxes were abolished altogether.
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During the early years of the empire, major roads were built by the state at the
expense of the Imperial Treasury, while local roads were constructed by tax
farmers and fief holders, mainly by forced labor imposed on the cultivators living
nearby. Certain villages, particularly those settled by Turkomans and Yoriiks in
Anatolia and Rumeli, provided men to the army who did nothing but build and
repair roads and bridges, in return for which they and the villages were exempted
from all taxes. But once the conquests were ended and the treasury revenues
thereby limited, it no longer had sufficient money to support the construction and
repair of even the main roads, while the breakdown of the timar system left no one
to maintain the lesser roads, leading to a decline of the entire system in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. What repairs there were were carried out by
kadis and some sancak beys, who invented special customary taxes and extended the
corvee for the purpose. As time went on, these impositions became regular taxes,
levied annually whether or not they were actually used for the roads. They consisted of special charges collected by tax farmers and others who simply set
themselves up at strategic points along the road, collecting far more than they were
legally entitled to do, in return for allowing travelers and merchants to pass, thus
hindering internal trade as well as travel, although foreign subjects generally were
exempt from them by terms of the Capitulations agreements.
These road taxes were among the customary charges that were abolished by
Mahmut II in the early years of the Tanzimat, with the treasury assuming the full
cost of road maintenance and contructions. But as the state's financial difficulties
increased, there was little left for such purposes; therefore, the roads deteriorated
even further, seriously injuring the empire's military as well as economic potential.
Finally, in July 1867 an entirely new system was developed, based mainly on
Midhat's experiments in the Danube province. One Public Benefits Bank (Menafi
Sandtgt) was established in each province to finance the paving of roads, repairing
bridges, building local schools, and the like, with revenues coming from a small
supplementary tax imposed on the tithe as well as from lending out the bank's funds
to cultivators at reasonable rates of interest.73 This in itself was not enough, however, to pay those hired for roads; thus in the Road Construction Regulation of
1869 every rural male subject between the ages of 16 and 60 was required to work
on roads and bridges in his area 4 days each year, or 20 days every five years,
providing his own animals and other beasts of burden as well as his food. Only the
residents of large cities, provinces not yet surveyed, and priests, teachers, and old
and infirm persons were exempted from what was, essentially, a restored corvee.74
No one could be forced to work farther away than 12-hours traveling time from his
home without a special decree issued by the Porte. All the costs of equipment and
transportation were paid by the Public Benefits Banks, which were taken over by the
Agricultural Bank (Ziraat Bankasi) in 1887 and then by the treasury in 1907. Men
were allowed to provide personal substitutes at first, but they could substitute only
cash after 1889, when the labor obligation was replaced by cash payments required
from all males in the provinces aged 18 to 60 at the rate of 3 or 4 kuru§ per day
for the service, which now was set at 25 days every five years.75 Soon afterward,
the residents of Istanbul and the other exempted provinces were subjected to the
same tax on the grounds that the maintenance of the empire's roads was of value
to them as well.
One of the traditional revenues of state in Islam was the mining tax. The basic
$eriat regulation allowed the state treasury to take one-fifth of the produce of all
mines in the empire, whether they were on public or private land. This was
retained by the Ottomans, and the mines on state lands were managed by paid
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agents or through tax farmers. According to the Land Law of 1858, all newly
discovered mines belonged to the state regardless of who possessed the land on
which they were located, but the Imperial Treasury had to pay compensation if
exploitation of the mine prevented the landowner from fully exploiting his holdings
for agricultural purposes. Mining operations were codified for the first time in July
1861,76 and supplanted in April 1869 by a new regulation based mainly on the
French Mining Law of 1810, which divided all mines into three categories - basic
mines, surface mines, and stone quarries - with the concessionaries being required
to provide from 1 percent of the minerals extracted from the former to 5 percent
of the latter, according to the difficulty and expense of extraction and the profits
derived from the result, in addition to the annual fees imposed for the permit and
land rental.77 This was supplemented by a new regulation in August 1887 that
established for the first time a Department of Mines (Maadin Nezareti) in the
Ministry of Public Works and allowed it to award mining concessions for terms
from 40 to 99 years, with the tax on the extract being raised to as much as 20 percent in places where extraction was easy and the ore was in large concentrations.
Before paying the tax the operators were allowed to deduct all the costs of smelting
the ores and transporting them to factories or ports. For all mines on private or
foundation land the state continued to collect one-fifth of the product, with the
remainder going to the owners or their agents. 78
One of the most lucrative of all the sources of revenue invented during the
Tanzimat was the tax applied to documents involved in governmental or commercial business. The stamp tax {damga resmi) was originally imposed by the
treasury in return for the insignia (alamet) or embossed stamp (soguk damga)
affixed by the muhtesip or other officials on Ottoman-manufactured textiles and
other goods indicating their source or quality, or for the stamp of purity (ayar
damgast) placed by the mint on articles of gold or silver. The tax was assessed on
the value of the goods in question, usually at the rate of 1/40, 1 para per kuru§, and
their sale or exchange was prohibited without these certificates of quality. It was
considered an excise tax and was abolished along with the rest of them in 1839.79
In addition, there always had been fees {hare) charged the recipients of decrees,
salary documents, and the like, by the scribes issuing them, but these also were
abolished with the other orfi taxes. Soon afterward, however, prompted by the
need for new sources of revenue, the Men of the Tanzimat invented new stamp
duties. On May 22, 1845, the treasury printed a series of official blank papers embossed with stamped seals of different values (damgah varaka-i sahiha, or stamped
legal documents), which had to be used for all commercial and legal documents and
contracts with the exception of judicial decrees and opinions issued by the religious
courts. The documents were sold by local financial officials already stationed in the
districts and towns to help make the annual tax collections.80 The new system
spread fairly quickly throughout the empire, but there were two major problems:
(1) insufficient officials selling the documents and (2) insufficient documents bearing the correct tax rates, making it difficult or even impossible to make many
transactions or sign legal contracts. As a result, on October 15, 1852, the job of
selling the documents was turned over to private merchants.81 Moneylenders and
tobacconists in particular stocked the documents and gained new revenues, while
ending the problem of supply. The system was in fact so successful, and the
treasury was receiving so much money as the Ottoman commercial structure expanded, that Fuat Pa§a reorganized and expanded it with a completely new Stamp
Tax Regulation (Restn-i Damga Nizamnamesi) issued on September 2, 1861. The
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exemption on court documents was removed, the embossed papers were replaced
by special tax stamps of different values, and their use was extended to almost all
commercial transactions, leaving the tax in the definitive form in which it has
continued to provide major revenues to the state throughout the Ottoman period
and in republican times to the present day.
The other major treasury revenues during the Tanzimat were survivors from
classical times, but in radically different forms. The customs tax (giimruk resmi)
involved duties imposed not only on goods passed into and out of the empire but
also those being shipped from one place to another within the sultan's dominions.
There were four major customs duties in the empire: (1) the import tax (dmediye
resmi) and (2) the export tax (raftiye resmi) administered by the Foreign
Customs (Harici Giimriik) service; (3) the source tax (masdariye resmi) levied
on certain goods produced and consumed locally, such as tobacco and fish; and
(4) the transit tax (miirnriye resmi) imposed on Ottoman and foreign goods
shipped within the empire, the latter two administered by the Domestic Customs
(Dahili Giimruk). The sixteenth-century Capitulations agreements lowered the
general customs charges on foreign goods from 10 to 5 percent. Beginning with the
new trade agreement with France in 1683, this was lowered to 3 percent for it
and all the other powers benefiting from the most-favored-nation clause. As a
result, native industry, already restricted by guild regulations, could not compete
with foreign goods and the treasury was deprived of much of its customs revenue.
These regulations were altered somewhat in the empire's favor starting with the
commercial treaty negotiated by Mustafa Re§it Pa§a with England in 1838, but at
the same time foreign subjects were also allowed to import and export certain
goods without any restriction. The import duty was retained at 3 percent, but an
additional 2 percent was imposed when such foreign goods were sold in the empire,
thus raising the total to 5 percent, still low but more meaningful than it had been.
Exports now were taxed 9 percent when they reached the quay and 3 percent when
they were loaded. Transit taxes of 5 percent were imposed on foreign goods sent
through the empire for sale elsewhere, with charges based on tariff schedules compiled by the customs office for the goods of each country rather than on their actual
market value in the empire. At the same time, Ottoman goods passing through the
empire were charged 8 percent as land customs, placing them on an equal footing
with their foreign rivals throughout the Tanzimat period.
Customs duties were mostly organized as tax farms through the centuries of
decline, and the Tanzimat's effort to administer them by salaried muhasstls was no
more successful in 1839 than it was for rural tithes. Thus starting in 1840 a new
Customs Administration (Emtia Giimriik Idaresi) was organized in Istanbul with
the job of farming out all the customs offices in the major ports and trade centers,
at auctions for three-year terms.82 This system was so profitable for both the
treasury and the tax farmers that it was extended to all the excise taxes imposed
on spirits, tobacco, snuff, and lumber, which were placed under the same administration and farmed out in the same way after 1859.83 As part of Fuat Pa§a's effort
to raise the empire's revenues, in 1861 the Customs Administration was reorganized into a new Excise Tax Administration (Rusitmat Emaneti) entirely separate
from the bureaucracy of the Ministry of Finance. The farming out of the customs
and excise taxes was ended, and these thereafter were collected by a new corps of
salaried officials of the new administration.84 The transit duties were abolished
entirely soon afterward (1870), a major step in building an Ottoman mercantile
class, although it cost the treasury considerable revenue until increases in the other
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taxes charged to merchants of all nationalities compensated for it. 85 Import taxes,
however, remained artificially low due to strong resistance to increases on the part
of the Capitulatory powers until the early years of the twentieth century, when
the Young Turks unilaterally imposed ad valorem duties on all goods, at the same
time raising the import duty to 15 percent, more in line with what was being
charged elsewhere at that time.
Since spirits were prohibited to Muslims by the §eriat, there were no official
spirits taxes on consumption in the early days of the Ottoman Empire. By tradition, however, the holders of timars and some tax farms did collect what was called
a grape juice tax {sira resmi) from the growers of wine grapes after they were
ripened and pressed into wine. In the seventeenth century also an official spirits tax
(muskirat resmi) was imposed on non-Muslims who had been drinking wine
unofficially (and without paying taxes) from time immemorial. But there was so
much complaint from religious figures about the state benefiting financially from
the consumption of wine that soon afterward the tax was abolished and replaced
by an increase in the head tax imposed on non-Muslims. During the eighteenth
century, various "customary" levies were imposed on grapes and wine as they
were shipped, and a new prohibitions tax (zecriye resmi) was imposed on all wines
and spirits sold in markets. Of course, it was farmed out to non-Muslims in the
main cities so that Muslims would not be directly involved in what amounted to
legal sanctioning of an act forbidden to them. The Tanzimat initially taxed all
intoxicating beverages (muskirat) at 20 percent of their value, but this was lowered
to 10 percent in 1861 on the assumption that they were intended only for nonMuslims. In addition, all sellers of spirits or wine by the glass or in containers in
Istanbul and vicinity had to buy annual shop permits (ruhsatname) at a fee of
15 percent of their shop rent, with no permits being granted for locations in
Muslim quarters or within 200 yards of mosques and dervish tekkes, and additional fees were paid as a stamp tax as well as for the registration of the rental
agreements.86 Subsequent regulations exempted monks and priests in monasteries
from the payment of all taxes on wine made or bought for their personal use.87 The
administration of the spirits tax later was put under the administration of a Spirits
Department (Zecriye Emaneti) established in the Ministry of Finance (1860) until
it was absorbed into the new Excise Tax Department when it was organized in
1861. Through the remaining years of the empire the tax was regularly increased
to enable the treasury to pay the foreign bondholders, with its administration
ultimately being turned over to the Public Debt Commission along with the remainder of the excise taxes to provide the latter with one of its principal revenues.
In addition to tax revenues as such, the Men of the Tanzimat and their successors
also provided the treasury with revenue from enterprises operated by the state as
monopolies or under strong state control. Foremost among these in terms of
revenues was that involved with the processing and sale of salt. As was the case of
other kinds of mines, the state was entitled to collect one-fifth of all salt extracted
from its land or waters even when these were within private property. Traditionally, this right was organized in tax farms for each salt mine or pit, with the tax
farmers also acting as their supervisors. Under the Tanzimat these were taken
over and administered directly by the state, but unlike most other tax farms they
never were given back but remained under direct state administration, first by the
Ministry of Public Works and then, after it was organized, by the Excise Tax
Department, which had its own Salt Works Department (Memlehe Mildurlugii).88
The ownership, production, and sale of all salt in the empire was now made a
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government monopoly, with the revenues devoted primarily to retiring paper
money and bonds, while the importation of salt was prohibited. District salt offices
were established around the empire to supervise production and to sell salt in quantity to dealers, who were allowed to collect an additional fixed amount to provide a
profit and compensate for transportation costs.89 The salt tax revenues also were
turned over to the Public Debt Commission late in the century to help pay off the
foreign bondholders.
Tobacco traditionally was grown by private cultivators after its introduction into
the empire in the sixteenth century. But in 1860 all foreign-leaf imports were
prohibited and a government monopoly was established over its retail sale, with an
additional transit tax (mururiye resmi) being imposed on farmers bringing their
crop to market. Foreigners were allowed to import manufactured tobacco as cigars,
cigarettes, and snuff, but they had to pay a special import tax of 75 percent of the
value in addition to the regular transit taxes.90 The transit tax was so heavy, however, that it discouraged domestic production; thus in 1867 it was modified, with
the tax lowered and varied according to the quality and sales price of each load.
Tobacco sent to Istanbul was exempted from the regular transit tax but subjected
instead to a larger entry tax on the theory that there were greater sales opportunities and profits in the capital. A new Tobacco Law in 1873 gave the farmers full
freedom to grow smoking tobacco without official permission but provided a
hierarchy of officials to supervise the markets and cigarette factories. Ottomans
and foreigners now could operate tobacco factories, but they had to pay a new
consumption tax (sarfiyat resmi), which varied according to the types of tobacco
and cigarettes produced.91
The treasury also received revenues from the manufacture and sale of gunpowder, the postal and telegraph services, the Istanbul gas works, the bridge across
the Golden Horn, steamships operating on the Tigris and Euphrates rivers,
imperial properties (shops, baths, farms, and other properties belonging to the
government) and forests, along with the annual tributes paid by Egypt and other
vassal states. There also were revenues from state-owned railroads as well as from
the profits of private railroad companies in the empire in which the treasury had a
share. These, however, were relatively small proportions of the total. All the tax
reforms and efforts to secure new income increased treasury revenues enormously
in the decade following the Crimean War. It was not enough, however, to stem the
ever-increasing expenditures required by the reforms and debt payments and the
expanding role of government.92 The resulting financial chaos, which threatened to
bring the Tanzimat, and the empire, to a sudden end, will be examined later (see
pp. 155-156).

Fabric of a New Society
Changes in the basic institutions of Ottoman government were accompanied by
corresponding alterations in the Ottoman social fabric. The old Ruling Class of
Ottomans was replaced by a new class of bureaucrats, the memurs, with the insecurity resulting from their position as slaves of the sultan replaced by a new
assurance provided by their development into a secular bureaucratic hierarchy with
legal protections that discouraged the rapid shifts of fortune endemic in the old
order. The Subject Class also experienced increased confidence and power because
of the guarantees provided by the Tanzimat, stability that came with the new legal
order, and the emergence of a middle class able to exert its influence within the
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councils of state far better than could the old millets and guilds. All Ottomans,
high and low, were liberated from the isolation characteristic of traditionalist
Ottoman society by the tangible progress made in improving communications. Increased awareness of the world outside the rule of the Porte and willingness to
adopt some of its philosophy and institutions provided the bases for the secular and
modern states that were to replace the Ottoman empire after the catastrophe of
World War I.
Education and the New Bureaucracy
Keystone to the new society was a system of public secular education that could
liberate both minds and hearts from the restrictions imposed by the old order.
Selim III and Mahmut II had seen the need for secular education in certain areas.
They had developed technical academies to train officers, administrators, engineers,
doctors, and the like. But they had been seriously limited by a lack of students
trained in the essential elements of mathematics, science, and foreign languages.
The mekteps, which served as a basis of ulema power and which still taught the
traditional subjects in, at best, the traditional ways, continued to monopolize elementary education for Muslims. Their graduates simply were not prepared for the
new technical education. The solution was to establish a secular elementary school
system, but even the Men of the Tanzimat knew this had to be done cautiously so
as not to affront the ulema openly. Thus both the objectives and the main problems
of Tanzimat education were noticeable even before 1839.
Leadership in the field of education fell first to Mahmut IPs Council on Useful
Affairs (Meclis-i Umur-u Nafia), which became an adjunct of the Ministry of
Trade in the early years of the Tanzimat. Soon after the Giilhane decree, the
council established a separate Temporary Commission of Education (Meclis-i
Maarif-i Muvakkat) to develop a program for secular education. It in turn was
transformed into the Council on Public Education (Meclis-i Maarif-i Umumi)
within the Ministry of Trade in 1846, including among its members the still young
AH and Fuat. A Ministry for Public Schools (Mekdtib-i Umumiye Nezareti)
followed a year later, and finally a full Ministry of Public Education (Maarif-i
Umumiye Nezareti) took charge of the system in 1866. Educational programs were
developed by specialized committees within the legislative bodies of the time,
sometimes in cooperation with the ministry, sometimes quite independently. As a
result, hundreds of plans, reports, and programs emerged, pointing toward the
creation of a system of secular and utilitarian education to train all Ottomans from
the elementary to the most advanced stages.
The new system of education developed slowly, however. Many Ottomans opposed
the new schools simply out of reverence for the old or the quite justified fear of
what the new schools might bring. As the myriad of reforms and wars also
drained the treasury, the government was reluctant to devote large sums to education. As in many other societies, education and culture suffered the most from the
financial crunch. The central government actually provided very little money for
secular education. In most cases the establishment of schools in the provinces
depended on the initiative of local administrative councils, who saw them as means
of stimulating their own economic development and who provided most of the funds
for buildings, equipment, and teachers once sanction and guidance had been obtained
from Istanbul.
The first modern secular schools beneath the level of the technical academies
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were established by Mahmut II to train mektep graduates intending to go on to the
latter. These came to be known as Riifdiye (Adolescence) schools, and provided
education for youths between the ages of 10 and 15. During the early years of the
Tanzimat, RUfdiyes were established first in Istanbul and then in the provinces, but
their extension was slow for some time because of a serious shortage of trained
teachers. This problem was partly solved by the establishment in 1846 of a teachertraining school for men (Dar ul-Muallimin) under the direction of Mustafa Re§it
Pa§a's protege, young Ahmet Cevdet Efendi. In both the Riifdiye schools and the
Dar ul-Muallimin, the program was intended mainly to supplement the religious
education given in the mekteps and to bridge the gap to the technical academies.
Thus while courses in the social and physical sciences and the humanities were provided, religious education was also included, and the ulema were put in a position
where they could and did block any instruction that seemed to them to violate the
precepts of Islam. The major problems of money, buildings, and teachers slowed
progress considerably, so that by the Crimean War there were only 60 Riifdiye
schools in the entire empire with 3,371 students, all male, while in Istanbul alone
the Muslim religious medrese schools had 16,752 students and those of the nonMuslim millets trained an additional 19,348 students of both sexes. 93
Despairing of the progress of the regular school system, the Seraskerate developed its own structure of secular education, starting with the School of Military
Sciences (Mekteb-i Ulum-u Harbiye), also founded late in Mahmut's reign, which
became the leading technical school in the empire. It provided advanced instruction
in engineering, geometry, and mathematics in addition to the military sciences and
produced graduates who served in many parts of the bureaucracy as well as in the
army. To supplement the civilian schools at the lower levels, the army also developed its own secular school system beginning in 1855. Army Riifdiye schools
were opened at nine locations in Istanbul and its environs and in many other places
around the empire, while Idadi (middle) schools were established in Sarajevo,
Erzurum, and Baghdad to provide a new secondary level for students before they
entered the School of Military Sciences. As time went on, each of the provincial
armies provided at least one Idadi and a number of Riifdiye schools in its district,
giving the population an opportunity for secular education long before the civilian
system was extended to them.
Following the Crimean War, both the military and the civilian secular school
systems expanded rapidly. The army took the lead in developing secular education
at the elementary level, a task that it assigned to its Rtijdiye schools, making its
Idadis in turn into middle schools and the Harbiye into a secondary school and
then establishing a new advanced school of military science, the School of the
General Staff (Erkan-t Harbiye Mektebi), to cap the system. The Ministry of
Education, while forced by public opinion to recognize the Muslim mekteps as
elementary schools, more and more began to establish its own secular Sibyan
(Children) or Iptidaiye (Elementary) schools, requiring them to be maintained in
every town and village and every quarter of large cities, with the financial help
and supervision of the local councils of elders as well as the millet leaders. Both
Muslim and non-Muslim students were accepted for their four-year terms of study.
In addition to lessons in religion, which were taught separately to students of the
different faiths, these schools also provided lessons in arithmetic, Ottoman history,
and geography, with the non-Muslims being taught in their own languages whenever necessary.
With Ali and Fuat firmly in control in the 1860s, the French minister of edu-
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cation Jean Victor Duruy came to Istanbul to advise the Ottomans on further
educational development. His report, which proposed the establishment of interdenominational secondary schools, a secular university, new professional technical
schools, and a public library system, formed the basis for the Regulation for Public
Education (Maarif-i Umumiye Nizamnamesi) issued in 1869, which not only
systematized what had been done during the previous three decades but also laid
out plans that were applied during much of the remainder of the century. Under the
new law, elementary education was compulsory for all children until the age of 12.
Methods of instruction were modernized. Measures were taken to raise the general
cultural level of the teachers. State examinations were instituted for students
graduating from each class and level. Cultural institutions were expanded with the
help of the state. Villages with at least 500 houses were to have at least one
Riisdiye school; and towns were required to establish and maintain one Riisdiye
for every 500 households in their population, with separate schools being provided
for girls and for Muslims and non-Muslims where the population was heterogeneous. The schools were organized in four-year terms, with lessons provided in
religion (according to that of the students), the Ottoman, Arabic, and Persian
languages, arithmetic and accounting, geometry and mathematics, world and Ottoman history, geography, and the most important local language in the area of the
school. Towns and cities had to provide one Idadi school for every thousand households in their population, except those having military schools, which could rely on
them instead. The term of study in the Idadis was three years, with instruction provided in Ottoman and French, logic, economics, geography, world and Ottoman
history, algebra, arithmetic, accounting, engineering, the physical sciences, chemistry, and draftsmanship. Above the Idadi level, each provincial capital also had to
maintain a lycee, to be called the Mekteb-i Sultani (School of the Sultan). All
graduates from the provincial Idadis had to be accepted in the latter, but they
charged tuition, so that only the wealthier families could afford to send their
children, except for the very best poor students, who could attend without charge.
Advanced programs included humanities, lessons in Arabic, Persian, French,
economics, international law, history, and logic and science courses in engineering,
algebra, trigonometry, the physical and natural sciences, and the measurement of
land. Students were exempted from conscription while pursuing their studies and
for one year after their graduation; and if they fulfilled their obligation to serve the
government afterward, they were given permanent exemptions.
The cost of building and maintaining the elementary schools, as before, was
born by the localities, while the cost for the Riisdiye and Idadi schools was shared
with the central treasury. The Sidtani lycees were paid for entirely from the
sultan's personal funds. The Ministry of Education provided teachers for all the
schools, established and maintained standards, and arranged for writing or translating textbooks, but salaries were paid locally. The reforms were applied first in
Istanbul and then spread to the provinces. The state now also assumed for the first
time the right to supervise the study programs and procedures in the millet and
foreign schools, with permits from the Ministry of Education being required for
their continued operation so that they would not stray too far from the educational
aims of the empire.
The first and most famous of the Sultani secondary schools was that established
in the old Imperial School building at Galata Saray, in Beyoglu, which was developed mainly along French lines by Ali under the influence and support of the
French government. Leadership was provided by French officials and teachers. The
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language of instruction was almost entirely French, and the curriculum included
the social and physical sciences, Greek, Latin, and Ottoman Turkish. Education
was secular, but Muslims were allowed to worship in a small mosque attached to
the school grounds, while non-Muslim students worshiped in churches and synagogues of their own faiths nearby. Tuition was charged, but the government also
supported about 300 students who proved their ability by examination. Most of the
instructors were foreign, but some also were Turks, Armenians, and Greeks.
Despite the strong European flavor, most of the millet leaders opposed the attendance of students of their own faiths, as they did also for the regular state schools,
because of the fear that faith and morals would be debased by exposure to secular
influences. Muslims, on the other hand, often kept their children out because of the
Christian flavor of the faculty and curriculum. In the end, however, the school
gave the broadest general education available to Ottomans of all faiths at that
time. Its graduates provided leadership in Ottoman governmental and commercial
life until the end of the empire and then well into the republican period.
Above the Sultani schools were the teacher-training schools, with the Dar nlMuallimin for men being joined by a Normal School for Women {Dar ttlMuallimat) in 1870 in response to the creation of a number of secular schools for
women and the opening of many regular secular schools to them after the
Crimean War. The teacher-training schools were expanded as the secular system
grew. All graduates had to teach in state schools for ten years following their
graduation, remedying the shortage of teachers experienced earlier.
In keeping with utilitarian goals in education, the Tanzimat secular school
system was rounded off not by a university but by the higher technical schools, the
War School (Mekteb-i Harbiye), the Civil Service School (Mekteb-i Mulkiye),
the General Staff School (Erkan-% Harbiye Mektebi), the Army Engineering
School (Miihendishane-i Berri-i Hiimaynn), the Naval Engineering School
(Miihendishane-i Bahri-i Hiimayun), the Imperial School of Medicine (Mekteb-i
Tibbiye-i §ahane), and the Civilian Medical School (Mekteb-i Ttbbiye-i Mulkiye-i
§ahane) -all maintained by the Ministry of Education. All of these developed sections on the humanities, the social sciences, and foreign languages, in addition to
their specialties, to produce well-rounded students and also to provide for students
who did not intend to enter the professions involved. Positions in the relevant
ministry bureaucracies were reserved for graduates, with those of the Mekteb-i
Mulkiye, for example, filling all the provincial posts of kaymakam and mil fir, thus
providing a much higher standard of administration than had been available
earlier in the Tanzimat.94
A university, called Dar ul-Fiinun, was planned by Mustafa Re§it Pa§a as early
as 1846, and a building was finished, but it was never staffed or opened because of
the government's reaction to student participation in the revolutionary movements
then sweeping Europe. In its place Res.it developed the Council of Knowledge
(Enciimen-i Danis) in 1851, appointing some of the leading political and administrative figures of the time, mostly his proteges and allies, with the objective of
promoting learning and scholarship and public knowledge of scholarly books. Each
member had to be a specialist in at least one of the new fields of knowledge as well
as know one foreign language, and although he had to know enough Ottoman
Turkish to be able to translate works into that language, this was not a major
requirement. Members were allowed to communicate in any language they wanted
as long as they were advancing knowledge. As a practical matter, the council's
work concentrated on sponsoring public lectures on university-level subjects and
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original works about the Ottoman Empire, mainly the Ottoman history and
grammar books by Ahmet Cevdet. Cevdet in particular seems to have worked to
use it to establish contact between some of the learned ulema and the new educated
Men of the Tanzimat in the hope of ameliorating the bifurcation developing between
them, but there is little evidence that he was successful. The council also planned a
university including divisions for both the religious {Him) and modern sciences
{fen), but nothing was done before it disappeared during the Crimean War. 95
Ali and Fuat still were very interested in a university. Soon after Abdulmecit's
accession, they got his permission for a new Ottoman Society of Science {Cemiyet-i
Ilmiye-i Osmaniye), very similar to the Enciimen-i Danis in structure but concentrating on the secular fields of knowledge, as the first step toward the secular
code of laws they hoped to introduce in place of the §eriat. The society published
the Mecmua-i Funun (Journal of Sciences) and presented a series of university
courses in the form of public lectures from 1862 to 1865. Abandoning Ahmet
Cevdet's old effort to include the ulema, the society emphasized Western thinkers
such as Diderot and Voltaire and subjects such as chemistry, physics, engineering,
and world geography. The Public Education Law of 1869 also provided for an
Ottoman university, again called the Dar ul-Funun, with faculties for philosophy
and the humanities, legal studies, and science and mathematics, and including
secular courses in some of the religious sciences, something that most certainly
must have angered many members of the ulema. Buildings were set aside, a faculty
appointed, and entrance examinations administered. Some 450 students were accepted, many apparently from the medreses, though there also were many
graduates of the Galata Saray Lycee and the Civil Service School. The university
opened in February 1870; classes began and public lectures were given, but soon
after Ali's death it was closed (1871), due largely to his successor's desire to use
the money for the other purposes and his conviction that the technical schools were
sufficient for the state of Ottoman public education at that time (1872). It was
reopened between 1874 and 1881 through the efforts of the minister of education
at the time, Ahmet Cevdet Pa§a, with the organization and make-up of the
faculties remaining mostly the same as those established five years earlier. The
university was definitively opened in its modern form on September 1, 1900.96
With the penetration of foreign commercial and missionary interests in midcentury, foreign schools were established, including the American school, called
Robert College (1863), and other institutions founded by Austrian, French,
English, German, and Italian missionaries. Some were only on the elementary
level; some extended to the secondary level as well and provided excellent Westernstyle training with large doses of proselytization among non-Muslim subjects. These
schools were allowed to operate where they wanted. But their teachers, curriculums,
lessons, and textbooks had to be certified by the Ministry of Education so that they
would not teach anything which would violate Ottoman morals or politics, an
injunction that was usually ignored. The millet schools, especially after their
curriculums were modernized late in the century, and the foreign schools provided
a superior education to that offered in the still developing state schools, but the
general feeling of scorn for Muslims that they fostered among their students
deepened the social divisions and mutual hatreds that were already threatening to
break up Ottoman society and the empire.
Inspired by Midhat's success in the Danube province, specialized schools were
established around the empire to provide elementary secular education and training
as artisans to orphan {Islahhane, or Reform School) and poor boys {Sanayi
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Mektebi, or Industrial School), contributing to the rebirth of native Ottoman
industry. At the lycee level, in Istanbul this work was supplemented by trade
schools for adults and the Naval School (Bahriye Mektebi) established in 1870 on
Heybeli Ada, with one branch at Azapkapi in Istanbul, to train officers for the
merchant marine. In addition, the Society for Islamic Studies (Cemiyet-i
Tedrisiye-i Islamiye) offered adult extension classes for Muslims in the Bayezit
section of Istanbul starting in 1870; and the Dar u$ §afaka was opened in 1873 in
the Aksaray section of Istanbul to provide lycee education to Muslim orphans, with
the financial help of the sultan and the khedive of Egypt.
Finally, a number of cultural institutions were established in accordance with the
Education Law of 1869. A Museum of Antiquities (Mecma-i esliha-t atika ve
mecma-i asar-i atika, or Assemblage of ancient weapons and antiquities) was established as early as 1847 in the St. Irene church, outside the Topkapi Palace, but it
foundered until its collections were made the basis for the new Imperial Museum
{Miize-i Hiimayiin) opened in the same locale in the late 1860s. Under a succession of foreign directors it took the lead in developing archeological studies in the
empire, leading finally to the Antiquities Regulation (Asar-t Atika Nizamnamesi)
in 1874, which placed all archeological excavations in the empire under the control
and supervision of the Ministry of Education and provided that foreign researchers
could no longer ravage and remove from the empire what they found but instead
had to leave the best one-third of their discoveries to the state, as selected by the
museum. Since the St. Irene church was by now far too small for the hundreds of
antiquities that would come to the museum under the new law, the museum was
transferred to the ancient Cinili K6§k, built by Mehmet the Conqueror in the
gardens beneath the Topkapi Palace (1874), where it has remained, expanded by
several new buildings constructed in its environs, to the present day. A school to
train Ottoman archeologists and museum specialists was opened in the museum in
1875.
The Ministry of Education was unable to coordinate and manage all the institutions placed under its control until the Public Education Law of 1869 provided it
with a professional General Council on Education, which worked through a
Cultural Department, in charge of writing and translating textbooks, providing
public lectures, and the like, and an Administrative Section, charged with appointing teachers and supervising public schools all around the empire. Policy was made
by a central council composed of the chiefs of the two sections, all the members of
the legislative and judicial councils, other leading members of the Ruling Class, and
one religious leader from each of the major millets, which met twice a year under
the chairmanship of the minister of education. Provincial education councils also
were organized in every provincial capital under the direction of an educational
director (maarif miiduru), with a Muslim and non-Muslim assistant, staff, and
inspectors to tour the province to examine operations and enforce standards. The
councils were given the state funds available for educational purposes. It was up to
them to decide how and for what purposes they should be spent, providing money
for buildings, salaries, books, libraries, and the like, as they saw fit. They also
administered annual examinations for students graduating from each level of school
as well as those needing certificates of ability (rims), which entitled them to
continue their education or to enter the bureaucracy, thus attempting to impose
relatively similar standards in each province and throughout the empire.97
The effectiveness of the Tanzimat's new secular school system is difficult to
measure. There were numerous problems. Teachers trained in the large cities were
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unwilling to serve in the countryside. There were not enough textbooks, and many
of those available were in foreign languages that the students understood, at best,
imperfectly. As in many other educational hierarchies in advanced countries,
methods and systems were developed more to benefit and satisfy the administrators
and teachers than the students. Non-Muslim subjects often refused to accept the
new equality that was being offered, preferring to remain in their millet schools
while complaining to their foreign protectors about the Tanzimat's failure to do
more for them. Yet the system continued to expand. Numbers alone can be misleading, and are often difficult to uncover. Yet it is impressive to learn that between
1867 and 1895, a period of less than 30 years, the number of secular elementary
schools and students attending them more than doubled, as Table 2.2 shows. About
Table 2.2. The progress of Ottoman education,
1867-1895™
1858
Secular elementary schools
Secular elementary students
boys
girls
Military Rusdiye students
boys
Millet elementary schools
boys
girls
Foreign elementary schools
boys
girls
Total no. of elementary students
boys
girls
Total population of elementary
school age
boys
girls
Rusdiye schools
Rusdiye school students
Military Idadi schools®
Military Idadi students
Millet Rusdiye schools
Millet Rusdiye students
Foreign middle schools
Foreign middle students
Total middle schools
Total middle students
Male population of middle
school age (10 to 15)
a

1895

1867

—

11,008

28,615

—
—

242,017
126,454

640,721
253,349

—

8,247

8,247

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

239,449
77,740

—
—

—
—

896,936
339,249

—
—

—
—

1,001,294
924,175

43
3,371
—
—

108
7,830
—

33,469

—
—
—
—

—

76,359

—

6,557
1,169
109,877

—

—

980,320

8,519
8,160

426
9
5,492

687

74

The military Rusdiye schools were equivalent to civilian
elementary, and military Idadis were like civilian secondary schools.
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Table 2.3. Ottoman students in 1895"

Muslims
State and Muslim elementary school students
State Rusdiye school students
State Idadi school students
Army school students
Naval school students
Non-Muslim millet elementary school students
Non-Muslim millet Rusdiye school students
Non-Muslim millet Idadi school students
Foreign Rusdiye school students
Foreign Idadi school students
Foreign elementary school students
Civil Service Academy (Mekteb-i Mulkiye-i ^ahane)
School of Law (Mekteb-i Hukuk-u §ahane)
Civil Medical School (Ttbbiye-iMulkiye-i§ahane)
Normal School for Men (Dar ul-Muallimin)
School of Fine Arts (Sanayi Nefise)
School of Commerce (Ticaret-i Hamidi)
Galata Saray Lycee (Mekteb-i Sultani)
Normal School for Women (Dar ul-Muallimat)
School for Orphans (Dar ul-$afaka)
School of Veterinary Medicine (Mulkiye-i Baytar)
Agricultural School (Halkah Ziraat Mektebi)
Crafts and Arts School (Mekteb-i Sanayi)
Men's normal schools for elementary education
School for deaf mutes
Special and private schools in Istanbul
Total
Total population of school-going ages (5 to 25)
Total population of the empire (1895)

854,841
31,469
4,892
15,338
1,734
—
—
—
—
—
—
415
334
127
125

57
114
382
350
421
51
59
220
277
16
5,818
917,040
14,111,945

NonMuslims

Total

80
4,262
527
13
—
317,089
76,359
10,720
6,557
8,315
16,679
31
38
336

854,921
35,731
5,419
15,351
1,734
317,089
76,359
10,720
6,557
8,315
16,679
446
372
463
125
143
86
118
4
699
317
350
421
60
9
73
14
252
32
—
277
16
5,818
1,358,508
441,468
6,653,236
4,938,362 19,050,307

90 percent of school-age boys and over a third of school-age girls were attending
elementary school by 1895, though the latter's formal education seldom went beyond
this level. Out of a total population of 19 million (about 14 million Muslims and
5 million non-Muslims), 1.3 million were students at all levels, with a larger
proportion of non-Muslims than Muslims attending school (see Table 2.3).
Combining the education and security provided by the Tanzimat with the surviving Ottoman bureaucratic traditions, the new bureaucrats (memurs) manifested
an arrogance and reinforced feeling of independence in their positions as well as
an assurance that only they knew what was best for the state and its people.
The New Middle Class
Domination of Ottoman government and society by the memurs was challenged by
the new middle class, which was just becoming a significant political factor in the
last half of the nineteenth century. With the bulk of wealth in traditional Ottoman
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society coming from the land and with its revenues considered the property of the
sultan and his Ruling Class, capital and wealth among the subjects could be
amassed only through trade and industry. Even when large portions of the imperial
wealth were shifted to private hands, most of the possessors still continued to be
members of the Ruling Class. But starting with the Celali revolts and the rise of
the notables in the eighteenth century and continuing on an accelerated basis in the
nineteenth century, new political and economic factors led to the rise of private
landed as well as commercial wealth in the hands of what was to become a new
middle class. The decline of the state's power led the provincial notables to take
over many mukata'as and fiefs, thus building vast landed estates as the basis of
their power. These revenues still were used primarily for political purposes, however, to build states and armies. But when Mahmut II crushed the notables in his
later years and began to confiscate the fiefs, the large landed estates that nominally
went back to the state in fact fell into the hands of private entrepreneurs who used
the revenues as capital to develop economic and commercial enterprises that compounded their wealth. Whether originating and operating as merchants, moneylenders, government officials, or even as members of local garrisons or as fief
holders, the new class of wealthy provincial notables, now called ehali (literally,
"the people") or esraf (notables), emerged to demand some kind of political influence commensurate with their economic power. This took place just when the
Men of the Tanzimat were trying to extend the central government's power into
the provinces at the expense of the older notables, the remnants of the Janissaries, the nomadic tribes, and the ulema, who resented the Tanzimat's encroachment into their operation of justice and education within the Muslim community.
Using the newly developed "people" against the old elements of authority, the
Tanzimat incorporated the former into the administrative councils, thus giving
them the political power that they had sought.
The Land Law of 1858 (Arasi Kanunnamesi) was the first effort of the Tanzimat to consolidate its victories over the old holders of power. Originally, its intent was to reassert state ownership over the imperial possessions, which, over
the centuries, had passed by one means or another out of government control. It
covered not only lands now held privately but also lands whose taxes had been
excused in return for special local services to the state and areas set aside as public
pastures. As part of this process, all the old taxes on the land were replaced by a
simple 10 percent tithe cultivation tax on all produce, regardless of where or by
whom it was grown. The old Islamic categories of landownership were replaced by
five new ones, reflecting the principal types of ownership then common: (1) private property (miilk), (2) state property ( w i n ) , (3) foundation lands (vaktf),
(4) communal or public land (metruk), and (5) idle or barren land (mevat). A
new Cadastral Regulation (Tapu Nizamnamesi) was prepared to enforce the land
law, requiring all the land and property of each province to be surveyed as it was
transformed according to the Tanzimat, with each person or institution claiming
ownership being required to prove it with legal documents before it could be given
a new ownership deed {tapu senedi) and the fact entered into the new cadastral
registers.
Once ownership had been proved, however, the private owners were much freer
than in the past to rent lands to others and leave them to heirs as long as they
cultivated the land and paid their taxes. No practical limits were placed on the size
of their holdings, nor in fact was any real state organization established to make
sure that they lived up to their obligations in return for ownership. As time went
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on, the new rural notables were able to use the law to increase their power, using
false documents to prove their claims, extending their rights to include the sale of
such properties to others, leaving them to distant relatives, auctioning them off to
the highest bidders, and maintaining these rights whether or not the lands in
question were cultivated to the extent required by law. These evasions were sanctioned or overlooked by officials all too willing to accept the financial advantages
that went with cooperation. Though much of the rural holdings had originated
as imperial possessions, a vigorous application of the law would have dispossessed
many members of the new middle class. But in practice the intent of the new
cadastral regulation was overlooked, and in most instances there remained no
practical difference between state and private lands. The holders of both were able
to use and dispose of them as they wished, and there emerged larger and larger
private estates controlled by wealthy individuals, now generally called agas, and
their families, whose economic and political power far exceeded that of even the
greatest of the fief holders at the height of their power.
Far from resisting this tendency, the Men of the Tanzimat encouraged it to
promote agricultural productivity. While the individual cultivators were supposed
to be the prime beneficiaries of the measures taken by the Ministry of Agriculture
to improve cultivation methods and tools, the establishment of the provincial
agricultural credit banks (memleket sandtklart), though intended to help individual
cultivators, in fact benefited mainly the large landowners who could utilize the
assistance most effectively. Increased cultivation built up the wealth of the rural
middle class as well as that of the treasury, adding to the power of the former as
the century went on.
Emigration to the Empire: The Refugee Problem
The lands could not have been intensively cultivated and the rural middle class
built up had it not been for a tremendous influx of refugees who provided the
necessary labor. One must not forget that the Ottoman countryside had been
largely depopulated since the seventeenth century as the result of misrule and the
ravages of war, famine, and plague. But starting in the 1840s thousands of refugees
flooded into the empire in flight from oppression and massacres. By the Refugee
Code (Muhacirin Kanunnamesi) of 1857, immigrant families and groups with only
a minimum amount of capital (stipulated at 60 gold mecidiye coins, about 1500
French francs at that time) were given plots of state land with exemptions from
taxes and conscription obligations for 6 years if they settled in Rumeli and for 12
years if in Anatolia. They had to agree to cultivate the land and not to sell or
leave it for 20 years and to become subjects of the sultan, accepting his laws and
justice. Such immigrants were promised freedom of religion, whatever their faith,
and they were allowed to build churches where they settled if suitable places of
worship were not already available. News of the decree spread widely through
Europe and met with a ready response from various groups unable to find land or
political peace at home. To process the requests and settle the refugees a Refugee
Commission {Muhacirin Komisyonu) was established in 1860, at first in the
Ministry of Trade and then as an independent agency in July 1861.
These measures were in fact belated responses to an influx that had begun long
before. Most of the refugees came from the Turkish, Tatar, and Circassian lands
being conquered by the Russians north and west of the Black Sea and the Caspian.
Even though there was no official Russian policy of driving these Muslims from
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their homes, the new Christian governments imposed in the Crimea (1783), in the
areas of Baku and Kuban (1796), in Nahcivan and the eastern Caucasus (1828),
and finally in Anapa and Poti, northeast of the Black Sea, following the Treaty of
Edirne (1829), made thousands of Muslims uncomfortable enough to migrate,
without special permission or attraction, into Ottoman territory. Even earlier,
hundreds of Russian "Old Believers" had fled from the reforms of Peter and
Catherine, settling in the Dobruca and along the Danube near the Black Sea. Between 1848 and 1850 they were joined by thousands of non-Muslim immigrants,
farmers as well as political and intellectual leaders fleeing from the repressions that
accompanied and followed the revolutions of 1848, especially from Hungary,
Bohemia, and Poland. While many of these were absorbed by Ottoman urban life,
as we shall see, many also settled on the land as farmers or managers of the farms
being built by the large landowners, contributing to both estate building and the
improvement of cultivation.
The flow became a torrent after the Crimean War due not only to the Refugee
Code but also to new persecutions elsewhere in Europe. The war itself led the
Russians to change their relatively tolerant policy toward the Tatars and Circassians into one of active persecution and resettlement from their original homes to
desolate areas in Siberia and even farther east. The result was mass migration into
Ottoman territory, often with the encouragement of the Russians, who were glad
to get rid of the old population to Russianize and Christianize the southern portions
of their new empire. We do not have overall figures of the total numbers of
refugees entering the empire at this time, but from individual accounts we can
assume that the number was immense. Some 176,700 Tatars from the Nogay and
Kuban settled in central and southern Anatolia between 1854 and 1860. Approximately a million came in the next decade, of whom a third were settled in Rumeli,
the rest in Anatolia and Syria. From the Crimea alone from 1854 to 1876, 1.4
million Tatars migrated into the Ottoman Empire. In addition, the Slavic migration
begun before the Crimean War also intensified. Taking advantage of the Refugee
Code, Cossacks who fled from the Russian army settled as farmers in Macedonia,
Thrace, and western Anatolia. Thousands of Bulgarians - some of whom had
earlier been settled in the Crimea by the Russians to replace the Tatars-themselves now reacted to the alien environment and secured permission to return to their
homes in the Ottoman Empire. The mass migration of Muslims continued, though
at a somewhat less intense pace, during the early years of Abdulhamit II, mostly
in consequence of the Russo-Turkish war of 1877-1888, the autonomy given to
Bulgaria and Rumania, Austrian control of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the
cession of northern Dobruca to Rumania and northern Macedonia to Serbia.
According to the official statistics compiled by the Refugee Commission, over 1
million refugees entered the empire between 1876 and 1895 (as shown in Table 2.4).
As a result, the number of male Muslims doubled during the years from 1831 to
1882 (as shown in Table 2.5), with the proportion of Muslims to non-Muslims
increasing substantially.
The immigrants settled widely through the empire, many being placed in villages
that had been abandoned and some settling in eastern Anatolia, particularly in
Cilicia, leading to conflict with the nomads there. Many of the settlers became paid
laborers for the large landowners. Others settled on plots given them in accordance
with the Immigration Law of 1857. But most of the latter eventually had to turn
their holdings over to the large landowners, as poor cultivation methods, bad
management, disease, nomadic attacks, hostility on the part of the older cultivators
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Table 2.4. Refugees entering the
empire, 1876-1896™*
Year

Total people

1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896

276,389
198,000
76,000
20,763
13,898
23,098
33,941
13,748
13,522
13,365
12,084
10,107
11,753
28,451
23,220
13,778
18,437
18,778
14,040
6,643
5,846

Total households
69,000
49,000
19,100
5,324
3,460
3,780
6,396
2,690
2,816
2,807
2,614
2,092
2,506
6,135
4,835
3,024
3,901
3,715
2,888
1,237
1,224

Table 2.5. The male population of the Ottoman Empire, 1831-1906101
Anatolia males

Rumeli males

Year

Muslims

NonMuslims

Totals

Muslims

NonMuslims

Totals

1831
1843
1882
1895
1906

1,988,027
3,101,980
5,379,225
6,084,419
6,846,340

395,849
n.a.
1,262,600
1,221,209
1,481,836

2,383,876
n.a.
6,641,825
7,305,628
8,328,176

513,448
873,077
946,659
1,237,325
1,179,151

856,318
n.a.
810,525
1,186,615
1,186,880

1,369,766
n.a.
1,757,184
2,423,940
2,366,031

and notables, and the latter's use of their positions on the administrative councils
made it almost impossible for the small landowners to survive. The situation was
not helped when the Circassians and some of the Nogay Tatars settled in Bulgaria
and central Anatolia reverted to their old nomadic pursuits, attacking the new
settlers and old cultivators alike. Some of the Muslim settlers, remembering the
persecution that had driven them from their homes in Christian lands, began to
take vengeance from their non-Muslim neighbors in a manner hitherto unknown
in the Ottoman Empire. Though landowners secured cheap labor, the undesirable
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consequences of mass settlement of refugees in the countryside led to new conflicts
among the subject classes, and hostilities between cultivators and nomads were to
last well into the present century.
Judicial and Legal Reforms
Many of the Crimean and Balkan settlers were notables and merchants who had
converted at least part of their former holdings into gold and other valuables,
which they used to establish themselves in trade and industry in their new homes,
making themselves a prominent and dynamic element in the emerging Muslim
urban middle class. A number of factors contributed to this development. The
Giilhane decree, with its emphasis on the protection of life and property, made
investment and capital enterprise a much more attractive occupation for Muslims
than had been the case in an age when government solved its financial problems
by confiscating the properties of the rich, with only the foreign merchants and
their proteges safe from its grasp. The establishment of the Ottoman Bank
(Ostnanh Bankasi) in 1856 provided the chief source of venture capital as well
as emergency funds needed by the government. The new spirit of enterprise was
reinforced by provisions of the 1856 decree:
All trade and criminal cases that arise between Muslims and Christians or
other non-Muslim subjects or between Christian subjects and other nonMuslim subjects attached to the different millets shall be transferred to mixed
tribunals (muhtelit divanlar). The sessions convened by these tribunals to
hear the cases shall be public. The plaintiffs and defendants shall confront each
other, and the witnesses will give testimony and swear oaths according to
their own religions and sects. Cases concerning civil affairs shall be heard
according to the laws and regulations in mixed councils (muhtelit meclisler),
in the presence of the governor and the local kadi, in accordance with the
§eriat and regulations; and cases in all these courts and councils shall be
carried out publicly. When private cases such as inheritance matters arise
between two parties who are Christians or other non-Muslim subjects (of the
sultan), they can be transferred to the jurisdiction of the bishops or the millet
leaders and councils at the request of the parties. . . ,102
Starting even before the decree, a whole series of secular law codes, based mainly
on European counterparts, was enacted, leaving the subjects, Muslim and nonMuslim alike, with a feeling of security and confidence that they would be spared
the exactions of the past and allowed to retain whatever profit they could amass
from their own enterprise and skill. This was especially the case with the Penal
Code (Ceza Kanunnamesi) of 1843 (revised in 1851 and 1857), which restricted
the authority of the bureaucrats in interpreting the law. The Commercial Code
(Ticaret Kanunnamesi) of 1850 (revised in 1861) and the Maritime Commerce
Code (Ticaret-i Bahriye Kanunnamesi) of 1863 established a secure environment
in which trade could develop. A separate system of mixed commercial courts was
begun in 1840 to enforce these statutes and was reorganized in 1862 after the reenactment of the Commercial Code. The tribunals thus organized were composed
of three judges appointed by the government and four assessors representing the
merchants, Ottoman and European alike. In cases involving Ottoman subjects
and foreigners, the advocates of the latter selected two of the assessors from important members of their own communities to make certain that their interests and
the codes were adequately considered in making judgments. The courts had un-
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limited jurisdiction in all commercial cases, while in mixed civil cases not involving
real estate they had jurisdiction in cases whose value exceeded 1000 kurus,. In
applying European-style law codes in courts organized essentially on European
lines and with European procedures, the mixed commercial courts thus provided
experience in the concepts of secular judicial practice. The mixed courts were so
successful that following the Crimean War, in order to live up to the promises of
equality for all subjects provided in the Reform Edict of 1856, they were reorganized and expanded, and separate mixed courts were established to hear civil
and criminal cases involving Muslims and non-Muslims. The elaboration of secular
justice was culminated in 1869 when a secular Nizamiye court system was begun
under the direction of Ahmet Cevdet Pa§a, serving as minister of justice at the
time. A hierarchy of secular courts was created, starting with the nahiye council
of elders at the lowest level and going on through courts in the kaza, sancak, and
vilayet capitals. The new system reduced the authority and jurisdiction of the
religious courts, but the ulema were mollified by the seyhulislam's continued right
to appoint and supervise its judges. New codes of procedure for the commercial
courts were issued in 1861, followed by similar codes for the criminal (1880) and
civil courts (1881), all mainly inspired by French and Italian practice. The new
courts were so effective for the mass of the people, Muslim and non-Muslim alike,
that not even the ulema, whose traditional monopoly of justice was disappearing,
ventured to make too strenuous an objection.
The commercial and industrial activities of foreigners in particular were further
stimulated by the enactment (June 10, 1867) of a law allowing them to own real
estate in the Ottoman Empire, with the European powers in return conceding that
in cases involving such property, foreign subjects would be tried by the same
laws and court procedures as the subjects of the sultan, thereby limiting the Capitulations privileges. The Ottoman system of justice was transformed not only by
the introduction of the new courts but also by the issuance of the Ottoman Code of
Public Laws (Diistur) starting in 1865 and the Ottoman Civil Code (the Mecelle),
which modernized and codified the Hanifite interpretation of the §eriat, accomplished by Ahmet Cevdet's commission between 1866 and 1888.103
Modernization of Communications
The development of private capital enterprise in the Ottoman Empire could not
have taken place without a substantial improvement of communications. The Men
of the Tanzimat were slow in realizing the importance of improved communications
to increase the efficiency of government as well as to help the economy. Almost
nothing was done, in fact, before the Crimean War, with the sole exception of a
new postal system begun with a route between Istanbul and Izmir in 1823 and
gradually extended, first to Edirne and then to the other major cities of the empire
by 1856, with stations built along the main roads and the roads kept in reasonable
condition so that postal schedules could be maintained. Little was done for other
roads, however. Steamships were able to offer far more rapid and regular service,
at least to the main ports, and their introduction during the nineteenth century can
be compared with the twentieth-century development of airplane traffic. Mahmut II
purchased a steamship for his own use on the Bosporus and the Sea of Marmara.
He also built and purchased several steamships for an Ottoman fleet, whichsubsequently organized as the Fevaid-i Osmaniye Company by the Egyptian prince
Mustafa Fazil Pa§a (1844)-began regular service from Istanbul into the Black
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Sea and the Aegean as well as to the Marmara islands. After various changes of
name, this native company has survived into republican times as the Denizcilik
Bankast (Maritime Bank). Competition was offered right from the beginning
by steamships of the Austrian Lloyd starting in 1825 as well as by French, Russian,
and English companies, which ran their ships not only between Ottoman and
European ports but also on domestic runs between Ottoman ports. The Fevaid-i
Osmaniye also began a subscription service to the Bosporus area for wealthy
Ottoman statesmen and businessmen who maintained their homes there. There
were British and Russian competing lines to the Bosporus also, but these were
eliminated with the foundation of the Ottoman §irket-i Hayriye steamship company
by Hiiseyin Haki Pa§a, with the assistance of Mustafa Resjt Pasa, which was
given a monopoly of this service. The name survived well into the years of the
Turkish Republic, even after it also was absorbed into the Maritime Bank.
It was only after the Crimean War that significant progress was made in improving other types of communication. The telegraph, invented by Samuel F. B.
Morse in 1837, was introduced into the empire during the Crimean War by the
British and French (1854), who laid an underwater cable from Balaclava in the
Crimea to Istanbul, an underwater line from Istanbul to Varna, and then another
line via Bucharest to Vienna, with a second line built by the Ottoman government
and the French to Sofia, Belgrade, and Paris to get the war news to western
Europe as quickly as possible. Following the war the equipment and trained
telegraphers became the nucleus for the Ottoman telegraph service, which Resjt
placed initially in the grand vezir's office at the Porte so that it could be used to
keep the central government in direct and immediate contact with its provincial
officials. Only some time later was it developed into a public service with the
establishment of a Telegraphy Department in the Ministry of Public Works. Lines
were built through much of Rumeli and Anatolia during the next decade. Submarine cables connected Istanbul with Anatolia and Alexandria, thus creating an
overall network running from London to Tehran. Messages at first were sent in
both French and Ottoman, with the latter transcribed into Latin letters until an
Ottoman script machine was invented (with 428 characters) for the task. The
basic Ottoman telegraph regulation (October 13, 1859) required the department
to give precedence to governmental messages (carried free) and then, in descending
order of importance, to the messages of foreign representatives, merchants, and private individuals, with ciphers allowed only for official messages. A telegraphy school
was established along with a repair and guard service to build, maintain, and
guard the lines around the empire. Within a short time, therefore, the Men of the
Tanzimat had means to supervise and direct the officials of the empire regardless
of the state of surface transportation, enabling them to maintain far more direct
control than had been possible in the past. The telegraph also helped the Ottoman
economy, particularly by enabling merchants to buy and sell their goods and
arrange for other transactions without the long delays that had previously hindered
their efforts.104
The postal and telegraphy systems were developed mainly with Ottoman capital,
and the Ottoman steamship companies were able to compete reasonably successfully with their European counterparts. But railroad building following the
Crimean War fell almost entirely to foreign financiers, since it required the kind
of capital and technical expertise that the Ottoman government and capitalists
were unable to provide. Concessions were issued to foreign investors, therefore,
who were granted monopolies to operate the lines that they built for a certain
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number of years, and the government guaranteed sufficient profits and agreed to
make up deficiencies as well as to provide the builders with certain sums for every
kilometer built. These obligations became immense burdens on the treasury, as
we shall see, but they did help the development of an empire-wide railroad network
that would have been impossible otherwise. Construction of the major Anatolian
and European lines began late in the Tanzimat and was completed only in the
reign of Abdulhamit II. During Abdulmecit's reign only 452 kilometers were built,
half in Rumeli, between Varna and Rusquk in Bulgaria (66 kilometers) and
Cernavoda and Kostence in Rumania (93 kilometers), and half in southwestern
Anatolia, between the port of Izmir and the towns of Kasaba (159 kilometers) and
Aydin (73 kilometers). Once the government began guaranteeing monopolies and
profits in return for construction, however, a number of foreign financial organizations entered the field, extending these small beginnings all over the empire. The
famous Oriental line, built by a company headed by the Belgian banker Baron de
Hirsch, was completed from Istanbul to Edirne and Sofia (562 kilometers), with
a branch from Edirne to Dedeagaq (Alexandroupolis) on the way to Salonica
(1874). But travelers coming from Europe still could come by train only as far as
Varna, thereafter going to Istanbul by sea until the Oriental line was completed
via Belgrade to the Austrian border and direct service to Paris opened in 1888.
The main Anatolian Railroad was built from Haydarpa§a, on the Bosporus
opposite Istanbul, to Izmit (1873), the first step of the railroad which was to go
on to Ankara (1892), Konya (1896), and eventually to the Persian Gulf with
the construction of the famous Baghdad Railroad, mainly by German interests.
Another new line was built from Mudanya to Bursa (1873) by a French company.
The Izmir-Aydin line opened the greater and lesser Menderes river valleys to the
Aegean when it was finished in 1866 and then extended to Dinar in 1889. The
Izmir-Kasaba line reached Afyonkarahisar in 1900, thus opening much of southeastern Anatolia as well as the Gediz and Bakir valleys. Under Abdulhamit II the
Edirne-Dedeagac, line was extended to Salonica and then Monastir (1897), thus
restoring direct communication with the Balkan provinces remaining under Ottoman rule.105
To connect the areas not yet reached by the railroads with the main market
centers in their regions, or at least with the closest railheads, new roads were
constructed in the decades following the Crimean War. Progress varied depending
on the interest and energy of individual governors, but work proceeded fairly regularly, with macadamized surfaces being used on important roads, particularly in
the Danube province in Rumeli and in the Amasya, Samsun, and Kastamonu areas
of Anatolia. A Road Reforms Commission was established in 1866, but its work
was limited mainly to widening and repairing Istanbul's streets, while a separate
Roads Regulation (1867) put all provincial road work under the general direction
of the Ministry of Public Works. To overcome the shortages of funds for road
building, the corvee, or road labor tax, was used to secure the necessary labor without cost, as we have seen (see pp. 101-102). Roads now were standardized in four
categories according to their widths. The imperial roads, connecting the provincial
capitals with each other, seaports, railroads, and Istanbul, were given widths of 7
meters; the provincial roads, connecting the provincial and sancak capitals, were
5.5 meters wide; the sancak roads, connecting the sancak and kaza capitals and
uniting them with the railheads and seaports, were set at 4.5 meters; and lesser
roads, generally unpaved and not intended for carriage use, were no less than 3.5
meters wide. Most of the roads were built by public enterprise and capital, but a
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few particularly important areas were connected by privately constructed toll roads,
including those built between Beirut and Damascus, and Bursa and Mudanya by
French companies. By 1876 the empire certainly had a much better road system
than earlier, and many of the major provincial centers were connected, but the
lesser-road network remained incomplete and inadequate.106
Trade and Industry
In response to the new and favorable conditions created by the Tanzimat and the
general encouragement of private enterprise, trade and industry expanded in the
years before 1876, though very little was done about agriculture. Of course, foreign
merchants were always ready to buy Ottoman raw materials and sell their own
manufactures. Following the trade agreements signed with England and the other
major European commercial powers between 1838 and 1840, hundreds of foreign
merchants came to the empire, settling down to buy and sell goods and forcing out
the relatively inexperienced and undercapitalized native Ottoman merchants. During the next two decades, trade with England and France increased almost fivefold,
with imports and exports somewhat balanced; but after the Crimean War the
balance shifted so radically that by 1876 the Ottomans had a considerable trade
deficit (as shown in Table 2.6) with these as well as other nations of the world.
Quite surprising is the fact that, given the superiority of European manufactures and the continued restrictions imposed by the Capitulations, the Ottomans
still were able to develop a nascent industry of their own. The old craft industries
had declined in the face of foreign competition and the limitations imposed by
the powerful guilds. Modernizing the economy involved the creation of entirely
new factories, outside the old manufacturing centers and away from the influence
of the guilds. Already in the time of Mahmut II, factories were built at government expense to manufacture the uniforms and headgear required for his new
army. Under Abdulmecit technicians and machines were imported from Europe,
and by the end of his reign there were a number of factories. Many still produced
clothing, cloth, and headgear, but there were also artillery and rifle shops at
Table 2.6. Imports and exports in 1876107

Great Britain
France
Austria
Italy
Greece
Russia
United States
Total for all countries,
including others not
specified here

Ottoman
imports from
(in kurus/)

Ottoman
exports to
(inkurus.)

971,067,060
325,292,158
288,515,715
53,993,450
31,901,739
142,390,942
41,629,335
1,854,790,399

352,177,010
256,560,576
81,975,996
14,236,884
32,163,140
34,375,036
9,112,633

2,000,923,048

839,650,454

780,601,275
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Tophane; the Beykoz army factory made shoes, boots, cartridge belts, and the
like, and a glass factory was opened at Incekoy. But these were poorly run and
inefficient, however, and failed to meet even the needs of the army and state.
Private factories established by both Ottoman and foreign capitalists in various
parts of the empire contributed to economic growth as the nineteenth century continued. The old Ottoman silk industry, which had been driven out of business two
decades earlier by British competition, was revived. In 1845 a Swiss industrialist
named Falkeisen established a steam-powered factory to make silk thread in Bursa,
and after some initial difficulties due to the reluctance of workers to enter a
factory with machines, it expanded rapidly, with such business and profit that by
1876 there were at least 14 such factories in Bursa alone. In the Lebanon there
were nine silk manufacturing plants in 1853, which sold their products mainly to
France. In Izmir there were several carpet-weaving factories that employed about
1000 workers, and there was another near Konya. Flour mills and olive-oil extracting plants were built on Midilli island and in Syria. French interests established a
candle and glass plant at Pa§abahqe on the Bosporus. A canning factory was built
at Kartal with Swiss capital. Paper and glass factories arose at Beykoz with
British stimulus. There were cotton-gin plants built by British businessmen in
Tarsus and Adana; carpet thread factories at Afyon and Izmir; and cotton yarn
factories at Adana, Tarsus, and Izmir. There were two cloth factories at Mudanya,
three at Bilecik, all established on the European model; silk works at Konya,
Diyarbekir, Damascus, and Aleppo; and rug factories at Bursa, Karaman, Damascus, Vidin, Bosna, Salonica, Aydin, Sivas, Silistria, and Ni§, though in the face
of European competition not all of them survived very long.
Finally, capitalism also rose around the exploitation of Ottoman mineral resources, mainly in Anatolia. The Mines Regulation of 1861 (see pp. 101-102)
ended the state monopoly of mines and allowed owners of private land with mines
to exploit and develop them on their own, leaving only those found on state and
foundation land to be exploited for the benefit of the state. Even here, since the
government lacked the necessary capital and know-how, it could lease them to
private companies to exploit them for mutual benefit. Private investors were
quickly attracted, resulting in the development of a major coal mine at Zonguldak,
iron, lead, silver, and copper mines in both Rumeli and Anatolia, lignite mines near
Bursa and Kastamonu, manganese mines near Canakkale, copper mines near
Malatya, Aydm, and Qanakkale, and argentiferous lead mines on the island of
Imroz, near Janina, and near Konya. But while the state treasury did benefit
from the taxes and royalty charges imposed on these operations, most of the
product was shipped out of the empire to feed the industries of Europe rather
than contributing to the development of heavy industry at home.
Tanzimat economic development thus was partial at best. It did, however, encourage the rise of a small urban middle class, composed of shopkeepers and
merchants, artisans and moneylenders, many Muslim as well as non-Muslim, with
similar economic concerns and social aspirations.
Secularization and the Millets
The rising economic status of the new middle class challenged the traditional
religion-based power structure of the community, the millets into which the subjects
of the sultan were organized. Demands for lay participation and impatience with
the exclusive control of community life by the religious and noble aristocracies led
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to increased secularization of Ottoman society. In the Muslim millet the move away
from the dominance of the Religious Institution was the direct product of the
Tanzimat reforms, which undermined the ulema's monopoly of justice and education and replaced their foundation revenues with direct state salaries. Secularization
of the non-Muslim millets was furthered by the Reform Decree issued in 1856.
After asserting the continuation of guarantees covered by the Imperial Rescript of
Giilhane, the sultan called on his non-Muslim subjects to review their institutions
and recommend changes:
Every Christian or other non-Muslim community shall be bound, within a fixed
period, and with the concurrence of a commission composed of members of its
own body, to proceed, with my approval and under the supervision of my
Sublime Porte, to look into its actual immunities and privileges and to discuss
and submit to my Sublime Porte the reforms required by the progress of civilization and the age.
The decree also indicated that the Porte intended to modify some of the administrative and financial arrangements of the millets, though without in principle revoking
the traditional status and powers of the religious leaders:
The powers conceded to the Christian patriarchs and bishops by Sultan
Mehmet II and his successors shall be made to harmonize with the new position which my generous and beneficient intentions ensure to those communities.
The principle of appointing the patriarchs for life, following revision of the
election rules now in force, shall be carried out exactly in conformity with the
fermans which invest them. All the patriarchs, metropolitans, archbishops,
bishops, and rabbis shall take an oath on their entrance into office in accordance
with a form agreed on by my Sublime Porte and the spiritual heads of the
different religious communities. The ecclesiastical dues, of whatever sort or
nature they may be, shall be abolished and replaced by fixed revenues given
to the patriarchs and heads of communities and by the allocation of allowances
and salaries equitably proportioned in accordance with the rank and dignity of
the different members of the clergy.
While the ecclesiastics were brought under increased administrative control,
the subjects' participation in millet administration was also encouraged. Freedom
of religious worship and security of person and property were emphasized as
complimentary aspects of the Porte's benevolent and concerned attitude toward
the subjects:
The property, real or personal, of the different Christian ecclesiastics shall
remain intact; the temporal administration of the Christian and other nonMuslim communities shall, however, be placed under the safeguard of an
assembly to be chosen from among the members, both ecclesiastics and laymen, of these communities. In the towns, districts and villages where the
whole population is of the same religion, no obstacle shall be set to prevent
the repair, according to their original plan, of buildings set aside for religious
worship and for schools, hospitals, and cemeteries. The plans of these buildings,
in the case of new construction, shall, after approval by the patriarchs or heads
of communities, be submitted to my Sublime Porte, which will approve of them
by my Imperial order or make known its observations on them within a certain
time. Each sect, in localities where there are no other religious denominations
shall be free from every species of restraint as regards the public exercise of
its religion. In towns, districts and villages where different sects are mixed
together, each community, inhabiting a distinct quarter, shall, by conforming to
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these regulations have equal right to repair and improve its churches, hospitals,
schools, and cemeteries. . . . My Sublime Porte will take energetic measures
to ensure to each sect, whatever the number of its adherents, entire freedom
in the exercise of its religion.
Every distinction or designation tending to make any class whatsoever of
the subjects of my Empire inferior to another because of their religion,
language, or race shall be forever effaced from the laws and regulations of the
empire. Laws shall be put into force prohibiting the use of any injurious or
offensive term, either among private individuals or on the part of the authorities. As all forms of religion are and shall be freely professed in my dominions,
no subject of my Empire shall be in any way annoyed on this account and
no one shall be forced to change his religion. The nomination and choice of
all functionaries and other employees of my Empire being wholly dependent
on my sovereign will, all subjects of my Empire, without distinction of nationality, shall be admissible to public employment and qualified to fill them
according to their capacity and merit. . . . All the subjects of my Empire,
without distinction, shall be received into the civil and military schools of the
government if they otherwise satisfy the conditions of age and examination
specified in the regulations of these schools. Moreover each community is
authorized to establish public schools of science, art, and industry, provided
that the method of instruction and choice of professors in schools of this class
shall be under the control of a mixed Council of Public Instruction, the members of which shall be named by my sovereign command.108
The provisions of the Reform Decree were mostly directed to the non-Muslim
millets and aimed at ending their desire for autonomy or independence. The actual
reform measures that followed varied according to the special situation and needs
of each millet.
The Armenian Millet. Reform came first to the Armenian Gregorian millet, whose
patriarch, while mainly independent of his spiritual superiors, the Catholicos of
Echmiadzin and of Sis, was part of the small clique of wealthy Armenian notables
who dominated the millet while serving in high positions of government, especially
after the Greeks of the empire fell into distrust as a result of the Greek Revolution.
Armenian merchants were among the first to benefit from the new industrial and
commercial development in the empire. As early as 1838 the Armenian moneylenders, artisans, and merchants of Istanbul challenged the rule of the oligarchy,
gaining a ferman (1841) that specified that civil affairs in the millet should be
controlled by an elected council of laymen. But in the end the notables prevailed
due to their strong financial position. Lay pressure continued, however, and in
1847 the patriarch responded by establishing a separate secular council, including
both notables and artisans, while the old religious council was limited to religious
affairs.
Although the new arrangement had some effect, continued lay dissatisfaction
with the Gregorian establishment led many young Armenians to accept the teachings of Jesuit missionaries in the empire. About 1727 a young Gregorian Armenian
priest named Mekhitar converted to Catholicism, established his own order and
monastery on St. Lazare island, near Venice, and began to send out missionaries
to convert his fellows within the Ottoman Empire, establishing a community of
Armenian Catholics who were so persecuted by the Gregorian establishment that
they finally secured French intervention to gain the sultan's recognition of their
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own millet in 1830. At the same time, during the early years of the nineteenth
century Protestant missionaries from Great Britain and the United States also
converted many Armenians, resulting in the establishment of a Protestant millet,
mainly through British intervention, in 1850. The two new millets, aside from
undermining the patriarch's authority, stimulated linguistic and historical studies,
contributing to the new feeling of Armenian nationalism that was to disturb the
Ottoman state later in the century. Leading the revival were missionaries who
encouraged Armenian ethnic identity. An American Protestant missionary named
Elias Riggs wrote a grammar book to teach Armenian to those 'millet members
who spoke only Turkish. Mekhitar's monastery in Venice became a study center,
and an east Anatolian Armenian named Garabed Otiician, after 1840, published the
newspaper Massis to spread modern ideas among Armenians in the empire. Many
wealthy Armenians also sent their children to Europe to secure the kind of secular
education that was not yet available in the Ottoman Empire. Soon the pressure of
the new millets, combined with the effects of the cultural revival among the youths
of the Gregorian millet, led to demands for further secularization of the latter and
to continued rejection of the oligarchy's domination, causing strife within the
millet during and after the Crimean War. This situation so threatened the social
order of the empire that AH Pa§a finally intervened and forced the patriarch to
call a joint lay-religious conference. It prepared a new millet constitution, promulgated by the sultan on March 29, 1863, which provided lay participation and
representative government to the Armenians. The millet organization throughout
the empire was developed under the leadership of the central organization in Istanbul. Within the central structure the council of religious leaders was retained only
for matters of clerical organization and conduct and religious doctrine. The
powers of the lay council were extended to millet taxation, health, education, and
welfare. These councils were subordinated to a new general council of 140 elected
members, of whom only 20 were clerics, leaving the lay element dominant. The
majority of the Armenians then in the empire were concentrated in eastern
Anatolia, but most of the representatives came from the more educated and
advanced community of Istanbul, an arrangement that was to cause difficulty later.
The electoral provisions for the new millet assembly were limited, with the vote
being given only to men who paid a certain amount of millet taxes. The provincial
millet councils elected their members locally and dealt with the same affairs
within the provinces that the General Council handled in Istanbul, electing one
of their religious leaders as metropolitan to represent the patriarch locally.109
The Greek Millet. There was less pressure for reform in the Greek Orthodox
millet, probably because its priests had more power, it was associated much earlier
with Greek nationalism, and the tyranny of the Greek priests over their non-Greek,
mainly Slavic, followers led the latter to their own national movements rather
than efforts to reform the millet. Here also an oligarchy dominated, with the
patriarch of Istanbul helped by a synod of priests in both his secular and religious
duties and influenced greatly also by the wealthy Phanariotes of Istanbul and the
Principalities. Subordinate to him were the bishops in the provinces and the priests
in villages. At the village level, community affairs were controlled by councils of
elders and the kocabasts, elected by vote of all males, who collected taxes to support
the local schools and churches and exercised all the other millet functions carried
out by the patriarch in Istanbul.
While there was very little internal pressure for reform, Ali felt that something
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had to be done to protect the mass of Orthodox subjects from the tyranny of
their leaders if the empire was in fact to live up to the Reform Decree. When the
patriarch and the synod refused his requests for a constitution to provide lay rule,
Ali sent the archbishops back to their dioceses and forced the patriarch to convene
a constitutional committee that produced a series of regulations starting in 1860
that effectively constituted the equivalent of the Armenian Constitution. The results
were not the same, however, since with very little lay pressure the patriarch and
bishops were able to retain far greater power than did the clerics in the Gregorian
millet. There was also a General Assembly with a lay majority, but it was not
permanent, being called together only to choose new patriarchs, and then only from,
lists of candidates submitted by the bishops, while the Porte remained free to veto
its candidates for reasons of its own. Once the patriarch was elected, he carried
on affairs as before with the advice of the synod. But its authority now was limited
only to church and religious matters, while secular affairs were handled by a
mixed council of 12, with 4 bishops of the synod and 8 lay members elected by
and from the Greek population of Istanbul. Members in the provinces though were
not represented. There also were provincial assemblies with lay majorities, but
they also lacked authority over their bishops, leaving the latter with continued
power at that level. Hence in fact little was achieved to end the misrule and corruption that had prevailed in the millet for so long.110
The Jewish Millet. The Jewish millet was seriously divided during the Crimean
War period. Its merchants and bankers, in opposition to the orthodox rabbis,
demanded a more secular and progressive system of education and considerably
more lay control of the millet. The same kind of strife that had prevailed among
the Armenians finally forced Fuat Pa§a to intervene and order the grand rabbi
to convene a council that finally produced a constitution promulgated in 1865. Here
the results were more like those of the Armenians rather than the Greeks, with
the lay leaders emerging to dominate the millet organization. The grand rabbi
remained the secular head of the millet throughout the empire and the spiritual
head of the Jews of Istanbul, but he now had to accept the advice of secular and
religious councils selected by an assembly of 80 with a lay majority elected by
millet members residing in Istanbul and vicinity. The assembly also elected the
grand rabbi from a list of candidates drawn up by its rabbi members, who were
joined for this purpose by rabbi delegates from the provinces. Since the Jews
lacked the strong clerical hierarchy of the Gregorian and Orthodox churches, however, there were no regulations for the clergy or for provincial organization, and
the new structure was used mainly in Istanbul. But as head of the Jewish millet,
the grand rabbi continued to be recognized by the Porte as secular leader of the
empire's Jews, and while by Jewish law that did not extend to religion, he remained
the main channel of communication with the Porte for all the rabbis and Jewish
communities elsewhere in the empire.111
The reform provisions regarding equality for non-Muslims were carried out by
developing the new doctrine of Ottomanism, which provided that all subjects
were equal before the law. A series of laws followed to put this concept into
effect. Non-Muslims were subjected to conscription and military service, and the
head tax, long imposed in its place, was ended. Non-Muslims were admitted to the
secular schools and allowed to serve in the bureaucracy after graduation. But
such reforms encountered opposition from all sides. The leaders of the non-Muslim
millets opposed the provisions regarding lay rule and cooperated as little as
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possible. While non-Muslims in general were willing to accept the benefits of
equality, they opposed its price. They preferred, for example, to pay the head
tax and remain free to develop their own careers rather than serving the empire by
accepting conscription, and in consequence this particular effort was abandoned.
Since these reforms also had come because of foreign pressure, the millets fell into
the habit of securing foreign intervention whenever difficulties arose, thus bringing
the powers into Ottoman domestic affairs and leading many Muslims to associate
the minorities with foreign attack and even treason. Assuming that whatever delays
and failures there were in the reforms affected only them, rather than the Muslims
as well, the minorities got the powers to force the Ottoman government to
emphasize reforms affecting mainly the Christian areas, leaving the Muslims feeling, with considerable justice, that the Tanzimat was, indeed, intended to place the
minorities into a position of dominance in the empire and that it was singling out
the non-Muslims for special treatment. The new regulations, therefore, did not
make anyone particularly happy or end the clashes between religious and secular
interests in the millets. But as time went on and generation followed generation, the
overall effect of the Tanzimat's secularization programs began to be felt, and the
religious communities lost their hold over the individual, both Muslim and nonMuslim.
The New Intelligentsia
The emergence of an Ottoman middle class in turn produced an intellectual awakening and was paralleled by the development of a new Ottoman intelligentsia, which
displaced the ulema in their traditional role of cultural leadership in the Muslim
community. Ottoman intellectual reorientation manifested itself in many different
ways. Its most general characteristic was the displacement of both forms and
themes of traditional Ottoman literature, produced largely by and for the Ruling
Class, and the substitution of different ones imported from the West - plays, novels,
operas, short stories, essays, and political tracts, treating not merely themes of
love and passion and the lives and interests of the rulers but also presenting the
great political, economic, social, and religious problems and ideas that were of
concern to everyone in the empire.
Popularization of modern forms and ideas was made possible by the development
of the Ottoman printing press beginning in 1835. In response to the increased
literacy created by the secular schools, innumerable public and private Ottoman
presses and publishing houses were established in Istanbul and the other major
cities, producing almost 3000 books during the next half-century. This is not to
say that all the books represented the new forms and themes. Of subjects treated
at this time, religion still was most important (390 books, or 13.45 percent),
followed by poetry (356 books, or 12.27 percent), language (255 books, or 8.79
percent), and history (184 books, or 6.34 percent). There were only 175 novels
and short stories, both in original form and in translation (6.03 percent), 135 government publications (4.65 percent), 92 plays (3.17 percent), 77 books on science
(2.65 percent), 76 on mathematics (2.62 percent), and 23 on economics and finance
(0.79 percent). Nevertheless, the vehicle was there for those wishing to use it.112
More important, perhaps, than the books themselves were the newspapers and
other periodicals produced in increasing numbers by the new presses. The monopoly
of the official newspaper, Takvim-i Vekayi, was broken in 1840 by the first private
Ottoman paper (published until 1860), the Ceride-i Havadis (Chronicle of
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Events), founded by an English journalist and correspondent, William Churchill.
Other important Tanzimat papers were the Tasvir-i Ejkdr (Description of Ideas)
(1861-1870), the Ceride-i Askeriye (The Army Newspaper), founded by the
Seraskerate in 1863, Muhbir (The Informant) (1866-1868), Hiirriyet (Liberty),
published in London between 1868 and 1870, Basket (Understanding) (18701877), and many others of shorter duration.
The theater also served as a vehicle of new ideas. Theatrical performances were
staged at various embassies as early as the period of the French Revolution, but
these were of interest mainly to foreign and non-Muslim residents of the capital
even after they were attended occasionally by Mahmut II and by Abdulmecit and
their retinues. Soon, however, Ottoman theaters were built. By 1839 there were
three theaters, which produced Italian plays mainly for foreigners. The first real
Ottoman theater, known as the French Theater (Fransts Tiyatrosu), was built in
the heart of Beyoglu by an Italian named Giustiniani, with the financial support
of the Ottoman government as well as several foreign embassies (1840). Management later fell to an Italian magician named Bosco, who in addition to his own
performances put on French plays and foreign operas for mixed audiences of
Ottomans and foreigners. In 1844 the theater was taken over by a Syrian actor,
Mihail Naum, who founded a repertory theater that continued actively until 1870,
presenting operas, musicals, and plays such as the masterpieces of Moliere to
audiences that at times included the sultan. As the Tanzimat continued, countless
other theaters were built and operated for shorter periods of time, but with productions mainly in foreign languages, they remained mainly for non-Muslims, with
just a few Turkish guests and no wide penetration or interest among the masses.
The first Ottoman-language theater, called the Ottoman Theater (Tiyatro-i
Osmani), was founded in 1867 at Gedik Pa§a, in old Istanbul, by an Armenian
repertory company directed by Agop Vartovyan, known as Gullu Agop (18401902), who in 1870 received from Ali Pas.a a monopoly of the right to produce
Turkish-language dramas in the capital for 15 years in return for opening similar
theaters in other parts of the city. A year later, in Ali's presence, the Gedik Pa§a
theater inaugurated years of repertory performances of both Armenian and
Turkish plays, including Namik Kemal's controversial patriotic play, Vatan Yahut
Silistre. It remained active until the building burned to the ground in 1885. One
of Agop's early collaborators, Mardiros Minakyan (1837-1920) then continued
his work in his own theater, also called the Ottoman Theater, becoming the leading
force in Ottoman drama until the end of Abdulhamit's reign. He often staged the
translated works of foreign writers to avoid the censorship regulations of the time.
Abdulaziz also encouraged the development of a popular Turkish folk theater
(Tuluat Tiyatrosu), first in the palace and then in small theaters in the Muslim
quarters of Istanbul. Here the actors used characters and stories from everyday
life, improvising to match the interests and moods of their audiences, using the
so-called Orta Oyunu technique, which became very popular as the century went
on.
Simplification of the written Ottoman language to make it comprehensible to the
mass of the people also encouraged literacy and the spread of new ideas. Already in
1845 the advisory commission created to develop a system of secular education
recommended elimination of many Arabic and Persian words and expressions and
their replacement with Turkish counterparts. In 1855 the Porte decreed that official
documents should be written in simpler Ottoman Turkish, and this was already
evidenced in the style of the Reform Decree of 1856. There were several attempts
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also to develop a system of orthography and spelling to make the Arabic script,
ill fitted to the needs of Turkish, more understandable to the new reader by devices
such as diacritical marks, the use of specified vowel letters to indicate pronunciation, and the development of standard spellings. 113
What of the writers themselves? The intellectuals of the late Tanzimat period
were of as many persuasions as the new freedom of thought made possible, but in
general they came to be known as the Young Ottomans (Yeni Osmanhlar). Originally, the group consisted of several young men familiar with Western representative institutions and impatient with the pace of the Tanzimat. They were most
active between 1865 and the adoption of the Ottoman Constitution a decade later.
Those associated with the movement were products of the Tanzimat, educated in
the new secular schools or sent abroad to finish their education but, unlike the
memurs who found their places in life in the bureaucracy, unable to find good
positions in the Tanzimat system. They became the self-appointed critics of the
system and through their use of the press began to create public opinion while
introducing concepts such as parliamentarianism, nationalism, and patriotism into
the Ottoman political consciousness.114
The originator of the new movement in Ottoman literature was Ibrahim. §inasi
(1824-1871). Born in Istanbul, he was the son of an artillery sergeant killed in
the Ottoman-Russian war (1829) when Ibrahim was only five; and he was raised
by his widowed mother during the last decade of Mahmut IPs reign. After receiving a traditional mektep education, he entered one of the scribal departments at the
Army Arsenal (Tophane), since there still was no Rusdiye school to take him
beyond the elementary stages. He was introduced to the classics of Islamic literature by one of his elder colleagues, but at the same time he learned about the West
from several foreign officers working in the Arsenal and began to study French.
Thus was laid the foundation for the passion for both East and West that was to
characterize many of his later writings. He slowly rose within the Arsenal scribal
hierarchy and in 1849 convinced its director and Mustafa Resjt Pa§a to send him
to Europe to perfect his French. After spending some time in Paris, he became an
apprentice in the French Ministry of Finance, acquiring financial expertise, something that Resjt sorely needed at the time. §inasi now attended the literary soirees
of writers such as Lamartine and Ernest Renan and entered into contact with
leading French Orientalists of the time. On his return to Istanbul, he resumed his
work in the Arsenal and also became a member of the new Council on Education
(1855). If this had taken place a decade earlier, §inasi, as a protege of Resjt might
well have become a leading Tanzimat bureaucrat. But Resjt now was in his last
years, and AH Pa§a, himself threatened by the possible ambitions and aspirations
of this promising young man, arranged for his dismissal whenever he was in
power. §inasi eventually did gain the protection of another leading man of the
Tanzimat, Yusuf Kamil Pa§a, but in consequence of Ali's opposition, he never
held a significant position in the bureaucracy.
Frustrated, §inasi turned to literary activities, beginning with a Terciime-i
Manzume (Translation of Poems), which presented excerpts from the classic
French poets, including Racine and La Fontaine. He then published his own collection (Divan) of poems and presented his first play, the §air Evlenmesi (Marriage
of the Poet) in the sultan's theater (1860). In collaboration with a friend, Agah
Efendi, a young newspaperman trained on the Ceride-i Havadis, §inasi founded the
newspaper Terciiman-i Ahval (Translator of Events) (1860-1865), subsequently
using help from Prince Murat (later Murat V ) and the Egyptian Prince Mustafa
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Fazil to establish his own paper, Tasvir-i Efkdr (Description of Ideas) (1861—
1870), which soon became the leading forum for the expression of new literary
forms and political ideas. His Miintehebat-t Esar (Selections of Works), included
praise of Mustafa Re§it Pa§a but very little about the sultan and enough "subversive" ideas to cause Fuat to dismiss him from the Council on Education (July 2,
1863), specifically because of his demand for no taxation without representation,
that is, for a representative Parliament.
§inasi did not give up his hopes of resuming his government career, however. He
modified the political approach of the paper, regaining the friendship of Fuat, who
during his short term as serasker got his help in starting publication in 1864 of the
Ceride-i Askeriye (The Army Newspaper) the second official Ottoman newspaper.
§inasi also asked AH for a position on the newly established Supreme Council of
State, but when he was rejected again, he came out in opposition to the Tanzimat
leaders and, leaving the Tasvir-i Efkdr to a young colleague, Namik Kemal (June
1864), fled to France, spending the next four years in literary pursuits. He returned
to Istanbul only shortly before his death of a brain tumor in September 1871.
All of the intellectuals associated with §inasi in the Young Ottoman society were
driven to opposition by AH and Fuat. Another outstanding member of the group
was the already mentioned Namik Kemal (1840-^1888), who had entered the Translation Office (Terciime Odast) in 1857 through Resjt's influence but had been
thrown out by AH, leading him to join §inasi's circle in 1862 and very soon to
become a prolific writer of essays on administrative and social reforms, and even
on foreign policy, especially after §inasi went to Paris. Ziya Pa§a (1825-1880)
was educated in one of Mahmut IPs new Riisdiye schools and also rose in the
Translation Office with the help of Resjt. But after the latter's death he also was
persecuted by AH, who followed Ziya's every action with a personal interest in the
hope of uncovering some misdeed that could be used to evict him from government
altogether. Ziya in turn became the opponent of a governmental system that allowed
this kind of autocratic behavior, and he used his literary talents to satirize Ali's
policies. Also in sympathy with the Young Ottoman impatience with the Tanzimat
administrators was AH Suavi (1839-1878), who rose as a teacher in the new
secular school system but was driven from government service due to conflicts with
the governor of Filibe. And there were others, with very similar educational backgrounds and thwarted careers in the bureaucracy.
Once the Young Ottoman Society was organized in 1865, its members propounded their ideas in the Tasvir-i Efkdr and other newspapers and periodicals of
the time, in pamphlets, and in plays performed in the new theaters. When the
Tanzimat government began to suppress them in the fear that such opposition
would undermine the reform movement, they fled to Europe, continuing to write
and sending their works in through the foreign post offices, which by the terms of
the Capitulations were beyond the control of the Ottoman government. Some returned in the hope of securing government positions, and those who were successful
abandoned their intellectual and political opposition to the system. While in Paris
and London the voluntary exiles supported one another financially, but the most
significant assistance came from Prince Mustafa Fazil, who was attempting to
pressure the sultan to appoint him as crown prince and heir to the current khedive
of Egypt.
On the whole, most of these liberal intellectuals were more conservative on
religon than were the Men of the Tanzimat, feeling that the radical Western
reforms introduced since 1839 had undermined the moral and ideological base of
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Ottoman society without providing a suitable substitute. Proposing a new emphasis
on Islam to fill the gap, they became the first Muslim thinkers to try to reconcile
Western political institutions with traditional Islamic and Ottoman theory and
practice, seeking to promote the principle of representation by establishing historical
precedent. Their emphasis was on the progressive rather than the conservative
aspects of Islam. There were complaints about the bureaucratic tyranny that had
resulted from the powerful centralized government created by the Tanzimat, and
criticism that the new bureaucracy, the new rural aristocracy, and the non-Muslim
merchants and industrialists were dominating the ruler and his subjects to an
unprecedented degree.
While the Young Ottomans were united in opposition to the Tanzimat, their
proposed solutions varied widely. But there were at least three basic ideas on
which they agreed: constitution, Parliament, and Ottomanism. First they wanted
to limit the power of the bureaucracy through a constitution that all would have to
obey regardless of rank or status in Ottoman society. They maintained that no
matter how benevolent the reformers, their rule was still autocratic and arbitrary
and led to a more extensive tyranny than was possible under the traditional Ottoman system. There was nothing to restrain the sultan and the Ruling Class from
undermining the Tanzimat reform program when they wished to do so. A constitution was needed to protect the individual from arbitrary government action and
to ensure the permanence and continued success of the reforms. Their second
demand was for a representative, popularly elected Parliament as the instrument of
constitutional control, to make sure that all the administrators functioned properly
within the limits of the law. Many went on to argue also that the basic distinction
between the Ruling and the Subject Classes harmed the empire by depriving it of
the services of most of those who lived within its boundaries. A Parliament, then,
was also the best means of securing the services of all the best people in the empire
for the good of the state.
But the Ottoman Empire differed at least in one respect from the European
nations whose parliamentary systems the Young Ottomans studied and admired. It
was a highly heterogeneous state composed of many peoples who differed widely
in language, race, and religion. The old millet system had kept the peace by separating them, but now many of the millets were being affected by nationalism. The Men
of the Tanzimat sought to counter the problem by reforming the old millet structure
internally and providing sufficient legal equality to prevent nationalism from upsetting social stability and breaking up the empire. They feared that representative
government would only focus on and deepen the old divisions. The Young Ottomans, on the other hand, felt that such a Parliament would provide a harmless
outlet for national feelings by giving the different groups a voice in shaping government policy. They believed that participating in a parliamentary system of
government would nourish in non-Muslim as well as Muslim subjects a feeling of
belonging to the same fatherland (vatan), weakening parochial interests and ending
their desire to form separate national states. Some Ottoman liberals went further
than this, saying that true Ottomanism could be achieved only by abolishing the
millets altogether as legal entities, ending all the distinctions among them and their
members, and providing in their place a single Ottoman nationality where all the
sultan's subjects would have the same rights and obligations regardless of differences in race, religion, and language.
The second generation of the Men of the Tanzimat, liberals such as Ali and Fuat,
who had succeeded Re§it after the Crimean War and introduced reforms during
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the next two decades, thus found themselves condemned as reactionaries by a new
generation of liberals who were their ideological children as much as were the
memurs who carried on their work in the government. Ali and Fuat themselves
were far from being opponents of democratic and social reforms. Ali had been in
contact with Napoleon III, who was liberalizing his own regime at the time and
who influenced Ali to do the same thing by measures such as the provincial
representative councils and the High Council of State. But both Ali and Fuat
basically felt that their aims could best be achieved through the centralized and
tightly controlled government they had created; that representative government
would only delay modernization by making government less efficient; and that true
democratic reforms could come only after the state was modernized and could
afford such a luxury. The Constitution and Parliament introduced in 1876 and
again in 1908 were the direct results of the agitation of the Young Ottomans, but
one must remember that they could not have been achieved without the preparatory
reforms carried out through the years by the dedicated Men of the Tanzimat whom
the Young Ottomans criticized so vigorously. Resjt, Ali, and Fuat had to achieve
modernization against the opposition of conservatives, and the measures they
adopted were partly a response to this. The very fact that a vigorous intellectual
generation such as the Young Ottomans could emerge is really a testimony to the
success of their basic reforms.

Foreign and Domestic Difficulties
While striving to institute reforms, the Men of the Tanzimat were faced by a
succession of external crises and internal revolts that consumed much of their
energy and resources. Most of the revolts that convulsed the empire during the
later years of the nineteenth century were products of long-nurtured national
aspirations, but the conflicts might have been resolved within the empire had it
not been for the intervention of the great powers of Europe, which often stimulated
and used nationalism to extend their own influence. Based on the assumption that
the Ottoman Empire could no longer hold itself together, friend and foe alike
engaged in subtle calculations of power politics and considerations of how the spoils
would be shared when the time came. The so-called Eastern Question thus was the
outsiders' assessment of the troubles facing the Ottoman Empire and how they
might benefit from the results. It has been the subject of numerous excellent studies
and was, in any case, more part of European than Ottoman history; thus only its
more important facets can be summarized here.

The Lebanese Crisis, 1840-1846
The first major crisis to engulf the Tanzimat came from the Lebanon, which had
long maintained autonomy under native princes. Its population was composed of
many different groups, including the Catholic Maronites, the heretical Muslim
Druzes, who lived mainly on Mount Lebanon itself, and the Sunni Muslims, who
dominated in Beirut and the lowlands. The ruling §ihabi family, led for many
years by Emir Basjr II, maintained a tenuous balance among them. This balance
had been upset during the Egyptian occupation, when Ibrahim Pa§a had used the
Maronites against the Muslims, most of whom continued to support the sultan. The
superior education provided in the Christian schools established a trend toward
Maronite domination of Lebanon's life, and this continued after the Egyptians left,
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leading to resentment by the Muslims and increased conflicts. The difficulties were
exacerbated by the efforts of the wealthy Druze landowners to use Basjr IPs
deposition (1840) to regain their former power, and of the Maronites to expand
southward into the predominantly Druze districts. When Basjr's weak successors
converted to Christianity, Muslim fears of a Christian takeover were intensified,
with the antagonisms compounded by British support for the Druzes to counter
what it feared would be French domination if the Maronites won. When Basjr IPs
successor, Basjr III, began to repress the Druzes, they besieged his capital at
Dayr ul-Kamar (October 1841), leading the sultan to depose him and attempt to
establish direct Ottoman rule in the area. The Druzes used this occasion to attack
the Maronites, while the Christians of the mountain divided further, with the
Orthodox supporting the Druzes against their old enemies, the Sunni Muslims, and
villages on all sides being ravaged. The powers forced the sultan to introduce a
new system of autonomy in an effort to end the fighting. Lebanon was divided into
Maronite and Druze sancaks along a line drawn from Beirut to Damascus (1843),
all under the Ottoman governor of Lebanon, who now was stationed in Beirut
instead of Acre.
The system broke down quickly, however, over the question of who should
dominate the mixed villages of the south, where Christians reacted to the rule of
Druze administrators by attacking the Druze peasants, and the latter replied in
kind. The definitive solution finally was imposed in 1845 by the new Ottoman
foreign minister, §ekip Pa§a, who arranged for a system by which the division
between the Druze and Maronite sancaks was supplemented by local representatives
of each faith collecting taxes and carrying on other administrative responsibilities
in the villages inhabited by their coreligionists. In addition, each district was given
a mixed council composed of salaried full-time representatives of all the different
religious groups, which had the power to hear appeals from court decisions, apportion taxes and regulate their collection, and advise the district administrators, thus
replacing the ruling families as leaders of their communities. France at first objected to the arrangement in the fear that it would lessen the power of its
Maronite proteges, but Mustafa Resjt Pa§a finally came to Lebanon and secured
general agreement to the proposals (October 18, 1846), which forced the French
and the Maronites to accept them without further protest.

Origins of the Crimean War: The Revolutions of 1848
The Crimean War was basically a conflict between Russia on one side and Britain
and France on the other to see who would dominate the Middle East politically and
economically as the Ottoman Empire declined. It was stimulated by Britain's
gradual shift away from its eighteenth-century support for Russian ambitions in
the area due to its realization that any Russian takeover would upset the European
balance of power and also damage Britain's economic interests in the Middle East.
The low Ottoman customs duties maintained by the Capitulations made the sultan's
dominions an ideal market for British manufactured goods as well as a major
source of cheap raw materials and food. Britain, therefore, did all it could to help
the empire defend itself by promoting reforms, mainly by supporting Mustafa Resjt
Pa§a, while actively defending it from those who would destroy it. Czar Nicholas I
of Russia, on the other hand, was convinced that the Ottoman Empire was the
"Sick Man of Europe/' that it was bound to collapse, and wished only to make
sure that Russia would be in a good position to take more than its share of the
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spoils. But his determination to retain the friendship of Britain as well as Austria
and Prussia against the threat of revolution in Europe, still symbolized by France,
made him reluctant to follow his ambitions to their logical conclusion.
The revolutions of 1848, however, upset the concord between Britain and Russia.
The events that affected the Eastern Question in particular started in Budapest,
where the Chamber of Deputies declared Hungary virtually independent of the
Habsburg Empire, joined with Austria only by the personal rule of the emperor
(March 1848). This stimulated an uprising that forced him to flee from Vienna as
well. The new emperor, Franz Joseph I (1848-1916) then regained Austria and
Budapest (January 1849), but the Hungarian diet fled and declared its own
republic, with Louis Kossuth as president, which lasted until Nicholas sent in
troops who suppressed the rebels (August 9, 1849) and forced their leaders to
flee, mostly into Ottoman territory.
Events in Wallachia also had their influence on the Porte at this time. The
Russians occupied the Rumanian Principalities for five years after the Treaty of
Edirne (1829-1834), ostensibly because of the sultan's inability to pay the war
indemnities all at once. During the war, Russian occupation had been quite harsh,
with many nobles and peasants deported, crops and livestock confiscated, and
peasants subjected to forced labor. But when peace came, Russian administration
became very enlightened under the government of Count Paul Kisselev. This was
the first time the Principalities were ruled by a single government, so that
nationalistic aspirations were encouraged. Kisselev established order and security,
built up a medical service, developed a native police force under Russian-trained
officers, and replaced the old feudal taxes and obligations with a single tax system
based on the cultivators' ability to pay. He encouraged industry and commerce and
removed the old restrictions on native traders. Most important were the Organic
Regulations, promulgated for each Principality in 1829 on the basis of recommendations by committees organized in accordance with the Treaty of Edirne. Ottoman
sovereignty was nominally restored, but with real control left to the boyars, who
were under Russian protection and influence. Each Principality was given a prince,
elected for life rather than for short periods by a special assembly with a majority
of boyars but also with representation for the merchants and bourgeoisie. The
princes had very limited power, since they could not dissolve the assemblies and
could suspend them only in proven cases of sedition or grave disorders, and the
final decisions on the promulgation of laws were left to the Russians and the Porte.
Government in both provinces was to be highly centralized, and the princes still
had to come from among the boyars. The Organic Regulations set down the boyars1
rights in relation to the cultivators, mostly for the benefit of the former. The boyar
was the owner of the land. The cultivator could keep only part of the crop and had
to contribute even more free labor than before to the boyar. The peasant was not
legally tied to the land but had to give advance notice and pay all back taxes before
he could leave, attaching him to the land in fact and leaving him much worse off
than before, laying the background for peasant participation in the 1848 revolutions.
After Russia was sure that it had control of the sultan through the Treaty of
Htinkar Iskelesi, it evacuated the Principalities early in 1834 in return for agreement on the Porte's payment of the remaining war indemnity, Ottoman acceptance
of the Organic Regulations, and recognition of Russia as spokesman in Istanbul for
the princes. Russia did agree to allow the sultan to appoint the first princes under
the new regime, but the candidates of the boyars were to be accepted thereafter.
The first princes were Alexander Ghica in Wallachia and Michael Sturza in
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Moldavia. The latter was relatively successful though under strong Russian and
boyar influence, opening the province to new ideas and carrying on Kisselev's
reforms, including a flood-control system to end the Danube's periodic overflow of
its banks. He eliminated brigands and built schools to educate peasant children as
well as those of boyars. In Wallachia, however, things did not go as well. Ghica
was ineffective and entirely under the control of the boyars and Russians, so that
opposition to the new regime arose primarily here, mainly among children of merchants and boyars who had been sent to Paris for their education. One of these,
George Bibescu, eventually replaced Ghica and improved conditions, also making
an effort to end the customs barriers between the Principalities (1847), paving the
way for a fiscal unity that was to lead to political unity in subsequent years.
Both Principalities developed economically. Their grain became a major element
in Ottoman trade with Europe, and the steamship transit on the Danube put them
into close touch with Europe. Intellectual awakening led to a national movement
that demanded not only some sort of union and independence but also an end to the
oligarchic oppression of the peasants by the boyars and the establishment of civil
rights and a constitution. It is not surprising, therefore, that the revolutionary
fever of 1848 affected the Principalities. The resulting uprising in Moldavia was
poorly organized and had little support due to Sturza's able rule, but in
Wallachia it was more successful, driving out the Russian advisers and forcing
Bibescu to accept a revolutionary constitution that provided an assembly representing all classes and a prince who could come from any group. Feudal privileges and
social distinctions were ended, and the unity and independence of Rumania were
proclaimed (June 21, 1848).
As the Ottomans were no happier about this than was Czar Nicholas, the sultan
accepted the latter's offer to suppress the Wallachian revolt, which his troops did
as they marched against the Hungarian revolutionaries. Suppression of the revolt
was easy, since the boyars still were powerful and many of the rebel leaders were
themselves members of boyar families, costing them peasant support despite their
programs. Britain accepted Russian intervention at first, but the very success of
the repression undermined their cooperation, with Britain now seeing that its basic
interests in the Middle East were in fact much closer to those of France than
Russia. Hundreds of revolutionaries now fled into Ottoman territory, not only from
Hungary and Wallachia but also from Poland, leading to a major international
crisis. The Russians demanded extradition of the rebel leaders. When Mustafa
Re§it Pa§a firmly resisted their demands, relations were broken (September 17,
1849) and war threatened, leading both Britain and France to send their fleets to
the Dardanelles to be in position to support the sultan if he was attacked. But
when Fuat went to Petersburg to negotiate, the czar backed down, forgoing
extradition in return for promises that the refugees would be kept distant from his
borders. The crisis was over, therefore, but it displayed all the elements that were
to lead to war over the Eastern Question when enmeshed with the religious passions engendered by problems in the Holy Land.

The Holy Places Dispute
The dispute over the Holy Places in Palestine, while providing the spark that set
off the Crimean War, was laid in tinder that had been spread some time before.
The powers sought to reinforce their influence over the sultan's non-Muslim subjects by providing particular protection for the priests of their proteges in the
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Holy Land, with France supporting the Catholics and Russia the Orthodox. In
Palestine the different religions and sects focused their rivalries on ambitions to
control every act connected with the Holy Places of Christianity, with the right
to repair a particular place or hold the key to a particular door symbolizing control of access and of rituals that formed the basis of the relative power and position
of each group. Over the centuries a balance of power had been established among
the sects, with the different rights established by custom and sanctioned by the
Porte, whose main interest was to keep the bickering priests from upsetting the
harmony of the millets. But the balance was upset after 1829 when Russia began to
champion the rights of the Orthodox priests against the Latins supported by
France. Russian pilgrims began to flood into Jerusalem after Czar Nicholas rebuilt
two old Orthodox monasteries for their use (1841). In 1843 the Orthodox patriarch
of Jerusalem obtained Ottoman assent for his separation from the patriarch of
Constantinople, and he began to build his own power with the czar's help and support. In reaction the French government promoted the interests of the Latin
priests, demanding new privileges for them (1850), partly also because of the
desire of Louis Napoleon to use the religious fervor of his subjects to gain
popular support at home. Thus began three years of demands and counterdemands
on the sultan, who sought only to maintain a neutral position so as not to antagonize
any of the powers.
At first France prevailed, securing several new concessions for the Latins, including control of the keys to the Church of Bethlehem. This gave Napoleon much
prestige at the time when he overthrew the French Republic and established himself
as emperor (November 2, 1852). Now he was willing to compromise with Russia
on the questions of the Holy Places, but the czar was left in a position where he
had to gain new concessions so as not to lose face. As a preliminary to new demands, he tried to restore the old cooperation with Britain by making an agreement
for division of the spoils if the Ottoman Empire broke up. Russia did not want
Istanbul but would not allow any other power to control it. Serbia, Bulgaria, and the
Principalities would become independent under Russian influence, while Britain in
compensation could take Crete and Egypt (January 1853). The two would cooperate to keep France out. No agreement actually was signed, but Britain's failure
to reject the plan openly seems to have misled the czar into assuming that he had
London's support for efforts to counter the French in the Holy Land. Hence he
made new demands on the sultan, not only for Orthodox concessions in the Holy
Places but also for a new treaty recognizing Russian protection over all the
sultan's Orthodox subjects in return for promises of support against France (May
1853). With both the British and French ambassadors at home getting instructions,
the sultan at first gave in to the Russian demands. But as soon as the British
ambassador, Stratford de Redcliffe (1842-1858) returned, he got the sultan to
restore Mustafa Re§it Pa§a as foreign minister (May 15, 1853) and then persuaded
the latter to reject the Russian demands.
The czar felt betrayed by Britain as well as by the Porte and was ready to
declare war. But his foreign minister, Nesselrode, pointed out that if he attacked,
he might have to fight the rest of Europe as well. Instead, the czar sent an ultimatum to the sultan (May 31) warning that his troops would occupy the
Principalities unless the earlier demands were accepted. Britain encouraged Ottoman resistance by ordering its fleet to gather at Besika Bay, at the mouth of the
Dardanelles, with Stratford given the authority to summon it to Istanbul if the
Russians attacked. Mutual underestimation of the enemy led to a general European
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war. The czar felt the British would back down; therefore, on July 2 his troops
crossed the Pruth and began to occupy the Principalities. Mustafa Resjt Pa§a's
determination to resist was buoyed by popular anti-Russian fervor as well as the
presence of British and French warships. Britain really did not want to fight
Russia, however; thus Stratford got the Ottomans to make a unilateral compromise
statement confirming the "ancient privileges of the religion professed" by the czar,
thereby hoping to avoid a bilateral agreement that would authorize the Russians to
intervene.
In the meantime, the ambassadors of the powers were meeting in Vienna to find a
compromise. Discarding the Ottoman declaration, which they felt the czar would
not accept, they formulated the Vienna Note (July 28, 1853), by which the sultan
would reaffirm the provisions of the Kiiqiik Kaynarca and Edirne treaties regarding
his Christian subjects, with Russia and France jointly guaranteeing their continued
fulfillment. The czar accepted at once (August 5, 1853). But the Porte - emboldened
by continued anti-Russian demonstrations in the streets of the capital and the
arrival of a supporting fleet from Egypt (August 12), and resentful of the fact that
the note was drawn up without Ottoman participation and sent to the czar before
it was sent to the sultan - refused to accept unless it was altered to make clear that
the privileges of the Orthodox priests and subjects were derived only from the
sultan and not as a result of agreements with Russia. But this the czar was unwilling to accept. The British cabinet, hoping to avoid war by pressuring the
Ottomans to accept a compromise, ordered its fleet to leave the Dardanelles, but
it was too late. With the strong support of public opinion the Ottomans were
determined to attack unless the Principalities were evacuated, and only Stratford's
strong representations kept them from an immediate declaration of war.

The Crimean War
On October 4, 1853, the Ottoman commander at §umla, Omer Pa§a, presented an
ultimatum to the Russian commander in the Principalities, Prince Gorchakov,
demanding evacuation of the Principalities on the threat of war. When there was
no reply, the Ottomans crossed the Danube and attacked (October 27-November 3,
1853), thus beginning the conflict without waiting for official declarations. At the
same time, in eastern Anatolia the Ottoman provincial army based in Erzurum
and Kars moved into the southern Caucasus against Russian troops already weakened by a local Muslim uprising led by §eyh §amil. The sultan's fleet also sailed
into the Black Sea, apparently in fear that the Russians were about to enter the
Bosporus. When it could not find the enemy, it anchored at Sinop for the winter,
only to be destroyed in the harbor by a powerful Russian squadron (November 30),
an event which so inflamed public opinion in Britain and France as well as in the
Ottoman Empire that it corroded further resistance to war. On December 23, 1853,
the British government sent orders to its fleet to protect "the Ottoman flag as well
as Ottoman territory" and to compel all Russian ships then in the Black Sea to
return to Sevastopol. Russia refused this ultimatum as well as that of the Ottomans
to leave the Principalities and broke relations with Britain and France (February 6, 1854), which in turn declared war (March 28, 1854), thus commencing the
international conflict that came to be known as the Crimean War.
Ottoman public opinion supported the war, and thousands rushed to enlist in
the army. The Russians launched a major offensive across the Danube. They took
Ibrail, Ismail, Hirsova, and Kostence, occupied the Dobruca, and followed Omer
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Pa§a's retreating army toward §umla, Varna, and Silistria, which were built up as
the main points of Ottoman resistance. A large French army reached Gallipoli on
March 31, 1854, with Prince Napoleon himself landing with his troops. A British
army arrived under the command of Lord Raglan, Wellington's chief aide at
Waterloo, and it was quartered in the Selimiye barracks at Uskudar while preparations were made to send it to the Principalities. Before the British and French
could move to the front, however, the Russians took the city of Silistria (June 23),
though the fort continued to hold out. In the meantime, Prussia joined Austria in
pressuring the czar to leave the Principalities to avoid a general war. The
Russians seemed agreeable even after an Ottoman-Austrian treaty (June 14)
turned the Principalities over to the occupation of the latter for the duration of
the war in return for its support against the Russians. The czar did not want the
Austrians to have the Principalities, but he did not wish to wage war with them
either. By leaving the Principalities to Austria rather than to the sultan he could
remove the basic cause of the war without losing as much face as would have been
the case had the Ottomans taken them back directly. In mid-June, then, his troops
left the Principalities on the condition that the Austrians who replaced them keep
the Ottomans, British, and French out.
These events altered the entire course of the war. The British and French troops
were moving toward the Principalities and were intending to cross the Danube
toward Odessa. Austrian occupation of the Principalities made this impossible, so
that the allies now decided instead to attack the Crimea to destroy Russian naval
power in the Black Sea and deprive it of a base it might use to attack the Ottomans
from the north. Austria refused to join the alliance, fearing a struggle with the
Russians in Galicia, but Prussia did join, hoping for new gains in the north. The
war then became primarily a conflict in the Crimea between Russia and an allied
European expeditionary force. The first allied landings took place near Sevastopol
on September 14, 1854, and the allies made their preparations for the siege of
the city. By the time the attack came in mid-October, the Russians were ready for
an extended resistance, and the harsh winter months caused terrible suffering
among the attacking forces. In the face of the British losses, the Ottomans signed
an agreement (February 3, 1855) to provide 20,000 soldiers and all needed supplies
to help them fight on. The death of Czar Nicholas I (March 2, 1855) and the
accession of Alexander II stimulated peace negotiations, but in the meantime the
war continued. The Ottomans supported the allied forces at terrible expense while
Florence Nightingale and her colleagues established hospital service at the Selimiye
barracks in Uskudar.
The battles in Crimea during the summer of 1855 were inconclusive, but in midJune the Russians advanced on Kars, clashing directly with the Ottomans. With
eastern Anatolia threatened, the Porte asked for allied assistance. But the latter
were determined to carry on in the Crimea alone and did not particularly care what
happened in the east. The Ottomans had to defend Kars by themselves against a
series of Russian assaults. Back in the Crimea a general assault on Sevastopol
began in late August. Although the British failed to take the outpost at Redan, the
French finally broke through, forcing the Russians to abandon the great port after
sinking their fleet and blowing up their ammunition. Sevastopol's ruins were
occupied by the allies on September 9, 1855, after a siege of just less than a year.
The Russian attack on Kars continued, however, and it fell on November 25, 1855,
thus exposing Anatolia to a major new push, though it was postponed by the
arrival of winter.
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Negotiations continued while the fighting and suffering went on. French and
British differences over the settlement contributed to delays as much as did Russian
recalcitrance. Palmerston, who had become prime minister in 1855, was building up
the British armed forces and wanted the war to continue until vengeance could be
gained for the defeat at Redan and the Russian army forced to surrender. France,
on the other hand, was eager for peace since the emperor had secured the glory he
wanted and now felt he was fighting more for British interests than his own.
Austria supported the French position, while the Ottomans, still under British
influence, held out in the hope of gaining concessions from the Russians. Finally,
late in December, Palmerston joined in a note to Russia threatening Austrian intervention unless it agreed to negotiations on the basis of the Vienna Note together
with the neutralization of the Black Sea against the warships of all powers and the
return of Bessarabia to the Ottomans. The Principalities and Serbia would remain
autonomous under Ottoman rule, but under the guarantees of the powers. The
Danube would remain open to all nations, and the sultan would agree to protect the
rights of his Christian subjects. As if to demonstrate in advance Ottoman agreement
to these terms, but by decree alone of the sovereign sultan rather than by foreign
dictate, the Reform Decree was issued on February 4, 1856, guaranteeing equality
and reforms for all subjects. Soon afterward, on February 25, the czar accepted
the allied demands, thus setting the stage for the conference called to meet in Paris
to settle the war and the problems that had caused it.
The Peace of Paris
The peace conference opened in Paris on February 25, 1856 with all the belligerents
represented, along with Austria and Prussia, and the Ottoman delegation led by
Ali Pa§a. He tried to keep the powers from settling their disputes at Ottoman
expense, but it soon was very clear that this is what they were going to do despite
the fact that the sultan had already declared his intention of instituting reforms on
his own. The agreement of Paris, finally signed on March 29, 1856, purported to
establish perpetual peace among the belligerents.115 All sides agreed to evacuate
territory taken during the war. The Russians left eastern Anatolia and the allies
surrendered the Crimea and areas of the Black Sea coast. The signatories declared
their joint guarantee of the territorial integrity and independence of the Ottoman
Empire, promising also to mediate jointly any quarrels that might subsequently
arise among any of them and the Ottomans. The sultan communicated the text of
his Reform Decree, and the powers declared their full support, with no provision
being made for individual or joint intervention to secure Ottoman fulfillment of
these promises. The Straits were to remain closed to the warships of foreign powers
and the Black Sea was to be neutralized, open only to merchant ships. Both the
Ottomans and Russians would keep only small warships needed to defend their
coasts, but their larger warships would be removed and all naval shipyards operating in the Black Sea would be closed. The Danube and the Straits also would be
opened to the free navigation of the merchant ships of all countries. An International Danube Commission was established to enforce this provision and to organize
measures to keep its channels dredged and open to shipping and to organize and
enforce navigation rules and maintenance along the entire length of the river.
Southern Bessarabia would be ceded by Russia to Moldavia, thus ending its direct
access to the Danube, and the occupants of the province would be allowed to
emigrate to Russia if they wished. The Principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia
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would regain their former autonomous status under the sultan but would be under
the joint guarantee of the powers, which promised to refrain from intervention in
the future. The sultan promised to organize an administrative council in each
Principality with representatives of all elements of their populations, not only the
notables, to consider necessary economic and social reforms. Serbia also would
retain its autonomy under Ottoman suzerainty and under the joint guarantee of
the powers. The Ottomans, however, retained the right to station garrisons in its
territory, and the powers in turn promised to mediate in any Ottoman-Serbian
dispute. The peace settlement thus established was reinforced by a separate treaty
(April 15, 1856) by which Britain, Austria, and France guaranteed Ottoman independence and integrity, obviously against Russia, though France by this time was
already tending toward some kind of agreement with it to restore Europe's balance
of power against the dominance now achieved by Britain.

Results of the War and Peace Settlement for the Ottoman Empire
The Crimean War and the peace settlement that followed had tremendous impact on
the Ottoman Empire. On the negative side, financial strain on the new Tanzimat
treasury forced the Ottoman government to take a series of foreign loans at such
steep rates of interest that, despite all the fiscal reforms that followed, it was
pushed into insolvable debts and economic difficulties that continued for the rest
of the century. On the positive side, the arrival of thousands of refugees from all
parts of Europe, particularly from Hungary and Poland, and their settlement in the
major cities offered the sultan and his ministers a new reserve of expert foreign
advisers. Moreover, the presence of large numbers of foreign officers and soldiers
and their families in the streets of Istanbul in particular familiarized the local
population with European manners and made the work of AH and Fuat and their
associates much easier in the years that followed. The guarantees of the powers also
freed the Men of the Tanzimat to push ahead with all their reforms without having
to fear imminent attack from outside.
Union of the Principalities
The Peace of Paris protected the Porte from direct attack, but there was nothing
to prevent those powers wishing its destruction to continue their old game of
encouraging nationalistic feelings among the subject minorities to destroy the
empire from within. The results came first in the Principalities, whose educated
youths for some time had been developing the idea of a Rumanian nation on the
basis of common origins among the Dacians of Roman times. The Russians encouraged this feeling during the occupation, and the Organic Regulations' removal
of the old financial and trade barriers between the two provided economic stimulation for what had been no more than an idea. Napoleon III also emerged as a champion of European national movements as a device to extend French influence. He
encouraged the Rumanians while trying to convince the sultan that union would
build the Principalities against future Russian aggression. The idea, however, was
opposed by the Ottomans and British, who feared that it would be the first step
toward independence, thus further weakening the Porte, and by Austria, who feared
the example might stimulate similar demands from its own subject nationalities.
But the Peace of Paris had provided for a popular referendum in the Principalities as well as further consultation among the powers to determine what their
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future should be. While the powers haggled in the International Danube Commission, their agents agitated the various partisan groups in the country, with France
supporting the unionists and Austria the separatists. The new prince of Wallachia
also supported union, since it would give his province supremacy because of its size,
while the Prince of Moldavia opposed it from the same consideration. When elections were held for the advisory councils (September 1857), both had substantial
majorities of unionists. Within a short time they developed charters that provided for a united state of Wallachia and Moldavia under the rule of a prince from
one of the reigning dynasties of Europe and a single representative assembly. The
powers were divided on how to meet this request, but a compromise agreement to
replace the Organic Regulations finally was reached in Paris (August 19, 1858).
It left the Principalities separate, each with its own prince, ministry, assembly, and
militia, and under Ottoman suzerainty as before, but with a joint commission
chosen by the princes and councils to draw up common law codes and other legislation needed by both, which then would be approved by the separate councils. The
latter still would be elected by limited franchise, guaranteeing continuation of
boyar control. Soon afterward, both councils did the one thing the powers had not
anticipated: They elected the same man as prince of both Principalities, the boyar
Alexander Cuza, then minister of war in Moldavia, thus bringing both together in
a personal union. The Porte and Austria objected, but Cuza remained in power,
mostly with French support, and the Austrians were too diverted by their own war
with France in Italy to do much about the situation. Britain, which was preoccupied with the Indian Rebellion, finally devised a compromise, getting the sultan
to accept the situation with the stipulation that it was exceptional, recognized only
to help the Principalities recover from the war and without binding effect on the
future (September 25, 1859), and this was accepted by the powers. But increased
French influence at the Porte resulted in a new ferman (December 2, 1861) that
created a single ministry and assembly for both Principalities as long as Cuza
continued to rule. The seat of government was united at Bucharest, previously the
capital of Wallachia. This gave it the expected dominance in the new state, which
remained intact thereafter despite internal tensions.

Crisis in the Lebanon
Once the Crimean War had been settled the Ottomans were free to resume their
reforms, and the Lebanon had first priority. Actually, it was easier to introduce
reforms here than elsewhere in the empire, since the way had been prepared by
the various foreign invasions as well as the reforms of Emir Basjr and Ibrahim Pa§a.
The arrangement introduced in 1846 worked well for some time, with the governors
enforcing the general Tanzimat reforms, including centralization, whittling down
the authority of the local notables and chiefs. Though the Druzes were able to
remain united and had considerable autonomy in their own areas, the Maronites
were weakened by internal divisions resulting from reactions against feudal control
in the north. Here the great Maronite families had ruled their lands, held as
mukata'as, with little outside intervention as long as they paid their taxes. But now
the Maronite peasants, stirred on by the clergy, became restless. In 1858 they
revolted under the leadership of a blacksmith named Taniyus §ahin and established
a peasant republic. The district leaders and Maronite clergy secretly supported the
republic, since anything that weakened the feudal families helped them. The governor was happy to sit back and use Maronite divisions to increase central
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authority. Meanwhile, Muslim sentiment was reacting to the provisions for equality
for non-Muslims made in the Reform Decree, and Britain also stirred things up
by sending arms to the Druzes to counter French influence among the Maronites.
Relations among the communities were further strained when the Druzes and the
Sunni Muslims, encouraged by the Maronite divisions, tried to use the situation to
restore their own domination. The explosion came on May 27, 1860, when a group
of Maronites raided a Druze village. Massacres and countermassacres followed, not
only in the Lebanon but also in Syria. In the end, between 7,000 and 12,000 people,
of all religions, had been killed, and over 300 villages, 500 churches, 40 monasteries,
and 30 schools were destroyed. Christian attacks on Muslims in Beirut stirred the
predominantly Muslim population of Damascus to attack the Christian minority,
with over 25,000 of the latter being killed, including the American and Dutch
consuls, giving the event an international dimension.
It was at this point that Fuat Pa§a, now foreign minister, came to Syria to solve
the problems, which he did by seeking out and executing the culprits, including the
governor and other officials. Order was restored, and preparations made to give
Lebanon new autonomy to avoid European intervention. But the powers were
determined, under the pretext of helping the Ottomans and supporting the Peace
of Paris, to use the situation to intervene even though the problems had been
solved. France sent a fleet, and Britain joined to prevent a unilateral intervention
that could help French influence in the area (September 5, 1860). The Ottoman
government was required to help the foreign force while it was in the Lebanon, and
the latter's commander was supposed to cooperate with Fuat. In the end only the
French actually landed troops, while Britain and the other powers manifested their
presence with warships in the harbor of Beirut. The French soon found that Fuat
had, indeed, settled the problems and that they were not needed. An international
conference then was assembled to make a new settlement, and it met first at Beirut
and then Istanbul under Fuat's chairmanship. The French troops had to withdraw
(June 1861), and the Beyoglu Protocol was signed (June 9, 1861) giving Lebanon
a new Organic Statute that made it a privileged and independent province, with
administrative, judicial, and financial autonomy to satisfy all elements of the population, though the arrangement was limited to the mountain itself, excluding Beirut
and other Muslim coastal areas. Lebanon was thereafter headed by a Christian
governor general (mutassanf), who was to be a Catholic designated by and responsible to the Porte but approved and supervised by the powers, and he was to be
helped by the old Administrative Council (Meclis-i I dare). The new government
would control its own judicial system and militia; no Ottoman troops would be
stationed anywhere in the Lebanon, nor would tribute be sent to Istanbul. All subjects were to have equality before the law regardless of religion; local taxes could
be used for local needs, but deficits had to be made up locally and not by the Ottoman treasury.
The new organization was successfully carried out during the long administrative
terms of the governors Davut Pa§a (1861-1868), the Italian Rustem Pa§a (18731883), the Italian Vasa Pa§a (1883-1892), and others, who developed a system of
government that took over most of the powers of the notables while introducing
the best features of the Tanzimat. Within the Maronite community the decline of
the feudal notables was followed by the ascendancy of the ecclesiastical hierarchy,
and while the divisions among the various religious and social groups were not
entirely healed, the strife that had led to foreign intervention ended and Lebanon
was left to develop in its own way for the remaining years of Ottoman rule.
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Autonomous Lebanon was not wealthy; it had lost the great seaport of Beirut and
the agricultural lands of the Bika'a to the north. But its governors and people were
unusually resourceful, and as a result it achieved a prosperity, security, and cultural development unmatched anywhere else in the empire. The disasters of 1860
did more than establish Lebanese autonomy; they also attracted various Christian
missionary groups that established churches, hospitals, and schools. Lebanon developed a high rate of literacy and became a center for the development of Arabic
literature. But despite all the prosperity and literacy, the bloody events of 1860
never have been forgotten and to the present day leave a legacy of communal
antagonism and bitterness that remains a principal motivating factor in Lebanese
society and politics.

The Developing Autonomy of Egypt, 1849-1879
In the meantime, after the death of Muhammad AH in 1849 Egypt developed an
independent position, gradually increasing its political and economic autonomy from
the Porte but remaining close to the sultan through family and financial ties. Under
Ibrahim Pa§a's sons Abbas I (1849-1854) and Sait (1854-1863) Egyptian policy
reflected their grandfather's experience that the powers would not allow it to break
up or take over the Ottoman Empire. Therefore, they renounced territorial aspirations and resumed the role of faithful vassals, restoring payments of tribute and
accepting all the legal and financial restrictions imposed in the settlement of 1841.
Relations with France also cooled, while Britain developed an important commercial as well as political presence in the country just as it was doing elsewhere
in the empire. Internally, the government relaxed the stringent policies of
Muhammad AH, such as those regarding forced labor and monopolies, while continuing the progressive spirit of his reform program and adopting other reforms
introduced by the Tanzimat. The powers now concentrated their rivalries on
economic exploitation, making loans, gaining the right to exploit raw materials,
and securing new markets for their own industries.
Economic and financial problems created by Muhammad Ali's agricultural and
health programs, discernible under Sait and Abbas, became important under their
successor, Ismail (1863-1879). Muhammad AH had replaced land previously used
for food with crops sold abroad, such as cotton, sugar, and indigo, but there still
was enough land for food as long as it was farmed intensively. But the large
estates that he had turned over to members of his family and other members of the
upper classes were hardly organized to provide the kind of efficient cultivation
needed. In addition, the health services begun early in the century now were having
a measurable effect on cutting down the death rate, leading to a population increase
and resulting problems of food shortages and unemployment. Proposals from France
and England seemed to provide plausible solutions. A French financial group
headed by Ferdinand de Lesseps, who had made friends with Sait while serving as
French consul in Cairo, offered to build a canal through the isthmus of Suez, with
thousands of peasants conscripted for forced labor on the project. Thus the Suez
Canal Company was formed. Britain, needing new sources of cotton for its textile
industry because of shortages caused by the American Civil War, also convinced
Sait that he could provide employment and gain profit by turning to cotton as a
major new staple. The cultivation of cotton utilized land and labor previously used
by the Suez Canal Company, to which large amounts of money were paid in compensation. The early results were deceptive. With the general rise of cotton
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prices on the world market there was a new prosperity for Egypt. But the increase
in cotton production left Egypt with a food deficit, requiring it to import food while
leaving it dependent on the vagaries of international economic factors and in particular the price of cotton. De Lesseps in the meantime substituted machines for
the men he had given up and went on to build the Suez Canal despite the opposition
of Britain, which feared that under French control it would restore French power
in the Levant. On November 17, 1869, the canal was opened with a lavish ceremony
provided by Ismail, in the presence of some of the crowned heads of Europe led
by Princess Eugenie of France, but at a cost that drove new nails into the financial
coffin of Egypt.
Ismail now worked to make himself a worthy successor to Muhammad AH.
Already in 1866 he had secured Ottoman permission to establish succession from
father to son instead of by seniority, which had been stipulated in 1841, in return
providing assistance against the revolt in Crete as well as a substantial increase in
the annual tribute paid to the sultan. The next year (June 8, 1867) he gained a
status above that of the normal governor with the old Persian title of khedive
coined to signify his right to issue his own decrees without confirmation by the
sultan. He still had to limit the size of his armed forces, however, and to submit
his annual budget to the Porte for approval, conditions insisted on by Britain to
restrict what it considered to be a French vassal. Once the canal was opened, however, France had much less need to support him than in the past. Ismail increased
his close relations with the sultan and after Ali Pa§a's death was able to secure a
new ferman that increased his autonomy and power (June 8, 1873), with the order
of succession again modified so that it would go to the eldest son of the khedive, or
if there were no sons to the eldest nephew, with a regency to rule if the heir was a
minor. In return for new increases in tribute he was also given the hereditary
governorship of the strategic Red Sea ports of Sawakin and Massawa, full administrative independence, the right to conclude nonpolitical treaties and loan agreements
with foreign countries and banks, and to increase his army and navy without prior
approval of the Porte. For all practical purposes, then, Egypt was almost completely
independent, with only the tribute and the continued presence of an Ottoman
commissioner reminding the khedive of his ties with his suzerain.
Ismail then moved rapidly to modernize the country. Mixed courts were introduced here too, applying new law codes that restricted the legal rights of the
Capitulatory powers and of their subjects living in the country. Peasants were
given full rights of ownership in the land, though high taxes, conscription, and
forced labor made this of limited benefit and the great landowners continued to
predominate and extend their holdings. A semiparliamentary body was established
in November 1866. The members were chosen by indirect election from among the
village headmen to provide at least a semblance of popular participation in government, though there are indications that it really was created to balance the power
of the Turko-Circassian aristocracy rather than to limit the khedive's powers. A
secular education system was rapidly built up, and an independent press began to
develop, stimulated mostly by Lebanese immigrants. A new system of irrigation
canals increased agricultural production, and sugar cultivation and processing added
to Egypt's foreign trade. Foreign merchants and industrialists were encouraged to
settle, thus strengthening the community of Levantines that dominated much of
Egyptian life until the revolution of 1954. Docks and harbors, railroads, and telegraph lines opened up the country, very much as the Tanzimat programs had done
elsewhere in the empire. With assistance from British officers, attempts were made
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to extend Egyptian rule southward into the Sudan between 1869 and 1876. Hostilities also were begun against Abyssinia (1875-1877), but the Egyptian armies
were defeated, and it was only because of Abyssinian internal divisions that Ismail
finally was able to capture the hinterlands of Massawa, Sawakin, and Harar.
But the new agriculture and industry simply did not produce enough money to
pay the cost of Ismail's programs of modernization and conquest, particularly
since they were accompanied by his own extravagance. With the right to make
loans without Ottoman approval, Ismail contracted loan after loan, at high rates of
interest, building a huge debt in a relatively short time. To secure more revenues
he resorted to all kinds of expedients, collecting taxes years in advance, making
internal loans with no intention to repay, and, finally, selling his shares in the Suez
Canal Company to the British government (November 1875), thus giving the
latter substantial control of the enterprise, which it had originally opposed because
of French involvement. In 1876 his financial problems became so acute that he
withheld interest payments to the international bondholders, reduced government
salaries, and doubled cultivation taxes. The immediate crisis was solved when the
Mixed Commercial Court in Alexandria forced him to pay the bondholders by
sequestering his palace at Ramla, forcing him and his relatives to give more of
their estates to the state and to accept the control of a Public Debt Commission
with foreign members, which organized the collection of sufficient revenues to pay
the interest on bonds regularly. British and French experts also were appointed to
control the ministries of finance and public works, thus establishing foreign control
over his government's major policies. Eventually, Ismail was deposed because of
foreign and internal pressure (1879) and replaced by Tevfik Pa§a (1879-1892),
under whose rule Egypt's terrible financial situation ultimately led not only to
foreign control within the government but to the occupation of the country by
Britain in 1882 (see pp. 193-195).

The New European Concert
The concert of Europe established in 1856 was shaken in 1859 when France and
Austria fought over Italy. It came apart completely as a result of Bismarck's wars
to create a united Germany, with Prussia defeating Austria in 1866 and France in
1870, thus establishing itself in place of Austria-Hungary as the dominant power
in Central Europe as well as the entire Continent. Britain, worn out by its participation in the Crimean War and diverted by the Irish question and the whole
complex of problems created by the Industrial Revolution, chose not to intervene
again to restore the European balance. Bismarck now was satisfied with the new
situation he had created and did not wish a breakup of the Ottoman Empire to
create rivalries that might lead to war. So he took up the czar's earlier suggestion
that arrangements be made in case the empire fell apart, creating the Three
Emperors' League with Austria and Russia to keep France isolated on the Continent. France under Napoleon III responded by supporting self-determination
movements, particularly if they concerned the three emperors or the sultan. Thus
revolts in Poland against Russia and national aspirations in the Balkans were encouraged by France. Nor was Russia happy with the status quo. Thus it worked to
regain its right to maintain a fleet on the Black Sea and vied with the French in
gaining influence in the Balkans by using the new Pan-Slavic idea that all Slavs
should be united under Russian leadership. This could be done only by destroying
the two empires where most of the non-Russian Slavs lived, the Habsburg and the
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Ottoman. The ambitions and rivalries of the Russians and French in the Balkans
surfaced in Serbia, which was experiencing its own national revival and had
ambitions that partly conflicted with those of the powers. How had Serbia come to
this stage, and what were the consequences ?

The Developing Autonomy of Serbia
Serbia had gone through perilous times since it was made autonomous by the
Treaty of Edirne. Under the new regulations no Ottomans could live in the country
except the soldiers who garrisoned its forts and people already resident in the main
cities. All the timar holders were expelled, their properties sold to Serbs and the returns paid to the Istanbul government, which could provide compensation to the
former Sipahis if it wished to do so. Serbs now manned the administration of the
province. Taxes went to the Serbian treasury, and a fixed annual tribute was forwarded to the Porte. The Greek Orthodox patriarch of Istanbul remained supreme,
but he could do no more than confirm the choice of native Serbian priests to replace
the Greeks whom he formerly appointed.
In August 1830 Milo§ Obrenoviq was chosen hereditary prince by the Serbian
assembly and confirmed by the sultan. When Mahmut refused to surrender six
border districts promised the Serbs in the treaty, Milos, waited until the Ottomans
were diverted by Muhammed Ali's invasion of Anatolia in 1833 and then occupied
them, increasing the principality's size by one-third and giving it boundaries that
were to remain unchanged until 1878, bounded by the Danube in the north, the
Drina and Timok in the west and east, and Alexinatz and Ni§ in the south. Under
Milo$ Serbia's problem was similar to that of Wallachia, namely, which class would
rule. Traditionally, power had been held by the kneses, and there were also new
provincial military leaders produced by the long years of revolution. In addition,
the people had been accustomed to the traditional Ottoman decentralized government and resisted the kind of centralized authority Milos, attempted to impose.
When the assembly reflected this opposition, Milos, began to act autocratically, calling it only on rare occasions and interpreting the law as he wished. Meanwhile, he
built up his personal wealth by illegal means. To conciliate the cultivators he began
to confiscate the fiefs that had been given to Serbian notables who had joined the
fight against the Ottomans. The resulting discontent over Milo§'s rule led to a
revolt against him in 1835 that forced him to accept a new constitution. The prince
now had to accept the advice of a committee of six leaders chosen by the assembly.
The arrangement did not last very long. Neither the Russians nor the Austrians
liked such democratic institutions, however limited they were. Milos, also became
even more autocratic despite the committee, building up a highly centralized government to break down the power of the provincial notables and traditional assemblies, using as his instruments better-educated Serbs from Hungary and excluding
native Serbs from government service. To build Serbia as a buffer against the
Russians, particularly after Russia's diplomatic victory in. Istanbul through the
Treaty of Hiinkar Iskelesi, Palmerston encouraged Milos/s autocracy. On the other
hand, Russia persuaded Mahmut II to replace the constitution of Serbia with a new
statute that put power in the hands of a council of 17, appointed by the prince for
life. It now had the right to approve all laws and taxes before they became law,
though the prince still retained his final right of veto. Absolutism thus was ended,
but Milos, reacted by stirring the peasants to revolt with stories that the new regime
had been instituted to help the nobles restore feudalism and raise taxes. The revolt
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was suppressed, and on June 13, 1839, Milo§ was forced to abdicate in favor of his
eldest son, Milan Obrenovic,. Milo§ fled to Austria.
Milan died soon afterward; he was replaced by his younger brother Michael
under the control of a regency until he came of age in 1840. Once in full power,
Michael worked to modernize the agricultural and educational system but angered
the peasants and clergy, who disliked the innovations. To pay for the reforms he
modernized the tax system, doubling the rates. The result was another revolt
(1842) which forced Michael to follow his father to Austria. The national assembly
(September 14, 1842) then elected Alexander Karageorgeviq, son of the old Kara
George, Milos/s rival, perpetuating the old quarrel between the two dynasties.
Alexander managed to retain power until 1858 despite the strong opposition of
Russia. But since he had never been given the right of hereditary succession, he
ruled cautiously, with gradual internal development. Serbia remained neutral during
the Crimean War, and the Peace of Paris ended the Ottoman right to station
garrisons in the countryside. Secretly, however, Alexander had supported Austria,
so that after the war the French and Russians supported the opposition. When he
tried to assert his own power over that of the assembly, the Obrenoviqes joined
the agents of the Russians and the sultan in forcing his abdication (December 23,
1858), with Milos, finally being recalled. The latter, however, though now 79 years
old, had not forgotten his old ways, and resumed his arbitrary methods of rule, dissolving the assembly, banishing his opponents, putting his favorites into important
positions, and increasing his personal wealth at the expense of the people.
Milos, died two years later and was succeeded by Michael once again, who in his
second reign (1860-1868) ruled far more wisely and effectively than before. He
now proclaimed the supremacy of the law and got the assembly to introduce a
number of important modernizing measures including new systems of taxation and
conscription, a modern school system, and a national militia. In addition, Michael
skillfully used clashes between the remaining Ottoman garrisons and the Serbian
population to get the powers to pressure Abdulaziz into withdrawing the remaining
Ottoman troops and residents (April 18, 1867) in return for no more than a provision that the Ottoman flag be flown jointly with that of Serbia over the Belgrade
citadel. For all practical purposes, therefore, Serbian independence was achieved.
Michael's last major effort was the creation of an alliance of the newly independent and autonomous Balkan states against the Ottomans. With Russian encouragement, he agitated for a Pan-Slavic movement to free the southern Slavs not only
from the Ottomans but also from the Habsburgs and to form them into a united
state under his leadership. The Greeks were willing to help, since they had their
own ambitions against the Ottomans in the Epirus and Macedonia as well as in
Crete, where they had just stimulated a revolt against the Porte. Austria was
opposed to such a union, but it had just been defeated by Prussia (1866) and hence
was not in a position to do anything. Michael, therefore, was able to develop a
system of alliances, first with Rumania (1865) and with Montengro (1866). These
were followed by an agreement with a group of Bulgarian revolutionaries claiming
to represent popular opinion in that province, which was still under direct Ottoman
rule (1867), stipulating the ultimate union of Serbia and Bulgaria. An alliance with
Greece (1867) provided that the latter would get Epirus and Thessaly in return
for allowing Serbia to annex Bosnia and Herzegovina. Thus Michael created the
prototype of the coalition of Balkan states that ultimately was to attack the Ottomans in 1912. Nothing happened immediately, however, because the states involved
lacked sufficient armed force, and by the time they were ready, the Ottoman diver-
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sion in Crete had come to an end and Prussia and Austria were again at peace. In
addition, the Pan-Slavic efforts to rid themselves of the domination of the Greek
Orthodox church alienated Greece, which now moved to block Slavic nationalistic
moves in the Balkans. Russia in any case provided only ideological and moral support, not practical assistance, and Austria soon returned to its former policy of
opposing all revolutionary activities in the area. Finally, when Michael died by the
hand of an assassin (1868), the coalition fell apart, with the partners thereafter pursuing their own national interests, often in the form of conflicting ambitions in
Macedonia and other areas still under Ottoman rule.
Because Michael himself had no children, succession went to a distant relative,
Milan Obrenovic, (1868-1889), who was studying in Paris at the time. He was
given much more power than his predecessors, with a constitution that provided
that one quarter of the assembly's members would be appointed by the prince while
the rest were elected by limited suffrage. The prince could nominate anyone he
wished, convoke and dismiss the assembly at will, and only he could initiate legislation. For the first time the Obrenovic, family got the hereditary right to rule, but
Milan proved to be more interested in personal luxury and failed to provide real
leadership. While Serbia's economic and social conditions continued to improve,
therefore, the intrigues of the politicians and the exiled dynasty and its supporters
left its political life in chaos. There were few positive accomplishments until Serbia
was involved in the great Eastern Crisis of 1875.
Problems in Herzegovina and Bosnia and
Revolt in Montenegro, 1858-1869
In the meantime, Russian and Serbian intrigues were having their effect to the
west, leading to discontent and uprisings in both Bosnia-Herzegovina and Montenegro. In the twin provinces, half the population was Muslim, albeit of Slavic
origin.116 Their self-image as the last remaining frontier area facing the Habsburgs
as well as the principal locale of the old feudal families forced from Hungary reinforced a situation in which the notables resisted any concessions to the Christian
minority or to those foreign powers who acted as protectors. The Tanzimat reforms
were opposed here with more vehemence than in any other part of the empire, with
many of the large landowners retaining their timars, or where they had been
transformed into tax farms, controlling the latter. They collected more than their
due from their cultivators while withholding most of it from the treasury, so that
Bosnia and Herzegovina, though major agricultural areas, lagged behind most of
the other Balkan provinces in terms of actual revenues sent to the Porte.117 While
the Muslim peasants suffered from feudal tyranny every bit as much as did the
Christians, it was the latter whose cause was taken up by the politicians of Britain
and France and by the Pan-Slavic agitators, who tried to stimulate a revolt that
would massacre or drive out the Muslims and establish Slavic Christians in their
place.
Local revolts stimulated by the feudal landowners prevented the introduction
of significant reforms into Bosnia until the governorship of Omer Liitfi Pa§a
(1860-1861), a former Austrian officer born in Croatia who suppressed and killed
most of the rebel leaders and applied the Tanzimat reforms, breaking up much of
the political and economic power of the feudal families. The Tanzimat provincial
organization was introduced, with the district kaymakams being given military
power to enforce the reforms. Sarajevo became capital instead of Travnik, which
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was the center of the landlords' power.. Omer Pas,a's attempts to replace tax
farming with direct tax collection failed, however, as it had elsewhere in the
empire.
The mostly Christian principality of Montenegro, ruled now by Prince Bishop
(Vladika) Danilo, was drawn into the conflict. Danilo had responded to Russian
agitation during the Crimean War by revolting against the sultan before giving in
to Ottoman pressure because of the czar's failure to send actual assistance. Subsequent Austrian intervention on his behalf in Istanbul, however, persuaded the
sultan to leave him in power (March 3, 1853), in a position to use tensions in
Bosnia and Herzegovina to his own advantage. Danilo tried to get the conference
of Paris to recognize Montenegran independence and allow it to take a number of
border territories from Herzegovina, but this was nullified by strong Ottoman
opposition. The Porte then offered him new privileges, but he refused and declared
his independence unilaterally (1857). The Ottomans invaded the Principality, but
the powers moved to settle the problem collectively, with an international commission deciding to support Montenegran autonomy within its existing frontiers.
Danilo resisted at first, but a new Ottoman expedition finally forced him to accept
the arrangement (November 8, 1858).
Danilo continued to push his ambitions, now with the help of the Pan-Slavic
committee established in Moscow in 1856. It spread its message through the
Russian consulate at Mostar, urging the Slavs to demand complete freedom to
repair their churches and build new ones, the replacement of Ottoman with native
policemen, and Greek with Slavic priests, and the lowering of cultivation taxes
and their collection by local representatives in place of the Ottoman collectors.
Within a short time the Christians of Herzegovina were also agitating in support
of these demands.
Danilo was assassinated (August 11, 1860), but his nephew and successor,
Nicholas Petroviq, was active in encouraging the Slavs of Herzegovina. Montenegran groups began to go into Herzegovina, massacring Muslims and capturing
several small villages near the border. Omer Pa§a finally routed the rebel forces at
Piva, for all practical purposes ending the affair (November 21, 1861). When
Montenegro mobilized its own forces and threatened to intervene, Omer Pa§a
invaded the Principality as well, routing the rebels and forcing them inland. At
this point, however, the powers intervened to force a settlement at I§kodra (August 31, 1862). Montenegro's previous boundaries and autonomy were restored in
return for promises to cease helping the Herzegovinian rebels, and the Porte was
recognized as the sole mediator in any border disputes that might arise between
Montenegro and its neighbors.
Major reforms were introduced into Bosnia-Herzegovina during the long governorship of Topal Osman Pa§a (1861-1869). The province was divided into seven
sancaks under k ay ma k ants with military as well as administrative powers. A provincial advisory council composed of representatives of the major religious and
economic groups was formed (1866). Secular schools were opened for Muslims and
Christians alike, health and sanitation facilities were improved, roads built, the
cities modernized, and the first railroad opened from Banya Luka to Novi (1872).
Commerce and trade developed, though much of the new prosperity benefited
Serbian immigrants, who used their situation to encourage agitation against Ottoman rule. But the old timar holders also continued to maintain their power, using
various devices to convert their lands into private estates and absorbing what
peasant free holdings remained from earlier times. With Bosnia and Herzegovina
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reasonably quiet, the Ottomans were able to turn their attention to a new danger
arising out of Greek ambitions in the Mediterranean.
The Revolt in Crete, 1866-1869
The revolt that broke out in Crete in 1866 was the culmination of four decades of
Greek agitation to annex the island. Crete had been in a state of pending revolt
since 1821, when its Greek majority massacred their Muslim neighbors in the hope
of joining the new Greek kingdom, only to be suppressed by the army of Muhammad
Ali and then prevented from union with Greece by Britain for strategic reasons.
Sporadic uprisings followed, with the Ottomans turning the island over to the
governorship of Muhammad Ali as part of the arrangement by which he also was
given Syria (1830-1840). The island then reverted to the Porte, but once the
Egyptian troops had gone, the rebels resumed their activities, starting two decades
of massacre, suppression, and renewed massacre, which kept the island in turmoil
long before the revolt itself actually took place.
When the revolt finally broke out in 1866, it included the whole island and
was coordinated and well supplied by Greece. It began on May 14, 1866, when a
group of local citizens demanded that the governor lower taxes and make the
court system more favorable to them. The governor promised compliance, but
correctly fearing that such radical demands were in fact only a pretext for war he
sent his soldiers throughout the island to protect its Muslim inhabitants from renewed Greek massacres. The Greeks, however, used this as a pretext for an
open rebellion. The Greek press immediately played up what it called Muslim
massacres of the Greeks. The word was spread throughout a Europe ready to
believe the worst of Muslims. Thousands of Greek volunteers were mobilized and
sent to the island, with the Greek government demanding intervention by the
powers on behalf of the rebels (August 14). In response the sultan sent two regiments from Istanbul, with additional forces coming from the khedive to show his
loyalty.
In the meantime, the international politics of the time favored the Porte in
Crete. Napoleon III had been willing to support the rebels to get Russian support
against Prussia following the Austro-Prussian war (1866). He even had gone
so far as to propose that Thessaly and Epirus be given to Greece along with Crete
in return for Russian support in western Europe. But now Russia was busy with
internal unrest and with new plans to expand into Central Asia, and it also feared
that any enlargement of Greece would help its closest friend, France. Britain and
Austria continued to oppose any move that would weaken the Ottomans and
thus help Russia. The Porte, therefore, was able to go ahead without fear of foreign
intervention in Crete. As soon as its forces had quieted the disturbances, Ali Pa§a
went to Crete to provide a permanent solution.
Ali wanted to establish a model regime in Crete that would satisfy all of its inhabitants and make them willing to remain under the rule of the sultan, ending
their susceptibility to the lures offered from Athens and St. Petersburg. A reformed
regime in Crete might well form a basis for similar policies that could contain
the remaining Christian provinces of the empire. After declaring an amnesty
(October 4, 1867), he summoned a general assembly composed of two Muslim
and two Christian delegates from every district on the island, asking them to
communicate the complaints of the people and to offer solutions. The island's
security system was reorganized and its fortifications strengthened to prevent
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Greece from starting a new revolt before a settlement could be reached. AH sought
to conciliate the people by declaring that their taxes would be lightened considerably whatever the assembly proposed. Working closely with the assembly, he
drew up a new organization for Crete. By a decree issued on February 14, 1868,
the island was divided into two new districts according to population. The districts
in turn were divided into kazas ruled by kaymakams, whose religion generally
reflected the majority of its inhabitants. As elsewhere in the empire, representative administrative councils were formed at the vilayet, district, and kaza levels,
with each including popularly elected Muslim and non-Muslim representatives.
The mixed law courts were developed, and the villages were turned over to
councils of elders chosen by the people. Christians were not required to serve in
the army, nor did they have to pay the conscription tax. The tithes for the previous and subsequent two years were cut in half, and a new cadastre system was
introduced so that taxes would be levied thereafter according to the ability to pay.
Also, to lower prices on the island the customs duties were reduced.118
Execution of the reforms was left to the new governor, Hiiseyin Avni Pa§a,
one of Mustafa Re§it Pa§a's last proteges, who subsequently was to become minister
of war and a major participant in the events that led to the overthrow of Abdulaziz.
Quiet was restored, but the powers were unhappy that the Porte had achieved a
settlement without the kind of support that would require gratitude and new concessions in return. Thus when Greece again began to send "volunteers" to the
island and appeal for a revolt and Ali reacted with a threat of war (December
1868), the powers intervened to put their imprint on the settlement. Napoleon
summoned a new conference, which met in Paris (January 20, 1869) and ordered
the Greeks to stop sending "volunteers" and to compensate all Ottoman subjects
who had been injured by the revolt it had started. Since the revolt in any case
had been suppressed, Greece accepted. Hence the crisis came to an end, with the
Ottomans more victorious than they had been or would be in almost any other
diplomatic confrontation during the century.
Opening of the Straits
Much of the Ottoman victory was, however, dissipated by the powers. To secure
continued Russian support for the League of the Three Emperors and to keep
France isolated, Bismarck now supported Russia's longstanding ambition to denounce the Black Sea provisions of the Peace of Paris (1856), securing the
agreement of an international conference held in London (January 17, 1871).
Russia was allowed to fortify its harbors and build a fleet on the Black Sea once
again, and in return for this the Porte was allowed to open the Straits in peacetime to warships sent by its friends if needed to assure enforcement of the other
clauses of the Peace of Paris. Ali thus was able to secure a concession in return
for his agreement, while the British again transformed a unilateral Russian action
against the Porte into an international agreement to be maintained by joint action.
Nevertheless, Russia had won a major diplomatic victory, and soon this was to
lead to a new and more menacing relationship with the Porte.
Undermining the Tanzimat
The death of Fuat Pa§a in 1869 and of Ali two years later presaged a major shift
in the political power structure that had dominated Istanbul since 1839. The events
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that followed threatened to undermine the Tanzimat reform program and led to
the deposition of Abdulaziz and his ultimate replacement by Abdulhamit II, the
introduction of a constitution, the trial and death of Midhat Pa§a, and the establishment of a new era of autocracy that effectively restored the main trends of the
Tanzimat program and brought it to culmination.
The Tanzimat was characterized politically by the domination of Porte over
palace, established by Res.it and enforced and even extended by AH and Fuat.
Neither of the reigning sultans had been able to challenge the leadership of the
Men of the Tanzimat despite their earnest desire to do so. Both functioned as
figureheads, signing decrees, meeting foreign dignitaries, and cooperating in leading society toward westernization. Abdulmecit had little choice to do otherwise,
but with the death of the Porte's dominant leaders, Abdulaziz had a good opportunity to regain power for the palace. A general Ottoman reaction to Ali's policies
in particular helped him. In his later years AH had, indeed, become the terror of
Ottoman politics, striking out against those who violated his concept of the Porte's
prerogatives, alienating many supporters of reform.
After Ali's death on September 7, 1871, Abdulaziz began to build his own political group. His principal instrument was Mahmut Nedim Pa§a (1817-1876), one
of Resjt's proteges, who had fallen from the master's favor and in consequence
did not rise rapidly in the bureaucracy. Establishing connections with the palace,
he had secured some administrative assignments. He became governor of Damascus (1854-1857) and then of Izmir (1857-1858), served for a short time as Fuat's
acting foreign minister when the latter went to the Paris Peace Conference, and
then as minister of trade (1858-1859). During most of the decade of domination
of the Porte by AH and Fuat, because of his support of the palace, Nedim was in
honorable exile from Istanbul as governor of Tripoli, in Libya (1860-1867),
returning finally at the sultan's insistence and with the help of some of the Young
Ottomans. In 1867 he became a member, of the Supreme Council and then minister
of justice (1867) and of the navy (1867-1871), using the sultan's interest in naval
affairs to become a close confidant and the latter's chief candidate to replace AH.119
Nedim grasped the opportunity for power, bringing with him into the Porte
like-minded politicians, who used the situation to rise to the top, although at the
price of allowing power to flow back to the palace. Within a short time Ali's chief
supporters were sent into exile. Upon his refusal to increase contributions to the
central treasury, Midhat Pa§a was dismissed from his governorship at Baghdad.
But plans to exile the great provincial reformer failed when Midhat secured an
audience with the sultan, leading to Nedim's dismissal and Midhat's first appointment to the grand vezirate (July 31, 1872). Abdulaziz now returned to his father's
traditional policy of rapidly changing grand vezirs and ministers to prevent them
from building bases of power. He was a reformer, but he wanted to lead reform.
Midhat in turn was hardly one to allow anyone, even a sultan, to dominate him;
after only two months in office he was replaced by a series of lesser figures, including Miitercim Mehmet Ru§dii Pa§a (October 19, 1872-February 15, 1873),
Ali's protege §irvanizade Mehmet Rii§du Pa§a (April 15, 1873-February 13,
1874), Serasker Hiiseyin Avni Pa§a (February 15, 1874-April 25, 1875) and finally Nedim once again (August 26, 1875-May 11, 1876), with corresponding shifts
in the ministries. Meanwhile, the sultan built his personal machine centered at the
new Yildiz Palace, high on the hills overlooking the Bosporus.
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Reform Efforts, 1871-1876
The new power group also supported reform, wanting only to change the political
balance in its own favor. Nedim introduced a number of major administrative
changes, though in most cases they were based on political as much as reform considerations. His first step on assuming the office was to order all the provincial
governors to rule with justice and make sure that the advisory councils were freely
elected. Soon afterward he remitted an extra tax that had been added to the tithe
and excused many cultivators from at least part of their arrears obligations. On
December 12, 1875, he promised major reforms in the tax and judicial systems and
the improvement of conditions for members of the non-Muslim millets to enter government service. On February 21, 1876, he repeated his insistence that elections
to the provincial councils be free and called for measures to improve the provincial
police and the prisons.120 He went on to establish a Reduction and Economy
Commission (Tensikat ve Tasarrufat Komisyonu) to perform the urgently needed
task of rationalizing the vast bureaucratic structure built up during the Tanzimat
and of eliminating those offices that no longer performed needed functions. While
this would help the state budget, it would also serve to root out those who did not
support Nedim and his policies.
Nedim also tried to adjust the vilayet provincial system established in 1864,
reducing the size of some of the larger provinces to provide greater efficiency,
thus taking Sofya from the Danube province, §ebin Karahisar from Trabzon, and
Maras, from Adana and making them into separate provinces, and also taking
Herzegovina from Bosnia and joining it with Novipazar in a new province. When
he found Ali's appointees and the friends of Midhat too entrenched in the Council
of State, he used its admitted organizational problems to reorganize it, reducing
its membership and the number of its departments from five to three: the Reform
Legislation Department {Tanzimat Dairesi), which prepared all legislation and
agreements with foreign companies, the Interior Department (Dahiliye Dairesi),
and the Justice Department (Muhakemat Dairesi). This plan in fact was prepared
by one of the grand vezir's Young Ottoman friends, Namik Kemal, who along with
a number of colleagues formerly in exile now accepted an offer to join the service
of the state. The new organization effectively rationalized the unwieldy Council
of State, but in the process, of course, the membership was replaced by men more
willing to accept the will of the palace and the grand vezir. Nedim then went even
further, abolishing the council's administrative and judicial functions on the
grounds that they duplicated the activities of the relevant ministries and courts,
transferring its remaining legal and judicial duties to the Divan-% Ahkam-i
Adliye, and leaving it only with its legislative functions and the duty to approve
all appointments of senior provincial officials below the rank of governor. The
council's administrative duties and some of its legislative functions were soon
transferred to a new Reform Commission (Islahat Komisyonu), which the grand
vezir created to supervise all legislation and administration and manned with his
own supporters.121
Succeeding Nedim, Midhat used his short term as grand vezir to attempt major
reforms at the central level. Abolishing the Reduction and Economy Commission
and the Reform Commission, he replaced them with a restored Council of State,
which retained the Reform Legislation and Interior departments created by Nedim,
leaving the Divan-% Ahkdm with judicial duties, and added an Accounting Department (Muhasebat-t Umumiye Dairesi), which took over most of the Reduction and
Economy Commission's duties of auditing the accounts and activities of all depart-
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ments and provinces. Midhat also recalled the exiles, appointing Huseyin Avni
as serasker and Ahmet Cevdet as minister of education, and encouraged them to
develop reform programs in their own departments. Midhat went on to modernize
the collection of tithes, extend education into the provinces, plan an extension of
the railroads, systematize the handling of business at the Porte, and further the
conversion of the empire to the metric system. He restored the budget cuts that
Nedim had made in the provinces and began to undo much of the confusion that
had resulted. But when he began to look into corruption on the part of Nedim and
his associates, many of whom were close friends of the palace, they were able to
convince the sultan to dismiss him.123 Of Midhat's successors as grand vezir only
Huseyin Avni really tried to resume the reforms, though he devoted most of his
attention, and an increasing proportion of the treasury's resources, to the army.
122

Financial Chaos
Aside from the rapid political shifts, the ever-worsening financial situation undermined reform efforts. The Men of the Tanzimat were not particularly good
economists or financial leaders. The development of agriculture and industry had
never been pushed with sufficient intensity to provide the state with an adequate
tax base to pay for all the reforms. Though the new tax structure had increased
revenues, expenditures rose so much that instead of the slight surplus of 170.3
million kurus,, 10 percent of the revenues, which Fuat had projected in the reform
budget of 1862-1863, after 1864 there was a chronic deficit, reaching 72.8 million
kurus,, or 4.5 percent of the revenue in 1866-1867. The Porte achieved a surplus
on paper afterward only by adding domestic and foreign loans, taken at very
high rates of interest, so that however much AH was able to increase revenues (to
1.7 billion kuru§ in 1869-1870, over 7 percent more than Fuat's collections in
1866-1867), the proportion of expenditures that the treasury had to devote to
paying off the bonded debt rose from 21 percent (313.1 million kuru§) in his first
budget to 34 percent (570.7 million kurusj, more than absorbing the revenue increase and leaving little to pay for state expenditures.
The new period of palace power after 1871 only compounded the financial problems. Between 1871 and 1874 there was an overall revenue increase of 20 percent.
The difficulty was that expenditures increased even more. This was caused not, as
has been claimed, mainly by Abdulaziz's extravagance. He did throw money to the
winds, buying new warships and rifles, building palaces, and distributing lavish
gifts; but most of the money for this came from his private treasury. The amount
devoted to palace expenses by the state treasury, though it increased from 10L3
to 131.5 million kuru§ between 1869-1870 and 1874-1875, was a decreasing proportion of the total expenditures, falling from 6 to 5.25 percent during this time.
Even expenditures for the Seraskerate went up only slightly, from 379.6 to 415.9
million kuru§ while falling from 21.9 to 16.7 percent of the total budgeted revenues.
The percent of total revenues spent also on other parts of the regular budget also
fell in relative terms. The budget of the Foreign Ministry increased from only 14.3
to 17.5 million kuru§; that of the Ministry of the Interior, which financed most
provincial administration, from 179.7 to 284.3 kurus,, or 10.8-11.4 percent of the
total. Even though the pension list as such doubled from 32.7 to 64.4 million kuru§,
it still comprised only 2.5 percent of the total, hardly sufficient to justify the
accusation made by the foreign bondholders and their representatives that these
segments were eating up the budget.
The trouble really was caused by the treasury's failure to collect budgeted
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revenues, which led in turn to increased foreign borrowing at exorbitant rates
of interest and discount. Collections were hurt not so much by defects in the
system as by Nedim's policy of rapidly changing the governors and his attempts
to alter the provincial system and to reduce the gendarmerie. In addition, there
were severe agricultural crises, with drought and famine in Anatolia during much
of the period between 1872 and 1875 and in Rumeli in 1872 and 1873-all severely
reducing tax collections. The amount of the budget devoted to the bonded debt,
therefore, increased from 313.1 million kurus, (18.8 percent budgeted revenues) in
1862-1863 to 570.75 million kurus, (33 percent) in 1869-1870 and to 1.089 billion
in 1874-1875, the latter figure being 43.9 percent of all revenues. Continuation of
these conditions, combined with the loss of several provinces during the wars of
1875-1877, led to a budget deficit in the financial year 1877-1878 of 974.5 million
kuru§, almost 50 percent above the budget revenues, while an additional extraordinary budget of 2.59 billion kurus,, used to support the Ottoman armed forces
and to feed and house the millions of Turkish refugees driven into the empire by
its enemies, forced the government to suspend temporarily all payments on the
external debt, a sum that in the same budget had reached the astronomical figure of
1.7 billion kuru§, only slightly less than the anticipated total state revenues for
the whole year !124
Of course, all the figures quoted were only anticipated revenues and expected
expenditures. When revenues did not live up to expectations, the representatives
of the powers made very certain that what money there was went to pay the foreign
bondholders. Only what was left was given to the civil servants and army, whose
salaries were in as much of a state of arrears as were all the various tax revenues
of the state. A faulty system of tax collection, the inability to meet budgeted
estimates, and a huge and pressing burden of indebtedness to foreign bondholders,
as well as the Ottomans' own financial mismanagement, made foreign fiscal intervention seem inevitable.
Foreign Policy Shifts
The assumption of increased power by the palace after 1871 also led to major
changes in Ottoman foreign policy. Ali and Fuat had supported British and French
policy and had been helped by their ambassadors in Istanbul in return. Mahmut
Nedim, therefore, backed by Abdulaziz, sought to base the new regime on friendship with Russia, which had gained a major diplomatic victory in 1871 by forcing
the powers to restore its military position in the Black Sea. Principal agent of
Russian policy in the empire was Count Nicholas Ignatiev, ambassador to the Porte
from 1864 to 1877. Ignatiev long was involved in promoting Pan-Slavic sentiments
among the Porte's remaining Slavic subjects; but he now achieved such an ascendancy and influence over Mahmut Nedim that the grand vezir came to be called
"Nedimov" in the streets of the capital while the latter in turn gained the appellation "Sultan Ignatiev."125
Internal Discontent
The Tanzimat seemed to founder, the Russians were in ascendancy, the financial
crisis had left thousands of civil servants without salaries and thousands more
shopkeepers without customers, the countryside suftered from drought and famine,
and the Balkan subjects were being stirred up by outside agents. With the sultan
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seemingly doing nothing to remedy the situation, internal opposition to the regime
developed, and ideas on a constitution, Parliament, Ottomanism, and the like, promoted by Midhat and his friends, were discussed in the newspapers and journals.
The liberal upsurge was highlighted by a new play written by Namik Kemal,
Fatherland or Silistria (Vatan yahut Silistre), produced early in 1873. It opened
on April 1 to cheering throngs, with a new emphasis on Ottoman patriotism and
the need to work together to save the empire from its enemies. For the first time,
people reacted by speaking of the possibility of putting Prince Murat on the
throne, leading the authorities to arrest the author and many of his friends and
exile them to Cyprus and elsewhere, while closing the play and newspapers that
supported the liberal ideas. The exiles, however, continued to propound their ideas
and publish their works in one way or another, evading what was a fairly inefficient and vastly overworked censorship department. Namik Kemal and his
friends remained in exile until Abdulaziz was dethroned, but their work remained
influential.
A different kind of opposition came from the conservatives, led by the ulema.
As a result of the financial, judicial, and educational reforms introduced since the
Crimean War, they lacked the power to threaten the secularist policies of the
Tanzimat, but they did continue to exist, and the conditions after 1871 enabled
them to build mass support for the idea that it was the secularization imposed by
the Tanzimat, the influence of foreigners, the intrusions of the foreign representatives, the resulting "equality" given to non-Muslims, and the agitation of the
latter for increased privileges and even independence that had caused the empire's
difficult situation. These feelings, shared in part by many Young Ottomans, generated a new wave of Muslim revivalism. Influential in the revival was Cemalddin
al-Afgani, who because of his prestige in Islamic religious circles was brought to
Istanbul by Ali and put on the Council of Education created in 1870 in the hope
that he would represent religious feeling without actually stirring up and leading
the Ottoman ulema. Soon after, he began a series of public lectures at the newly
opened university and at the mosques of Aya Sofya and Sultan Ahmet. But Ali
really did not know what he was getting into. Al-Afgani's ideas of reviving Islam,
using the artifacts of the West to combat the West and uniting the Muslims of
the world against the West and its supporters, stimulated such public support for
the ulema that Ali asked him to leave, causing him to enter the service of Khedive
Ismail in Egypt (1871), where he remained until called back to Istanbul two
decades later by Abdulhamit II.
The appeals of al-Afgani struck a particularly vibrant chord in Istanbul because
the plight of the Turks of Central Asia in the face of Russia's implacable advance
had already stirred public sympathy. A revolt of the Chinese Muslims in Yunnan
province in the 1860s, Yakup Bey's establishment of a Muslim state in Turkistan,
stories of massacre and suffering inflicted on the Turkish inhabitants of Tasjcent,
Samarcand, Buhara, and Hiva as they were conquered by the Russians, and the
masses of refugees entering the empire as a result of these and other Christian
conquests of Muslim territories had turned the attention of the masses to the plight
of Turks and Muslims outside the empire. Ali Suavi and others now began to
advocate a Turkish national movement, the political and cultural union of all the
Turks of the world under Ottoman leadership. This feeling also coalesced with
the urgings for union with other Muslims, which had been stimulated by al-Afgani,
with the newspaper Basiret taking the lead in popularizing the new ideas.
These feelings and movements were taken up and used by the opponents of the
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Tanzimat. Some began to emphasize the role of Abdulaziz as caliph of all the
Muslims. Others began to think of coalescing the Muslims of British India and
Russian Central Asia into a gigantic world movement under Ottoman leadership.
These ideas were later taken up and used by Abdulhamit II. The foreign representatives in Istanbul were still strong enough to get the government to suppress
them, particularly when the supporters of Pan-Islamism combined their fervor with
strong criticism of the reforms. One identifiable aspect of the movement was hostility to foreigners in the empire, including efforts to remove foreign instructors
from the schools. The Galata Saray Lycee was partly Turkified. Restrictions were
imposed on the activities of the foreign missionaries, many of whom in the course
of their proselytizing expressed a hatred of Muslims and of Islam that contributed
greatly to the development of hostility among the millets in Ottoman society. In
1874 the government prohibited the sale of the Christian scriptures in Ottoman
Turkish and put into law the longstanding unofficial restrictions against the conversion of Muslims to Christianity. The Ministry of Education began to restrict
foreign schools, particularly those aspects of their curriculums that emphasized
Christian superiority and anti-Muslim hatred. For the first time since Selim III
foreigners were attacked in the streets. Many Ottomans began to wear more traditional clothing, or at least modified forms of the Western garments worn since the
Crimean War. And strong agitation rose to end the Capitulations and the privileged
position given not only to foreigners but also to the urban Christian minorities
who had attached themselves to their foreign counterparts, strengthening each
others' scorn of all things Muslim. These feelings were reinforced by what happened in the Balkans as the Tanzimat lost momentum.
Crisis in Bosnia-Herzegovina
The spark that set off both a domestic and diplomatic crisis came first from
Bosnia and Herzegovina, where continued foreign agitation led the Christian
peasants into uprisings against the large landowners. Ignatiev's agents were attempting to raise the Slavic Christians not only against the Porte but also against
Austria-Hungary. Supporting them were the Hungarian elements in the dual
monarchy, led by Prime Minister Count Julius Andrassy. They urged Russian
annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina to prevent Austria from taking over an area
that would increase the Slavic population in the empire and thwart Hungarian
ambitions. But the emperor himself listened to complaints from Bosnian Slavs and
was sympathetic to adding territory to his dominion despite the Hungarian objections.
The revolt began in several small villages in Herzegovina, where the tax farmers
had been demanding full payment of the cultivation and sheep taxes despite a bad
harvest in 1874. Peasant attacks on the tax collectors led to intervention by the
provincial garrisons, with Muslim deaths being ignored as usual while the deaths
of many Christian rebels were trumpeted as massacres. Many of the rebels were
able to secure arms and ammunition from Montenegro, which they used to raid
roads, capture bridges, and attack and massacre Muslim villages (starting July 24,
1877), leading to bloody replies in kind, and the crisis soon escalated. Grand
Vezir Ethem Pa§a sent negotiators to talk with the rebels, promising to solve all
their problems if only they laid down their arms, but the rebels felt they could get
better terms by appealing directly to the foreign consuls in the area, complaining
in particular of high taxes, forced labor, and the continued feudal attitudes of the
great landowners. Within a short time the revolt spread to all parts of Bosnia and
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Herzegovina. Arms came mainly from Habsburg territory in Hungary and
Dalmatia, since the Russian leaders were too divided on what should be done.
Prime Minister Gorchakov opposed Ignatiev's efforts in the fear that they would
only upset the European balance and lead to new troubles, while the Pan-Slavs in
Russia and certain military elements strongly supported the ambassador. France,
still seeking to restore its influence in Europe by supporting national uprisings,
began to organize a general European conference to force a settlement that would
favor the rebels, and this proposal was accepted in mid-August.
In the meantime, Esat Pa§a had been replaced as grand vezir by Nedim, who
brought in Hiiseyin Avni as minister of war and Midhat Pa§a as minister of justice
in the hope that a combination of force and reform would end the trouble before
it led to international complications (August 26, 1875). To meet the emergency,
interest payments on foreign bonds were reduced. The British and French ambassadors agreed to this only on condition that their own bondholders be exempted.
When the grand vezir went ahead and cut the interest rates on all bonds to 5.5 percent, the foreign bondholders reacted strongly, adding to the general disfavor in
which the Porte was held in Europe as a result of the massacre stories spread
earlier in the year. The League of the Three Emperors attempted to prevent a war
with the Ottomans by holding a new conference in Berlin and agreeing on the
Andrassy Note to the Porte (December 30, 1875), which demanded that the Ottomans abolish tax farming in Bosnia and Herzegovina, provide religious freedom
( !), and help the peasants buy their own lands from the lords to reduce the tension
that had led to the crisis. The sultan would establish mixed administrative councils
in both provinces, including Muslims and Christians, to supervise execution of
these reforms. Taxes would be lowered, and the foreign consuls would make sure
that the promises would be carried out. With Nedim under Ignatiev's influence, the
Porte accepted the proposals (February 13, 1876) even though they involved direct
foreign intervention in Ottoman administration. In protest, Midhat Pa§a resigned
as minister of justice, and was replaced, ominously enough for him as we shall see,
by Ahmet Cevdet Pa§a.
The Porte was willing to accept the proposed reforms because they were no
more than those of the Tanzimat, with only the foreign intervention added. But
enforcing them in Bosnia against the hostility of the large landowners and the
unwillingness of the rebels to put down their arms unless they received far stronger
guarantees from the powers was more than the Porte could handle. Ignatiev in fact
undercut the Berlin settlement by sending his agents to the rebel areas and encouraging them to fight on to gain greater concessions. The Ottoman government
at first hoped that its acceptance would end the rebellion and that Russia and
Austria would also cease their aid to the rebels. Thus it pardoned all those who
laid down their arms and returned to their homes, promising them tax exemptions
for two years and free lumber to help repair their homes. But when the rebellion
continued, the Porte responded with force, sending Ahmet Muhtar Pa§a, later to
become one of the greatest Ottoman military heroes of the last quarter of the
century, who sealed off the borders of the provinces and used force to restore
order. Thousands of Christians from the affected provinces began to flood across
the border into Serbia, Montenegro, and Austria. In the first two, mass Slavic
feelings reacted with demands for open intervention, which were not taken up
only because their rulers realized they still lacked sufficient military strength to
attack the Ottomans. But their demands for assistance from Russia and Austria
invoked the danger of a general war involving half of Europe.
In the face of this crisis the foreign ministers of the League of Three Emperors
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again met at Berlin (May 13, 1876) and drew up a new reform memorandum
elaborating on the earlier Andrassy proposals. There would be an armistice of
two months to allow a general cooling off of emotions in the states involved, followed by negotiations between the Porte and the rebels. A more specific reform
program was set down, in many cases incorporating what the Porte had already
proposed, financial assistance to resettle rebels and refugees and tax and administrative reforms. But the rebels were to be left in possession of their arms, and the
foreign consuls were to supervise the implementation of the reforms. The agreement also included stipulations that if the reforms failed and the Ottoman Empire
broke up, Austria would take part of Bosnia while Russia would be compensated
with southern Bessarabia, and the powers might use force to compel Ottoman
acceptance of the demands. France and Italy subsequently supported the agreement. In England, however, Benjamin Disraeli (elected in February 1874) had
just purchased the khedive's share of the Suez Company bonds and he refused to
join, not so much because of the threat of foreign intervention in Ottoman affairs,
but rather because Britain had not been involved in preparing the note.

The Bulgarian Crisis
Just as the Berlin proposals were sent to Istanbul, the crisis was intensified by a
new uprising in Bulgaria, where the situation was complicated by the unhappiness
of the Orthodox subjects with the Greek Phanariote control of the Bulgarian
Orthodox Church since the eighteenth century. The situation of the Bulgarian peasants, Christian and Muslim alike, was no better or worse than that of subjects
elsewhere in the empire during the long centuries of decline. As with the Turkish
Celalis in Anatolia, the Bulgars had responded with their own bandits, called
hayduts locally, who had been joined by thousands of discontented rayas as well as
Muslim and Christian soldiers deserting from the Ottoman army. Though the
powerful notables of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries had been
eliminated late in Mahmut IPs reign, the bandits continued to raid town and
country alike from strongholds in the Rhodope and Balkan mountains. The early
Tanzimat-reformers divided Bulgaria into the eyalets of Ni§ (including Sofia),
Vidin, and Silistria, with representative provincial and district councils advising
the governors and their subordinates. Here as elsewhere in the Balkans, however,
the great landowners, called agas when Muslim and gospodars when Christian,
managed to build great estates and continue to misrule the peasants, Muslim and
Christian alike. The resulting discontent was frequently fanned into rebellions by
agents from Serbia and Wallachia, the worst of which took place in the northwest
(1835), at Ni§ (1841), Ibrail (1841-1842) and Vidin (1850). The Greek Revolution had caused the Ottomans to suspect the loyalty of the Greeks who remained
in the empire, enabling Armenians and many Bulgarians to replace the Phanariotes
in the mercantile life of the province. Bulgaria grew prosperous by providing
grain, honey, and cattle to all parts of the empire as well as supplying textiles for
the new armies being built during the Tanzimat. In addition, unlike in Bosnia and
Rumania, the landlords here were much more willing to sell land to the peasants,
giving rise to a substantial native landholding class that benefited greatly from the
new prosperity.
Prosperity, however, does not necessarily breed contentment, and in this case
the new wealth soon stimulated movements demanding not only freedom from the
Greek church but also national independence. Secret Slavic schools were developed
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outside the Greek-controlled millet schools to stimulate a national uprising. Trade
schools established by merchants offered subjects such as history, geography, and
mathematics, exposing young men to European political thought as well. National
liberation movements followed. Stimulated by the achievement of religious autonomy in Serbia and the Principalities (1845), the first step was a demand for independence from the Greek church. The patriarch's opposition was supported by
Russia, which hoped to use him as an instrument for its own influence at the Porte
and therefore did not want him weakened in any way. He continued to refuse the
Bulgar demands for Slavic priests and bishops but consented to the printing of
religious books and secular works in their own language. Insisting on holding
services in Bulgarian, the Bulgars finally took over the Orthodox church in the
province, drove out the Greek priests, and appointed native priests in their place.
The Porte had long supported the patriarch to keep the millet in order, but it now
gave in to the Bulgars to keep them from joining the Bosnian rebels and issued a
decree that recognized a separate Bulgarian Exarchate (1864), with jurisdiction
also over those areas of Macedonia in which at least two-thirds of the population
voted to join. Thus, Greece, Serbia, and Bulgaria began the territorial contest
there that was to go on a half-century.
Through the monumental work of Midhat Pa§a, a* first in the province of Nis.
(1861-1863), and then in the Danube province, the Ottomans tried to stem the call
of Slavic nationalism in Bulgaria. Midhat attempted to find out and remedy the
reasons for the discontent and banditry and to establish security for Muslims and
Christians alike. He built roads and bridges, created a new provincial gendarmerie,
pardoned back taxes, and prevented immigrants from Serbia and Wallachia from
entering to stir up trouble. He made Bulgaria into a model province, building its
economy and also including Bulgarians in the advisory councils at all levels. He
organized agricultural banks to rescue the peasants from the moneylenders, established steamship lines on the Danube and a postal system, and developed secular
schools on all levels, including special schools for orphans and the poor.
It was a remarkable achievement, but far too late. Efficient tax collection only
led to new discontent despite the prosperity that resulted from Midhat's work. The
Bulgarian Exarchate further stimulated the movement for political as well as
religious autonomy, despite the fact that as many as one-third of the Bulgars were
Muslims, including the native Slavic Pomaks who had accepted Islam in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and lived mainly in the Rhodopes. Adding to the
traditional sources of discontent at this time were the thousands of Crimean Tatar
and Circassian refugees settled in Bulgaria by the Ottoman government and who,
bitter at the Russians who had driven them from their homes, found the Slavic
Bulgars convenient foils for their anger. Russia, which had forced the immigration
of the Tatars and Circassians in the first place, now took the lead in criticizing the
Ottoman government for failing to control them. The Ottomans did what they
could, but financial problems prevented the large increases needed in the provincial
garrisons and gendarmeries, forcing them to turn to provincial volunteers, the
ba$tbozuks, many of whom were Dobruca tribesmen as well as new immigrants
from the Crimea. Little mercy could be expected from them, and the Ottoman
government found it very difficult to control the manner in which they treated the
rebellious Bulgars.
Despite Midhat's reforms and the general prosperity thereupon, there was continued Bulgarian opposition to the Porte. Most of the native Slavic agitators were
sons of well-to-do Bulgars, young men who had been educated in the new Tanzimat
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schools as well as those of the missionaries. As Midhat suppressed all efforts at
revolt, the Bulgarian nationalists fled to Serbia and the Principalities, where they
planned their uprising, though often differing on questions such as whether to
demand autonomy or independence, what kind of foreign help they should get, and
what kind of constitution the new Bulgarian state should have. A series of Bulgarian revolutionary committees was organized to stimulate and lead a mass
Bulgarian uprising against the Ottomans, and they waited for the opportune
moment. In 1870 the different nationalist groups joined in the new Bulgarian
Revolutionary Central Committee and agreed that violence and revolution rather
than negotiation should be used to gain independence.
The new group was based mainly in Serbia. It developed very slowly, since it
could find very few supporters in Bulgaria other than the Russian consuls in
Rusc.uk and Filibe and a few intellectuals. An attempt finally was made to begin an
incipient uprising in the Balkan Mountains near Filibe and Pazarcik (May 2,
1876). Ignatiev played a double game, stimulating Nedim to suppress the rebels
harshly on one hand and to appoint incompetents to handle military and political affairs on the other, thus instigating further revolts that the Ottomans could not suppress. The revolts now spread, leading to the massacre of hundreds of Muslims and
the seizure of the main Ottoman forts in the Balkan passes nearby. With the local
garrison at- Filibe far too small to do anything, the governor had to resort to employing volunteer basibozuk militias, which joined what regular troops there were
to defend the Muslim villages and put down the revolt (May 11-June 9, 1876).
Some massacre and countermassacre between Muslim and Christian villages followed, with Ottoman regular forces striving to restore order and security for all.
But now the forces of European propaganda went to work. While no more than
4,000 Bulgarian Christians had been killed (and considerably more Muslims), the
British press trumpeted the charge of "Bulgarian horrors," claiming that thousands
of defenseless Christian villagers had been slaughtered by fanatical Muslims.
American missionaries estimated that as many as 15,000 Christians had been
killed, and the Bulgars leaped ahead to estimates of from 30,000 to 100,000! William
Gladstone successfully defeated Disraeli by repudiating the latter's Turkophile policies of the previous two decades, accusing the Muslims in Bulgaria and Bosnia of
all kinds of atrocities while ignoring the fact that Muslims also had been slaughtered and that the Ottoman troops were acting to restore order. Public opinion in
England was so stirred that it was impossible for Disraeli or anyone else to propose British intervention to save the Ottoman Empire if the Russians now intervened. Adding more fuel to the fire was an incident in Salonica on May 6 when a
Bulgarian Christian girl who had converted to Islam was seized by a group of
Greeks at the railway station, who tore off her veil and clothes. A Muslim mob
came into the streets to avenge the insult. In the melee both the French and German
consuls were killed, and while the murderers were immediately hanged, this not only
failed to end the din in the European press but also led to new problems in Istanbul.

Revolt of the Sof tas
All the news that had been coming to Istanbul,1 of the massacres of helpless Muslim
villagers in Bosnia and Bulgaria, of the distortion of events in a European press
seemingly thirsty for Muslim blood, and of the diplomatic interventions in favor of
the Balkan rebels stirred Muslim passions throughout the empire. Though the
Istanbul press was placed under strong censorship, rumors spread that Nedim was
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planning to bring in Russian troops to keep order. Shopkeepers began to sell
weapons to anyone who could pay. Europeans and Christians feared Muslim reprisals, closing their shops and even sending their families on extended vacations
to Europe. Ignatiev fortified the Russian embassy. Midhat Pa§a, now out of the
government, and Huseyin Avni, former serasker, were the heroes of the moment,
not only among the liberals but also the ulema and religious students who turned
to them to save the empire and their brethren in the Balkans from the Russians.
On May 8, 1876, the students of the religious schools (softas) left their classes
and joined popular meetings at the main mosques and public squares of Istanbul,
denouncing the government for cowardice in the face of large-scale massacres of
Muslims and European intervention. Abdulaziz at first tried to appease the demonstrators, replacing the seyhulislam with a reform partisan, Hafiz Hayrullah Efendi,
but the students were merely encouraged to demand the dismissal of Nedim as well,
and this was done on May 12. The sultan still tried to control the situation by
appointing his own man, Miitercim Ru§tu Pa§a, as grand vezir, with Midhat as
minister without portfolio and Huseyin Avni as minister of war. To get popular
support the new ministry rejected a recent financial arrangement negotiated with
foreign bankers to settle the debt by issuing new low-interest bonds on the grounds
that the issuance of new bonds, whatever the interest, would only give profits to the
latter, who secured commissions from each bond brought in and sold. The financial
crisis remained unresolved, therefore, further disturbing the Porte's relations with
the powers at this crucial moment.
The Deposition of Abdulaziz
Abdulaziz's continued desire to hold the reigns of power brought him into conflict
with the new ministry. Huseyin Avni seems to have taken the lead in advocating
his deposition in favor of Prince Murat. Midhat, while not opposing the idea, seems
also to have tried to persuade the sultan to agree to a constitution to avoid such an
eventuality. As head of the army, Huseyin Avni expected to take the lead in any
coup and thus emerge as the leading figure of the new regime, and he secured the
help of Suleyman Pa§a, head of the Harbiye Military Academy and a strong supporter of a constitution and reform. Fear of disclosure led to execution of the plans
earlier than planned. Early on the morning of May 30, the Dolmabahqe Palace was
surrounded by two battalions commanded by Suleyman Pa§a as well as several
naval ships off shore. At first Murat refused to leave his apartments, fearing that he
was being lured to his own assassination, but he finally agreed to go to the ministry
of war and take the throne after receiving written word that the grand vezir
awaited him. Murat's agitation continued even when after his accession Abdulaziz
was sent off to the Topkapi Palace.
Murat's First Days
Despite his initial nervousness, Murat V at first seemed to live up to the promise of
his youth as an intelligent and a forward-looking man. The vast store of valuables
found in the Yildiz Palace was turned over to the treasury, balancing the state
budget for that year at least. While no public pronouncement regarding a constitution was made, Murat as well as Mehmet Ru§tii, still grand vezir, seemed to
presage its adoption by mentioning the "will of the people" in speeches referring
to the new regime. That Murat was sincerely interested in reform seemed indicated
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by his initial decree, which ordered major changes in the organization of the
Council of State as well as several ministries and also voluntarily ended all
treasury contributions to his personal purse, a sum of some 30 million kurus, per
year. The §eriat was to be protected, but all subjects were to be free and equal as
Ottomans, without distinction as to religion or race, to work together for fatherland, state, and nation. But all was not well with Murat. The events of his accession
seemed to have upset him more than appeared at first. Midhat subsequently pointed
out that he remained in the palace for two nights after Murat's accession because
the new sultan did not wish to be left alone. Adding to the pressure on him was a
split among the coalition of ministers who had put him on the throne, with Midhat
now producing the draft of a constitution that would provide for an elected Parliament and ministerial responsibility while the grand vezir and Hiiseyin Avni pleaded
with the sultan to reject the idea for the moment.
In the meantime, Abdulaziz lived on, in good health, with Murat reacting to his
ministers' disputes with the fear that the old sultan's supporters might put him
back on the throne. Murat's exchange of correspondence with his predecessor only
strengthened these fears and led him to transfer Abdulaziz to the Feriye Palace,
located in a section of the harem at the Ciragan Palace (June 1, 1876), where he
would be close enough to Dolmabahge to be watched at all times.
But on Sunday, June 4, 1876, Abdulaziz was found dead on the floor of his
new apartment, with his veins cut and one artery slashed, apparently the victim of
suicide with a small pair of scissors that had been provided to trim his hair and
beard. The ministers accompanied grand vezir Mehmet Rii§tu to the scene, an
investigating committee of 19 eminent doctors, including several attached to the
foreign embassies, confirmed the verdict of suicide, and this seemed the end of the
matter. It was not long, however, before rumors began to circulate that Abdulaziz
had been assassinated, perhaps by Hiiseyin Avni and Midhat, to prevent his
eventual restoration to the throne. But whatever the cause of Abdulaziz's death,
the event was disastrous for Murat. Already distraught by the events that had led
to his accession, his condition grew worse.126
The Qerkes Hasan Incident
Ottoman politics soon were disturbed by another violent incident that increased the
sultan's fears and broodings. On June 15, 1876, Qerkes Hasan, brother of Abdulaziz's second wife and a member of Prince Yusuf Izzeddin's personal staff, broke
into a ministerial meeting at Midhat's house and killed both Hiiseyin Avni and
Foreign Minister Ra§it Pa§a, wounding several others as well, apparently because
of some personal affront administered to him previously by the scrasker as well as
to gain revenge for what he considered the latter's role in Abdulaziz's death. Cerkes
Hasan soon was tried, convicted, and hung (June 18, 1876), but the rumor then
spread to the conservatives that the whole incident had been arranged by Midhat
to remove the only minister strong enough to prevent him from dominating the
cabinet and securing approval for the Constitution.
Approach to Constitution
Despite the clamor that followed Hiiseyin Avni's death, Midhat pushed the cabinet
toward open support of the Constitution that was being prepared. Midhat's Young
Ottoman friends, recalled from exile, helped generate and sustain public interest in
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constitutionalism. Ziya Bey was appointed as undersecretary of education. Namik
Kemal and his colleagues began to publish freely, attacking the conservatives and
defending parliamentarianism. With the encouragement of the British ambassador,
Midhat worked not only in the cabinet but also with the ulema leaders, getting
their agreement for a representative council on the central level, more or less like
the Council of State and even including Christians, but only to control the government's financial policies and help balance the budget.127

The First Balkan Crisis
These efforts were temporarily frustrated by the international crisis, intensified by
allegations by the European press of large-scale massacres in Bulgaria. The wild
reports inflamed not only the British and the French but also the masses of Serbia,
who felt close to their Bulgarian brothers. At first Prince Milan hoped to avoid
war, but under Russian pressure he signed an alliance with Montenegro (May 26)
and then secretly declared war on the Porte (May 30), with his ally following
suit. Aside from a few border clashes, however, things remained quiet. By June 9
the grand vezir was able to inform Milan of the suppression of the Bulgarian
revolts and promise that all rights would be respected. But Milan sent an ultimatum regarding Bosnia and Herzegovina, claiming that the Ottoman suppression there had hurt Serbia's trade and economic interests as well as national
pride. He demanded that he be appointed its governor so that Serbian troops could
occupy the province and restore order, and that Herzegovina be turned over to
Montenegro at the same time! As might be expected, the Ottomans refused to
comply. On July 2 Milan proclaimed war publicly, and Nicholas followed suit the
next day on the pretext that Ottoman troops in Herzegovina had violated his
southern boundary in pursuing rebels. Thus began the first Balkan crisis. The
war declarations forced Russia and Austria to coordinate their reactions and ambitions at Reichstadt (July 8), in southern Bohemia. The agreement provided that
they would stay out of the conflict for the moment. But if the Ottomans defeated
the Serbs and Montenegrans, they would step in to assure that the sultan would
not benefit but would instead give Montenegro independence while establishing
Bosnia and Herzegovina in the manner envisaged by the earlier Berlin memorandum. The texts differed on what would happen if the Ottomans lost. The Austrian
version stated it would get Bosnia and Herzegovina in return for Russian gains in
Bessarabia and northeastern Anatolia and Serbia's acquisitions would be limited
to Novipazar and Old Serbia, while the Russian version provided parts of Bosnia
and Herzegovina for Serbia and Montenegro, with the Habsburgs getting only
Ottoman Croatia and parts of Bosnia near the Austrian border to balance the
Russian gains.
Russian public opinion was wildly enthused by the actions of Serbia and Montenegro, but since the czar was not yet willing to intervene openly, sympathy was all
the Pan-Slavs could give, though hundreds of Russian volunteers went to Serbia
and a Russian general, Chernayev, was appointed commander of the Serbian army.
But the Balkan alliance already had broken down. King Carol of the United
Principalities stayed out, not wishing to help any of his neighbors to expand,
though he tried to use the crisis to increase his influence in Istanbul, demanding
that his nation now be called Rumania and that he be allowed to station his own
commissioner in Istanbul to represent him with the Porte and the foreign ambassadors. Greece also remained neutral though it used the situation to get the Greeks
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of Crete to refuse to cooperate in the elections then being held for the administrative councils, in the hope that the Porte would be forced to grant them representation in proportion to their numbers rather than mere equality with the Muslims.
Serbia was not ready for a war, particularly against an Ottoman army that had
been built up and given modern rifles and cannon during Abdulaziz's later years.
Milan also chose to divide what forces he had, hoping to join with the Montenegrans in the conquest of Bosnia while resisting Ottoman forces entering Serbia
from Bulgaria and Macedonia. But this so reduced the forces led by Chernayev
that the Ottomans were able to destroy them in a week-long battle at Alexinatz
(August 19-24, 1876), though they did not follow up the victory because of fear
of foreign intervention. The Montenegrans had been relatively successful along the
Bosnian border against the Ottoman garrisons commanded by Ahmet Muhtar
Pa§a, but with the Serbian defeat they soon withdrew, and so the crisis eased.

The Deposition of Murat V
In Istanbul, Midhat still was working on his draft constitution, but the popular
passions against Europe required his immediate attention. The arrival of reinforcements from Egypt and Tunisia created a frenzied religious atmosphere in the
capital. Meanwhile, the temporary loss of revenues from Bosnia and Bulgariawhen combined with the cost of the new mobilization and the flood of refugees from
the rebellious provinces - made it impossible for the government to even attempt
to pay the interest on the bonds; therefore, in July Mehmet Rii§tu suspended all
debt payments, causing a tremendous reaction in European banking circles. In
desperation the grand vezir appealed to the subjects for voluntary tax payments
and loans, which in many places were in fact required regardless of ability to pay.
New paper money was printed without any real backing. It soon began to depreciate, dragging the entire Ottoman financial system down with it. With thousands of
men in the army, many crops were left unharvested in the fields, further hurting
the financial situation as well as causing famine and distress around the empire.
Strong leadership was needed to face internal and external crisis, but Murat V's
condition showed no sign of improvement. A Viennese doctor who had once
treated Queen Victoria visited Istanbul on August 10 and was invited by the
government to examine the sultan, whom he reported was depressed and nervous
but able to recover if only he abstained from drinking and tried to rest. But Murat
still was head of state. His signature was required to validate laws and decrees,
diplomatic agreements, and other major decisions. It was difficult for the government to function without him. Suggestions now were put forward that Prince
Abdulhamit take the throne, or at least accept a regency in place of Murat. There
was no Ottoman precedent for a regency, however, and Abdulhamit insisted that
he would agree to rule only after a medical examination certified that Murat was
incurable. Abdulhamit seems to have been quite ready to gain the throne. He was
an intelligent and ambitious prince, well read, conversant with liberal ideas, and
convinced that he could save the empire. To get Midhat's support he met with him
outside the palace, at a private mansion, and promised that if he was made sultan,
he would approve the Constitution, act only with the advice of his ministers, and
appoint their men as palace secretaries. Midhat accepted, since he saw in the new
arrangement the promise of a parliamentary regime.
So it was that on August 31 the cabinet decided to depose Murat. The seyhulislam
issued a fetva justifying the act on grounds of insanity, which was supported by a
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medical statement signed by several Istanbul physicians declaring that it was
unlikely that Murat could ever recover. The next day all the notables assembled
in the Imperial Council rooms of the Topkapi Palace. Murat was deposed, and all
swore loyalty to Abdulhamit II as the new sultan. Murat then went off to live in
the Ciragan Palace. His mental condition improved as soon as the cares of state
were removed, leading him to dabble somewhat in politics and engage in several
unsuccessful efforts to regain his throne until he died of natural causes on
August 29, 1904. The unstable Murat thus was succeeded by the man who was to
dominate Ottoman life for the next 33 years.
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Culmination of the Tanzimat: The Reign of
Abdulhamit II, 1876-1909

Abdulhamit II came to the throne at the youthful age of 34, having been born to
one of Abdulmecit's concubines, Tirimujgan Kadin, soon after his father's accession, on September 21, 1842. During his years as prince, he seems to have distinguished himself among his brothers by avoiding the new style European frivolity
that was entering the palace under his father's influence, avoiding extravagance to
the point of parsimony. He also spent a great deal of time outside his apartments
in the Dolmabahqe Palace at a summer house on the Bosporus above Tarabya, a
small pleasure palace at Kagithane, on the Golden Horn, at his mother's house in
Maqka, in the country outside Beyoglu, and in the palace of his sister, using the opportunity to contact Ottomans of all ranks and some foreigners, discussing with them
the problems of the empire and how they could be resolved. Particularly close to
him in these early days were an Englishman named Thompson, who owned a farm
next to his at Tarabya, and two lesser Tanzimat bureaucrats, Ibrahim Ethem Efendi
and Mehmet Esat Saffet Efendi, most famous of the nineteenth-century ministers of
education, both of whom subsequently served him for a time as grand vezirs. His
personal finances were handled by a well-known Armenian Galata banker, Hagop
Zarifi Bey, from whom he gained a knowledge of finance and economics that was
to serve him well in later times. The young prince was thus a sincere though somewhat dour and persistent young man who was determined to prepare himself as
best he could for the task of rescuing the empire.
The International Crisis
The beginnings of his reign were hardly propitious. Prince Milan responded to
the disaster at Alexinatz, which had occurred only a week before Abdulhamit's
accession, with peace proposals. However, Ignatiev's agents in Belgrade stirred
up a new war fever despite the fact that back in St. Petersburg the czar and most
of his ministers by this time had rejected the idea of spreading Russian influence
through Serbia, advocating instead a large and independent Bulgaria, which would
be created at the expense of Serbian ambitions in the south and would serve as the
keystone of Russian power in the area. The ambassadors in Istanbul advised the
Porte to be cautious and to accept Milan's overture, but the Ottoman reply, delayed
by the events of the new accession, stated that the Serbs were using Ottoman
restraint to rearm and that the powers would have to guarantee the empire against
a renewed attack before it would agree to peace. Despite the Pan-Slavic agitation,
Milan went on to offer loyalty to the new sultan, to allow Ottoman forces to occupy
four main forts in the country, at Belgrade, Bogiirdelen, Semendria, and Feth ulIslam, to disband the Serbian national militia and return the Bulgarian nationalists
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who had fled to Serbian territory, and to increase the tribute to compensate the
Porte for the damages caused by the war. Finally, Milan offered to complete the
Belgrade - Ni§ portion of the Rumeli Railroad, which would allow the Ottomans to
have direct rail communications with Europe, an ambition long frustrated by the
Serbs. The powers supported all Milan's proposals except those concerning the
limitation on his armed forces and establishment of Ottoman garrisons on his
territory. Britain wished to add provisions to force the Porte to grant autonomy to
Bosnia and Herzegovina and promise major reforms in Bulgaria, but these finally
were excluded in order not to delay resolution of the immediate crisis.
But while the Russian ambassador in Istanbul accepted the new proposals,
Chernayev, still head of the Serbian army, and the Pan-Slavs in Belgrade forced
Milan to reject them. The Serbs attacked the Ottoman positions at Alexinatz twice
(September 22/23 and September 28) and were routed, with many of the Russian
officers losing their lives. Milan mobilized every able-bodied man he could find in
Belgrade and set out for the front at the head of a ragged brigade. In Istanbul,
Ignatiev intervened, threatening a Russian attack unless the Serbs were left alone.
The ultimatum prevailed; the Ottoman army was called back from Serbia (November 3, 1876) ; and the provincial levies and militia were sent home to reduce the
tremendous financial burden.
The possibility of Russian intervention threatened a war with Austria, which
had its own ambitions in the western Balkans. Such an event would destroy the
League of the Three Emperors, which Bismarck had maintained to counter French
revanchist ambitions in Europe. To rescue the European balance of power that he
had established, Bismarck therefore proposed a division of the Ottoman Empire in
a way that would satisfy both Austria and Russia. The former would acquire
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the latter not only southern Bessarabia but also some kind
of domination over Rumania and Bulgaria. France would be compensated with
Syria and Britain with Egypt and some of the Mediterranean islands. Disraeli,
however, while limited in his ability to support Ottoman integrity because of Gladstone's "Bulgarian horrors" campaign, worked to frustrate this solution to avoid the
increase in Austrian and Russian power that it would have brought regardless of
any compensation to Britain and France. Finally, when the Ottoman push into
Serbia threatened Russian intervention and a war with Austria, Bismarck backed
down and accepted a proposal of the British for an international conference at
Istanbul to settle the matter (November 4, 1876).
The Porte disliked the idea, since it involved British insistence that it restore
the prewar boundaries of both Serbia and Montenegro and promise local autonomy
and reforms in both Bulgaria and Bosnia-Herzegovina, but British threats to allow
the Russians to attack and defeat the armies of the sultan finally forced him to go
along. Much of the actual negotiations took place among the foreign representatives
in the early weeks of December as they gathered in Istanbul for the conference.
After some discussion and argument, they agreed to leave the boundaries of Serbia
and Montenegro as they were, with only minor territorial adjustments in their
favor at the expense of Bosnia. Now virtually autonomous, Bosnia would be united
with Herzegovina in a single province and would be ruled by a governor appointed
by and responsible to the sultan but with the advice and consent of the powers.
Ignatiev now reflected the new desire of Russia to base its position in the Balkans
on the support of a large Bulgaria by advocating that it get much of southern
Serbia and lands all the way to the Aegean and the Black Sea, still under Ottoman
suzerainty, but with a Christian governor appointed by the sultan for life and with
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Russian military occupation to arrange its new administration. The British were
able to persuade the Russians to abandon the desire for a Bulgarian outlet to the
Aegean.

The Constitution of 1876
Midhat used the conference to justify the immediate promulgation of a constitution
that would establish parliamentary government. He argued that its proclamation
would dissuade the powers from intervening in Ottoman affairs under the pretext
of enforcing reforms. On the other hand, once on the throne Abdulhamit wished to
regain power for the palace, and he was in no hurry to issue such a document.
Instead ofnhe men desired by Midhat, therefore, he appointed to his personal palace
service his brother-in-law, Damat Mahmut Celaleddin Pa§a, previously minister of
trade, as chief of the palace inner service (mabeyin miisiri), with the latter's slave
Bahrem Aga as chief eunuch and two of his proteges, Ingiliz Sait (Sait the
Englishman) as his aide-de-camp, and Kuqiik Sait (Sait the Younger) as his chief
scribe, thus forming his own palace coterie, with Ahmet Cevdet and Serasker
Redif Pa§a as his principal political advisers.
Midhat Pa§a still retained his ascendancy in the cabinet, though only as president
of the Council of State. In response to his continued requests, Abdulhamit (October 7) ordered the establishment of a Constitutional Commission to work on the
drafting of the Constitution. The commission was put under Midhat's chairmanship
and had 28 members in all, including 16 bureaucrats, 10 ulema, and 2 members of
the military. The presence of men such as Cevdet meant that Midhat no longer had
the kind of dominance here that he maintained in the cabinet. Drafts came from a
number of members, including Midhat. In October, after considerable debate, it
approved the Parliament, to be composed of an elected chamber of 120 members,
both Christians and Muslims, serving three year terms, with one-third being replaced each year. The upper house, to be appointed by the Porte, would have
between 30 and 50 members. The proposal was published in the newspapers,
officially approved by the notables of the empire on October 10 and promulgated on
October 28, with the governor being ordered to prepare at once for elections. It is
highly unlikely, therefore, that the representatives of the powers who came together in Istanbul a month later were as unaware of the Ottoman reform efforts as
they later claimed to be.
Mehmet Rii§tu, still grand vezir, joined with the sultan's men in rejecting clauses
that tended to limit the powers of the sultan, so that final acceptance was delayed
while the commission had to go back to work. But the imminence of the international conference gave Midhat the lever he needed to force compromises so that
the final Constitution could be produced before the powers actually met. The final
draft was ready on December 1 and discussed vehemently the next few days.
Provisions making the major minority languages official and equal with Ottoman
Turkish were rejected on the grounds that this would make the Parliament a
veritable Tower of Babel. Abdulhamit's desire to strike out the clauses regarding
ministerial responsibility also was accepted despite Midhat's objections, thus removing the heart of the latter's original plan. Though only Midhat and Ru§tii
supported an article guaranteeing freedom of the press, it finally was accepted to
avoid a crisis in the commission just as the representatives of the powers were
assembling. On December 6 the cabinet gave final approval to the commission's
work, but promulgation was held up by the sultan, who insisted on the inclusion of
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a royal prerogative allowing him to exile anyone whom he considered dangerous
to the safety of the state. While this seemed to contravene many of the guarantees
of justice contained in other parts of the Constitution, the cabinet finally accepted it,
and article 113 was added to obtain the sultan's approval.
With the commission's work completed, Midhat was appointed grand vezir for
the second time (December 19, 1876). The Constitution, proclaimed on December 23, 1876, consisted of 119 articles divided into 12 sections but was not really
the Western-style document depicted at the time or subsequently by Western
observers, and it incorporated previous Ottoman experience and practice much
more than appeared on the surface. It provided for separation of powers much more
in form than fact, and the institutional changes reflected evolution rather than a
radical departure from past practice. (The sources for the Constitution are discussed on page 454.)

The Sultanate
Not even the most liberal ntember of the commission suggested the establishment of
a republic or any basic diminution in the sovereign rights of the sultan. Thus
Ottoman sovereignty was declared to include the supreme caliphate of Islam, and
it continued to be vested in the eldest member of the dynasty of Osman (articles
3 and 4 ) . The person of the sultan was sacred, and he was responsible to no one for
his acts (article 5), thus leaving the entire Constitution dependent on his continued
good will. He had the sole right to appoint and dismiss ministers, thus making them
responsible to him rather than the Parliament, to coin money and have his name
mentioned in the Friday prayers, to conclude treaties and declare war and peace,
command the armed forces, promulgate all secular laws, supervise the enforcement
of the §eriat, commute judicial penalties, convoke and dissolve the Parliament,
and make arrangements for the election of deputies (article 7). The sultan not only
promulgated parliamentary decisions to make them into law but also could continue
to enact any decree without its approval, though this had rarely been done during
the previous half-century. He could declare a state of siege and temporarily suspend
all the guarantees of the Constitution whenever he considered it necessary and
banish anyone whom he felt dangerous to himself and the state (article 113). For
all practical purposes, then, Abdulhamit II remained as powerful as his predecessors, with Midhat Pa§a himself soon to be the first victim once the international
danger had passed.

The Executive
Midhat originally wanted to restore the title prime minister in place of grand
vezir as part of the process establishing ministerial responsibility to the Parliament.
But the final draft of the Constitution not only retained the latter title but also
deprived the holder of the office of effective power by allowing the sultan to appoint,
dismiss, and thus control individual ministers. The grand vezir could call and
preside over meetings of the Council of Ministers (article 28) and care for matters
not falling within the competence of individual departments (article 29), but without any real power over the ministers he remained even less than first among
equals. Each minister was responsible for the acts of his department, but demands
for trial, requiring a two-thirds majority vote of the Assembly, had to be sanctioned
by the sultan before a trial could occur (article 31). The cabinet could initiate
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legislation, including proposals to modify existing laws. If the Assembly rejected an
important proposed law, the sultan could dissolve the Parliament and order a reelection within a limited period (article 35). In addition, in cases of "urgent necessity, if the General Assembly is not sitting, the Minister may issue orders with a
view to preserving the State against danger and protecting the public security,"
though such laws did have to be submitted subsequently to the Parliament as soon
as it met (article 36). Every minister could attend sessions of both houses or be
represented by a subordinate, and he also could speak before them whenever he
wished (article 37). If the Assembly summoned him for explanations, he had to
appear personally or send a representative, but he also could "reserve his defense"
if he wished, leaving the Assembly without any coercive power (article 38).
The Parliament
The Parliament itself was divided into two houses, a Chamber of Deputies (Meclis-i
Mebusan) and a Chamber of Notables (Meclis-i Aydn), which were to meet annually from November 1 to March 1 (articles 42, 43) unless the sultan acted to
"advance the time of opening or abridge or prolong the session" (article 44).
The opening ceremony was to take place in the presence of the sultan or of the
grand vezir as his representative as well as the ministers and other notables, with
an imperial speech "showing the situation of the home affairs of the Empire and
the state of foreign affairs during the course of the past year and indicating the
measures whose adoption are necessary for the following year" (article 45). All
members of the Parliament were to be free to express their opinions and vote, and
were not to be prosecuted for these "unless they have infringed the rules of their
chamber" (article 47). They were immune from arrest and suit while in office
unless their chambers chose to waive this immunity by majority vote (articles 48,
79). They could not serve in both houses or in an executive position at the same
time (articles 50, 62). Individuals wishing to petition for legislation could do so
through the appropriate ministry. Laws approved by the two houses had to be
ratified by the Council of Ministers and the grand vezir before being submitted to
the sultan (articles 52-54), and all debates had to be held in Ottoman Turkish
(article 57), with votes secret or open depending on the circumstances (article 58).
The Chamber of Notables was to be appointed directly by the sultan, with members equal in number to no more than one-third of the Chamber of Deputies (article 60). Members had to be at least 40 years old and to have performed considerable
state service. They were appointed for life but had to resign if "called by their
own desire to other offices" (article 62). The number of deputies was fixed "at the
rate of one deputy to fifty thousand males of the Ottoman nationality" (article 65),
to be selected by secret ballot according to a system to be determined by special law
(article 66). Terms were for four years, and each deputy represented the whole
nation and not only his constituency (article 71), but he did have to reside in the
district originally to become a candidate (article 72). The sultan was to pick the
council's president and two vice presidents from lists submitted to him by the members (article 77).
The Council of State (§urayi Devlet) was retained in both of its former functions, as supreme court of appeal for decisions in cases of administrative law and
as the body in charge of preparing bills for proposals initiated by ministries, the
Chamber of Notables, or the Chamber of Deputies, based on the "information and
explanations furnished by the proper departments" (article 53). Thus the Council
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of State provided experience in the drafting of laws, while Parliament served as
an avenue of popular representative input before the laws were promulgated.
Reflecting the supervisory function conceived for Parliament by supporters of constitutionalism was the real power given the Chamber of Deputies on fiscal matters.
It had the right to vote on the annual budgets, which were to be submitted by the
Council of Ministers immediately after the sessions opened each year (article 99).
The government could not collect taxes or expend funds not authorized in the
budget (articles 97, 100), and even the sultan could not override or ignore the
Parliament's decision in this area as he could do in the case of normal laws. To
assist its financial operations the Chamber of Deputies was to organize its own
Council of Accounting (Divan-t Mtihasebat), which was to audit the accounts of
all government departments and officials, and while its members were to be appointed for life by the sultan, they could be dismissed by a majority vote of the
Chamber of Deputies. These provisions gave the Parliament considerable control
over the government's operations, but this power was limited by provisions that
enabled each ministry to apply the previous year's budget if under "exceptional
circumstances" it failed to obtain the Parliament's approval for the new year before
the session was over (article 102). In addition, the Constitution also provided that,
when the Chamber of Deputies was not in session, "in urgent cases, arising from
extraordinary circumstances, the ministers may . . . create, by Imperial decree,
the necessary resources, and cause an outlay unforeseen in the budget," on condition
only that they inform the Parliament during its next session (article 101), leaving
matters more or less as they had been previously.

Individual Rights
Ottomanism was now the official policy of the empire, embodying the concept of
equality contributed by the Tanzimat and endeavoring to eliminate the separatism
of the millet system. "All subjects of the Empire are, with distinction, called
Ottomans whatever religion they profess" (article 8 ) . "All Ottomans enjoy individual liberty on condition that they do not interfere with the liberty of others
(article 9 ) . "All Ottomans are equal in the eyes of the law. They have the same
rights and duties toward the country without prejudice regarding religion" (article 17). It was asserted that admission to public offices depended only on ability
and on knowledge of the official state language (articles 18, 19). Every Ottoman
was guaranteed free pursuit of his religion on condition only that "no breach of
public order or good morals be committed" (article 11). Nevertheless, Islam
remained the official religion of the state. Taxes were to be levied in proportion to
the wealth of each taxpayer (article 20), and private property could no longer be
confiscated, except for public purposes and with adequate compensation (article 21).
The privacy of the home was declared inviolable: "Authorities may not forcibly
enter any residence, to whomsoever it belongs, except in cases determined by law"
(article 22). Other articles attempted to eliminate arbitrary treatment of subjects:
"No sum of money can be gathered as a duty or a tax, or under any other denomination except in accordance with the law" (article 25), and "the rack and torture
in any form are completely and absolutely prohibited" (article 26).
System of Justice
To enforce these rights the entire secular court system developed by the Tanzimat
was incorporated into the Constitution. Judges were to be appointed for life
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(article 81), the courts organized according to law (article 88), and no interference
was allowed (article 86). The §eriat courts were retained for Muslim religious
matters, while non-Muslims went to their own millet courts in such cases. Finally,
a new High Court (Divan-% AH) was created to hear accusations against members
of the government, both in the executive and the Parliament, with ten members
each coming from the Chamber of Notables, the Council of State, and the High
Court of Appeals. The court was to be convoked by decree of the sultan, as needed,
to judge "ministers, the president and members of the Court of Cassation, and all
others accused of the crime of lese-majeste or of attempts to destroy the safety of
the State."
Provincial Administration
Finally, under Midhat's inspiration the vilayet provincial system of 1864 was incorporated, with provincial, district, and county representative councils performing
the duty of "debating on subjects of public utility, such as the establishment of
means of communication, organization of agricultural interests, development of
trade, commerce, and agriculture, and extension of public education" as well as
lodging complaints and gaining redress for acts committed in violation of the law
(articles 109, 110).
The Subjects
The Tanzimat reforms imposed on the millets also were included, with each millet
being bound to organize its own elected lay council on the central and local levels
to care for internal affairs as well as the relations of its community with the government and the administrative councils. The municipal organizations previously
developed in Istanbul and the provinces also were to be maintained by separate
regulations (article 112), but, as an outcome of Midhat's experiences as provincial
governor, the Constitution included a provision that "the administration of the
provinces will be based on the principle of decentralization," with details to be
determined and fixed by law in the future.
In sum, therefore, the Constitution of 1876 contained, in a form understandable to the West, the provisions for human rights and basic institutions that had
been developed during the previous half-century by the Tanzimat. A Western-style
Parliament was created to assist the Council of State in the legislative process and
provide a counterbalance to the Porte. In structuring modern government out of
Ottoman experience, the members of the Constitutional Commission, sharply
watched by the new sultan, produced an instrument that was intended to carry on
the work begun by the Tanzimat.

Conclusion of the Istanbul Conference
Declaring the Constitution was, of course, timed to coincide with the official opening of the Istanbul Conference, held at the Ministry of the Navy offices at the
Imperial Dockyard on the Golden Horn. As the first session met, the delegates
were startled to hear the booming of the cannon that accompanied the proclamation.
Saffet Pa§a, the sultan's old friend and now foreign minister, immediately informed the conferees that the reforms demanded by the powers were no longer an
issue, since they had been incorporated into the Constitution. For the same reason,
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every proposal previously developed by the ambassadors was rejected. The new
territories to be taken from Bosnia for Serbia and Montenegro could not be given
up, since the Constitution declared the empire to be an integral whole. Distinctions
could not be made between Muslim and non-Muslim subjects, since the Constitution
provided for equality. Foreign supervision and control were not provided for in
the Constitution. The creation of local armed Christian militias would only disturb
the harmony the Constitution was creating. Separate religious courts for nonMuslims would destroy the secular courts enshrined by the Constitution, and so
forth.
Abdulhamit actually sent Midhat his own plan to be presented to the powers. An
international commission would be convoked to examine the complaints of the
Bulgars and make recommendations for changes, itself judging all officials found
responsible for any atrocities. The Ottoman government would promise quick fulfillment of the reforms envisaged in the Constitution, with the powers at the conference as guarantors. But Midhat in fact was more strongly opposed to foreign
involvement than was his sultan, probably as a result of his experience with them
in the Danube province; thus he treated Abdulhamit's proposals only as suggestions,
did not present them to the conference, and continued to maintain a hard line
against all its proposals.1 Faced with complete* Ottoman rejection of the compromise proposals, Lord Salisbury - far more favorable to Russia and the aspirations
of the Balkan states than were his cabinet colleagues and Disraeli - secured agreement on a modified program that proposed Bulgaria's division into two vilayets,
east and west. New courts of appeal would be organized there as well as in BosniaHerzegovina, the judges would be appointed for life in conjunction with the powers,
and the local languages would be used in the courts as well as Ottoman Turkish.
The provincial governors also would be chosen with the participation of the powers,
and in Bulgaria the choice would be limited to Christians. The tobacco and customs
taxes would go to the central treasury, but all other taxes would be left for provincial expenditures, with the tithe being replaced by a new land tax. Muslim
soldiers would remain only in the major cities and forts, while Christian and
Muslim militias would be organized to police the countryside in the areas where
their coreligionists were in the majority. All Circassian refugees would be sent to
Anatolia; a local gendarmerie would be formed under European officers; and a
force of 5000 Belgian soldiers would be sent to help in Bulgaria, with a program
instituted to transfer lands held by Muslims to Christian cultivators, all under the
supervision of mixed commissions.2
Clearly the new proposal was no more acceptable to the Porte than the old.
Salisbury threatened that if the plan was rejected, Russia would attack and Britain
would do nothing to help the Porte defend itself.8 Three days later, Midhat presented the plan and the accompanying warnings to a general assembly of notables
convened in Istanbul, explaining that the Ottomans might well have to fight alone,
but emphasizing that capitulation would mean the end of Ottoman independence.
Midhat's words seem to have caught the passions of the notables as well as the
masses in the streets. Even the millet leaders spoke strongly against the proposals
for foreign intervention, so that in the end they were rejected almost unanimously,
with Midhat then offering the powers no more than the basic Tanzimat provincial
reforms already promised.4 Midhat apparently was encouraged in this obduracy by
Sir Henry Elliot, British ambassador in Istanbul, who with Disraeli opposed
Salisbury's policies and planned to do what they could to save the Ottomans. The
sultan, apparently not informed of the latter communications, regarded Midhat's
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decision to reject the proposals without further negotiations as an unnecessary
invitation to war and began to have second thoughts about his new grand vezir.
Salisbury and the German representatives made one last effort to secure an agreement, scaling down the proposals for a Christian governor of Bulgaria and a
Belgian gendarmerie, but Midhat rejected these too, and the conference then broke
up in utter frustration (January 20, 1877).

Midhat's Dismissal
In many ways it was the failure of the conference rather than the operation of the
Constitution that inspired Abdulhamit to scheme for restoration of power to the
palace. The sultan in any case had never liked Midhat, seeing very clearly the political objectives of the Constitution and resenting the fact that credit for the
reforms was going to his grand vezir, who was lionized by Ottomans and foreigners
alike. The sultan's palace intimates, led by Mahmut Celaleddin and his wife,
Cemile Sultan (the sultan's sister), used every incident to stir the sultan against
Midhat, in particular his attachment to the Young Ottomans, attributing all their
statements to his influence. Midhat's plans to admit Christian students to the War
Academy and his repudiation of Mahmut Nedim's program of refinancing the public
debt also stirred the sultan's ire. Finally, holding Midhat responsible for the failure
of the conference, Abdulhamit decided to send him on an extended trip to Europe
(February 5, 1877) shortly after the foreign plenipotentiaries left Istanbul. Midhat,
deprived of the seal of the grand vezirate, was cited by article 113 of the Constitution and had to board the ship that was to take him to exile. The sultan's confidant
Ibrahim Ethem Pa§a, previously chairman of the Council of State, became grand
vezir. Abdulhamit himself now chaired meetings of the Council of Ministers, determining government policy on foreign affairs as well as on the suppression of
demonstrations by students of religion and, ominously enough, students in the War
Academy. The sultan soon managed to submerge further protest in the general
passions that accompanied the parliamentary elections and the new international
crisis that followed.5

Diplomatic Efforts to Avoid War
In the meantime, Midhat had been negotiating a separate peace with Serbia and
Montenegro to undermine the position of the powers at the Istanbul Conference
and to remove the bases for the Russian threats. Right after Murat's deposition
Prince Milan had accepted the Ottoman conditions, and the peace agreement was
signed on February 28, 1877, providing that Serbia return to its prewar status. It
promised not to build any additional fortifications along the Ottoman boundaries
or to support any of the terrorist bands operating within Ottoman territory. The
Ottoman flag would continue to fly over the fort of Belgrade but without any
Ottoman garrison; and in return Serbia would recognize the religious freedom of
all Muslims, Jews, Armenians, and Catholics within its territory. Efforts to secure
a similar peace with Montenegro proved fruitless, however, since the latter was
under Russian influence to continue the war in order to give the czar the pretext
he wanted for direct intervention.
The stage was being set for an attack on the Ottomans regardless of what the
Porte arranged with its recalcitrant vassals. In 1854 the threat of Austrian intervention had forced Russia to leave the Principalities. Now the czar had to get
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Vienna's cooperation if his troops were to pass through Rumania to attack the
Ottomans in the Balkans. For some time he had been trying to get the emperor to
clarify the vague Reichstadt stipulations regarding Austria's position in the event
of a Russo-Ottoman war, but the disorganized state of the Austrian armies had held
the latter back despite his inclination to cooperate against the sultan. The failure of
the Istanbul Conference, however, finally enabled the czar to secure the desired
agreement, at Budapest (January 15, 1877). Austrian benevolent neutrality was
promised in case of a Russo-Ottoman war in return for its being allowed to occupy
Bosnia and Herzegovina when it wished, with Serbia, Montenegro, and the sancak
of Novipazar remaining neutral and not to be occupied by either of the signatories.
Russia would get Bessarabia, and the allies would support each other against any
objections by the other powers. No specific provisions regarding Bulgaria were
included, though the agreement did prohibit any large state being formed in the
area. If the Ottoman Empire broke up completely, Istanbul would be a free city
rather than going to Russia or Greece, but the latter would be compensated with
Crete, Thessaly, and southern Epirus. Russia thus gained a free hand against the
Porte, while Austria secured considerable territory as well as assurance that it
rather than Russia would dominate Serbia-all in return for simple neutrality.
The Ottoman Parliament
Midhat had felt that it would be very advantageous for the Porte if the new Parliament, the most visible evidence of the Constitution, could meet in Istanbul in the
full view of the foreign representatives and press while the Istanbul Conference
still was in session. In addition to the Constitution, then, the commission also drew
up a temporary electoral law, which was announced on October 28, 1876. Because
of the need for haste the regulation provided that, for this time only, the deputies
would not be elected by the people but instead by the members of the provincial
and district councils already elected under the Tanzimat provincial regulations. The
Porte would specify the number of delegates from each province, presumably in
proportion to population, with its governor determining the ratio of Muslims to
non-Muslims. Special regulations now assured predominately Christian delegations
from Christian areas.6 The vassal provinces - Rumania, Serbia, Montenegro, Egypt,
and Tunisia-were not involved, since they had their own governmental systems.
Lebanon and Crete also refused to participate in order to preserve their own
autonomy, though the Porte assured them that participation would in no way
diminish their new powers of self-government. Elections started in November and
continued into the new year except in Bosnia and Salonica, where the governors
simply appointed whom they wished to represent the different communities. Istanbul
followed separate regulations, since it was not yet a province, with the 20 municipal
departments serving as electoral districts and each choosing two electors, one
Muslim and one non-Muslim, according to the votes cast by all residents of the
districts regardless of religion. While the Constitution required an equal ratio of
representation for all the provinces of the empire, to impress the powers with the
new privileges being given to Christians the European provinces were considerably
overrepresented, receiving one deputy for every 82,882 males, while the Anatolian
provinces had one for every 162,148 males and those in Africa one for every
505,000. The Jews were given one for every 18,750 males (4 deputies in all) ; the
Christians, one for every 107,557 males (44 deputies in all), and the Muslims, one
for every 133,367 males (71 deputies in all). The proportions were similar for the
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second assembly, which met late in 1877.7 The sultan appointed 26 members of the
Chamber of Notables, of whom 21 were Muslims.
The Parliament officially opened on March 19, 1877, with an elaborate ceremony
held in the reception hall of the Dolmabahqe Palace attended by all the ministers,
notables, and representatives as well as foreign dignitaries. Presiding was Ahmet
Vefik Pa§a, chosen president of the Parliament by the sultan regardless of the
election rules, which provided that the choice be made by and from among the
deputies. The sultan's speech, read by his secretary Kiiquk Sait, stressed the earlier
reform failures, the difficulties caused by foreign attacks, and the bonded debt. It
stated that the sultan had granted the Constitution in order to "use the system of
deliberation as a useful means to improve the administration of the country/' and
he asked the delegates' cooperation in producing the legislation the empire needed.
He promised that the government would soon submit many new law codes and regulations, emphasized the need to improve agriculture, justice, and the bureaucracy,
and stated his intention of establishing a new Civil Service School (Mekteb-i
Mulkiye) to produce administrators able and willing to administer the new laws
with efficiency and honesty.8 Meeting later in its own building, the old university
across the road from the Aya Sofya Mosque, the Parliament replied with a statement that eulogized the sultan for his having convoked it and promised it would
work to "eliminate the last traces of abuses, the heritage of the regime of despotism." It also declared strong opposition to foreign intervention and the hope
that Montenegro as well as Serbia would accept the Porte's terms.9
The two houses now set to work, the deputies in public sessions and the notables
in secret as prescribed in the Constitution. In general, the former turned out to
be mostly members of the councils that had elected them, thus representing the new
ruling and middle classes produced by the Tanzimat in the provinces, while the
latter consisted mainly of bureaucrats who had served for many years in the departments and councils of the government, and a few members of the ulema. In a true
sense, then, the two houses represented the respective ruling classes of the provinces
and the capital rather than the sultan or the general public. With so many deputies
representing the different peoples and religions of the empire, all speaking the
common Turkish of the people rather than the flowery official language used in the
capital, they soon developed a feeling of brotherhood and devotion to the Constitution. A truly Ottoman institution, in the sense the term "Ottoman" was used in
the Constitution, had thus come into being.
The Russo-Turkish War, 1877-1878
The Ottoman transition to a constitutional regime was no deterrent to Russian
ambitions, but the czar had to consider the state of his own military. His army, preparing to march southward through the Principalities, was equal to that of the
sultan in numbers while inferior in equipment due to Abdulaziz's lavish purchases
late in his reign. Despite this, however, the Russians were convinced - correctly as
events were to prove - that they still would win because of superiority of command.
The Ottoman officer corps still had not been fully developed, and it was divided by
the same kind of political rivalries that had hindered the work of the Men of the
Tanzimat. Thus while Russia obtained Rumanian permission for transit of the
czar's army through its territory (April 16, 1877), it spurned the offer of troops as,
indeed, it declined similar assistance offered by Greece, Serbia, and Montenegro.
The Russian ambassador informed the Porte that his government had declared war
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(April 24) and immediately left the capital. Abdulhamit asked for the help of the
signatories of the Peace of Paris, but this was of little use. Disraeli - still hindered
by Gladstone's political forays against "the terrible Turk" - attempted to nullify the
czar's agreement with the emperor by concluding an Anglo-Austrian alliance to
limit any Russian gains that might result; but Andrassy was willing to act openly
only if the Russians violated the Budapest Convention. Disraeli, therefore, was
unable to gain cabinet support for England to intervene and had to leave the Ottomans to fight alone.
The principal aim of the Russian campaign was to cross the Balkan Mountains
and approach Istanbul and the Straits as rapidly as possible in the west while also
moving into northeastern Anatolia and taking Kars, Ardahan, and Erzurum to
force the Porte to accept the proposals it had rejected at the Istanbul Conference.
Once the czar was in position to control the Black Sea and push across Anatolia to
Alexandretta, he would gain free access to the Mediterranean. The Slavic states of
the Balkans would also be severed from Ottoman control and left under strong
Russian influence, and the czar's position in the European alignment of states would
thus be strengthened. In defense the main Ottoman line was established at the
Danube, with the area between Varna and Vidin heavily fortified and major reinforcements gathered at Silistria, Rus^uk, Nicopolis, and Vidin. The Balkan Mountains formed the second line of defense from bases at Varna, §umla, and Sofia. The
Dardanelles were fortified in case the Russian Baltic fleet was again sent into the
Mediterranean, and in the east the garrisons at Kars and Erzurum were heavily
manned. Since Russia had no time to rebuild its Black Sea fleet, the Ottomans had
no fear from this direction but instead planned to send only light ships to the
Danube to help supply their defense forces there.
The Russians moved in the west in June 1877 with a twin attack across the
Danube, one force moving into the Dobruca and the other passing between Rusquk
and Nicopolis and taking Sistova with the help of its mainly Bulgarian population,
slaughtering most of the Muslims (June 27). It then went on to take Tirnovo
(July 1) to breach the Balkan passes and move onto Sofia and Edirne. The Ottomans' second line of defense thus was broken quickly. The Russian moves into
northern Bulgaria were accompanied by large-scale massacres of Turkish peasants
to make certain that they would not disrupt troop and supply movements. Nicopolis
held out valiantly until it fell under a series of enemy assaults (July 16), with a
heavy loss of men and equipment. Istanbul was shocked by the series of disasters.
Abdulhamit replaced all the principal commanders who survived, appointing
Suleyman Pa§a, former commander of the Military Academy and now leading the
troops in Montenegro, to take over the defense of the Balkan passes. To gain the
necessary popular support Abdulhamit declared himself the gazi, fighter for the
faith against the infidel, getting the ulema to declare the conflict a Holy War.
Taking the standard of the Prophet from its storage place in the Topkapi Palace,
he soon excited popular passions sufficiently not only to secure the needed men but
also to raise money through personal contributions to help finance the tremendous
war costs, beginning the kind of appeal that was to be heard again and again during
the subsequent half-century of Ottoman existence.
Suleyman Pa§a brought his men by sea to Dedeagac, (Alexandroupolis), quickly
marched overland into northern Bulgaria, and drove the advanced Russian forces
back through the §ipka Pass, which he took over and fortified. The right wing of
the Russian advance had followed the victory at Sistova with the capture of Vidin,
but it was held back at Plevna by a strong defense commanded by Osman Pa§a,
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who was reinforced with volunteers sent from Istanbul. The Russians thus were
stymied in the west, the expected quick push to Istanbul being denied them by the
Ottoman resistance at §ipka and Plevna.
The eastern campaigns followed a similar pattern. At first the Ottomans were
hindered by the need to divide their defense forces among all the forts that the
Russians might possibly attack between the Black Sea and Lake Van. They could
provide little resistance, therefore, when the Russians attacked and took the main
forts, one after the other, first Ardahan (May 18, 1877) and then Dogu Bayezit
(June 20). The Ottomans suffered heavy losses of men and rifles. The Russians
used the latter, as in Bulgaria, to arm the local Christians and stimulate massacres
of the Muslim villagers to thwart local resistance. Kars now became the center of
Ottoman defenses, with the remaining troops in the area being pulled together
under the command of Ahmet Muhtar Pa§a, who soon brought the Russian advances to a halt.
With quick victory thus denied him, the czar had to face renewed political and
diplomatic pressures that threatened even the limited fruits of his early gains. He
had given in to the Pan-Slavic war pressures at first. But Gorchakov and others
still feared European intervention and possible revolution at home if the war went
on too long. They now advised that it be ended on the basis of the status quo ante,
with an autonomous Bulgarian state that would extend only to the Balkan Mountains, while the Austrians would be compensated with Bosnia-Herzegovina. Disraeli
(now Lord Beacons field) had more or less secured cabinet support to save the
Ottomans, but since the cabinet was unwilling to engage in war in Europe without
the alliance of at least one other Continental power, its efforts were directed more
toward sending the British fleet to keep the Russians out of Istanbul and the Straits
(June 30). The new British ambassador, Sir Henry Layard, achieved a very close
rapport with the sultan that he was to retain for much of the remainder of his
mission. Disraeli and Layard now envisioned a possible British expedition into
eastern Anatolia to drive the Russians back. Jingoistic war fever swept England
as the mob demanded war to save India as well as the Middle East from Russian
imperialism, with the Ottoman heroes of Plevna and the §ipka Pass being featured in
the popular British press. Disraeli, however, was still unable to gain the hoped-for
agreement with Austria, which insisted on some of the original Russian claims,
including occupation of the right bank of the Danube and creation of a large Slavic
state under Russian protection in return for its support to end the war.
Thus the war continued. The czar now reversed his earlier refusal of the help
offered by his Balkan friends. Serbia agreed to enter the war, though it did not
actually do so until the subsequent capture of Plevna assured it of a Russian
victory. The Greeks also were asked to divert the Ottomans by attacking in Thrace;
but by now they were quite impressed by the Ottoman army and the threat of
British intervention, and so they refused to give assistance without a Russian
guarantee that they would gain both the Epirus and Thessaly. Rumania, however,
was in no position to refuse or even stall the Russians. Its army therefore helped
the Russians in a new siege of Plevna, which continued to hold out. In appreciation of their heroic resistance to the Russians, Abdulhamit awarded the title
of gazi to its commander, Osman Pa§a, as well as to Muhtar Pa§a for his work
in the east.
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The Parliament at Work
In the meantime, the Parliament had been performing its legislative duty. A new
law revised the Provincial Regulation of 1864 after considerable debate between the
Muslim and non-Muslim deputies over the composition of the advisory councils.
The rural delegates united to restrict the powers of the administrators over the
councils and also to prevent the municipality of Istanbul from getting any more
taxes to meet its needs than the smaller towns were allowed to keep for similar
purposes. Major municipal regulations were passed, elaborating on the urban structures that had begun to emerge late in the Tanzimat.
The measure that stirred much debate was a Press Law proposed by the grand
vezir, which allowed censorship and the closing of publications that violated government regulations. In the end, however, most of these provisions were included,
with the deputies succeeding only in reducing the monetary penalties provided, and
then getting the Council of State to reconsider the entire draft to such an extent
that the bill was lost in the legislative process and never was promulgated while the
Parliament was in session. In addition to regulations for the Chambers of Deputies
and Notables,10 the Parliament also passed the basic election law for the empire,
providing one deputy for each 50,000 male inhabitants in each sancak, with indirect
elections for electors, more or less according to the system used in Istanbul in 1877.
The vote was given to all subjects of good reputation aged 25 or over who were
not convicts or bankrupts. The deputies had tried to establish a direct system of
election and to deny the vote to delinquent taxpayers, but these provisions were
removed by the notables, again demonstrating the interests of the groups who controlled each body.11 This bill also was never promulgated, since by the time it
reached the sultan, he had dissolved the Parliament.
The deputies did show independence in considering the budget, reducing the
number of civil servants and the sums proposed for their salaries before passing the
1876-1877 proposal. They did, however, accept all the heavy expenditures required
for the war, which produced a substantial deficit, and they approved increases in
income, property, and animal taxes to compensate. They also approved a compulsory
internal loan requiring property owners and civil servants alike to purchase government bonds according to their wealth and means.12 Aside from this the deputies did
not deal directly with the conduct of the war, but they did confer the title of
gazi on the sultan. On May 22 they unanimously asked that Mahmut Nedim be tried
for getting the empire into the crisis, but this was never acted on by the sultan.
There was no particular criticism of the conduct of the war in the Parliament, but
Ismail Kemal Bey, a Foreign Ministry official and close friend of Midhat, tried to
get liberal support outside Parliament for a plan to establish a war committee in
the Chamber of Deputies to organize and direct the war, something that most
certainly would not have been accepted by the sultan and that conflicted with the
Constitution on several points.13 Ismail Kemal also got 90 deputies to ask the
sultan to reinstate Midhat (May 22), but the attempt was dropped two days later
when the students of theology protested the loss of Ardahan by demanding the
resignation of Serasker Redif Pa§a, surrounding the Parliament building and
demanding the right to participate in the discussions when he was interrogated by
the Assembly (May 24). The sultan reacted by proclaiming Istanbul in a state of
siege, in accordance with his prerogatives in the Constitution, and sent the students
into exile. 14 These events, though not directly related to the Assembly's work, did
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excite suspicion in the sultan's mind, leading to his subsequent decision to dispense
with it altogether.
The first session ended finally on June 19, 1877, considerably beyond its original
deadline due to the need to pass the budget and emergency bond bills. Elections were
ordered for the second session, though since the electoral bill still had not been
passed and the November opening date of the new session was close, the Provisional Electoral Regulation again was used. The elections were carried out in
September and October, with the results about the same as before, though there
were fewer Muslim deputies from Anatolia due to problems caused by the war.15
The Parliament again was opened with a speech from the throne, but only on
December 13, 1877, and with very little ceremony or popular emotion due to the
serious news then coming in from the war fronts. The sultan expressed his regret
that his Balkan vassals had revolted without cause and praised the courage of his
army, especially that of the non-Muslims in the provincial militias. He promised
that the deputies would receive new regulations being prepared by the Council of
State on elections, judicial reform, and the code of civil procedure, and said also
that he would return to them the Press Law, the provincial regulation, and the
tax bills passed at the previous session so that they could consider the objections
that had been raised.16 But in their reply the deputies used what was to be a
formal occasion to express their discontent with the progress and handling of the
war, creating a sensation at the Porte. The grand vezir offered to resign, and in
the palace Abdulhamit finally decided that the Chamber of Deputies would have to
go.

The New Crisis
The war had, indeed, taken a turn for the worse as the long Russian sieges of the
main Ottoman defense points in both east and west finally took their toll. On
October 14, 1877, 6,500 Ottoman soldiers had to surrender at Aladag, and on
November 14 Muhtar Pa§a abandoned Kars, though he was able to withdraw most
of his men and heavy equipment in good order back to Erzurum. All of eastern
Anatolia seemed open to the enemy, with only winter providing temporary protection. In the Balkans likewise Gazi Osman Pa§a was forced to give in to the suffering of his men and to surrender the 42,000 survivors at Plevna on January 10,
1877, thus breaking open the western front. King Milan of Serbia now gained the
courage he needed to proclaim his independence (January 24) and declare war
(January 28), occupying Pirot, on the Bulgarian border, and besieging and taking
Ni§ (February 11). The defenders of the §ipka Pass were overwhelmed on January 9, 1878, costing the Ottomans another 32,000 men and 103 large cannons.
Siileyman Pa§a himself was able to escape, and he took over the defense of Sofia.
But the Ottoman forces were now too scattered. Soon it fell also, and Edirne followed (January 20), with no real resistance. At the same time, with the Ottoman
garrisons of Montenegro engaged in the east, the Montenegrans also declared war
and captured Bar (January 15) and Ulgiin (January 19).
The rapid Russian advances into Bulgaria alarmed Britain and Austria, which
now realized that the large Bulgaria envisioned by the czar could only be an instrument for Russian domination of Southeastern Europe. Franz Joseph wrote to Czar
Alexander II warning that he would oppose such a creation and demand Bosnia and
Herzegovina even if Russia took only southern Bessarabia, and he insisted that all
the powers, not only Russia, participate in the peace to be made with the Ottomans.
Britain followed with a similar warning. But the Russian troops, commanded by
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Grand Duke Nicholas, pressed ahead toward Istanbul, forcing the Porte to ask
for an armistice, which was concluded at Edirne on January 31. Before the peace
conference took place, the Ottomans gave up the remaining Bulgarian forts of
Vidin, Rusquk, and Silistria, agreed that Bosnia-Herzegovina and Bulgaria would
receive autonomy, with reforms introduced under European supervision, that
Russia would have full rights to use the Straits, and that the Porte would pay a
war indemnity. In short, this was an unconditional surrender to the victors. A
conference between the Ottomans and the Russians was arranged, at San Stefano
(Yesjlkoy), outside Istanbul, to conclude a new treaty without the intervention
of the powers.

Dismissal of the Parliament
Parliament had continued to work on the resubmitted bills and also on two new
ones regarding the reorganization of the secular courts. But the deputies' attention was diverted by the military disasters and rather than concentrating on legislation, they turned to criticizing the government, attacking the conduct of campaigns,
the incompetence of officers, and the overall management of the war effort, most
probably with some justification.17 Suggestions that Midhat be brought back
hardly endeared the deputies to the sultan. In addition, the Armenian and Greek
delegates urged their compatriots to refuse the sultan's invitation for them to serve
in the army, while groups of liberal and non-Muslim deputies began to circulate
petitions of nonconfidence in some of the ministers as well as the palace entourage.18 The last straw came on February 13 when the sultan convoked the Chamber
of Notables, including members of the Parliament, to consult with them on inviting
the British fleet to enter the Sea of Marmara to help protect Istanbul against a
possible Russian advance. After most of the deputies declared their approval, one
of them named Naci Ahmet, himself only a baker and head of his guild, declared
to the sultan: "You have asked for our opinions too late; you should have consulted
us when it was still possible to avert disaster. The Chamber declines all responsibility for a situation for which it had nothing to do."19 This was the end. The next
day Abdulhamit dissolved the Parliament, stating simply that it had done its duty
but that the current situation was "not suitable for it to properly perform its functions."20 Abdulhamit had at first also ordered the arrest of the deputies who had
most strongly criticized the government, fearing that they would undermine popular
and military morale. But at the insistence of Ahmet Vefik he modified the order,
requiring instead that they return to their homes at once. Though some of the
deputies then protested on the grounds that he had violated the Constitution, Parliament was nonetheless dissolved.21 Disappointing as this abrupt end was, in his
actions and his ruling without Parliament in the following three decades the sultan
was acting in accordance with the powers granted him by the Constitution. He
had simply used the crisis to apply the provisions that Midhat and his colleagues
had accepted in order to protect the Constitution from conservative reaction. With
Parliament gone and the Porte weakened, Abdulhamit established the bases of the
autocracy that was to dominate Ottoman government for the remaining years of his
reign.

The Treaty of San Stefano
Back in England Queen Victoria, supported by public opinion, got the cabinet
to agree to Disraeli's desire to send the fleet to Istanbul. As soon as the sultan's
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permission arrived, it passed the Dardanelles and anchored opposite the capital. It
did not, however, land troops because Disraeli had not yet reached an agreement
with Austria, though the latter had protested the terms of the Edirne armistice to
the czar. Bismarck still hesitated to do anything that would divide the League of
the Three Emperors. In the meantime, Russian troops advanced to Catalca, immediately outside Istanbul. The inhabitants of Istanbul, including Ahmet Vefik,
now grand vezir, feared Russian occupation of the capital. But in St. Petersburg the
conservatives had gotten the czar to agree that if the British did not land troops,
his men would not move to take Istanbul or the Straits. Neither side wanted to
to prolong the war. The campaigns had drained the Russian treasury, and the
czar had resorted to the issuance of new paper money, leading to inflation and
discontent. Rumania had been disillusioned by its ally's ambitions in Bessarabia.
Austria, though opposed to the Russian plans, also stayed out because of its own
precarious finances. Britain's reluctant and delayed involvement also cost it some
loss in prestige.
It was under these circumstances that the peace conference of San Stefano proceeded. From the outset the Ottomans agreed with Russia in opposing any European protest that might follow its conclusion. The treaty (March 3, 1878) was
based on the truce terms signed at Edirne a month earlier and basically fulfilled
the demands of the Pan-Slavs. Montenegro and Serbia were to be independent,
though the latter, because of its poor war performance, was to get only a few
additions along its southern border, including Ni§, the Drina valley, and part of
the sancak of Novipazar. The Porte would recognize Rumania's declaration of independence and pay it some war compensation, accept Russian annexation of
southern Bessarabia, and compensate Rumania with parts of the Dobruca. Most
important of all, Bulgaria would become autonomous, still acknowledging Ottoman suzerainty but with its own prince, soldiers, and administration. Its territories
would extend from the Danube to the Aegean, including the provinces of Monastir
and Salonica and a considerable Aegean shoreline but excluding the ports of
Dedeagac, and Salonica themselves, since their populations were mainly Muslim and
Jewish. Bulgaria thus was expanded three times and given a population of 5
million. Its prince would be chosen by the people, confirmed by the powers, and
accepted by the sultan. Russian troops and a Russian commissioner would remain
in the new Principality for two years to help it organize its government and militia,
while all the Ottoman officials and soldiers would retire. The Porte would introduce
all the reforms demanded at the Istanbul Conference for Bosnia and Herzegovina
after consulting with Austria and Russia. The new system of government introduced in Crete in 1868 would be carried out and also extended to the Epirus and
Thessaly, though these territories were still left to the Ottomans rather than being
given to Greece.
Inspired by Russian propaganda, Armenian nationalist feeling had been stirred
up among some intellectuals in the Ottoman Empire, and the Armenian patriarch of
Istanbul, Nerses, went to San Stefano to ask the Russians to help create an independent Armenian state in eastern Anatolia in return for their help against the
Ottomans during the war. But the Russians were much happier with discontented
Armenians within the Ottoman Empire than with an independent state that might
soon stimulate their own Armenians and other nationalities to make similar demands. Instead, they secured Ottoman promises for reforms in the areas of Anatolia claimed by the Armenians along with guarantees against Kurdish and
Turkoman nomadic attacks. Thus was born the Armenian Question, which the
Russians were to develop and use with much skill in later years.
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The sultan agreed to pay a huge war indemnity of 1.4 billion rubles (equal to
24 billion kuru§, four times the annual state revenues), of which less than half
would be paid off by surrender of large areas of the Dobruca, the islands of the
Danube, and the east Anatolian districts of Kars, Ardahan, Batum, and Dogu
Bayezit. All those wishing to leave the new Russian territories were to be allowed
to sell their properties within three years, thus assuring a continuing flow of refugees into the Ottoman Empire during the remainder of Abdulhamit's reign. All the
sultan's Orthodox subjects, churches, and priests would be under Russian "protection." The Ottomans were able to resist only Ignatiev's desire for joint protection
and administration of the Straits, but the terms remained very severe, with the
financial obligations alone assuring Russian domination and influence in the
future.22
Reaction in Istanbul
The population of Istanbul had already been doubled by the Muslim refugees who
had fled from Bulgaria. They were very hostile to Christians as well as to the
sultan who had given in to the hated enemy. While the old residents of the city
reacted to the defeat with numb sorrow, many having lost loved ones in the terrible
catastrophes and many also their homes and incomes as a result of the accompanying inflation, the refugees were almost fanatical in their determination to force
the empire to carry on the struggle against the Russians. Rising to lead them was
Ali Suavi, once a Young Ottoman and now a strong Pan-Turkist as well as a
Muslim mystic. Arming some 30 refugees, he led a raid on the Qragan Palace with
the aim of rescuing Murat V and restoring him to the throne and then upsetting the
San Stefano settlement. But the palace guards killed most of the attackers and
frustrated the plot (May 20, 1878). Ali Suavi was tried and hanged, and the only
immediate result of the affair was to fortify the sultan's determination to establish
an absolute regime that would prevent similar occurrences in the future. His
principal aide, Ingiliz Sait Pa§a, was implicated in the plot and dismissed. He was
replaced with the hero of Plevna, Gazi Osman Pa§a, who, as soon as he was released by the Russians, hurried home and became a powerful conservative influence
in the palace during much of the remainder of Abdulhamit's reign.
Diplomatic Maneuverings
Ignatiev had rushed through the settlement with the Porte in the hope of presenting
Britain and Austria with a fait accompli that they could not change. He had not,
however, reckoned with the strength of the European reaction that followed, not
only from Disraeli and the emperor but also from Germany, where Bismarck now
saw the need to act to prevent a war between his Russian and Austrian allies. The
czar also realized that such a war would be inevitable unless he agreed to a
European conference to review the results of San Stefano; therefore, he accepted
Bismarck's proposal to hold it in Berlin. He did not, however, expect his erstwhile
allies to join Britain in demanding that all the provisions be reviewed, but when
they did, he had to accept to avoid war. Austria demanded that the new Bulgaria
be reduced in size to lessen Russian power in eastern Europe and that Russia
accept Austrian annexation of Novipazar as well as Bosnia and Herzegovina. As
soon as Russia agreed to these points, the emperor was not as willing to support
British demands for a general revision as he had been earlier. This forced Britain
in turn to deal directly with the Russians and, through Bismarck's intermediacy,
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to accept a compromise limiting the new Bulgaria to the area north of the Balkan
Mountains. The rest would be returned to the Ottomans as an autonomous province
called East Rumelia, and would be given immediate reforms. Most of eastern
Anatolia would be returned to the Porte in return for compliance with the remainder of the San Stefano agreement, but Russia would retain Kars, Batum, and
southern Bessarabia (May 30, 1878).
The bases for revision of San Stefano thus were laid even before the Congress
of Berlin actually met. Britain, however, was not satisfied. In eastern Anatolia the
Russians still were in a position to make a subsequent advance to the Mediterranean or to the Persian Gulf or to stimulate Armenian uprisings. To guarantee
the integrity of the remaining Ottoman possessions in Anatolia, Disraeli proposed British occupation of Cyprus so that its military forces could respond to
any crisis at a moment's notice. The sultan was not at all enthused about the idea,
but in the face of a British threat to leave San Stefano as it was, he had no choice
but to sign the Cyprus Convention (June 4, 1878), which provided that Britain
would occupy and administer the island in the name of the sultan. All surpluses of
revenues over expenditures were to be paid to the treasury in the form of tribute,
and the Ottomans would continue to control the island's institutions of justice,
religion, and education. Britain in return promised to provide all necessary aid to
defend eastern Anatolia if the Russians attacked.23 Thus were laid the bases for
Disraeli's final triumph at Berlin.

The Congress of Berlin
In spite of all the arrangements, when the congress actually met, it was not easy
to reach a settlement. The Russian armies and treasury were exhausted, but Russia
still did all it could to evade fulfillment of the agreements it had already signed.
There also were problems raised by interests not directly represented at the congress: the Bosnian and Herzegovinan Christians, the Bulgarian Christians, the
Bulgarian Muslims, who strongly resisted the idea of Christian rule over them, and
the Armenians, who believed they could get the powers to force the Ottomans to
turn over large Muslim territories to them. The Greeks were demanding Crete,
Thessaly, and the Epirus. The Ottomans were represented by a Christian public
works minister, Karatodori Pa§a, as well as the ambassador to Berlin, Sadullah
Pa§a. The powers simplified matters by concentrating on their own aspirations and
not paying much attention to those of the states whose lands were being manipulated.
The Congress of Berlin concluded on July 13, 1878. The Big Bulgaria envisioned
by Russia at San Stefano was broken into three parts, with autonomous Bulgaria
extending only from the Danube to the Balkan Mountains and remaining under
Ottoman suzerainty, with a Christian prince, an army, and Christian administrators, but paying an annual tribute to the sultan. The prince would be chosen from
one of the great houses of Europe, confirmed by the powers, and sanctioned by the
sultan. Organization of the new regime would be supervised by commissioners
representing Russia, the Porte, and the other signatory powers, but they would
remain no longer than nine months. The remaining portions of Big Bulgaria were
divided into two section?. The area south of the Balkan Mountains remained
under the sultan's rule as the province of East Rumelia, with direct Ottoman
political and military control but a special administrative system, and the area of
Macedonia between Ni§ and the Greek border was returned to direct Ottoman ad-
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ministration with promises for reforms. Although East Rumelia had a large Muslim
population, it would be administered by a Christian governor appointed by the
Porte for a five-year term with the sanction of the powers. He would have a
Christian militia but could call on the help of Ottoman soldiers stationed in garrisons to maintain internal order and defend the province against external attack. The
Russian army in Bulgaria and East Rumelia would number no more than 55,000
men and remain no longer than nine months. Crete would remain under Ottoman
rule, with the 1868 reforms being fully applied. The powers would mediate any
border disputes that arose between the Ottomans and Greeks in Macedonia. Bosnia
and Herzegovina, though under Ottoman rule, would be occupied by Austrian
troops and administered by Austrian civil servants for an indeterminate time
according to regulations to be drawn up in subsequent negotiations between the
two powers. Montenegran independence would be recognized, but its prince would
promise to provide equal treatment for subjects of all religions. Serbia also was to
be independent, with its territory extending southward as far as Ni§ and east to
Pirot; both it and Montenegro had to promise to assume a portion of the Ottoman
debt in return. Rumania would be independent, ceding to Russia the parts of
Bessarabia received at Paris in 1856 and being compensated with islands in the
Danube delta as well as the Dobruca. It also had to agree to destroy the fortifications along the Iron Gates of the Danube and to allow free communication along
its entire length while prohibiting the entry of foreign warships.
In the east the Ottomans had to leave Kars, Ardahan, and Batum to Russia.
Batum became a free port, and the czar promised not to fortify it. The Ele§kirt
valley and Dogu Bayezit, gained at San Stefano, were returned to the Ottomans.
The Porte promised to introduce reforms in areas settled by the Armenians and
to confirm complete civil and religious freedom in the empire. The provisions of the
1856 and 1871 agreements regarding the Black Sea and the Straits were to be
continued. The Ottoman government still would have to pay a war indemnity to
Russia, now set at 802.5 million francs, to be paid at a rate of about.35 million
kuru§ annually, and it also agreed to accept further Russian territorial demands if it
could not complete the payments.
In sum, the Ottoman Empire was forced to give up two-fifths of its entire territory and one-fifth of its population, about 5.5 million people, of whom almost half
were Muslims. It also lost substantial revenues, though it was partially compensated by the tribute paid by the remaining vassals and the agreement of the newly
independent states to assume portions of the Ottoman public debt. Insofar as
Britain was concerned, the Russian threat had been weakened, but for the Ottoman Empire the Congress of Berlin was a terrible defeat, depriving it of territory,
people, and finances and making it difficult for what was left to survive.

Foreign and Domestic Difficulties, 1878-1908
In the years following the Treaty of Berlin, while Europe groped to establish a
new balance of power, the Ottomans were exposed to a series of foreign interventions in their internal affairs under the pretext of helping the sultan's minority
subjects.

Austrian Rule in Bosnia-Herzegovina
A relatively easy problem to deal with involved Bosnia-Herzegovina, which
Austria occupied immediately after the Congress of Berlin. The Muslim popula-
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tion of the provinces, comprising at least one-half the inhabitants, resented the
arrangement by which they were placed under Christian control and strongly
resisted the occupying troops, leading Austria to establish a military regime in its
new province. Though Abdulhamit felt strongly about Bosnia-Herzegovina due to
longstanding Muslim traditions in the provinces, there was little he could do,
since his direct connection with them was tenuous. On April 21, 1879, therefore, he
agreed to accept Austrian rule for an indeterminate period, stipulating only that
revenues from the area be used locally, that the Muslims be allowed to practice
their faith freely, that the name of the caliph-sultan continue to be recited in the
Friday prayers, that natives be employed in the administration, and that those
Muslims wishing to leave be allowed to do so.

French Occupation of Tunisia
The example of European occupation of the sultan's more distant territories proved
very contagious, however. The Ottomans never had held Tunisia too closely. In
the sixteenth century it had been controlled by the local military and naval corps,
whose ascendancy was based mainly on piracy and the slave trade. After these
were stamped out in the early nineteenth century, it came under the influence of
European investors and merchants, followed by their governments, who saw in
Tunisia's strategic location a key for their Mediterranean and North African
ambitions. First came the French, who following their occupation of Algeria in
1830 established financial institutions in Tunis, lending money to the beys, and
investing extensively as the first step toward building an African empire. French
primacy was not challenged until 1870, when the achievement of Italian unity encouraged Italian agricultural and industrial investment in Tunisia in the hope of
establishing it as the first link in a new mid-Mediterranean empire. Britain also
began to move in, seeking opportunities for raw materials and investment as well
as protection for its strategic concerns in Central Africa. The beys now maintained
themselves mainly by accepting loans and other considerations from the competing
foreign interests, playing them off as best they could, but eventually finding themselves inextricably caught in financial difficulties.
Following the Crimean War the Men of the Tanzimat had been fairly successful
in pulling the Tunisian beys back into the Ottoman orbit, securing their agreement
to apply the Tanzimat laws and to contribute taxes and ships in return for recognition of a position very similar to that of the khedives of Egypt. The principal agent
of Ottoman influence in the country for many years was Hayreddin Pa§a, originally a slave of Mustafa Re§it Pa§a, who had been sold to one of the beys and then
rose in the service of his master and his successors. He used his influence to maintain Ottoman as opposed to foreign interests, stimulating the hostility of the
foreign consuls and enabling his political rivals in the Tunisian court to secure
his dismissal and exile. His departure from Tunis and subsequent entry into the
service of Abdulhamit led to a rapid deterioration of Tunisia's ties with the Porte.
Just as in Cairo and Istanbul somewhat later, the bey's financial difficulties
and foreign debts led to European intervention. In 1869 an International Debt
Commission was organized and given control over Tunisia's major revenues to consolidate the debts and arrange for regular payments. Under its supervision foreigners gained control of most of Tunisia's public services and raw materials,
adding to the province's economic difficulties. Tunisia also became involved in the
European diplomatic maneuverings that followed the Berlin settlement. Italy,
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unhappy at the failure of the powers to provide it with what it considered adequate
compensation, was enraged by Britain's offer of Tunisia to France in return for
its acquiescence in the Cyprus Convention. France was not overly anxious for a
new colonial adventure at this time, but it did not want to allow what had been
offered to it to fall to the Italians by default; hence it used as pretext a Tunisian
border raid into Algeria to occupy the entire country, forcing the bey to accept
French "protection" (May 12, 1881). The Ottomans protested the situation to
all the powers that had guaranteed Ottoman integrity at Berlin, challenging the
validity of a treaty signed by the bey. But no one bothered to reply, and the
Ottomans had to accept the situation as a fait accompli.
The British Occupation of Egypt, 1882
Egypt's financial difficulties and the economic and political rivalries of the powers
led it to a situation very similar to that of Tunisia, with similar results. Sait and
Ismail had granted hundreds of concessions to foreign investors, giving them
virtual control of Egypt's economy. Their own expenditures left the government
in debt to foreign bondholders. They had to accept huge discounts and exorbitant
interest rates to secure the money needed to continue operations, devoting as
much as two-thirds of the entire state budget to the payment of interest alone by
1876. This culminated in the establishment of the Caisse de la Dette Pabliqne (May
1876), with foreign controllers collecting state revenues from customs duties,
railroads, tobacco, and other excise taxes and using them to pay off the debt. In
1878 Ismail was compelled to accept a cabinet headed by the Armenian nationalist
Nubar Pa§a, with an English expert as minister of finance and a Frenchman as
minister of public works. When he tried to replace this with one composed mainly
of native Egyptians, the British and French forced him to abdicate (July 26, 1879)
in favor of his weak son Tevfik Pa§a, who accepted the Law of Liquidation, which
separated the debt payments from the other obligations of the Egyptian treasury
and gave the former first call on all revenues. Egypt's finances were at least
stabilized but at the cost of placing them under direct foreign control and using
them to foreign advantage.
While foreign intervention might have been justified by the rules of international
finance then in vogue, it stimulated a strong nationalistic reaction among the
native Egyptians. They began to condemn the economic policies that had placed
the mass of the people under the control of the landed Turko-Circassian aristocracy
and the foreign bankers and merchants who controlled the urban economy. Resentment in the army was stimulated by the domination of the scions of the aristocracy
and a small group of Western-educated officers, who discriminated against those
attempting to rise from the ranks. This led to an uprising in September 1881 by an
army group led by Ahmet Urabi Pa§a, one of the few natives who had managed to
rise into the officer corps. The soldiers took over the government, began to end
the foreign domination, and sent troops to Alexandria to guard against any
possible foreign invasion. The British position was complicated by its current role
as protector of the Ottoman Empire as a result of the Cyprus Convention. While
there were some elements in the army and cabinet who wanted to intervene, Prime
Minister Gladstone formulated a policy to avoid intervention except in conjunction
with the Ottoman army and at the invitation of the sultan. The French, on the
other hand, were anxious to intervene, not only to protect their bondholders and
add to their African empire but also to break Britain's new relationship with the
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Porte. Abdulhamit encouraged the khedive and Urabi to restore the foreign control
system, which was very similar to an arrangement being contemplated for introduction in Istanbul. To forestall direct intervention Gladstone arranged for a new
conference of ambassadors in Istanbul (June 1881). Grand Vezir Sait Pa§a and
the Ottoman cabinet wanted to join the conference, but Abdulhamit refused, feeling
that this would only legitimize foreign intervention. His view finally prevailed,
and the ambassadors agreed that the Ottomans should try to settle Egypt's problems by themselves and that there should be no unilateral foreign intervention
"except in case of unforeseen circumstances."
Abdulhamit immediately complied with the directive by bringing Urabi and
several of his colleagues to Istanbul and sending Dervi§ Pa§a to negotiate a settlement with the khedive. But while the negotiations were in progress, the arrival
of foreign ships outside Alexandria's harbor stimulated some of its inhabitants to
attack and kill several foreigners in the streets. This event and continued fortification of the Alexandria harbor led the commander of the British ships, Admiral
Seymour, to send an ultimatum demanding the restoration of order and an end to
the construction. This was ignored; so he bombarded the undefended city (July 13,
1882), although the French squadron backed out at the last minute on the pretext
that such an action had not been approved by the Chamber of Deputies.
Following the bombardment, the negotiations came to a sudden end. The
Egyptian nationalists now had support from most classes of the population. The
British cabinet was divided on what should be done. The Porte, in conjunction
with ambassadors in Istanbul, decided that the sultan should send 4000 of his own
troops to solve the situation. Abdulhamit, however, refused on the grounds that
such a force would be too small to force Urabi to do anything. He would rather
negotiate a settlement of the financial difficulties so that Ottoman control could
be substituted for that of the foreigners and the Egyptian nationalists could be
put in charge of introducing the sultan's reform measures in the province.24
While Abdulhamit's agents went off to Cairo once again, the interventionists in
Britain gradually gained the upper hand under the leadership of Joseph Chamberlain, then president of the Board of Trade, who wanted to occupy the country and
crush the nationalists in order to protect the interests of the British bondholders
as well as to procure more and cheaper cotton for the textile manufacturers of
Chamberlain's home city of Manchester. The French opposed any kind of occupation, feeling it would simply bring Britain into the Levant and end French economic and cultural domination of the area. With Gladstone ready to retire,
however, the interventionists in London won out. Landings at Alexandria were
followed by a climactic victory over the Egyptians at Tell el-Kebir (September 13,
1882). Cairo was occupied four days later, thus beginning British rule of the
country, which was to last, in one form or another, for some 70 years. The Ottomans protested but lacked the power to reverse the situation; and when Britain
stipulated that it had come to Egypt only temporarily to solve its immediate problems, the sultan accepted the situation, reaching an agreement (October 24, 1885)
by which his suzerainty was maintained along with regular payments of the Egyptian tribute. The Ottomans and British were to maintain their own high commissioners in the country to advise the khedive on his domestic policies and to help
make peace in the Sudan. Britain subsequently would stipulate when it would
leave. 25
Britain built its own domination of Egypt, establishing a kind of joint rule
under the direction of its high commissioner and Governor General Evelyn Baring
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(Lord Cromer) (1883-1907), who placed British "advisers" beside Egyptian
officials and modernized the economy and physical plant of the country while
neglecting the kind of education that might enable the Egyptians to displace their
British masters. Britain was now in an awkward position, having some responsibility in finding a solution to the country's financial problems. Britain's subsequent
intervention against the Sudanese nationalists, led by the Mahdi (1884-1885),
further worsened Egypt's financial situation and led to a new international control system that allowed French participation and modified Britain's dominant
position.
In 1885 Britain sent Sir Henry Drummond Wolff to Istanbul to arrange for
British evacuation and restoration of direct Ottoman control. Though Abdulhamit
long had agitated for British departure, he was in no position to assume the consequent financial and military burden. Thus while he considered an agreement for
Britain to leave within three years, with the right to send in troops if required by
domestic turmoil or foreign danger, he finally decided that this would only enable
the British to increase their influence in Istanbul and did not ratify it.26 Britain
therefore remained in Egypt. Abdulhamit was unable to control his vassal province,
but he remained in touch with its political and intellectual leaders through his
high commissioner, Ahmet Muhtar Pa§a, and the Egyptian ruling family. The
Egyptian aristocracy also developed very close relations with the "motherland,"
sending their children to Istanbul for their education, maintaining summer homes
along the Bosporus, and intermarrying with the Ottoman upper classes to such an
extent that the latter had far more influence in Egypt than was apparent to the
British, who remained largely on the surface of Egyptian life through their long
years of political and military control.

The Balkan Tinderbox
For all practical purposes the Treaty of Berlin ended the Ottoman Empire as a
significant European power and created the morass of petty Balkan states whose
rivalries created a tinderbox, drawing the great powers into the confrontations that
culminated in World War I. Greece, Bulgaria, Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro
now were independent or so autonomous that they were independent in everything
but name. Bosnia and Herzegovina were under an Austrian occupation that was
considered temporary only by the Ottomans. All the sultan had left in Europe was
a strip of territory south of the Balkan Mountains extending from the Black Sea
to the Adriatic and including Macedonia, Thrace, Thessaly, and Albania - organized
into the provinces of Edirne, Salonica, Kosova, Janina, Monastir, and I§kodra-a
far cry indeed from the mighty European empire that had once stretched all the
way to the gates of Vienna. Millions of Muslim refugees had lost everything to
their victorious Christian neighbors and now were wending their way to a
homeland they never had seen. But autonomy or independence was hardly satisfying
to the emerging Balkan states. Each soon aspired for further territory, becoming
passionately nationalistic and imperialistic, demanding all the lands ruled by its
people at any time in history, regardless of the fact that others had comparable
historical claims and the areas were currently inhabited by different peoples. The
result was constant aggression against what was left of the Ottoman Empire in
Europe, wiping out defenseless Muslim villages and, occasionally, open conflict over
how the spoils should be divided.
Each of the Balkan states had something to complain about in the Berlin settle-
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ment. Greece had gained new territories in Thessaly and the Epirus, but determination of the new boundaries had been left to negotiation with the Porte, which
resisted the award of any territory inhabited by a large number of Muslims. In
July 1881 the powers pressured the Ottomans to surrender most of Thessaly and
the district of Arta in the Epirus, but Greece seemed insatiable, demanding Crete,
the Aegean Islands, Istanbul, and much of Anatolia, in short, the realization of the
Megalo Idea, or the "Great Ideal," of gaining all the territories once ruled by the
Byzantine Empire. The original Treaty of San Stefano had divided the sancak of
Novipazar between Serbia and Montenegro, giving the former access to the
Adriatic. But the Ottomans had regained the district at Berlin, not only hurting
the Serbian economy but also preventing their direct access to the southern Slavs
in Montenegro. The Rumanians in turn were angered by Russia's desertion at
both San Stefano and Berlin, forcing them to surrender Bessarabia, a major
grain-producing area that also commanded the mouths of the Danube, and to
accept instead the far poorer Dobruca, filled with Tatars who did not fit in a
truly national Rumanian state. Finally, there was the new small Bulgaria squeezed
between the Danube and the Balkan Mountains and with access only to the Black
Sea. It had lost Macedonia and East Rumelia as well as the access to the Aegean
that it had gained at San Stefano. Bulgaria nurtured a feeling of revanche not
only against the Ottomans but also against the Serbs and the Greeks over the
question of who should rule Macedonia.
Of the powers, Russia was the most unhappy about the Berlin settlement, though
the czar had accepted it because he knew the other powers would concede nothing
more without war. In place of the League of Three Emperors, Bismarck formed
an alliance with Austria (1879), leaving Russia in diplomatic isolation. Instead
of approaching France, as he might have, the czar took his hat in hand and rejoined
his old partners in a new Triple Alliance (1881), whose purpose was, as before, to
maintain the status quo regarding the Ottoman Empire to avoid future conflicts
that might upset their unity against France and Britain. The allies agreed that
there would be no further modification of Ottoman territory without unanimous
consent, meaning that each would consult the other two before taking more.
Russia accepted the Straits settlement, which prevented it from sending warships
into the Mediterranean. Germany and Russia agreed to allow Austria to annex
Bosnia-Herzegovina outright when and if it wished; and all the partners agreed
to allow Bulgaria to annex East Rumelia, which Bulgaria would do very shortly.
Although Austria was allied with Russia, it used the Berlin Treaty to extend
its influence over those Balkan states that had been deserted by the czar, signing
alliances with Serbia (1881) and Rumania (1883) by which it offered protection
in return for economic and political concessions and promises, particularly by
Serbia, not to support or encourage Pan-Slavic agitation in Austrian territories.
Extending its commercial and economic activities in the area, Austria built a network of railways that was to culminate with the opening of the direct line between
Istanbul and Vienna in 1888, giving it a far stronger position in Southeastern
Europe than seemed possible only a short time earlier.
Bulgarian Annexation of East Rumelia
Russia, indeed, had based its entire position in the Balkans on support of Bulgaria,
and while it had not been able to retain all the territories set aside for the Bulgars
at San Stefano, it still expected gratitude in return for its role in securing inde-
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pendence, helping build the new state, and strengthening it by the continued
presence of the Russian army. But the Bulgars turned out to be nationalists above
all else. They did not wish to exchange Ottoman for Russian rule, and they resented
the airs of superiority of the czar's bureaucrats. In a surprisingly short time, therefore, gratitude changed to hostility and suspicion, undermining Russian policy in
the area.
In 1879 the Russian commissioner summoned an assembly of notables and gave
it a draft constitution to establish the kind of autocratic government that the czar
preferred. But the assembly turned out to be under the control of liberal and nationalist politicians who discarded the Russian draft and formulated one that provided for a one-chamber legislature elected by universal male suffrage. Ministerial
responsibility was to the assembly rather than to the prince. The limited power the
prince had in appointing ministers was to lead to struggles for power with the
assembly and affect Bulgaria's political life during the next several decades.
Despite Russian protests, the constitution was accepted. Prince Alexander of Battenberg was chosen as prince, seemingly an ideal choice, since he was German but
related both to the British and Russian royal families, and he took over in April
1879. But Alexander turned out to be highly autocratic and in favor of Russian
predominance in Bulgaria, leading to continuous clashes with the assembly and the
government. Though the prince hoped for direct Russian intervention, Czar
Alexander II refused, wanting to give the constitution a chance to work. But the
assassination of the latter (March 1881) gave the prince his chance, since the new
Czar Alexander III strongly opposed constitutionalism and liberalism. The prince
and his Russian supporters carried out a coup in May 1881, suspended the
constitution, dismissed the liberal ministers, and, against the threat of abdication,
forced the assembly to give him autocratic powers for seven years. Rigged elections
enabled him to have an assembly that let him rule autocratically. However, the
Russian generals assumed that their role in the coup gave them the right to control the prince, leading him gradually to join with the liberals and conservatives
against the Russians. To regain popular support he restored the original constitution (1883) and concentrated on plans to annex East Rumelia.
The autonomous Ottoman province of East Rumelia had been organized by an
international commission and, in accordance with the Treaty of Berlin, provided
with a substantial regulation (April 26, 1879) that detailed every aspect of its
internal organization and administration. Recognizing the sultan's suzerainty,
the province paid him a regular annual tribute. The governor, appointed by the
sultan with the sanction of the powers, had to be a Christian and to govern with
the assistance of Christian directors of justice, education, trade, agriculture, and
public works. The sultan was to appoint European officers to direct finance, the
gendarmerie, and the militia, who turned out to be German, British, and French
respectively. He could build and man forts and send troops when requested by the
governor. The latter had to build up a native militia through conscription, with its
officers, however, to be appointed by the Porte. A provincial assembly was established, with 36 elected representatives, 10 appointed by the governor and 10 more
serving ex officio by virtue of their positions as judges, religious leaders, and
financial inspectors. Its decisions had to be sanctioned by the sultan to become
law, but if he did not do so within two months, they became law anyway. It was
supposed to send representatives to the Istanbul Parliament when it met again.
The Ottoman treasury received all revenues from customs duties, the postal and
telegraph services, and two-thirds of all other revenues, while the provincial
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treasury got the balance. The Muslims had been in a large majority in East
Rumelia before 1875, but the large-scale massacres carried out by the Bulgars and
their Russian allies and forced emigration had left a Christian majority. Turkish,
Bulgarian, and Greek were the official languages.
The first governor of the province was Aleko Pa§a, son of the Greek governor
of Samos. He was a man of the Tanzimat who had risen through the bureaucracy,
but in his new office he did all he could to ingratiate himself with the advocates of
union with Bulgaria, appointing Bulgars to administrative positions in far greater
numbers than their proportion of the population warranted and protecting the
Bulgarian agents sent to stir the Christian population to upset the settlement in
Bulgaria's favor. In addition, he intimidated Muslim landowners who had fled
during the war and now wanted to return, threatening to impose large back-tax
claims and forcing those who did come back to sell their lands to pay, with Bulgarian peasants taking over their properties. Despite these difficulties, Abdulhamit
was not too unhappy with the arrangement, since he secured considerable revenue
without having to pay for any of the administrative expenses. Thus he acquiesced
in Aleko's blatant violations of the provisions of equal treatment for all, while the
powers said nothing as long as it was the Muslims who were being persecuted.
However, his resistance to Russian intervention led the Russians and their allies
in Bulgaria to advocate his dismissal. Since the Porte in any case had not been too
happy with his conduct, he finally was replaced by a compromise candidate, a
Bulgarian named Gavirel Krestovic (Gavril Pa§a), who was believed to be weak
and therefore acceptable to everyone. Gavril, however, turned out to be even more
nationalistic than Aleko, openly pushing Muslim peasants across the border into
Thrace, appointing Bulgarian nationalists to key positions, and protecting the
Bulgarian unionist agents sent into East Rumelia.
On September 14, 1885, a unionist revolt broke out near the capital, Filibe. In
response to severe Russian pressure Gavril moved to suppress it, but he was imprisoned by a group of deputies led by Stefan Stambulov, who was to become a
leading Bulgarian political figure. Stambulov declared union with Bulgaria in the
name of the assembly, inviting Prince Alexander to come and take over. Once
again the powers who had guaranteed the terms of the Treaty of Berlin had an
opportunity to live up to their obligations, and once again they failed to do so. The
Porte had the right to intervene with troops on its own, but Abdulhamit was
confident that the powers would move to maintain the empire's integrity. The
League of the Three Emperors originally had supported the idea of union, but the
czar now refused to go along because of his dislike of the prince, demanding his
removal as the price for agreement. Fears, however, rose that union might lead
Greece and Serbia to try to compensate themselves by taking parts of Macedonia,
which, in turn, would lead Austria to annex Bosnia-Herzegovina, causing trouble
with both the Russians and Ottomans. To prevent this a new conference of ambassadors was held in Istanbul (November 1885), with the representatives of the
three emperors following the Russian line in opposing unification. Britain, however,
now supported an enlarged Bulgaria, thus regarding it as a bulwark against
Russian influence in the Balkans. France continued to support the Balkan nationalists. Rather than be accused of "massacre" again, the Ottomans wanted the
sanction of the powers to intervene, but they could not get it and nothing was
done.
The only direct action was taken by Serbia, which declared war on Bulgaria to
gain territorial compensation for its anticipated gains. Most observers expected
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an easy Serbian victory, since the Bulgarian army had lost its Russian officers and
in any case was concentrated on the borders of East Rumelia. But a few detachments kept the Serbs away from Sofia until Alexander arrived with most of his
army just in time to rout the enemy at Slivnitza, just outside Sofia (November 1719). In the end Austrian intervention prevented any permanent Bulgarian occupation of southern Serbia. Peace was reached (March 3, 1886), with Bulgaria remaining in control of East Rumelia. Abdulhamit emerged with less revenue and
almost no respect for the powers, which had repeatedly failed to live up to their
obligations. He therefore moved to use Alexander's quarrel with the czar to pry
Bulgaria away from Russia and thus prevent further Russian expansion. Bulgaria
again recognized the sultan's suzerainty, and Prince Alexander accepted the appointment as governor of East Rumelia for five years. A personal union then was
established between the two provinces, and tax payments to Istanbul were restored
(March 24, 1886). Abdulhamit thus secured a much better settlement than might
have been expected, though neither Alexander nor the powers really expected
Ottoman suzerainty there to be maintained for long.
The new arrangement was, however, opposed by the Bulgarian nationalists,
and the czar used this to get rid of the prince finally. With the connivance of the
Russian representatives in Sofia, a few army officers and politicians arranged for
Alexander to be kidnapped and forced him to abdicate (August 20, 1886). Stambulov established a popular government and, despite Russian pressure, named another German prince, Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg, who ruled from 1887 to 1914,
though under Stambulov's strong influence in the first part of his reign (18871894). Ferdinand finally used the death of Alexander III and Czar Nicholas II
(1895) to restore the old friendship with Russia, subsequently gaining recognition
of the union of East Rumelia with Bulgaria. His ambitions eventually were to lead
to the rise of a major new conflict with the Porte and his Balkan neighbors over
Macedonia.
Problems in Albania
Abdulhamit also faced serious difficulties in Albania, though it was only much
later in the century that these became acute. The Albanians on the whole seemed
quite satisfied with their position in the empire, with many serving in the Ottoman
Ruling Class, while in Albania the Catholic and Muslim mountain tribes of the
north and the Greek Orthodox of the Suli and Hamari regions of the south enjoyed
almost complete autonomy. But this situation changed when, beginning at San
Stefano, the powers started awarding parts of Albanian territory to the new
Balkan states. Albanian national consciousness began to develop. Discarding their
religious and tribal differences, they defended themselves against their Slavic
brothers. The Albanian League was created at Prizren in 1878 with at least the
tacit approval of the Ottoman government. The league was disappointed by the
Berlin Treaty, which left some Albanian territories to Serbia and Montenegro;
thus when the sultan pressured the league to accept the new arrangement, it turned
against him as well as its Balkan neighbors, demanding recognition of Albanian
territorial integrity and some kind of autonomous status within the empire.
Following the Congress of Berlin the Ottomans divided Albania into four vilayets,
Janina, Monastir, Uskiip, and I§kodra, whereas the league and its supporters sought
to unite them into a single province, thus initiating a movement toward Albanian
solidarity. According to the millet system, all Muslim Albanians were taught only
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Turkish and Arabic, while the Christians were educated in Greek under the watchful Orthodox millet leaders. There was no recognition of the Albanian language
or culture, and this also was a grievance that the nationalist leaders now sought
to remedy. Cultural nationalism and a desire for autonomy within the empire turned
to aspirations for independence after the Porte ceded Dulcigno to Montenegro in
1880. Albanian rebel bands rose in the mountains, attacking Ottoman officials and
troops. Villages resisted tax collectors, and the railroads were attacked. The
Ottoman garrisons still were able to suppress most of the brigands and to maintain
general control, but nationalist agitation continued to build, creating a problem
that was to become increasingly serious in the early years of the twentieth century.27
The Armenian Question
Frustrated in their hopes of dominating Southeastern Europe through a Bulgarian
satellite, the Russians sought an alternative instrument to chisel at the Ottoman
Empire and turned to one of the minorities that had not sought to revolt against the
sultan, the Armenians. There had been no difficulty with the Armenians previously
because they had been integrated fully into traditional Ottoman society, with their
own Gregorian millet maintaining religious and cultural autonomy under the
Armenian patriarch of Istanbul. What misrule there was had been the consequence
of domination by the religious hierarchy, as had been the case in some of the
other non-Muslim millets. The few Armenians who reacted expressed their discontent in religious terms, converting to Catholicism or Protestantism. Ottoman acceptance of the Catholic and Protestant millets in the Tanzimat period gave the
Armenians in the Gregorian millet alternatives, challenging the traditional authority structure. The community had long been dominated by the wealthy
Armenian officials and bankers in conjunction with the religious leaders, but the
new competition, when combined with Tanzimat pressure, forced it to accept the
same kind of democratization that had been introduced in the other millets. Lay
members secured a far greater voice in millet affairs than had been the case in
the past, though the wealthier members continued to dominate in many ways.
Armenians had always played an important role in Ottoman trade and industry,
specializing, in the usual Middle Eastern manner, in money changing, goldsmithing,
jewelry, foreign trade, construction, medicine, and the theater. In addition, after
the Greek Revolution, Greeks remaining within the empire had been mostly supplanted in the schools and government by Armenians. Because of their knowledge
of foreign languages and finance and experience in trade, they rose in all branches
of the elaborate Tanzimat administration, particularly in the ministries of Finance,
Interior, Foreign Affairs, Education, Justice, and Public Works; in the postal,
telegraph and census services, and the railroads. Though some European travelers
and missionaries claimed that there were over 2 million Armenians in the sultan's
dominions, the Ottoman census department, which maintained a continuous record
of population in conjunction with the identity card system, found some 988,887
Armenians in the Gregorian millet, both men and women. If one assumes that about
two-thirds of the 160,166 Catholics and 36,339 Protestants in the empire were of
Armenian origin, one could conclude that there were about 1,125,500 Armenians
in the empire, only 5.5 percent of the total population of 20,475,225 (excluding
those portions of the empire not yet surveyed, the Yemen, Hicaz, Tripoli, Bengazi
of Libya, Egypt, and Tunis). Even in Istanbul, which had by far the largest
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Armenian urban community in the empire, there were only 97,782 Gregorians, 407
Catholics, and 340 Protestants, or 18 percent of a total population of 542,437 in the
1878 census. In addition, in the Byzantine period and continuing into the Turkish
settlement of Anatolia starting in the eleventh century the Armenian communities
had been scattered widely, and by 1882 they formed small minorities in all the
provinces and sancaks of the empire, even in those six (see Table 3.1) that their
nationalists were later to claim as their own. Even on the kaza level (see Table 3.2.) in the rural areas where most of the Armenian provincial population lived
it was very rare for them to have a majority.
Thus in none of the provinces and in only two of the kazas in the empire did
the Armenians have a numerical majority. Outside the main cities they were interspersed with the Muslim cultivators and nomadic tribesmen, the latter of both
Turkish and Kurdish origin, whose condition was no worse but certainly no better
than that of their Armenian brothers. There were economic and social problems,but
these involved the misrule of the bureaucrats and great landowners and the ageold tendency of the tribesmen to raid the cultivated areas, and these conditions
affected Muslims and Christians alike. Whatever unhappiness existed among Armenians, it was absorbed within the structure of their millet, whose leaders supported the status quo to maintain themselves in power. The Armenians were as
free to lead their own lives as were all other subjects of the sultan. Their churches,
Table 3.1. The Armenian population of the six provinces, 1882

Vilayet

Gregorians Catholics Protestants

Erzurum
Bitlis

101,138
101,358
Van
60,448
Diyarbekir
46,833
Mamuret ul-Aziz 73,178
116,256
Sivas

6,730
4,948

1,970
1,498

—

—

9,955
1,915
3,223

3,981
4,971
1,994

Total

Total
population Armenian (%)

109,838
107,804
60,448
60,769
80,064
121,473

659,155
276,998
269,860
289,591
481,346
926,564

16.6
38.9
22.3
20.98
16.6
13.1

Table 3.2. The Armenian population of major kaza,? in eastern Anatolia, 188228

Kaza

Gregorians

Erzurum
Erzincan
Adana

9,730
12,686
9,622
14,026
10,204
25,250
12,083
20,466
9,546
33,053

Sis
Hacjn
Kayseri
Diyarbekir
Sivas
Trabzon

Van

Catholics

791
—
348
56
145
765
2,560
1,592
1,209

—

Protestants

329
88
636
87
682
1,315

983
89
91
—

Total

Total
population

Armenian (%)

10,850
12,774
10,606
14,169
11,031
27,330
15,626
22,147
10,846
33,053

38,684
54,503
70,665
20,523
24,057
130,899
62,870
88,375
117,563
51,149

28.04
23.43
15.00
69.03
45.85
20.87
24.85
25.06
9.22
64.62
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schools, and hospitals were maintained and operated to meet the needs of the
people. There was no significant dissatisfaction.
During the early years of the nineteenth century, however, partly stimulated by
Western missionary activity, there was an Armenian national cultural revival,
particularly in the new Catholic and Protestant communities. They developed their
own cultural centers, reviving the study of classical Armenian, publishing bibles in
the vernacular rather than the classical church language, and developing a new
literary language that the masses could understand. In response to this the Gregorian millet in turn experienced a cultural awakening at the same time that it was
democratizing under government pressure, with lay influence leading to the introduction of secular education into the millet schools. Many wealthy Armenians sent
their children to study in France, where they were influenced by French culture.
Upon their return they advocated not only radical reform within the millet but
also secularization and autonomy. During the 1860s, some of these Armenian nationalists joined the Young Ottomans and worked successfully in the dissemination
of the concept of representative government within both the millet system and Ottoman society. The few who advocated independence for the Armenians under the
sultan's dominion were opposed by the Gregorian millet establishment and by the
wealthy Armenian merchants and officials who prospered under Ottoman rule;
but there were some revolts in the east starting in 1862.
The international crisis that culminated at the Congress of Berlin contributed
to changes in outlook within the Armenian millet. The achievement of independence by Bulgaria and Serbia stimulated many Armenians to hope for the same.
The Russian invasion of eastern Anatolia in 1877 was spearheaded by Armenian
officers and administrators who had risen in the czar's service since his absorption
of the Caucasus earlier in the century. They contacted some of their brothers in
the Ottoman Empire to secure their help against the sultan. The mass of Ottoman
Armenians remained loyal subjects, but the deeds of the few who did not left a
feeling of mistrust. This was magnified by Patriarch Nerses' efforts at San Stefano
and Berlin to gain European support for Armenian autonomy in the east as well as
subsequent Russian efforts to develop Armenian nationalism as a means of undermining the Ottoman state. The Armenians as well as the Ottomans thus became
pawns in the struggles for power in Europe.
With Russian encouragement, most Armenian nationalists emphasized political
goals. When the European powers did not pay attention to their demands for
autonomy or even independence, they turned from persuasion to violence in order
to achieve their ends. Armenian revolutionary societies sprang up within the
sultan's dominions, particularly at Istanbul, Trabzon, Erzurum, and Van, among
wealthy Armenians in the Russian Empire, and also in the major cities of Europe,
publishing periodicals and broadsides and sending them into Ottoman territory
through the foreign post offices. The most violent of the nationalist societies was
that established in Tiflis, which sent rifles and ammunition into Ottoman territory
from Batum to Rize, while Armenians living in Tabriz sent agents across the
border to terrorize Muslim villagers. The Armenian demands were weakened by the
fact that, unlike the situation with the Serbs and Bulgars, there was not a single
large area in the Ottoman Empire where the Armenians were in a clear majority.
In addition, Czar Alexander soon realized that the efforts to undermine the sultan
were being accompanied by radical doctrines that might well stimulate revolt
among his own subjects as well, and he soon withdrew his support.
Faced with these difficulties, the Armenian nationalists became increasingly
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violent, using terror to force wealthy Armenians to support their cause and to
stimulate Muslims to the kind of reprisals that would force the governments of
Britain and Russia to intervene. They strove to undermine the sultan's faith in
his Armenian officials by forcing the latter to support the national cause. The
revolutionary nationalists formed their own guerilla bands in the east, attacking
Ottoman tax collectors, postmen, and judges, massacring entire villages, and
forcing the Armenian peasants and merchants to hide and feed them on pain of
death. But on the whole their numbers were too small, the mass of Armenians too
disinterested, and Abdulhamit's provincial police too efficient for them to make
much headway. The Muslims were kept from responding in kind, though the
sporadic Armenian raids increasingly poisoned the atmosphere and made it more
and more difficult for Armenians and Muslims to live side by side as they had for
generations.
With the failure of the Armenian revolutionaries inside the Ottoman Empire,
the stage was left to those outside. Two groups dominated the movement, the Bell
(Hunchak) organization of Armenian students in France and Switzerland, founded
in 1887, and the Armenian Revolutionary Federation, or Dashnaks, established in
1890 in Russia to unite all the Armenian nationalists after they had been suppressed
by the czar as part of a policy aimed at eliminating radicalism in his empire. Their
programs involved the creation of action groups to enter Ottoman territory,
attack government officials and Armenians alike, and stimulate massacres. This
would bring about foreign intervention and help the nationalists secure an independent, socialist Armenian republic, presumably in the six east Anatolian provinces
from which all Muslims would be driven out or simply killed. The Dashnaks established a number of cells in Istanbul, Trabzon, and Van, but they really did little
prior to 1895. On the other hand, the Hunchaks were quite successful in and out
of the empire, establishing centers at Erzurum, Harput, Izmir, and Aleppo as well
as at Geneva. They cooperated with the other national groups agitating against
the Ottomans, particularly those from Macedonia, Crete, and Albania. Revolutionary literature was sent into the empire, again through the foreign postal systems; bombs were exploded in public places; officials were murdered at their
desks, and postmen along their routes. Within a short time, despite all the efforts
of the government to keep order, the Hunchaks had what they wanted, reprisals
from Muslim tribesmen and villagers. It should be recalled that the new wave of
Armenian violence came just when millions of Muslim refugees were flowing into
the empire from Russia, Bulgaria, and Bosnia, bringing tales of how their loved
ones had been murdered and their homes and properties stolen; therefore it did not
take too much to stir up the Muslims, with the refugees in fact taking the lead.
Abdulhamit had been close to many Armenians in his early life, but he now changed
his attitude, playing into the latter's hands by accusing Armenian officials of disloyalty and ordering the government to crack down on the Armenian merchants of
Istanbul to lessen their substantial economic power, and also by organizing the
local Hamidiye tribal gendarmes to help the army suppress terrorism in the east.
Terrorism and counterterrorism went on for three years (1890-1893), with the
government acting sternly, albeit sometimes harshly, to keep order. The Hunchaks
were, however, denied the kind of harsh reprisal that they really needed to make
their case in Europe. They then organized a major coup at Sasun, southwest of
Mu§, the strongest area of Armenian population, where there were many marauding
tribesmen who had caused trouble to the cultivators in the past. When the local
governor tried to collect tax arrears, the Hunchaks had the cultivators greet the
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collectors with rifles and swords. The army arrived to enforce order, and the rebels
fled into the mountains, ravaging the Muslim villages in the area as they went,
leaving the remaining Armenian peasants to suffer the consequences. And
suffer they did, as the regular troops and Hamidiye regiments ravaged Sasun after
having seen the tragedies left in the nearby Muslim villages, where the entire
population had been wiped out.
The countermassacre had been undertaken entirely on the initiative of the Ottoman troops and local commanders and without any order to this effect from the
central government. But the deed had been done, and the network of revolutionary
propaganda was put into action to develop popular European reaction similar to
that which had followed the earlier events in Bulgaria. Once again the circumstances were ignored and the provocation forgotten. The Ottoman government was
accused of ordering the destruction of 25 villages in the area and of the execution
of 20,000 Armenian villagers. Detailed investigations made by a mixed Ottoman
and foreign commission demonstrated the exaggerated nature of the claims, but
European public opinion, followed closely by its politicians, was ever ready to believe the worst of Muslims. The sultan attempted to conciliate Europe and make
it easier for their politicians to accept the situation as it was by promising once
again to make the reforms he was, in fact, already making in the east, and the
powers therefore declined to intervene.29
Because the response of the powers disappointed the Hunchaks, they tried again,
this time in Istanbul, to create a disturbance everyone would see. On September
30, 1895, a demonstration was organized to protest the commission's report, marching first to the major foreign embassies and then to the Porte. This inflamed the
masses of the capital, then thronged by thousands of homeless and jobless refugees
from Bosnia and Bulgaria passing through the city on their way to Anatolia.
Rumors about the death of an Ottoman policeman trying to control the demonstrators stimulated a general riot, leading to communal massacre and countermassacre,
which helped the terrorist cause. Abdulhamit prepared to send in police to restore
order, but the ambassadors complained that the measure was intended only to suppress the Armenians. Nothing was done, therefore, until the disturbances threatened
to spread to the areas where the Europeans lived, at which time they finally allowed
the government to establish a martial law and bring in the army to end the troubles
(October 9). Similar communal disturbances followed at Trabzon and several other
cities and towns. Again the cry went through Europe that Muslims were slaughtering Christians with government connivance. But with the British cabinet too
divided to act and Russia opposed to any action that would bring Britain into
control of the Straits, there was no intervention and the terrorists were disappointed once more.
The winter of 1895-1896 witnessed large-scale massacres throughout Anatolia as
general security broke down, but little could be done until the army was brought in
during the spring. In Istanbul the Armenian terrorists, still hoping to force foreign
intervention, struck again. On August 26, 1896, a group of Armenians took over
the main Ottoman Bank in Beyoglu.30 Bombs were planted throughout the building,
some of the bank employees were held as hostages, and preparations were made for
a lengthy siege in the hope of rousing European interest. Soon after, a second
group forced its way into the Sublime Porte, wounding several officials and threatening the grand vezir with a pistol. Revolutionary units ran through the old quarter
of Istanbul, throwing bombs and firing wildly with rifles and pistols, killing and
wounding a number of innocent bystanders. Another bomb was thrown at the sultan
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as he was going to the Aya Sofya mosque for the Friday prayer, with more than
20 policemen guarding him being killed. Demands were delivered to the European
embassies calling for the dispatch of a new investigation commission to the eastern
provinces, the appointment of Christian governors and kaymakams to administer
them, of Christian police, gendarme, and militia forces to replace those of the
government, pardoning of all taxes for five years and their reduction by four-fifths
thereafter, increases in state expenditures in the area for schools and other local
needs, a general pardon for all Armenians accused and/or convicted of crimes during the previous incidents, and restoration of all confiscated property. Abdulhamit
could not accept these demands if he was to retain any authority in his empire - so
he rejected them. After a day-long siege the bank occupiers were captured and the
other demonstrators driven off. To reduce the tension and prevent further clashes
the sultan soon afterward decreed a general amnesty and began to appoint Christian
administrators in the east, even though the Christians were minorities in most of
the districts involved.
At this point Lord Salisbury attempted to get the support of the new czar,
Nicholas II (1894-1917), for the British fleet to come to Istanbul to persuade the
sultan to give the Armenians what they wanted. Russia, however, feared this would
increase British control in the empire and joined France in opposing unilateral
intervention to pressure the sultan. Salisbury's initiative was frustrated, and nothing was done; and with no foreign support likely the Armenian national groups
themselves broke up in internal quarrels. With the provocations soon forgotten, relations between Muslims and Armenians in the empire for the most part returned to
normal. Armenian officials again were appointed to high positions in the bureaucracy, and Armenian merchants and cultivators resumed their activities. But the
terrible events had taken their toll. The harmony that had prevailed for centuries
was gone. Those Armenians who could - that is, wealthy urban merchants and also
many revolutionary society members and intellectuals - reacted to the continued
unwillingness of the Armenian masses to join or even support their movement.
They left the Ottoman Empire, going to Iran, Egypt, Europe, and especially to
the United States, where they settled and devoted their energies and ability to
making new lives for themselves and their families. By 1897, then, the Armenian
Question was exhausted and lay dormant until World War I. It is interesting to
note, however, that during these last years the Armenians of the empire actually
increased in population (see Table 3.3) and as the empire lost territory in the
Balkans, they became a larger percentage of the total population.
Table 3.3. The Armenian population of the Ottoman Empire, 1882-191431

Year

Gregorians

Catholics

Protestants

Total
Armenians

Total
population

Armenian (%)

1882
1895
1906
1914

988,887
1,042,374
1,140,563
n.a.

100,160
80,334
90,050
n.a.

36,339
44,360
53,880
n.a.

1,125,386
1,167,068
1,280,493
1,294,831

17,375,225
19,050,307
20,947,617
18,520,016

6.47
6.12
6.10
6.11
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The Greco-Turkish War
One of the most surprising facets of Ottoman foreign relations during the nineteenth century was the relatively minor role of Greece. Of all the Balkan states it
was the only one to claim the Ottoman capital as well as parts of Rumeli and
western Anatolia. Greeks constituted the largest minority in the empire, in 1895
numbering 2,569,912, or 13.49 percent, with clear majorities or substantial minorities in a number of important provinces.32 Greek subjects of the sultan had in time
shaken off the accusations of disloyalty resulting from the Greek Revolution and
had again achieved high governmental positions, and they had a far more extensive
and wealthy merchant community than that of the Armenians. Whereas the Armenians were divided on important national questions, the Greeks almost unanimously supported the idea of a restored Greco-Byzantine Empire. But little was
done toward achieving this end either by the kingdom of Greece or by the sultan's
Greek subjects. There was, indeed, a national irredentist society, the Ethnike
Hetairia, formed in 1894 among Greek army officers, but it did not resort to
violence to achieve its aims. Having achieved independent statehood and international recognition as heirs of an ancient civilization, perhaps the Greeks did not
feel frustrated enough to resort to extreme measures. The mild attitude of Greece
can also be attributed to a lack of money to build an army large enough to achieve
its ambitions and the existence of bitter internal political rivalries. The liberals, led
by Charilaos Tricoupes, were supported by the urban middle class, and the conservatives of Theodore Deligannes were supported by the notables and the army.
The former group introduced reforms while in power and the latter repealed them,
attempting to divert the resulting dissatisfaction by renewed emphasis on the
Great Ideal. Greece could achieve its ambitions only gradually by expansion north
into Thessaly and Epirus, east into Macedonia, and south into the Aegean Islands,
including Crete. Most of the territories mentioned had sizable Greek majorities,
with the exception of Macedonia, which had large Muslim and Slavic populations
and also was coveted by Serbia and Bulgaria. In 1881 the powers had given Greece
much of Thessaly and Epirus, but the creation of Bulgaria, when added to the
existing threat from Serbia, had thwarted Greek ambitions in Macedonia. In 1885
when Bulgaria took East Rumelia, Deligannes tried to appease Greek feelings by
securing the rest of Epirus in compensation, but the powers forced him to desist
by blockading his ports. A decade later, especially with the formation of the
Ethnike Hetairia, Deligannes attempted to satisfy national ambitions by gaining
control of Crete.
In Crete conditions had improved with the application of the Organic Regulation
of 1868, but Greek instigation had led to a general revolt between 1875 and 1878. To
remedy the situation Abdulhamit sent his trusted adviser, the Greek Karatodori
Pa§a, to govern the island. He signed an agreement with the consuls of the powers
at Haleppa (October 1878), promising the island a representative assembly with a
Greek majority. But Greek bands continued to penetrate the island, stimulating renewed attacks on tax collectors and occasional bloody clashes. Finally, in 1889 the
sultan suspended the Organic Regulation as well as the Haleppa Pact, governed
directly through Muslim governors, and mainly abandoned the representative institutions in order to restore order and introduce reforms directly. More disturbances followed, however, with the Greek nationalists sending in men and supplies
and the Russians leading the powers in urging the sultan to restore the old arrangement to bring peace. Late in 1896 Abdulhamit agreed to replace the Organic
Regulation with a new statute providing government by a popular assembly and a
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Christian governor, with general amnesty for all who had participated in the disturbances. But the clashes between Muslims and Greeks continued, and the Greek
government was under nationalist pressure to intervene. Then late in January 1897
a group of rebels from Crete was joined by Greeks from the mainland. They openly
revolted against the sultan and declared the island's union with Greece. On February 3 a Greek force of 10,000 men was sent to occupy the island under the leadership of Prince George. They cut a swath of devastation, slaughtering thousands
of Muslims. The powers tried to intervene to secure a settlement but the massacres
continued, forcing the governor to flee on a Russian warship while the Ottoman
soldiers responded by slaughtering Greeks as well as defending the Muslims. It
was this act alone that seemed to catch the eye of the European press. The powers
proposed a settlement with full autonomy for Crete and with all the Ottoman
soldiers withdrawn. The sultan could not agree to this, and the crisis continued.
The Muslims besieged Hanya and Candia and shut off all sources of food and
other supplies.
Greece now tried to use the situation in Crete to expand its hold in Thessaly,
starting a war which lasted for a month and proved to be a complete disaster for
it. Prince Constantine led a small force across the border near Janina (April 10),
but the far larger and better-equipped Ottoman army of Monastir not only pushed
it back, but also moved deep into Greek Thessaly, routing the Greek army, taking
Terhala, Larissa (Yeni§ehir), and Tirnovo and advancing to the Gulf of Volo
(May 5). Athens panicked, and it seemed possible that Greece might again fall
under Ottoman rule. Neither the powers nor the Ottomans, however, wanted this.
By this time Britain was basing its Middle East position more on its control of
Egypt than on the continued survival of the rest of the Ottoman Empire, and
Russian attention was turned to the Far East. Therefore, they intervened to force
an armistice and peace agreement by which the Ottomans agreed to leave Thessaly
and the Greeks promised to pay a small war indemnity as well as allow Muslims
to emigrate to Ottoman territory, starting a new flow of refugees. The powers thus
protected Greece from suffering the consequences of its attack and then went on to
reward it by forcing Abdulhamit to establish a new autonomous regime in Crete
(December 19, 1897), still under Ottoman suzerainty but with a Christian governor
appointed by the sultan with the sanction of Athens. Ottoman soldiers were
withdrawn, and the governor promised to protect all Muslims remaining on the
island, but with a Greek militia this meant very little. The powers soon surprised
the sultan by appointing the Greek Prince George as their high commissioner for
Crete, thus giving Greece control of the island for all practical purposes, though it
was not formally annexed until 1912. Again the settlement was followed by the now
familiar sight of weary lines of Muslim refugees leaving everything they owned for
an uncertain future in Anatolia as the only alternative to the persecution that they
knew would otherwise be their fate. Greece had achieved a victory through
diplomacy, but the king and the government suffered the stigma of the military
defeat for some time. They responded with measures to modernize their army and
tried to gain some restoration of prestige by participating with special vigor in the
increasingly serious situation then evolving in Macedonia.33
The Macedonian Question
The most difficult, complicated, and long-lived problem faced by Abdulhamit II
was the Macedonian Question, which resulted from the ambitions of his Balkan
neighbors to rule Macedonia. From the Congress of Berlin until World War I the
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issue occupied Ottoman and European statesmen alike more than any other single
diplomatic problem, contributing significantly to the rivalries and wars that engulfed the area early in the twentieth century. Macedonia itself stretched between
Thrace and Albania, bounded in the south by the Aegean, in the north by the Sar
Mountains, and in the west by Lake Ohrid. It was organized into the Ottoman
provinces of Salonica, Monastir, and Kosova including in addition the cities of
Serez, Ohrid, Uskup (Skopje), and Bitola. Its population was mixed, with no
single group having a majority and each disputing which elements should be
counted with it. According to the Ottoman censuses taken during Abdulhamit's
reign, it was equally divided between Muslims and Christians, as shown by Table
3.4.
Though the Serbs usually were counted with the Greeks in the Greek Orthodox
millet, the Bulgars still had a clear majority of the non-Muslim population. In
general, the cities were predominantly Muslim and Greek (with the exception of
Salonica, which was mainly Jewish), while the countryside was Muslim and Slavic.
Regardless of exact numbers at the time, however, most of the claims to rule were
based more on emotion and pride, with each group looking back to the greatest
extent of its national rule in the area - the Greeks to the times of Alexander the
Great and the Byzantine Empire, the Serbs to the empire of Stefan Du§an, the
Bulgars to their great empire of the past as well as to the Big Bulgaria established
at San Stefano.
Macedonia was of strategic importance, commanding the communication route
down the valleys of the Vardar and Morava and offering both Bulgaria and Serbia
a vital outlet to the sea. It also had considerable agricultural wealth. With the
existing balance of power, control of Macedonia would give any Balkan state just
the strength needed to dominate the area. To the Ottomans Macedonia meant not
only rule over more than 1 million Muslims but also substantial tax revenues and
a buffer against Greek ambitions for Ottoman territories farther east. The powers
were attracted to the controversy by Macedonia's closeness to Istanbul and the
Straits. Greece had a weaker army than its Slavic rivals, but it seemed to have
the inside track to Macedonia through its control and use of the Orthodox church.
The establishment of the Bulgarian Exarchate (1870) created a balance that, when
combined with Bulgaria's financial and military resources, seemed to presage a
Table 3.4. The population of Macedonia, 1882-1906

Muslims
Greek Orthodox
Bulgarian Orthodox
Catholics (Greek)
Vlachs
Serbs
Jews and others
Totals

1882

1895

1904

1906

1,083,130
534,396
704,574
2,311
—
—
151,730
2,476,141

1,137,315
603,249
692,742
3,315
—
—
68,432
2,505,503

1,508,507
307,000
796,479
—
99,000
100,717
99,997
2,911,700

1,145,849
623,197
626,715
2,928
26,042
30,594
2,455,325

Sources: The figures for 1882, 1895, and 1906 come from the regular Ottoman census reports cited in note 31. Those for 1904 come from a special survey made by Inspector
Hiiseyin Hilmi Pa§a, cited in Bayur, Turk Inkilabt Tarihit Istanbul, 1940, vol. I, p. 152.
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victory for it. Serbia was in the weakest position, since it was difficult for it to
prove that it had any adherents in Macedonia at all and it lacked the kind of
religious instrument of penetration that its rivals were able to use. Its main
strength, however, was Austria, whose ambition to extend its influence to the
Aegean could be achieved only through a Serbian triumph. Rumania also put in a
claim on the basis of the presence of Vlachs, but they were such a small minority
that this can be seen only as an effort to keep Bulgaria from expanding its power.
As the dispute developed, there also emerged a Macedonian separatist movement
whose adherents claimed that they were neither Bulgars, Serbs, nor Greeks but an
entirely separate Slavic people, with a distinct dialect of their own that entitled
them to independence from all who claimed to rule them. And, finally, there were
the Muslims, many of them refugees from lands to the north, who formed the
largest single millet in Macedonia and opposed any claim that would again place
them under the control of Christians, who had treated them so badly in the past.
The battle was fought in various ways. First, for purposes of indoctrination each
of the competing Balkan states had its own organization to provide leadership in
churches, schools, and cultural activities. Spreading nationalist propaganda were
the Bulgarian Cyril and Methodius Committee (1884), the Serbian Society of
Saint Slava (1886), and the Greek Ethnike Hetairia (1894). If these had been
the only instruments of rivalry, neither the disputants nor the Macedonians and
Ottomans would have suffered so much. But the Balkan nationalists also formed
terrorist societies, on the Armenian model, to spread their messages. Most violent
of these were the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (IMRO) established by Bulgarians in Macedonia (1893) to lead their people against the Ottomans and all others who opposed the Bulgarian claim, and the rival External
Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (EMRO), established in Sofia to train
Macedonian exiles for the same kind of objective. IMRO was reflective of Macedonian viewpoints, aiming at the establishment of an autonomous province, associated federally with Bulgaria and Serbia, while the EMRO was more Bulgarian in
its goals, advocating union with Bulgaria once the Ottomans were driven out. The
Serbs and Greeks had their own terrorist organizations, on a smaller scale. Supporting these groups, in and out of Macedonia, were the governments and consuls
of the nations concerned, who provided not only money and encouragement but
also arms and ammunition and at times legal protection to the terrorists.
Starting in 1900 the different groups began their campaigns, ravaging the
countryside, slaughtering officials as well as Muslim and Christian subjects who
refused to accept their points of view. Trains and postal carriages were intercepted, foreigners and wealthy natives kidnapped for ransom, churches blown up.
Macedonia became a common expression of horror in the foreign press, particularly
when incidents involved foreigners or Christians. Though the Ottoman government only strove to restore order and protect all elements of the population, somehow it was blamed for everything the terrorists did, with the sufferings of the
Christians emphasized almost exclusively while the Muslims were mostly forgotten.
The signatory powers of Berlin pressured the Ottomans to make "reforms" in
Macedonia in the hope that this might satisfy the terrorists. In response, Abdulhamit organized a new province, called the Three Provinces (Vildyet-i
Selase),
including Salonica, Kosova, and Monastir, whose regulation was to be drawn
up by a special Rumeli Provinces Reform Commission on the basis of investigations made by Huseyin Hilmi Pa§a, former governor of the Yemen. It provided for mixed police and gendarmerie forces, special new departments to deal
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with public works and foreign affairs, mixed courts, a Christian governor, new
schools, and a large part of the province's tax revenues to be used to develop its
own economy.34 But neither the terrorists nor the Russians or the Austrians were
satisfied with a plan that would enable the Ottomans to keep Macedonia. When the
reform plan was proclaimed and officials were sent out to put it into effect, the
IMRO fought back with a general uprising centered at Monastir, taking over most
of the province and attacking Muslims as well as Christians not wishing to join
the movement, while the Ottoman army replied in kind. Thousands of terrorized
Muslims fled toward Istanbul, and an equal number of Christians moved toward
Sofia. The Bulgarian government, fearing that the IMRO activities might draw
it into an unwanted war, finally took steps to curb it, at least by preventing it from
operating in Bulgarian territory (September 1903).
Russia and Austria opposed any settlement that the Ottomans might impose by
direct negotiation with the Balkan states. On February 21, 1903, they issued their
own reform proposals in Vienna. They demanded that the provincial inspector
continue his work, that no soldiers be used locally without special permission, that
new reforms be introduced to satisfy the different elements of the population as
well as the powers, that the local police and gendarmerie be composed of Muslims
and Christians in proportion to their numbers in the population, and that tax
reforms be carried out, including replacement of the tithe with a regular land tax.
Even though the administration was thus to be carried out partly under the control
of foreigners, the sultan was satisfied because direct foreign intervention would be
avoided. But, as earlier, the terrorists did not want a settlement that left the Ottomans still in control of Macedonia. Nor were the Macedonian Muslims happy with
an arrangement that allowed Christian soldiers and policemen; hence they began
demonstrations in Kosova that cost the lives of many of their Christian countrymen as well as that of the Russian consul of Uskup. The Serbian and Bulgarian terrorists began to raid from their mountain fastnesses, encouraging the Christians
of Macedonia to join a general uprising against the Ottomans. The IMRO terrorists
copied the Armenians by attacking and blowing up the Ottoman Bank at Salonica.
Only the Greek terrorists, not wishing their Slavic rivals to gain full control of
the province, held back and at times cooperated with the Ottomans to restore
order.
In response to the new difficulties, Czar Nicholas and Emperor Franz Joseph
issued a new reform program at Murzteg (October 9, 1903), presenting it to the
Ottomans after gaining the approval of all the Berlin Treaty signatories. They
now demanded that the Ottoman inspector general be accompanied and advised
by Russian and Austrian officials, who would investigate the complaints of Christians and root out all instances of misrule and oppression. A general amnesty would
be proclaimed. The Ottoman government would give financial assistance to help
the villagers restore their homes and fields. Mixed administrative councils and
courts would be introduced in all localities where the populations were mixed, and
the Russian and Austrian consuls would supervise all the reforms. Abdulhamit disliked many of the provisions involving foreign supervision, but he did not want the
Macedonian problem to lead to a more general war, and he was willing to let the
foreigners try out reforms he knew would not satisfy the terrorists. Within a short
time the reforms were begun. But now the Greeks and Vlachs, supported respectively by the patriarchate and the Rumanian government, became far more active
than they had been earlier, opposing a settlement that they feared would favor the
Slavs. In addition, while Bulgaria signed a separate agreement with the Porte
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(April 8, 1904) reaffirming its intention to stop the terrorist bands, it was unable
to do so. Political murders continued throughout the province until the end of
Abdulhamit's reign, and it was only in 1909 that a reformed gendarmerie and
police finally were able to bring some order.
In the meantime, the powers also proposed new financial reforms to be carried
out through the Ottoman Bank and its branches in Macedonia, which would, in
essence become the financial departments of each of the three provinces. But
Abdulhamit refused to accept such direct foreign participation in the Ottoman
financial process. An International Finance Commission was formed to supervise
Macedonia's finances (May 8, 1905), but the Porte refused to accept its intervention. An international fleet of five ships then was sent to take over the island of
Midilli (November 26, 1905). It went on to capture the customs offices at Limni
(December 5, 1905) before Abdulhamit finally caved in. The Germans arranged a
compromise: The International Finance Commission now was composed not of
inspectors but only advisers, including one appointed by the Ottomans. It would
prepare the budgets of the three provinces in Macedonia, but they would have to
be sanctioned by the sultan before they could be put into effect. All proposals for
further financial reforms would have to go through the regular Ottoman legislative
process.
The reforms began after the withdrawal of the powers from Limni and Midilli.
To close deficits in the provincial budgets the Ottoman government proposed that
instead of raising taxes on the inhabitants the customs duties be increased from 8 to
11 percent. But the powers, always willing to demand reforms as long as their
own interests were not involved, agreed only in return for commercial concessions
elsewhere, with the British gaining an extension of the concession for the IzmirAydin railroad until 1940, the Germans securing an addition to the guarantee
money paid by the Ottomans to their bankers for the Anatolian Railroad, and so
forth. The financial reforms were then put into effect. The continued activities of
the terrorist bands, now led by the Greeks with the connivance of the Greek government, were the main obstacle because they left the provincial government with
a hand-to-mouth existence for the remainder of Abdulhamit's rule.
The last phase of the Macedonian Question came when the king of England and
the czar of all the Russias met at Reval, in Estonia, on June 9, 1908, to arrange an
alliance against the rising power of Germany on the Continent. As part of the
program to settle all differences between them, they agreed that the governor of
Macedonia, though an Ottoman subject, should be appointed only with the agreement of the powers and that he should be helped by a large staff of European
administrators paid out of the provincial revenues. The agreement at Reval was
opposed by Austria, still hoping to expand to the Adriatic through the agency of
Serbia, and by Germany, which hoped to displace England as the major European
power with influence at the Porte. In response to the rapprochement of England
with Russia and, soon afterward, with France, thus forming the Triple Alliance,
Austria and Germany engaged in a new era of cooperation that contributed to the
escalation of rivalries and ultimately led to World War I.

The Structure of Autocracy
Though Abdulhamit II came to the throne promising to support constitutionalism,
the dynastic considerations surrounding his accession, his lack of confidence in
the integrity or ability of statesmen associated with the Porte, and the internal
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and external crises that convulsed the empire led him to adopt an increasingly
personal, autocratic, and absolutist policy of administration. His memory of Abdulaziz's fate and knowledge of Murat V's improved mental condition subsequent
to the dethronement made him feel insecure. He also believed that all Ottoman
statesmen were self-seeking and corrupt and that there was a lack of civicmindedness among Ottoman bureaucrats. The Russo-Turkish War of 1877-1878 and
the turmoil that followed the Congress of Berlin, the activities of the terrorist
bands, and the threats of the Balkan neighbors as well as European powers convinced the sultan that effective administration could be achieved only through
centralized rule, not by diffusion of power.35
The pattern of autocracy through which the sultan was to achieve his aims was
discernible even before the Congress of Berlin when, reacting to the political
criticism of the war effort, he used the powers given him by the Constitution to
send Midhat Pa§a into exile and dismiss the Parliament. Abdulhamit considered himself to be, and was in fact, a reformer, but like the Men of the Tanzimat he felt that
in the context of the time democratic representation embodied in the Parliament led
only to delays, inefficiency, frustration, internal weakness, and further defeats and
disintegration. Abdulhamit generally followed the example of Abdulaziz in his later
years, centering power in the palace rather than the Porte and bureaucrats. He developed a structure of personal control that, with the centralized system of administration created by the Tanzimat, made possible a far more extensive and complete
autocracy then anything ever achieved previously by the greatest of the sultans.
Through this autocracy Abdulhamit managed to restore and defend his shattered
empire, revitalize its society, and bring to a successful conclusion most of the reforms that had been threatened after 1871, thus making himself the last man of the
Tanzimat. He did so at a price, however, stifling the slow evolution that had been
taking place toward basic political reforms, intended to provide representative
institutions that would enable the subjects to participate in the process of rule. We
must now proceed to examine the sultan's system of autocratic rule and see whether
the results were worth the price.
Abdulhamit II's Concepts of Rule
It is a mistake to assume that Abdulhamit came to the throne with the intention
of establishing his autocracy and that he worked to undermine the Parliament right
from the outset. In fact, he initially reversed Abdulaziz's personal rule by accepting the Constitution, adding only sufficient guarantees to ensure that the Porte
would never again establish the kind of domination it had achieved during the
Tanzimat. There is every indication that, at this time, Abdulhamit was still young
and impressionable, willing to learn and to test Midhat's ideas to save the empire.
During his first year, he was far more open to new ideas than any of his immediate
predecessors, praying with the common people during the Friday services, talking
with Ottomans and foreigners about the problems of the state, summoning bureaucrats, scribes, intellectuals, and even the Young Ottoman leader Namik Kemal, to
whom he said "Let us work together, Kemal Bey, let us raise this state and sultanate
to a higher condition than before."36
His turn toward autocracy was determined by the events and conditions he
witnessed following his accession. Abdulhamit believed that Midhat's refusal to
allow the refinancing of the Ottoman debt to go forward and his rejection of the
mediation of the Istanbul Conference - regardless of the consequences, simply be-
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cause of his dislike of foreign intervention - had left the empire in a financial and
diplomatic dilemma. He observed the ambitions and intrigues of the politicians on
all sides and the Parliament's delaying role in the legislative process, imposed as it
was on the existing structure between both the Council of State and the Council
of Ministers. It was difficult to unify various groups whose interests often clashed,
in the sultan's opinion, with the interests of the empire as a whole. Abdulhamit was
also disillusioned by the attitude of the powers, which ignored the sufferings of the
thousands of Muslims being persecuted and massacred in Bulgaria and Bosnia
while presenting the suffering of Christians as evidence of Muslim barbarism,
and by their exploitation of the ambitions of the Balkan states more as instruments
of their own imperial goals than to meet the needs of the people of the area. The
rise of groups within the Parliament that used the war disasters to put forward
their own views and needs rather than supporting the war effort was only the final
element in a long series of events that convinced the young sultan that the empire
was not ready for democracy and that autocracy was the only way for it to survive
in troubled times:
I made a mistake when I wished to imitate my father, Abdulmecit, who sought
to reform by persuasion and by liberal institutions. I shall follow in the footsteps of my grandfather, Sultan Mahmut. Like him I now understand that it is
only by force that one can move the people with whose protection God has
entrusted me.37
Center of Power: The Palace
At the center of power after 1878 was the palace of the sultan, who built the relatively simple mdbeyin structure developed at Yildiz by Abdulaziz into a complex
bureaucracy, itself directing, supervising, and investigating many aspects of government and society that had been mainly autonomous in previous years. Beneath
the dominating presence of the sultan there were several major figures who shared
the reins of power by advising him on the problems that came to his attention and
controlling his access to individuals and information.
On one side there was the pervasive influence of the hero of Plevna, Gazi Osman
Pa§a (1832-1897), who as chief of the palace service (mdbeyin mufiri) and chairman of the Privy Council (ser Yaverdn-x Ekrem) not only directed the sultan's
personal staff and finances but also was his chief executive officer. Representing
the ulema and the military and leading the reaction to Western ways, he exercised
a conservative influence on Abdulhamit's policies and took the lead in reinvigorating the institutions of Islam. Gazi Osman remained the sultan's miifir even when
at times he left the palace to serve as minister of war, acting as the sultan's eyes
and ears and, in many ways, the real power in the state as long as he lived.
Sharing Gazi Osman Papa's influence in the spheres of administration, finance, and
foreign affairs were the sultan's scribe (ba$ kdtip) and assistant scribe (kdtib-i
sani), who expanded their official roles of presenting to the sultan all communications and proposed laws and decrees into a power to dominate his relations with
the departments and officials of government, telling them what the sultan's desires
and policies were and communicating to him their versions of the results. Most
powerful of the chief scribes was Kuqiik Sait Pa§a, originally appointed due to
the influence of the sultan's brother-in-law, Damat Mahmut Pa§a, but subsequently
appointed to serve as grand vezir several times as well as minister of various departments, thus becoming Abdulhamit's principal agent in the government. His
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successors as chief scribe were Ali Fuat Bey (1878-1881) ; Siireyya Efendi (1881—
1894) ; and finally Tahsin Pa§a, who, following Gazi Osman Pa§a's death more or
less replaced him as chief adviser and remained with Abdulhamit until his deposition in 1909. The position of second scribe was purely a subordinate one until it
came to be filled after 1893 by Ahmet Izzet Pa§a, who acted as the sultan's chief of
staff after Gazi Osman's death, meeting with the grand vezir and ministers to
convey the sultan's wishes and receive their reports. He chaired many of the
important commissions that the sultan had established on matters of particular concern, such as those to reform Ottoman finances, build and administer the Hicaz
Railroad, and deal with the diplomatic problems that arose over the presence of the
British in Egypt and their intrusion into the Red Sea area. Ahmet Izzet subsequently rose to be grand vezir for Mehmet VI Vahideddin following the collapse
of the Young Turks and end of World War I (1918). With the first and second
scribes gaining increased influence in Gazi Osman's declining years, following his
death the position of mil fir was left vacant so that they could continue to dominate
the palace.
Under the general authority of the mil fir and the scribes there were several
other influential individuals and institutions within Abdulhamit's personal system
of government. Insofar as his women and slaves could influence him, they did so
mainly through the eunuch of the Sublime Porte (dar us-saade agasi). Two holders
of this office, Gani Aga and Hafiz Behram Aga, were given the rank of vezir,
placing them higher than the miifir and the scribes and equal in official protocol
only to the grand vezir, the feyhnlislam, the khedive of Egypt, and the prince of
Bulgaria. The Privy Council (Yaverdn-i Ekrem), composed of current and retired
government and military leaders appointed to the newly established high rank of
imperial aide-de-camp (yaver-i ekrem), was responsible for advising the sultan on
public policy and for inspecting the army and civil service to ferret out dishonesty,
disloyalty or inefficiency. There was a secret police (hafiye) organization in the
palace under the sultan's personal control, directed first by Ahmet Celaleddin Pa§a,
one of his personal slaves, and subsequently by another protege, Fehim Pa§a, who
remained until dismissed by the Young Turks. Under their direction was an army
of spies as well as informants (jurnalcis) ; they were appointed to every department
of the government to ascertain and report on the actions and thoughts of individual
bureaucrats in memorandums (junials), which were used to promote, dismiss, or
even imprison those thought to be treasonous under article 113 of the Constitution.
Recommended by the director of the Ottoman Bank to Abdulhamit while he still
was a prince, an Armenian banker, Hagop Zarifi Pa§a, handled the sultan's personal
finances and advised him on economic and financial policy. The Greek Alexander
Karatodori Pa§a, after representing the sultan at the Congress of Berlin and
serving as foreign minister, retired to the palace, where he advised Abdulhamit on
important internal foreign affairs and supervised the work of the Foreign Ministry.
There was a palace Press Department, headed first by an Armenian named Ni§an
Efendi and then by his brother Sefer Efendi, who prepared summary translations
of important news items in the foreign and domestic press and also translated
foreign novels for the pleasure of the sultan. And there were the directors of some
of the older departments - the chief chamberlain, the chief imam, the chief doctor,
and the head of the sultan's personal guard (Ser Yaverdn-% Harp) -all of whom
exercised some influence by virtue of the sultan's isolation and dependence on them
for news and opinions.
Finally, starting in 1879 an entirely new corps of palace servants was created
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to help the sultan and his advisers in the palace, while the old departments and
staffs at the Topkapi Palace and elsewhere were drastically reduced. The young
men employed in this service were graduates of the Riisdiye schools. Some also
were sent for further training to the Civil Service School (Mekteb-i Miilkiye) or
the military academies after which they entered careers in the civil service and
army, where they were expected to keep the sultan informed of the latest trends.
Thus did Abdulhamit II adapt the old Ottoman system of proteges, effectively
utilized earlier by Mustafa Res.it Pa§a, to become the instrument for palace control
of the entire system of government.38
Beyond the palace the sultan's will was enforced at several levels. In 1880 the
police and gendarmes of the empire, formerly directed by a Control Commission
(Zabtiye Meclisi) in the Ministry of the Interior, was organized into a separate
Ministry of Police (Zabtiye Nezareti) and extended into a highly organized hierarchy throughout the empire, mainly on the French model. Commissioners
(komisers) under the direct control of the minister supervised and directed police
activities in each district of Istanbul and the other large cities as well as in each
province. The urban and rural police forces were now put under united control,
almost independent of the administrative authorities in the area. To give the police
the power not only to control crime but also to supervise society, the ministry was
given a number of functions formerly exercised by other departments, including
control of the operation and activities of the press and theater and supervision of
travel within the empire, requiring all subjects and foreigners to register whenever
they changed residence or traveled from one place to another.39 The old polis
miisiri, who formerly commanded the police of Istanbul under the authority of the
serasker as well as the minister of the interior, was supplanted by the minister of
police, a post that the sultan gave to his most trusted confidants, first Hafiz Mehmet
Pa§a, one of his military aides-de-camp (1880-1884); then Kamil Bey (18841890), a scribe; followed by the most famous of them all, Nazim Pa§a (18901897), one of the sultan's proteges, who previously had served as tax collector and
member of the secret police in Beyoglu; and finally §efik Pa§a, formerly chief judge
of the Court of Cassation (Temyiz Mahkemesi), who served until the Young Turk
Revolution. The secret police, stationed in the palace, was nominally under the
authority of the Ministry of Police but was in fact independent, with the sultan
thus maintaining two police forces to spy on each other as well as everyone else.
Supervision of the bureaucracy was accomplished through two organizations.
In 1878 the Civil Service Commission (Metnurin-i Miilkiye Komisyonu) was
established to appoint, promote, supervise, transfer, and retire all bureaucrats, more
or less in the Western manner. In addition, the Commission to Register the Affairs
of Civil Servants (Ahval-% Memurin Sicili Komisyonu) had branches in each
ministry and department and kept detailed biographies and records of the activities,
statements, and opinions of all bureaucrats, with a large staff of investigators
and scribes contributing to the maintenance of each individual's record. Acting
directly under the grand vezir, both commissions provided the sultan with as
complete a means of controlling the mass of bureaucrats as did the police for high
officials, foreigners, and the remainder of his subjects.40
All civil servants had to get prominent subjects to post bonds to guarantee their
good behavior as well as the efficient and honest conduct of their duties.41 There
were laws that regulated the operations and output of all presses, authors, and
newspapers, with publishers and writers alike required to pay large annual permission fees and to post bond and provide outside guarantors to assure their good
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behavior. The basic press law issued in 1856 was rigorously enforced after 1878
and then replaced by a new and more extensive law in 1885.42 and when that
was not enough, by another one in 1888.43 Writers were regulated separately in
1870 and in a series of laws promulgated by Abdulhamit.44 A separate law was introduced for booksellers in 1894.45
Individuals suspected of seditious thought or behavior were dismissed from
their positions, sometimes exiled, and even executed. The most notable example was
the case of the well-known reformer and the major proponent and author of the
Constitution, Midhat Pa§a. After his return from exile in 1878, he served for two
years as governor of Syria (1878-1880) and then for a short time at Izmir (18801881) before his continued concern for the restoration of the Parliament finally led
the sultan to have him tried and convicted (1881) of the crime of murdering Sultan
Abdulaziz on the basis of rather flimsy evidence and testimony built up by a committee headed by Ahmet Cevdet. He was sent to imprisonment in the Yemen, where
he died three years later at the hand of an unknown assassin. Midhat's fate became
a warning to others who might choose to resist the will of the sultan.46
The Structure of Government and Justice
The policies and programs desired by the sultan were carried out by the ministries
established during the Tanzimat. There was the Ministry of the Interior
(Dahiliye), which, while no longer concerned with the police, still dealt with
provincial and local government, the Ottoman-language press, the census, and
the settlement and maintenance of refugees. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(Hariciye) lost its Imperial Council departments to the grand vezir's office and
its functions regarding the millets to the Ministry of Justice, so that it concentrated now on foreign affairs, and its only additional duties involved the supervision
of the foreign-language press and the mixed courts, matters of nationality, foreign
trade, and the supervision and care of all foreign officials living in the empire.
The office of the seyhulislam was expanded into a committee to interpret and
execute the Holy Law (Bab-t Valayx Fetva Heyeti), with an undersecretary
(mustesar) in charge of financial and administrative matters, supervising endowments assigned to the maintenance of the ulema, organizing and assigning all
judges, administering the property of orphans, supervising religious publications,
controlling the religious schools and caring for their students and teachers, and
maintaining the mosques and other religious institutions. The seyhulislam himself, while nominally the equivalent of the grand vezir, was left with little power
or authority.
The Seraskerate, still not quite called the Ministry of War, was now given a
General Staff (Erkdn-i Harbiye) to carry out its functions. It had a far more
elaborate and complex hierarchy than before because of reforms introduced by
Prussian advisers between 1885 and 1895, with separate departments for matters
such as military operations, statistics, encampment and barracks, military arts,
infantry, cavalry, schools, veterinary medicine, artillery, military courts and prisons,
supply, construction, fortification, health, and communications as well as special
departments to supervise the activities of each of the provincial armies. The
Ministry of the Navy (Bahriye Nezareti) remained unchanged except for the
addition of a general staff that directed operations under the authority of the
minister. The Imperial Dockyard (Tersane) was now directed by an officer with
the rank of field marshal (musir) whose relationship with the serasker was about
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the same as those of the marshals who directed the provincial army. The Ministry
of Justice (Adliye Nezareti), established as such in 1870, was now also given
all functions concerned with the non-Muslim millets; thus its name was changed to
the Ministry of Justice and Sects (Adliye ve Mezahib Nezareti). It continued
to supervise and control the entire complex of Nizamiye secular courts, including
the appeals courts developed in Istanbul. The Ministry of Finance (Maliye) was
constantly changing its structure to accomplish the difficult task of keeping the
empire's finances afloat. In addition to the usual departments to care for specific
categories of revenues and expenditures, there also were special sections to help
finance military institutions (Tesisat-i Askeriye lane Komisyonu), supervise the
Public Debt Commission (Diiyun-u Umumiye Muhasebesi Kalemi), administer the

cadastres of property and property taxes, and control the mint. Other ministries
that continued with little change from the Tanzimat period were those of education (Maarif-i Umumiye Nezareti), Foundations (Evkaf-t Humayun Nazareti), and
Trade and Public Works (Ticaret ve Nafia Nezareti), the latter also dealing with
railroads, roads and bridges, industry, and statistics.
In addition, there were several formerly subordinate departments that were
expanded into full-fledged ministries: the Hicaz Railroad Ministry; the Ministry
for Military Equipment (Techizat-i Askeriye Nezareti), established by the sultan
to raise money outside regular treasury sources to supply the army; the Accounting
Council (Divan-i Muhasebat), set up to check the accounts of all ministries and
departments including that of Finance; the Ministry of Property Records (Defter-i
Hakani Nezareti), and those of Excise Taxes (Rusumat Nezareti), Forests,
Mines, and Agriculture (Orman ve Maadin ve Ziraat Nezareti), Health (Sihhiye
Nezareti), Telegraph and Post (Telegraf ve Posta Nezareti), Police (Zabtiye
Nezareti), the Civil Servants' Retirement Fund (Mulkiye Tekailt Sandtgt Nezareti), and the Military Retirement Fund (Askeri Tekaiit Sandxgt Nezareti).
At the top, the Office of the Grand Vezir (Sadaret-i Uzmd Daire-i Celilesi),
constituting the Sublime Porte (Bab-i Ali), was organized into several specialized
departments that coordinated the affairs of state. The old offices of the Imperial
Council, now gathered as the Amedi Department of the Imperial Council, supervised administrative matters, and the Scribal Department of the Grand Vezir
(Mektubi-i Sadr-% Ali Odasi) handled scribal and financial affairs, though there
was considerable overlapping as time went on. It was the latter that took care of
correspondence between the grand vezir and all other government departments,
keeping its files in the Archives of the Sublime Porte (Bab-% Ali Evrak Odast),
which today provides us with our principal records of the period. The Beylikgi
department and the Miihimme Odasi, charged with keeping important records
belonging to the Imperial Council, once included in the Foreign Ministry and
then transferred to the Porte, continued to perform their old functions. In addition,
the grand vezir chaired a number of commissions established by the sultan, with
their staffs adding to the general crowding at the Porte. These included the Imperial Commission on Refugees (Muhacirin Komisyon-u Ali), nominally chaired
by the sultan himself, the Retirement Assistance Fund of the Porte (Bab-i Ali
Teshilat Sandtgt), and the Administrative Commission of the Hicaz Railway.
Finally, now thoroughly integrated into the structure of the Porte under the
grand vezir was the Council of State (or §urayt Devlet), again the main
legislative organ as well as the high court of appeal for administrative cases. Soon
after the Parliament had been dissolved, a series of regulations (1878-1880) reorganized the council, restoring its original functions except for its role as an appeals
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court for the Nisamiye courts, which the Constitution had given to the Court of
Cassation (Temyiz Mahkemesi) in the Ministry of Justice. The council's internal
organization developed by Mahmut Nedim during his last grand vezirate was
partly revived, with separate Departments of Legislation {Tanzimat), Administrative Regulations (Dahiliye, or Interior), and Administrative Justice (Muhakemat). Its manner of composition was changed, however, with the old election
system being replaced by appointment of former civil servants and military officers
by the grand vezir, making them thus an integral part of the bureaucracy of the
Porte. The Chamber of Notables (Meclis-i Ay an) created by the Constitution
continued in existence: one of the ministers served as its chairman and the membership included the other ministers and additional appointees. Under these circumstances the occasional clashes of opinion between the Council of State and the
Council of Ministers that had delayed legislation in the past now took place, if
they did at all, within the former before details of draft laws and regulations were
drawn up, and confirmation with little change by the latter was almost assured.
Thus legislation could proceed more efficiently, though it was at the cost of
eliminating the popular input formerly provided by the council's elected members
and later by the elected members of the Chamber of Deputies.
The Council of State continued to maintain its administrative courts to hear
appeals as well as cases of first instance originating in the central government. A
supplementary regulation issued in 1885 provided that when its decisions conflicted
with those of the Court of Cassation, a special High Appeals Committee should
be established, with three members from each, under the chairman of the
Council of State.47 In 1895 the administrative courts of the council were reorganized into primary (bidayet), appeal (istinaf), and final appeal (temyiz) bodies
and put under the supervision of the Ministry of Justice even though they remained
structurally within the council.48 Two years later the remaining portions of the
council were given their final organization, with a new Financial Department
(Maliye) being added while the Interior Department was limited to civil service
affairs (and thus was changed in name to Mulkiye Dairesi, or Civil Service Department), with the job of investigating the activities of departments, ministries, and
individual bureaucrats and drawing up new regulations on such matters, while the
Tanzimat Department was given the additional task of drawing up all agreements
that gave foreign companies concessions in the empire.49

Abdulhamit's Bureaucrats
The departments now were staffed almost entirely with graduates of the secular
schools, providing a competent and efficient group of civil servants. Of course,
policy now emanated from the palace rather than the Porte, with grand vezirs and
ministers alike being no more than instruments of the sultan's will. On the other
hand, in such a vast bureaucratic structure it was impossible for the sultan and
his palace group to control or supervise every aspect of administration. Abdulhamit tried to prevent a resulting increase in the bureaucrats' control of the
administration, not only by his orders to ministers and his spy and reporting
system, but also by rapidly shifting bureaucrats from one position to another. As
long as they did not incur his displeasure, they usually managed to secure equally
good positions in other departments, thus playing a continuous game of musical
chairs. The sultan shifted high administrators even more frequently at times, to
make the foreign ambassadors think they were influencing him in one way or
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another or to make specific changes in the general policies of the departments
concerned.
Throughout Abdulhamit's reign, then, there was a group of high-ranking
bureaucrats, the fourth generation of Men of the Tanzimat, who carried on the
functions of government, drawing up the laws and regulations and putting the
sultan's reforms and other policies into effect. One of the earliest was Ibrahim
Ethem Pa§a (1818-1893), born early enough to have been one of Husrev Pa§a's
group of slaves and proteges. He was Abdulhamit's first grand vezir after Midhat
Pa§a and directed the government through the Russo-Turkish War, subsequently
serving as minister of interior (1883-1885) before falling into disfavor. Ibrahim
Ethem established the first modern Ottoman government printing press (Matbaa-i
Amire) in the walls outside the Topkapi Palace. His articles on geology in the
popular press helped stimulate the development of Western scientific thought among
Ottoman scholars and intellectuals, and his sons, Osman Hamdi, Ismail Galip, and
Halil Ethem, also made major contributions to Turkish scholarship and culture well
into the republican period.50 Ahmet Vefik Pa§a (1823-1891), originally a protege
of Mustafa Re§it Pa§a and subsequently a major figure in developing the Tanzimat
secular judicial and educational systems, served as chairman of the Chamber of
Deputies during its short existence (1877-1878), as grand vezir (1878), and
then as governor of Bursa (1878-1882). He devoted his retirement to compiling
the first scientific dictionary of Ottoman Turkish (Lehge-i Osmani, first edition,
1876; second revised edition, 1888) as well as a history of the Ottoman Empire for
the Riifdiye schools (Fedeke-i Tarih-i Osmani). He translated and published 16
comedies of Moliere as well as a number of old Turkish classics, with his house and
most of his land subsequently going to Robert College to house faculty and
students.61
Most prominent among the sultan's ministers and proteges was Kiiqiik Sait Pas/a
(1838-1914). After serving Abdulhamit II for a short time as chief secretary
(1876-1878), Kiic.uk Sait became his chief instrument in the cabinet, for a time in
rivalry with Ahmet Vefik. As minister of justice, he introduced the institution of
public defender in the Nizamiye courts and also developed new commercial and
criminal codes. At the request of the sultan he drew up a major program of reform
in the army's financial system to reduce its drain on the central treasury. He
also provided the sultan with a program to restore centralized control of the
provinces, reversing the trend of decentralization discernible in the later years
of the Tanzimat. In seven terms as grand vezir (1879-1880, 1880-1882, 1882,
1882-1885, 1895, 1901-1903, 1908), he carried out the sultan's programs more
faithfully than anyone else, balancing the budget and increasing tax collections,
negotiating the public debt settlement with the powers (1881), creating the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce to develop native trade and industry, building up the
secular school system, organizing the police, and making the courts independent
of the executive so that they could make their decisions without being subject to
government, intervention. It was Kiiquk Sait who further modernized the civil
service system, instituting a system of examinations and establishing pension
funds so that aged bureaucrats could retire without fear of poverty. In his later
years, however, Sait incurred the sultan's suspicion, and he remained in retirement
to avoid Midhat Pa§a's fate. After having been away from the public eye, then, he
was able to rise once again during the Young Turk period, serving twice as grand
vezir with the support of the Committee of Union and Progress (1911, 1912) and
finally as chairman of the Chamber of Notables (1913) before retiring.52
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Sait's principal rival and regular replacement as grand vezir was Mehmet Kamil
Pa§a (1832-1913). Born in Cyprus, he rose in the Egyptian civil service and
served for many years in the Ottoman provincial bureaucracy (1860-1879). His
efforts to counter British intrigues in the Lebanon while governor of that province
drew the sultan's attention, and, after serving in various cabinet positions, he rose
to the grand vezirate for the first time in 1885 when Sait was dismissed due to
the Bulgarian annexation of East Rumelia. During the next six years (18851891) of his first term, Kamil stabilized Ottoman finances following the creation of
the Public Debt Commission and encouraged foreign companies to build up the
empire's railroads and industries to enable the treasury to pay off the debt. In
1895, during his second and final grand vezirate, however, he attempted to gain
foreign support against the sultan's efforts to intervene in the government, resulting not only in his dismissal but also threats of death. He was sent into exile as
governor of Izmir, where he remained for a decade. During the Young Turk
period, he served two more times as grand vezir, replacing Sait (1908-1909) when
the latter resigned in protest against the army's resistance to civilian control. His
Tarih-i Siyasiye-i Devlct-i Osmaniye (Political History of the Ottoman State),
when combined with Sait's publications, provide major source material for the
period.53
Perhaps the most unusual of Abdulhamit's leading ministers was Hayreddin
Pa§a (1822-1890), originally a Circassian slave in Istanbul, subsequently given
to the bey of Tunis, who raised and educated him and entered him into his service.
After serving his master and his successors in Tunis for many years and arranging a number of the European loans that caused the latter to fall into debt, he
finally succumbed to court politics and flecl to Istanbul, where he gained Abdulhamit's favor by his work on the Financial Reform Commission established in
1878 to reform the empire's tax and budget systems. Hayreddin served as grand
vezir only for a short time, in 1878-1879, and for the most part was ineffective
because his origins outside the Ottoman system created resentment among his
colleagues. In addition, while he readily gained the favor and confidence of the
British and French ambassadors, his attempt to achieve some independence in his
office and to make his ministers responsible to him soon led to his dismissal. It
was really after this time that he made his greatest contributions. Staying at his
mansion in the Ni§anta§i section of Istanbul, he rejected a second term as grand
vezir in 1882 and instead contented himself with writing a series of memoranda
to the sultan on all aspects of the Ottoman system, inspiring some of the later
reforms. Hayreddin urged the sultan to develop the Civil Service School (Mekteb-i
Miilkiye) and also to raise salaries and provide opportunities for able men to rise
quickly in order to attract such men into governmental service.54 He said that the
Parliament could serve the empire well only if it was elected by means that would
assure the selection of the ablest and most objective persons, and directed to
consider only the problems brought before it.55 He again urged the sultan to
establish some kind of system of responsibility to the grand vezir within the cabinet
and made a detailed exposition of the Porte's machinery, stimulating a general
overhaul during the sultan's later years.56 He also proposed the restoration of the
Council of Ministers in place of the sultan's Privy Council as the principal debating and policy-making body of the central government, but this was never put into
effect.57 Hayreddin later became one of Kiicjiik Sait's main advisers, helping plan
a series of administrative reforms enacted during the latter's subsequent terms as
grand vezir.58
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Modernization of the Ottoman Empire
Through all the many difficulties experienced during his reign Abdulhamit remained in his palace, devouring the reports of his administrators, spies, and secret
police, instructing his ministers and legislators on the policies they should pursue,
reading every piece of proposed legislation, and approving or modifying them
according to his own concepts of how the state should be run. Late in his reign,
however, as the terrorist threats and foreign attacks mounted, his fears of personal
assassination or dethronement led him to subordinate his concentration on reform
to his desire to destroy treason and revolt within the empire. Even then the institutions of legislation and administration established by the Tanzimat and reinvigorated during Abdulhamit's early years continued to pour out and apply an
enormous number of laws and regulations that gradually completed the work of
modernizing the Ottoman system.
Most of Abdulhamit's reforms were directed toward carrying out a program that
he developed himself and communicated to his ministers in 1879, soon after the
Parliament was dismissed and immediate foreign danger was removed by the
Congress of Berlin. Every aspect of the Ottoman system was included-the military, the central administration, the provinces, the law courts, finance, the
economy, public works, education, fine arts, and the administration.59 To a surprising extent, the measures enacted during much of the remainder of his reign
adhered quite closely to the program elaborated at its beginning. What were his
reform plans ? How were they implemented ? What was the end result ?
Finance
Basic to the success of any reform program in the Ottoman Empire was finding
a solution to the financial problems that had plagued the Men of the Tanzimat since
the Crimean War. The central issue was the debt owed to the foreign bondholders,
which because of financial mismanagement as well as the excessively high rates of
interest had come to absorb 80 percent of the revenues of state by the time of
Abdulhamit's accession. Mahmut Nedim's plan to resolve the problem by paying
off the old high-interest loans with a new issue of low-interest bonds seemed to
offer financial solvency, but it had been scuttled by Midhat Pa§a, who had proposed instead that the interest payments be suspended at first and then reduced by
half, an idea that appealed to his followers but was certain to destroy Ottoman
credit and endanger availability of foreign capital and expertise in the future. The
Constitution attempted to solve the financial problem by requiring that the Chamber
of Deputies approve new budgets. It did, indeed, go through the budget line by
line and reduce the salaries and pensions of those who were as usual most accessible, the civil servants. It also established its own budget commission to scrutinize
the government's budget requests regularly in the future. The legislature avoided
raising taxes, fearing that this would further weaken the economy. Instead, it
asked the government to expand agriculture, trade, and industry and to improve the
empire's exploitation of natural resources so that revenues would naturally increase
and provide for the state's needs.
But the empire was in the midst of a war, and however much the legislature
could economize at the expense of the bureaucrats, it still had to provide for extraordinary military expenses' that reached as much as 2 billion kuru§ above normal
revenues, which had fallen drastically because of the loss of several provinces to
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the enemy, of cultivators to the army, and of tax collectors due to the disruption
of the economic system. These funds were provided in a separate extraordinary
budget, thereafter a standard feature of the Ottoman financial system, with a
series of forced loans and popular subscriptions arranged to pay the cost of what
was an increasingly popular though disastrous war. In return for approving
these loans and expenditures, however, the deputies were emboldened to demand
detailed information from the ministries about their regular financial operations
and budget requests, leading to the recriminations that fortified the sultan's subsequent decision to eliminate the Parliament altogether. Abdulhamit took over and
applied the policy of pruning the bureaucracy, though he waited until the war was
over so as not to hurt morale at a critical time.60
Once the Assembly had been dissolved and peace secured, Abdulhamit was free
to develop his own financial policies. His aim was to balance the budget without
further foreign loans as a first step toward solving the state's financial crisis. He
began by trimming the bureaucracies of the Topkapi Palace and the Ministries of
the Interior and of Foreign Affairs. The army was left alone because of continued
foreign threat. All the princes and other members of his family as well as important
ministers were forced to accept reductions in salary. Palace expenditures were
removed from the treasury and paid mostly from the sultan's privy purse, which
was placed under the efficient management of Hagop Pa§a. The state budget was
subjected to the scrutiny of an expert Financial Reform Commission (Islahat-t
Maliye Komisyonu) before it reached the Council of Ministers. Each member of
the commission was rated according to the number of budget items he could reduce
with "no serious damage to the state." But since members were themselves bureaucrats who tended to defend the interests of their own departments, and the latter
were quite adept at arranging their budgets in a way so that little could be cut
out, the result was disappointing.
In any case, the Ottoman financial crisis had not been caused by extravagance
in the normal expenditures of state. Salaries of most bureaucrats were low even
by Ottoman standards. Neither the army nor the palace took a larger proportion
of the state revenues in 1876 than they had earlier, and only by eliminating
literally thousands of positions, virtually paralyzing the state, could any significant change have been made in this direction. The main problem came rather
from the foreign debt, to which the new war indemnities owed to Russia added an
almost intolerable burden. Abdulhamit asked the czar to lower the amount by as
much as three quarters and pointed out that if the empire collapsed, neither the
czar nor anyone else would get their money, and the resulting crisis might well
lead to a new war. Czar Nicholas was amenable to this idea, but when he asked
Ottoman support for Russian diplomatic policies in return, the sultan reneged, not
willing to accept such foreign dictation no matter what the rewards. Therefore,
in 1881 he agreed to pay the 35 million kuru§ per year stipulated at Berlin for 100
years, with only the czar's willingness to forgo the payment of interest easing the
burden in any way.
It was the bonded debt, then, that had to be reduced. By 1878 the debt consisted
of 9.5 billion kurus, in capital remaining from 24.4 billion kurus, borrowed between
1854 and 1876. In addition, there were about 4 billion kuru§ outstanding in internal
bonds, bringing the total to 13.5 billion kuru§, with over 1 billion kuru§ required
just to pay the interest, 44 percent of the 1874 budget. By 1876 the prosecution of
the war had forced the treasury to assume an additional burden of 7.45 billion
kuru§ of debt, adding 4.33.8 million kurus. to the amount that should have been
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paid annually just to service the debt. The treasury was empty. It could hardly
pay the civil servants, whose salary arrears reached back as much as four or five
years. The treasury's credit was so low that new loans could be made to meet
daily obligations only at huge discounts, which raised the interest even higher, with
a loan contracted in London and Paris to keep the state going after the loss of
Plevna bringing in only 60.9 percent of the borrowed amount after the discount
was paid! By 1881, then, it seemed very likely that the autocratic state that
Abdulhamit had created might succumb to foreign financial control and military
occupation. Similar situations had led to this outcome in Tunisia and Egypt. At the
Congress of Berlin the Russians had actually proposed such an action so that the
Ottoman government could meet its bonded obligations, but the other powers had
refused because they were afraid of allowing Russia into the Ottoman Empire, even
in conjunction with their own forces.
This feeling in the end dictated the solution for the Porte's financial problems.
Abdulhamit informed the powers that unless the debt was consolidated and its
service reduced, no one would get anything, thousands of bondholders throughout
Europe would lose all, and a general financial catastrophe would ensue. The
European financial and political leaders agreed to consolidation only if their own
representatives were given control over certain Ottoman revenues, which they
would administer and collect and then devote entirely to the service of the debt.
This was the basis of the agreement reached late in 1879. Abdulhamit II put it into
effect with a series of decrees issued between then and 1882. The first of these,
issued on November 22, 1879, ordered that the Ottoman state thereafter would be
required to pay no more than 135 million kurus, annually to service its debt. For
this purpose all the excise taxes levied on spirits, salt, hunting and fishing licenses,
silk, tobacco, and documents would be turned over to a commission composed of
representatives of the Ottoman Bank and the major Galata banks for administration through the tax farm system. To this the treasury was to add: (1) revenues
received from the tributes paid by the princes of Montenegro, Serbia, and Bulgaria,
(2) one-third of the projected 3 percent customs tax increase, and (3) any other
new taxes that might subsequently be created. The commission in turn agreed to
divide with the government any increased revenues that might result from its improved system of administration. Abdulhamit persuaded the European powers to
include the Russian war indemnity payments as part of the foreign debt that they
would service under the new arrangement. A series of meetings held in Istanbul
culminated in Abdulhamit's famous Decree of Muharrem, issued on November 23,
1881. By its terms the remaining Ottoman public debt, both domestic and foreign
and including interest owed but not paid since 1876, was evaluated at 21,938.6
million kuru§. This was reduced by almost half, to 12,430.5 million kuru§, by applying a complicated system to the various loans, reducing the oldest ones, going back
to 1858, by as much as 85 percent, and the most recent ones by 50 percent for the
foreign loans and 41 percent for the domestic ones. To service- the balance the
Public Debt Commission (Diiyun-u Umumiye Komisyonu) was established outside
the Ministry of Finance, including one delegate each from England, the Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, Austria-Hungary, and the Ottoman Empire, as well
as a special representative of the Galata bankers, each serving a term of five years.
The delegates were to be assisted by their own staffs of financial experts, about
5000 men in all, of whom 2 percent would be foreign and the remainder Ottoman,
with no more than 7 percent of the latter being Ottoman Christians. The Public
Debt Commission thus was established as a separate Ottoman treasury with the
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purpose of servicing the remaining Ottoman public debt, including not only foreign
and domestic bonds as such but also the Russian indemnity and the various government obligations to retired bureaucrats and former owners of timars and mukata'as.
It would administer and collect all the taxes and revenues previously turned over to
the Galata bankers together with a number of additional ones, including the excise
taxes on salt, smoking tobacco, chewing tobacco, and spirits, formerly cared for
by the Excise Tax Department, the tithe levies on silk production, whatever new
revenues might be derived from increases in the profits tax, plus the possible institution of a new kind of income tax (patent vergisi). East Rumelia, Cyprus, Greece,
Bulgaria, and Montenegro were to pay their tributes directly to the Public Debt
Commission as their share of the debt payments. The debt obligation thus reduced
took about 20 percent of the current state budget, a quite bearable burden. Abdulhamit then proceeded to apply his financial reform program so that the balance
of the state's revenues could be increased to compensate for lost revenues and the
government and army could be supported without incurring further debts.
The sultan's first objective in his 1879 reform program had been the "establishment of a regulation for the internal organization and operations of the Ministry of
Finance."62 This was accomplished in a series of measures that reorganized the
ministry's departments established in the early Tanzimat period. Between 1880 and
1887 separate committees were created to coordinate the work of administration,
inspection, and financial control. Financial functions previously exercised by officials in other departments - especially the provincial and municipal governors and
lesser officials with mainly administrative duties under the authority of the
Ministry of the Interior - were transferred to the Ministry of Finance. To unify
their activities the sultan proposed the "organization of a Department of General
Collections (Tahsilat-i Umumiye Nezareti) in the Ministry of Finance," the
"appointment of a Collections Administrator (Tahsilat Mudiirii) in each province
and a Collections Administrator Assistant (Tahsilat Miidiir Muavini) in each
county and district." "Tax collectors rather than military officers would collect the
revenues according to published regulations which would indicate collection time
for state revenues, the duties of the collection committees, and the preparation of
receipts to be given to the taxpayers."63 The sultan's wishes were carried out in
the Collection of Revenues Regulation (Tahsil-i Emval Nizamnamcsi) enacted on
November 11, 1879, together with additional regulations that specified the powers
and duties of the independent tax-collecting service itself. To centralize the state's
financial operations and prevent the ministries and departments from developing
their own financial and accounting systems, the Financial Reform Commission was
established in the Ministry of Finance to coordinate the financial operations and
budgetary processes of all the departments of government and to bring them together in the annual budget before it went to the Council of Ministers. Again, as
proposed by the sultan, for the "preparation of a general procedure for the establishment of accounting methods for the state" and "organization of an accounting
department to direct it,"64 a Central Auditing Council (Divan-i Muhasebat) was
established outside the Ministry of Finance (November 18, 1879) with the power to
audit the financial operations of all the departments, including that of Finance,
thus bringing the ministries and departments under real central financial control
for the first time. Finally, to coordinate all the different divisions and departments
in the Ministry of Finance and Auditing Council and to secure the advice of
financial specialists from the private sector, a Committee on Financial Consultation (Heyet-i Musavere-i Maliye) was set up (February 3, 1897), and at regular
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meetings thereafter it provided guidance on the operations of all governmental and
nongovernmental bodies concerned with finance.65
In addition, the sultan stimulated a series of tax reforms, extending the profits
tax throughout the empire, including Istanbul, though his effort to supplant it with
an income tax applied to the earnings of foreigners in the empire as well as those
of Ottomans was frustrated by the opposition of the European ambassadors, who
represented their mercantile communities. Other major reforms were made in the
tithe, sheep tax, property tax, and the military-service taxes, the major sources of
revenue left to the treasury after the excise taxes were taken over by the Public
Debt Commission.
The end result of Abdulhamit's financial reforms and the efforts of the Public
Debt Commission was a substantial increase in total state revenue collections, from
1615 million kurus, in 1880-1881, the last year before the Decree of Muharrem, to
1722.7 million kuru§ in 1898-1899 and 2290.5 million kuru§ in 1906-1907, a relatively small increase of 7.4 percent in the 17 years to the first date and then, as the
reforms fully caught hold, a rapid rise bringing the total increase to 43 percent
during the quarter-century to 1907. It is interesting to note that the Public Debt's
share of these revenues increased only marginally, from 6.02 percent of the total
in 1881-1882 to 7.7 percent in 1898, hardly enough to warrant the imposition of
European control (see Table 3.6). During the same quarter-century, the budgets
of many departments were substantially decreased, but increased expenditures for
the army, the grand vezir's office, and the imperial princes still left the treasury
with a regular annual deficit (see Table 3.5).
Special expenditures - for settling refugees, building the Hicaz Railroad, financing the Red Crescent society, and paying for military equipment such as new
Table 3.5. Changes in Ottoman departmental budgets
between 1880 and 1907 (in millions of kurus)

Department
Navy
Police
Privy purse subsidies
Legislative bodies (excluding
Council of State)
Finance
Excise tax (including Public
Debt Commission)
Army
Grand vezir (including Council of
State and Ministry of Interior)
Support for imperial princes
Justice
Ilmiye

Budget in
1880-1881

Budget in
1907-1908

98.9
185.1
105.9

60.8
130.6
57.7

11.3
107.2

1.32
99.3

43.1
547.4

40.1
898.1

56.9
22.2
42.6
18.6

114.09
35.7
51.9
27.4

Sources: The Budget of 1296/1880-1 is in BVA, Yildiz
K36/156/11; that of 1322/1906-7 is in Diistur\ VIII,
476-493.
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Table 3.6. The budget of the Ottoman Empire under Sultan Abdulhamit II,
1877-1906 {in millions of kurus)

Fiscal year

Revenues

Expenditures

Extraordinary Total
Balance budget deficit
balance

1877-1878
1889-1890
1890-1891
1897-1898
1904-1905
1905-1906

1972.5
1793.9
1776.7
1829.1
2025.8
2229.1

2947.1
1873.3
1828.5
2244.8
2123.2
2297.1

-974.6
-79.4
-51.8
-415.7
-97.4
-68

-2587.8
-338.1
_
—

Percent of
revenues
devoted to
public debt

1740.4
533.8
554.0
648.3
733.1
— 733.1

-3562.4
-417.5

59.05
29.75
31.18
35.44
36.18
32.88

Sources: Ihsaiyat-t Maliye, vol. I, pp. 402-403; the Budget of 1296/1880-1 is in BVA,
Yildiz K36/156/11; that of 1297/1881-2 is in Yildiz K36/142/156; that of 1314/1898-9 is
in BVA, Bab-i Ali Evrak Odasi 104786; that of 1324/1906-7 is in BVA, Irade Maliye 1324
Safar no. 42. Information on the collections of the Public Debt Commission is in BVA,
Bab-i Ali Evrak Odasi 106313,13 §aban 1317. A full list of the budgets involved, along with
additional information on the treasury revenues, is in S. J. Shaw, "The Nineteenth Century Ottoman Tax Reforms and Revenue System," IJMES, Vol. VI (1975), pp. 421-459.
battleships and rifles-were entered into a special annual extraordinary budget.
Administered mostly by the Agricultural Bank, which sometimes used its surplus
to pay off the deficit, this budget spent .as much as 200 to 300 million kurus,
annually. Special taxes were added to the regular ones to raise additional funds.
But when deficits persisted, they were paid by the already depleted treasury.
To pay all these deficits the government again had to turn to foreign lenders,
whose confidence in Abdulhamit's reforms and the presence of the Public Debt
Commission made them willing to invest in the empire. Between 1886 and 1908, 19
new loans were contracted, bringing a total of 12 billion kurus, of foreign funds,
of which only 10.8 billion kurus, were actually received, since the balance was
discounted.66 As a result, the amount of state revenues devoted to the payment of
the debt rose from 28.83 percent of revenues in the budget of 1881-1882 to 31.16
percent of revenues in 1906-1907. The situation was better than that which had
existed in 1875 but was not the result expected by Abdulhamit and the powers when
they arranged the empire's financial affairs in 1881.
Nevertheless, the sultan did more than contract loans to balance the budget. He
encouraged economic development to broaden the taxable base of the empire. With
the help of the Public Debt Commission, he was able to interest many European
industrialists, bankers, and merchants in investing in specific areas, such as public
works, that would contribute to the rapid growth of the economy.

Railroads
Begun soon after the Crimean War but left half-finished because of the financial
crises of the early 1870s, railroads were an important area of European investment
during Abdulhamit's reign. Most of the early railroads had been built by European
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companies stimulated by Ottoman government guarantees, but by 1888 there were
only 1780 kilometers of track operating in the empire. Except for a short line in
the Adana plain, all had been built in Thrace or the westernmost provinces of
Anatolia to link fertile valleys with the coast or to connect Istanbul with the
remnant of its European empire. Abdulhamit sought to develop the empire's
economy by resuming railroad construction on a large scale. Since the empire
lacked both capital and experience, the sultan turned to private European companies for extensive railroad construction. To divert political and imperial rivalries
into economic ones he encouraged the powers to compete for the right to develop
his empire. So it was that on September 27, 1888, the longstanding predominance
of Britain, France, and Austria in the Ottoman economy was challenged by the
signature of an agreement for the Deutsche Bank's participation in the construction
and ultimate operation of a new line to extend the old Haydarpa§a-Izmit line to
Ankara and eventually to Baghdad and the Persian Gulf. Britain and France
reacted so strongly to the "affront" that they also were included in the consortium.
The Ottoman government guaranteed a minimum amount of gross income per
kilometer of track constructed and put into operation, supplementing the railroads'
revenues only when they fell below the agreed amounts. To finance the guarantee
the government set aside revenues not under the control of the Public Debt
Commission - usually the tithes or sheep taxes collected in the areas benefiting
from the railroad construction - on the assumption that total treasury revenues
from those areas would rise as a result. Since the foreign financiers really did not
trust the efficiency of the Ottoman government, these revenues usually were administered for them by the Public Debt Commission. After making up for the deficit
in the revenue from each railroad line, the balance was delivered to the Treasury.
As a result of these arrangements, the number and extent of railroads operating
in the empire increased enormously, along with treasury revenues, during the
balance of Abdulhamit's reign. Total trackage increased 5883 kilometers by 19071908, over three times what it had been when he came to the throne. At the same
time, government revenues from railroad operations increased almost tenfold, from
80.5 million kuru§ in 1887-1888 to 740.04 million kuru§ in 1907-1908. The most
spectacular addition to the Ottoman railroad network was the famous Hicaz Railroad, built by the government through popular subscription and treasury subsidies
and with German technical help, to connect Syria with the Holy Cities. The extension of the Anatolian Railroad from Ankara to Mesopotamia, not fully completed
by the end of Abdulhamit's reign, nor by the end of World War I, contributed to
economic and political change, though its exact impact on the Ottoman economy
and society as well as governmental operations remains to be studied and quantified.
Paved Roads
The railroad system was supplemented by construction of other communications
networks in the empire. Forced labor, restored in 1869, continued to be used for
road building and repairs until 1889. It then was replaced with an equivalent tax
levied on villages adjacent to the roads (see p. 101). First the Agricultural Bank
and then the Ministry of. Public Works used this tax to finance major road operations, though in many cases villagers continued to supply labor and animals in
place of their cash obligations.67 Total funds used for road building rose during
Abdulhamit's reign from 14.39 million kuru§ in 1891 to 31.5 kurus, in 1907-1908,
and as a matter of fact to 60.7 million kurus. only four years later during the early
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years of the Young Turk period. Between 1881 and 1897, the only years for which
detailed figures are available, an average of 823 kilometers of new roads was
built each year and 450 kilometers repaired. The total road network increased from
6,500 kilometers in 1858 to 14,395 in 1895 and 23,675 in 1904. This still was not
very much in an empire that had some 20 million inhabitants and covered 3,272,354
square kilometers of land, but with most people still using animals and carts for
their transportation, dirt tracks sufficed more or less as they had for centuries. The
new roads were intended to facilitate the tax and military operations of the government as well as its efforts to expand agriculture and internal trade.68
Steamship Lines and Harbor Works
Abdulhamit did not pay too much attention to water transportation, and what
steamships there were depended mainly on the initiative of private European and
Ottoman companies that had operated in the empire since the start of the Tanzimat.
There was a government fleet, called the Idare-i Mahsusa (Reserved Administration), which was originally organized by Abdulaziz as his private line, operated
by his privy purse. Abdulhamit turned its administration over to a private Ottoman
company, with some foreign capital and management but under the supervision of
the Ministry of the Navy. At the end of the century it had no more than 95 ships
of all sizes operating within the empire and to Egypt. In addition, there was the
old §irket-i Hayriye, a private Ottoman company that operated passenger steamships along the Bosporus and to the Marmara islands, with foreign lines providing
most of the service to the Anatolian shores of the Black Sea and the Sea of
Marmara as well as to more distant ports in and out of the empire. In 1895 there
were about 50,000 vessels flying the Ottoman flag, of which only 3,047 were
propelled by steam. By 1905 this had risen to 68,769 vessels, including 4,756 steamships.
The maintenance of quays and harbor facilities was left to private concessionnaires. For instance, the Istanbul Quay and Entrepot Company, established in
1890, developed the quays that are still in use between the Golden Horn and
Tophane. These and other companies provided the treasury with a regular annual
income and also made it possible for steamships to use Istanbul and the other
major ports. Though the number of sailing ships calling at Istanbul fell from 46,531
in 1888 to 37,567 in 1904, that of steamships almost trebled during the same
period, from 1548 to 5161, and in tonnage from 711,882 to 2,375,430.69
Postal and Telegraph Service
Facilities for sending messages in and out of the empire improved during
Abdulhamit's reign, making up for the relative failure to extend the road system.
Telegraph lines went along with the railroads, with the length of land lines increasing from 23,380 kilometers in 1882 to 49,716 kilometers in 1904, while underwater
lines remained about the same, 610 kilometers in the former year and 621 kilometers in the latter. Within the same period the number of telegrams sent increased from about 1 million to 3 million, while revenues went up from 39.2 to
89.38 million kuru§. Though at least half of this was eaten away by costs, the
treasury was still left with a considerable profit.70 The Ottoman telegraphs were
operated mainly by foreigners in the years immediately after the Crimean War,
but schools to train Ottoman telegraphers soon produced an able and extremely
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dedicated body of specialists that assumed operation of the system, with the
exception of the foreign services, after 1876.
Expansion of the Ottoman postal system was more difficult because of strong
competition from the foreign post offices operating in the empire. Since there was
no Ottoman postal service until 1841, the foreign operations were at first welcomed.
As long before as 1721 Austria had been given the right to operate a regular postal
service between its embassy in Istanbul and Vienna, and Russia received the same
right early the next year. Initially these services were only for official correspondence, and the communications were carried by Ottoman postal messengers (tatars)
protected by special Janissary detachments in the sultan's territory. In 1729 the
British and Austrian merchants residing in the empire secured the right to use
these services for their own mail as well. In 1739 the Austrians gained permission
to use their agents to carry and guard the mail, and the Russians followed suit in
1783. At this point all the Europeans, and the Ottomans who wished to do so, were
using the Austrian post, and to a much lesser extent that of the Russians, for mail
going outside the empire, while internal communications were carried only by
private tatars. In the nineteenth century the other major European powers
secured the right to establish their postal operations in the empire - France in 1812,
Britain in 1832, Greece in 1834, Germany in 1870, Egypt in 1873, and finally Italy
in 1908. While they were supposed to carry mail only between Istanbul and their
own countries, soon they also began to receive mail deposited at their consulates
within the empire, and not only for Europe but also for addresses in Istanbul and
Izmir in particular, thus providing internal service as well. Because of this kind of
competition after its establishment in 1841, the Ottoman post office found it difficult
to develop its service and secure sufficient customers to meet costs. It was only
after postage stamps were used in place of seals affixed at the post offices, starting
in 1863, that any real progress was made. A private company, Lianos et Cie,
operated a separate city post in Istanbul between 1865 and 1873, but it then was
abolished and the service taken over by the Ottoman post office. In addition, competition for service in the empire was provided by the foreign and domestic steamship
lines, but these also were taken over by the post office shortly after Abdulhamit
came to power.
The Ottoman postal service expanded considerably during the early years of the
reign, from 11.5 million letters and packages carried in 1888 to 24.38 million in
1904. But the Ottoman government was convinced that profit for the treasury
would increase even more if the competition was ended. This feeling was strengthened by its desire to stop the sending of subversive materials into the empire without interception by the Ottoman police, who were restricted by the Capitulations
and had jurisdiction only over mail sacks belonging to the government post office.
The first attempt to end competition was made in 1874, but it was abandoned
because of the strong opposition of the powers. In 1881 the Egyptian and Greek
post offices were abolished and the Ottoman post office began operating its own
foreign services, sending mail by sea to Marseilles, Brindisi, and Varna and then
overland by rail. The Porte also attempted to stop the foreign post offices by refusing them permission to send their own mail sacks into the empire, but pressure from
the ambassadors in Istanbul undermined the effort once again.
Beginning in 1901, the Ottoman post office tried a new approach, seeking to
compete with its foreign rivals by providing better service, selling stamps at discounts if bought in bulk, and numbering the stamps and giving their holders opportunities to win prizes at public raffles. The foreign post offices responded in kind
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and also built separate branches in Istanbul and Izmir and around the empire, providing complete domestic as well as foreign service, so that Ottoman postal
revenues actually went down after 1904. It was only as a result of the Bosnian
Crisis that the Ottoman government was able to abolish the Austrian post office in
1909 along with all the foreign post offices outside Istanbul and Izmir. The beginning of World War I finally enabled the Porte to take these over as well on
October 1, 1914. Foreign postal services certainly had hindered the development of
the Ottoman post office, while the resistance of the powers to nationalization violated the principle of state postal monopolies already established in their own
countries. On the other hand, the existence of competing systems did give the
subjects of the sultan a kind of service that they probably would not have been able
to enjoy through the operations of the Ottoman post office alone.71
Experimental telephone service was established in Istanbul in 1881 by the Ottoman post office between its branch offices at Galata and Eminonii, in the new and
old sections of the city respectively, but because of the sultan's strong fear of electricity all services making use of it were forbidden for private use for the remainder
of his reign. It was only after 1909 that electricity, with its many benefits, was
spread widely in Istanbul as well as elsewhere in the empire.
Agriculture
It took some time for agriculture to get the attention it deserved from the Ottoman
government. Until 1893 a subordinate agriculture director (ziraat miidurii) within
the Ministry of Trade and Public Works supervised agriculture policies. There was
only one director during this period who was really active, the Armenian Amasyan
Efendi (1880-1888). He sent agricultural inspectors to the provinces to advise
cultivators on methods and crops and dispatched young Ottomans, mainly
Armenians, to be trained in European agricultural schools. In 1893 agriculture was
transferred to the new Ministry of Forests, Mines, and Agriculture (Nezaret-i
Orman ve Maadin ve Ziraat), in which it had primary importance. The position
of minister was held by Selim Melhame Efendi, a Syrian Catholic who could make
his policies prevail and secure funds because his brother Necib held high rank in
the secret police. Selim built a staff of professional agricultural experts, with the
Armenians prevailing, but an increasing number of Muslims and Greeks were also
sent to Europe for training. As they returned, the system of agricultural inspectors
was extended to most provinces, though until there were enough men many had
to serve more than one area and it was difficult for them to operate effectively. Once
there were enough Ottomans to staff it, the Halkah Agricultural School was established just east of Istanbul, at Kiiquk Qekmece (1892). Soon its graduates
returned to their homes to carry on the ministry's work. Courses were given in
agricultural theory and practice, chemistry, mathematics, and land and tax law as
well as in subjects such as the use of agricultural machines and tools and the cultivation of different crops. Veterinary medicine was added in 1895. The ministry also
intended to establish more elementary agricultural schools elsewhere in the empire,
but in fact only two were set up, at Salonica and Bursa, both mainly with local
funds. Their graduates joined those of the Halkah school in spreading modern
agricultural methods around the empire. In addition, in order to help the inspectors
disseminate agricultural information, model farms were established at Adana, Sivas,
Konya, and Izmit in Anatolia, at Damascus and Aleppo in the Arab provinces, and
at Monastir in Europe. These served as locales for experimentation and demonstration of new cultivation techniques and equipment.72
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Societies for both trade (Ticaret Cemiyeti) and agriculture (Ziraat Cemiyeti)
had been established as early as 1876 to promote economic development. Nonsalaried members drawn from among leading cultivators and merchants in each
area joined these advisory and promotional bodies. They met weekly and sent the
Istanbul government regular reports and recommendations on how trade and agriculture could be developed locally and throughout the empire.73 The results were
limited, however, so in 1880 Sait Pa§a reorganized them into chambers of commerce (Ticaret Odast) and agriculture (Ziraat Odasi) in each provincial capital,
with similar membership, organization, and regulations, but under the control of
the governors in the hope that they would receive guidance and provide effective
leadership.74 Voluminous reports that were sent by these chambers to the ministry
formed the basis for many of the regulations issued in subsequent years. The
Istanbul chamber published the Journal de la Chambre de Commerce de Constantinople starting in 1885, providing a major source of economic news. Ottoman
chambers of commerce also were established in various European capitals to encourage the sale of Ottoman goods abroad, thus promoting trade as well as agriculture in the early years of the twentieth century.75
All these organizations, however, had little effect on the most important problem
of Ottoman agriculture, that of providing the cultivators with sufficient funds to
obtain seed and equipment without having to suffer the burden of the excessive
interest rates traditionally charged by the moneylenders. As early as 1844 the
government had ordered the provincial councils to give low-interest loans to cultivators, but without capital reserves or encouragement these efforts had very little
effect. After 1864, as part of the provincial reforms, cooperative district funds
(Memleket Sandtgi) were established in many kasas of the Danube province during
Midhat Pa§a's governorship to provide low-interest loans to cultivators. By 1871
these had spread to all the provinces where the reforms had been introduced.76 In
1883 the funds were put under the control of the Ministry of Trade and Public
Works as well as the Ministry of Agriculture, and funds also were provided from
a surtax of 1 percent imposed on the tithe as a Benefits Donation Share (Menafi
lane Hissesi). But with increased resources, the problems also increased. Wealthy
local notables continued to control the councils and direct loan policy to favor their
own interests, raising the rates on smaller loans while granting themselves large
loans for long terms at low interest, leaving even less for the cultivators than
before.77
Finally, therefore, in 1888 the Agricultural Bank (Ziraat Bankasi) was created
to take over and reform the entire system of agricultural credit. It subsequently
developed not only into the major source of agricultural capital in the empire but
also into its largest bank, a position that it retains in the Turkish Republic to the
present day. Still under the control of the Ministry of Trade and Public Works, it
was managed by an administrative council that included representatives from the
Council of State, the Auditing Council, and from the Istanbul chambers of commerce and agriculture, as well as high officials of the ministry. Taking over the
benefit funds system, it soon had over 400 branches, each headed by directors from
Istanbul advised by unsalaried local councils. Capital came from the proceeds of
the surtax, private deposits (which earned interest at the rate of \y2 percent), and
interest received from loans, with surpluses going to the central treasury. Loans
could be made only to cultivators at first, but this definition continued to include not
only those who worked the land personally but also those who hired others to do so.
Big landowners still secured the bulk of the loans and left most of the small cultivators dependent on the moneylenders. The bank relaxed its requirements for col-
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lateral only at times to help those hurt by natural disasters or who wanted to buy
new machinery.78
It was the Agricultural Bank that took over the task of financing agricultural improvement and education. To finance the schools, model farms, the salaries of the
teachers and inspectors, to buy seed and equipment for the model farms as well as
for some cultivators, and to pay for demonstrations, the bank allocated funds to the
responsible ministry. Division of responsibility between the Ministry of Trade and
what eventually became the Ministry of Forests and Agriculture caused trouble,
however, with the former encouraging the Agricultural Bank to develop commercial
and industrial interests and to take over collection and distribution of the Educational Share surtax established to help the Ministry of Education fund new schools
and teachers, the Military Equipment Assistance Share imposed to help the government buy modern equipment for the army and navy, and the Refugees Assistance
Stamp affixed to all official documents in addition to the stamp tax to help finance
refugee settlement. It also came to administer the road labor system and the tax
introduced to replace forced labor, sometimes turning the receipts over to the local
officials in charge of road building, but at times itself managing this far-flung
operation. All these activities diverted staff and funds from the agricultural operations that were supposed to be its raison d'etre. Its revenues were often diverted to
pay off the annual deficits of the central treasury as well as the supplementary
budget.79 Such measures were justified when the only alternative was foreign loans,
but the manner in which they were introduced made agriculture in particular the
chief contributor to maintaining the entire system, thus limiting the development of
the backbone of the economy.
Nevertheless, 'Ottoman agriculture developed considerably during Abdulhamit's
long reign. It was helped by the railroads and by agents of foreign equipment
companies, who were anxious to sell their products. The cultivators were far less
conservative than one might imagine once the use of the new machines was demonstrated and means provided for their purchase. Newly settled refugees were
particularly receptive, perhaps because they were not hindered by local custom and
practice. Much depended on the encouragement of the local officials as well as the
agricultural and trade bodies. Customs-tax exemptions on imported agricultural
machinery helped keep prices down, and though they lapsed in 1885 pressure from
the rural councils caused them to be restored in 1890. The larger equipment from
England and the United States was used at first, but Germany gradually gained a
dominant hold on the Ottoman market because of its manufacturers' willingness to
modify their products and produce smaller and lighter machines to meet the needs
of the rather rocky and uneven Anatolian fields. Once again, however, it was the
large landowners who were best able to buy the machines or secure the loans for
them; hence the trend toward development of large estates was accelerated.80
Grain production was encouraged by the distribution of improved-quality American wheat and barley seed, the latter to take advantage of a new Ottoman taste for
beer. Anatolian grain growers were directed to develop markets in Istanbul, which
traditionally had depended on Balkan sources because of their accessibility and
abundance. Grape production was encouraged, not only to provide wine for the
empire but also as a substantial export crop, which at times (in the form of
raisins) comprised as much as 20 percent of the empire's total exports. There was
a constant struggle against the phylloxera infestation, which had decimated the
French vineyards in the 1870s. Importation of the same American vines that
enabled the French to restore their grape industry finally resulted in success in the
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Ottoman Empire as well. The silk and tobacco industries were under the direct
control of the Public Debt Commission. The silk industry developed through
importing high-quality silkworm eggs and cocoons and the use of the methods
developed by Pasteur to prevent their succumbing to disease, with training provided
in the agricultural schools and the Silk Raising Institute (Harir Dar ut-Taalim)
opened in Bursa in 1888. In 1883 the Public Debt Commission turned the tobacco
monopoly over to a private German-French company called the Regie cointeressee
de tabacs de lfEmpire Ottoman, which paid a fixed annual fee of 75 million kuru§
in return and then divided the profits with the Ottoman treasury. The Regie had
the sole right to buy and process all tobacco sold in the empire and regulate its
cultivation. It provided interest-free loans to tobacco growers but in return secured
their crops as collateral. Before the harvest its agents and the planters inspected
and registered the crops in the fields so that nothing could be harvested and sold
illegally. The tobacco then was stored in the Regie warehouses, and the sales price
was fixed by negotiation with the planters, with disputes settled by arbitration. The
Regie was in charge of selling tobacco products in the empire, setting its own
prices and choosing its shops, and other shops selling foreign tobacco products
operated only when licensed by it. The treasury expected to receive annually at
least the same amount as the fee that the Regie paid the Debt Commission, about
75 million kuru§, but in fact it rarely did, averaging no more than 42 million kuru§
between 1884 and 1907. This was the result of the Regie's exorbitant charges for
storing, manufacturing, and selling the tobacco, deducted from the gross income
before the profit shares were determined.
The other major new crop developed in the late nineteenth century was cotton,
grown mainly in southern Anatolia around Izmir and Adana. It was first introduced, as in Egypt, in the 1860s to take advantage of the world shortage caused by
the American Civil War. Production declined afterward due to the renewed
competition of the fine American cotton, but the government encouraged its continuation by distributing American seeds and also providing tithe exemptions.
Finally, when world demand for cotton once again exceeded the supply after 1900,
the Ottomans were ready to participate in the world market, with exports increasing
as much as 25 percent during the last decade of Abdulhamit's rule, though at the
expense of cereal production, making it necessary at times to import food to meet
internal needs.
Because of the inadequacy of agricultural statistical surveys for the early years
of Abdulhamit's reign, it is difficult to give an exact quantitative account of the
development of the different crops. However, an increase in the tithe collections
from 425.7 million kuru§ in 1887-1888 to 690.5 million kurus. in 1908-1909, about
60 percent, can be attributed to the success of the policy.81 The gradual shift from
the tax farms to direct collection might explain some of the increase in tax revenues, but crop export statistics, with the value of grains shipped from Anatolia
increasing from 465 million kuru§ in 1877-1878 to 753.9 million kurus. in 1907-1908,
also indicate increased agricultural production.82 Loans made by the Agricultural
Bank also rose from 10,842 loans worth 16.2 million kuru§ in 1889 to 47,097 loans
worth 109.7 million kuru§ in 1907.83 By the end of Abdulhamit's reign, grain continued to dominate Ottoman agriculture in terms of the area cultivated, as well as
the value of total produce (see Table 3.7).
Attention was paid to the development of animal husbandry during the Tanzimat,
so that in about four decades related taxes increased by over 50 percent, from 72.8
million kuru§ in 1839 to 183.9 million kuru§ in 1876. But interest declined during
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Table 3.7. The major Ottoman crops in 1909

Grain
Olives
Silk
Nuts
Cotton and poppies
Fruits and vegetables
Grapes
Tobacco

Tithe paid
(in millions
of kurus,)

Value of crop
(in millions
of kurus.)

Kilograms
produced
(millions)

Area cultivated
(in millions
of acres)

660.5
20.0
26.9
12.3
14.3
12.4

5,500.3
202.9
198.1
144.5
109.6
81.6
50.2
n.a.

149.9
65.5
n.a.
72.3
41.2
124.1
66.8
33.7

11,900,000
701,766
n.a.
741,365
991,287
1,300,000
743,882
119,068

9.5
29.5

Source: Ihsaiyat-i Maliye, I, 78-85.

the remainder of the century, however. Taxes from animal husbandry therefore
rose only to 186 million kuru§ in 1907-1908, making this area a far less important
part of the Ottoman economy than had been the case earlier.84
Mineral Resources
Exploitation of Ottoman natural resources increased during the nineteenth century
as foreign concessionaries worked to provide their own countries with the needs of
their emerging industries. Mines traditionally were assigned to tax farmers by the
Ottoman government, with the treasury receiving one-fifth of the product. But it
was only with the promulgation of the first Ottoman Mines Law in 1861 and its
revision in 1869 that conditions were made sufficiently favorable for foreign operators to develop Ottoman mines on a large scale. The latter regulation gave the
state only from 1 to 5 percent of the minerals extracted according to the extent of
the mine and the difficulty of extraction. As a result, exploitation increased
markedly in the late Tanzimat period. The coal mine at Eregli, the copper and iron
mines at Ergani, the gold and silver mines at Bulgardag, the silver mines at Gumu§
and Hacikoy, the stone quarries at Eski§ehir, and the clay pits at Ankara were
most productive. The Mines Department then began a successful campaign to
attract new foreign operations, securing a regulation in 1887 that allowed them
longer leases, up to 99 years, in return for the payment of taxes to the treasury,
amounting to as much as 25 percent of the value of the extract. An additional land
tax also provided the state with more revenues than under the previous regulations
but left the exploiters with sufficient profits to encourage them to continue and even
expand their operations.85 By the end of Abdulhamit's reign a total of 43,234 tons
of minerals were being extracted, including 19,586 of chrome (45 percent), 7,343 of
borax (17 percent), 6,396 of emery (14 percent), 5,733 of manganese (13 percent)
and lesser quantities of lead, gold, lignite coal, and arsenic, most of which was
exported to Britain and to a far lesser extent to Germany.86 Thus advances were
made, but mineral exploitation still was limited because of inadequate transportation facilities and the lack of Ottoman factories able to utilize them. Sait Pa§a in
particular was aware of the problem, but little in fact was done to remedy these
difficulties until the republican period.87
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Salt continued to be intensively extracted to meet the needs of the empire's own
population. Traditionally, it had been exploited by tax farmers, but the profits were
so attractive to the government that in 1840 it took over direct control of the system
by establishing a state monopoly, which continued thereafter. Directors were appointed to buy the salt from those processing and extracting it, mainly from the
major salt lakes found in central Anatolia. The distribution and sale of salt was
under the general control of the Excise Tax Department (Rusumat Emaneti) at
first and the Public Debt Commission after 1881. Production increased by 66 percent during Abdulhamit's reign, from 205.2 million kilograms to 340.9 million kilograms between 1885 and 1912, while exports increased sixfold, from 17.9 million
kilograms to 114.6 million kilograms between 1892 and 1909. Treasury revenues
from salt just about doubled during the reign, from 65.6 million kurus, to 115.3
million kuru§ between 1887 and 1908, regularly contributing about 5 percent of
total state revenues.

Forestry
With the Ottoman forests the problem was not so much to increase exploitation,
but rather to conserve what was left following the unrestrained use of timber and
the ravages of fires. Traditionally, all forests belonged to villages, private individuals, or religious foundations. Even the forests left to the state, mostly those in
mountainous areas, which were difficult to reach, could be used by private persons
without any obligation to pay taxes; thus the forests were depleted fairly rapidly.
The Tanzimat established a forestry department in 1846, but like the departments
concerned with agriculture and education it was passed around to different ministries, from Finance to Public Works and Trade and, finally, to Mines and Agriculture, but never with sufficient staff or political support to enable it to become
effective.
The Land Law of 1857 attempted to control the unrestricted use of forests by
imposing the tithe on those taking wood from state and village lands. But exemptions were given to the village residents living nearby who provided for the needs
of the armed forces and in return were allowed to continue to cut as much as they
wanted without any tithe payments or restrictions.88 In 1870 a Forestry Academy
(Orman Mektebi) was established, and the first Ottoman Forest Regulation
(Ortnan Nizamnamesi) put all forests under the control and supervision of the
Forestry Department regardless of who owned the land. It established strict
regulations on tree cutting, and extended the tithe to include timber and produce
from forests on village lands as well as those of the state.89 In addition all those
holding plots of forest land on state properties were subjected to a special new land
tax (icar-t zemin) and required to accept the regulations of the Forestry Department in exploiting their holdings. A forestry service was established, with inspectors
sent to forested districts of the empire to enforce the law, giving permits, collecting
taxes, and supervising tree cutting. However, it was badly undermanned. The
forests continued to be heavily cut despite the law, and conservation or reforestation
policies were not developed. The worst culprit was, in fact, the government. In
1897 there were 4.27 million acres of forest land in the empire, mainly in the
provinces of Aydin (753,136 acres), Kastamonu (677,013 acres), and Salonica
(639,910 acres). While only 1.14 million cubic meters of timber were cut annually
for private use, at least legally, 9.9 million cubic meters were being cut for the
armed forces, railroad construction, and state buildings.00 It is not surprising,
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therefore, that in 1909 there were only 3.2 million acres of forest left in the
empire, with 319,340 acres in Aydin province, 289,791 acres in Kastamonu, and
304,256 acres in Salonica.91 An effective conservation policy had to await the
establishment of the Republic.
Industrial

Development

The emphasis on agriculture and raw materials fitted in nicely with the prevailing
free-trade ideas of the Manchester School, which dictated that each country should
do what it could accomplish best. Britain thus manufactured and prospered while
the underdeveloped countries concentrated on producing raw materials and purchasing British goods. In the face of the competition of European industry, even
the craft industries that had been most developed under the Ottomans suffered.
Ottoman policy makers and thinkers wanted to reverse this trend and build Ottoman industry so that the empire and its people could also share in world prosperity.
Abdulhamit therefore developed the existing armaments and clothing factories,
created originally to provide for the needs of the armed forces. The cloth and
porcelain factories established by Abdulaziz to meet the needs of the palace were
set to work to manufacture goods that the public would buy. Private capital was
encouraged to develop factories to compete with those of Europe. As a result, by
the end of Abdulhamit's reign Istanbul had a few private factories making bricks,
cotton cloth, tile, and glass. There were leather factories in Istanbul, Diyarbekir,
and Mosul. Salonica had tile, beer, brick, and cotton cloth factories. Izmit had
fairly substantial paper and cloth factories as well as one making woolen and
cotton thread. There were rug factories in Urfa, Gordes, and U§ak and silk
factories in Bursa, Izmit, Aleppo, and Edirne. And there were about 1500 other
small plants of various kinds around the empire.92 But they were still small-scale
operations and could not really compete with European manufactures either in
quality or cost. Moreover, the powers opposed Ottoman attempts to protect infant
industries by increasing tariffs on imports and raising the cost of Ottoman raw
materials. The Capitulations were used to "keep the Turk in his place." The powers
also failed to provide the kind of investment and stimulus to industry that they so
readily gave to Ottoman communications, raw materials, and agricultural products
because the latter benefited them in one way or another. Ottoman industry remained
underdeveloped, therefore, leaving the people of the empire almost completely dependent on Europe for clothing and other manufactured goods.
Trade and Commerce
Foreign trade consequently flourished. Hundreds of European and Ottoman merchants made fortunes by shipping Ottoman raw materials to Europe and receiving
and selling manufactures in return. Government promotion, though present, was not
important. There was a Ministry of Trade and Public Works under Abdulhamit,
but most of its activities were directed toward developing railroads and roads, and
trade was covered by a small department having little more than a director and his
secretary. Centrally organized encouragement for trade came mainly through the
activities of the chambers of commerce started by Ali Pa§a in the 1860s, with the
one in Istanbul coordinating the activities of 13 other chambers located at the main
provincial centers.93 Constituted basically as merchant guilds, they regulated the
standards and activities of their members, pressured the government at all levels to
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Table 3.8. The major Ottoman exports
in 1897 {in millions of kurus)
Agricultural goods

Other goods

Grapes
177.5
Figs
67.8
62.7
Olive oil
Opium
61.5
Nuts
57.7
Cotton
48.0
47.5
Barley
46.9
Wool
Sheepskins
34.7
Sesame seeds 31.8
Coffee
29.7
Indian corn
27.3
Lentils
24.4
Tobacco
24.0
Salt
23.6
Dates
19.4
Hazelnuts
17.7
14.8
Wheat
Citrus fruit
13.5
Dried fruit
13.2

Silk
135.8
Rifles
64.8
47.0
Minerals
23.1
Drugs
Salted fish 10.0
Sponge
8.1

Source: Istatistik-i Umumi, pp. 110-112.
facilitate trade by building or repairing quays and roads and simplifying customstax systems, and secured the abolishment of the internal customs duties. They promoted the use of the decimal system in measurements and opened trade and
commerce schools to help beginners understand European trade laws and methods.
They opened stock exchanges, insurance companies, and banks and urged the government to facilitate banking and business by legislation.
During the reign of Abdulhamit, exports - stimulated far more by increasing
European profits at the expense of the Ottoman Empire - increased by more than
100 percent, from only 839.6 million kuru§ in 1878-1879 to 1.9 billion kuru§ in
1907-1908. The main exports (see Table 3.8), as one might expect, were agricultural goods, led by grapes, figs, olive oil, and opium, with silk, rifles, and
minerals also making a significant contribution. The leading purchasers were
England and France, followed by Austria, Italy, Germany, and Russia. But imports
from these countries increased even more (see Table 3.9), as the thwarted Ottoman
industry left the subjects to buy most of their clothing and textiles and other
necessities, such as medical supplies and sugar, from Europe. Imports therefore
increased from a value of 2 billion kuru§ in 1878-1879, with a trade deficit of
1.1 billion kuru§, to 3.4 billion kurus. in 1907-1908, with a deficit of 1.5 billion kuru§.
Only France kept a reasonable trade balance with the Ottoman Empire during
those years, while Britain, Austria, and Italy in particular built such substantial
surpluses that it was impossible for the Ottomans to achieve any kind of favorable
balance (see Table 3.10).
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Table 3.9. The major Ottoman imports in 1897 {in millions of kurus)
Agricultural goods
Sugar
Coffee
Rice
Flour
Wheat
Oxen
Clarified butter
Vanilla

157.5
102.7
78.8
78.3
62.2
28.6
19.9

Source: Istatistik-i

Other goods

Textile goods

5.8

Coarse cloth
Cotton yarn
Calico
Petticoats
Gauze
Kashmir cloth
Muslin
Linen
Felt
Ready-made clothing
Homespun cloth
Fezzes, hats
Handkerchiefs
Blankets
Linings
Lace

139.4
117.8
69.5
64.1
56.2
41.8
40.2
35.1
31.9
24.4
21.0
20.9
12.0
12.0
10.1

36.4
Timber
27.0
Coal
22.7
Drugs
20.6
Paper
17.3
Copper
16.7
Spirits
16.1
Glass
Morocco leather 15.8
12.6
Nails
11.9
Earthenware
9.4
Cognac
Matches
8.9
7.4
Cord
7.0
Watches
6.0
Bricks

7.6

Umutni, pp. 110-112.

The leading port of the empire by far was Izmir, which in 1897 handled 501.6
million kuru§ of imports and exports, followed distantly by Istanbul (258.4 million
kuru§), Beirut (142.2 million kurus,), Salonica (95.1 million kurus,), Baghdad (80.5
million kurus,), Alexandretta (73.6 million kurus,) and Trabzon (67.7 million
kuru§).94

Ottoman Society in the Age of Abdulhamit II
The total population of the Ottoman Empire in 1897 was 39,096,294 if one includes
provinces such as Egypt, Tunisia, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and the
Lebanon, which remained under the sultan's suzerainty but outside his administrative control. But if one excludes all the provinces not yet counted by the census
administration, principally the latter together with the Yemen, Hicaz, Libya, and
parts of the east Anatolian and Arab provinces, the actual population counted for
tax purposes came to 19,050,307, of whom 14,111,945 men and women, or 74
percent, were Muslims, and 4,938,362, or 26 percent, were non-Muslims (see Table 3.11). It was a fairly old population, with 3.6 million persons, almost 19 percent, under the age of 10, another 9.7 million, or 50.1 percent, between the ages of
10 and 40, and 6.7 million, or 31 percent, above 40. The birth rate was only 3.75
percent per year, with the Muslim rate slightly higher than the other millets in
relation to the proportion of Muslims in the population as a whole. The death rate
was 2.12 percent, leaving a natural increase of about 1.63 percent, only 310,000
persons in all.95 In fact, population in the empire increased considerably less than
that amount during Abdulhamit's reign, from 17,143,859 in 1884 to 19,050,307, in
1897, an average of 7/10 of 1 percent, while the empire remained intact, due most
likely to the decimation of all elements of the population because of terrorist
activities and countermeasures to suppress them (see Table 3.12). If one recalls
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Table 3.10. The Ottoman \trade
balance, 1878-1912 (in millions
of kurus)

Year
1878-1879
1879-1880
1880-1881
1881-1882
1882-1883
1883-1884
1884-1885
1885-1886
1886-1887
1887-1888
1888-1889
1889-1890
1890-1891
1891-1892
1892-1893
1893-1894
1894-1895
1895-1899
(average)
1899-1907
(average)
1907-1908
1908-1909
1909-1910
1910-1911
1911-1912

Value of
exports

Value of
imports

839.6
876.0
849.7
1,139.5
1,096.4
1,239.0
1,279.8
1,207.6
1,270.7
1,128.9
1,304.6
1,527.2
1,283.6
1,537.0
1,557.2
1,326.2
1,375.3

2,000.4
1,941.7
1,784.7
1,948.6
2,019.2
1,975.7
2,063.7
2,000.3
2,070.3
2,010.5
1,945.6
2,104.1
2,291.4
2,455.3
2,446.6
2,410.8
2,407.5

1,457.7

2,321.3

1,672.2
1,921.3
1,843.9
1,829.9
2,193.9
2,471.2

2,655.2
3,476.3
3,143.2
3,593.6
4,125.7
4,499.0

Sources: For 1878-1895, Istatistik-i
Umumi, p. 109; for 1895-1911,
Ihsaiyat-t Maliye, I, 164-165, III, 130131.
that during the same years 202,822 Muslim refugees entered the empire (an additional 812,193 had come between 1878 and 1884) and that large numbers of Christians were fleeing to Bulgaria and Greece due to the troubles in Macedonia, it
becomes even more apparent that it was the Muslims far more than the nonMuslims who suffered the greatest loss of population.
That these trends continued through the remaining years of the empire is demonstrated by the later census reports (see Table 3.13). The decrease in the 1914
figure to 18.5 million reflects the loss of Macedonia and Janina during the Balkan
Wars. But if one adds the population of the lost territories as they appeared in the
1906 census, 2,455,329, to that of 1914, the resulting 20,975,345 is comparable,
particularly in the light of the 1910 total figure of 20,706,170. This is supported by
comparing the figures of the Bulgars and Greeks who left the empire plus those of
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Table 3.11. Composition of the Ottoman population
in 1897

Muslim
Greek
Armenian
Orthodox
Bulgarian
Catholic
Jewish
Protestant
Latin
Maronite
Keldani
Syriac
Gypsy
Totals

Females

Total

7,499,798
1,341,049

6,612,147
1,228,863

14,111,945
2,569,912

74.07
13.49

546,030
449,286
65,912
117,767
22,963
12,280
15,262
3,866
19,500
10,309

496,344
380,903
54,567
97,658
21,397
10,055
17,154
1,902
16,054
9,241

1,042,374
830,189
120,479
215,425
44,360
22,335
32,416
5,768
35,554
19,550

5.47
4.36
0.64
1.13
0.24
0.12
0.17
0.03
0.18
0.10

10,104,022

8,946,285

19,050,307

100.00

Males

Millet

Percent

Source: Istatistik-i Umutni, pp. 15, 16; the figures come
from the official Ottoman census/identity card counts that
were constantly kept up to date in the Census Department
and Police Ministry-see BVA, Te§kilat-i Devair, Dosya
26/1-3.

Table 3.12. Ottoman population by
religion, 1884-1897

Year

Muslims

NonMuslims

Totals

1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897

12,590,352
12,707,638
12,824,924
12,942,210
13,059,496
13,176,782
13,294,068
13,411,354
13,411,361
13,578,647
13,645,903
13,763,249
13,890,910
14,111,945

4,553,507
4,578,774
4,603,041
4,637,308
4,661,579
4,685,842
4,701,109
4,734,376
4,763,381
4,776,738
4,804,942
4,832,149
4,848,849
4,938,362

17,143,859
17,286,412
17,427,965
17,579,518
17,721,075
17,862,624
18,400,177
18,145,730
18,174,742
18,316,295
18,450,845
18,595,398
18,739,759
19,050,307

Source: Istatistik-i Umutni, p. 15; Istanbul
University Library, TY5651.
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Table 3.13. Ottoman population by
religion in 1906 and 1914
1906

1914

Muslims
Greeks
Armenians
Bulgars
Jews
Protestants
Others

15,518,478
2,833,370
1,140,563
762,754
256,003
53,880
332,569

15,044,846
1,792,206
1,294,831
14,908
187,073
—
186,152

Totals*

20,897,617

18,520,016

« The total for 1910 was 20,706,170, a
decrease of over 240,000 from the 1906
figure.
the Jews who remained in Salonica. The total of 1,918,010 itself accounts for much
of the population loss when one also considers that thousands of Muslims fled to
the Ottoman side. Using, then, the figure of 20,975,345 for 1914, we find that the
total population increase averaged 0.6 percent from 1897, about the same as it had
been in the previous years. 96

Urban Life
Urban life changed markedly during Abdulhamit IPs reign. In Istanbul, Izmir,
Edirne, Salonica, and the other main cities, streets and sidewalks were now paved
and lit with gas lamps and kept clean and safe. Horse-drawn public streetcars were
operated, usually by foreign concessionaries. There were thousands of small
merchants selling goods and luxury items from every corner of the earth. The
myriad of post offices, telegraph lines, and steamships provided internal as well as
external communication. Modern medical services eliminated the plague as a major
threat, giving the average subject a far more pleasant and secure existence than had
seemed possible only a century before.
Above all the urban conglomerations in the empire loomed the great city of
Istanbul, still capital of a vast empire, perhaps the most cosmopolitan city in the
world, where the many peoples of the empire mingled with foreign residents and
visitors coming from halfway around the globe. Privileged among the cities of the
empire, in mood and appearance it reflected the modernization imposed on the
empire during the previous half-century. Istanbul, however, had its own problems,
mainly that of attempting to assimilate a rapidly expanding population, which increased from about 391,000 men and women in 1844 up to 430,000 in 1856, right
after the Crimean War, 547,437 in 1878, and then in another burst to 851,527 in
1886, over 100 percent in all in only 40 years. This included about 100,000 foreign
subjects who came to reside in the city during the same period. The birth rate in
Istanbul was no higher than elsewhere, and its rapid growth came not only as the
natural result of the rapid expansion of government and business in the principal
city of a great empire but also in consequence of the crowding in of thousands of
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Muslim refugees, with Istanbul acting as a funnel for all those fleeing from
Europe, Russia, and even Algeria. The government kept pushing them into the
countryside as rapidly as they could be settled, but this still meant that at any one
time there were as many as 200,000 refugees milling in the streets of the capital,
restless, usually jobless, supported by pittances from the government and the
mosques, taxing the city's resources and sanitary facilities to the utmost, and always
ready to rise in expression of their sufferings and frustration. The problem persisted through much of Abdulhamit's reign, as indicated by the later population
figures for the city, 903,482 in 1897, 864,566 in 1906, 855,976 in 1910, and 909,978
following an influx in the aftermath of the Balkan Wars. In 1927, after the wars
decimated the Ottoman population and destroyed the empire, the population figure
for Istanbul went down to 690,857 before it began climbing again during the years
of the Republic.
All the elements of the population shared in Istanbul's growth between 1878 and
1886 (see Table 3.14), the only years for which we have detailed analyses. The
Muslims increased by 90 percent, the Greeks by 60 percent, the Armenians by
53 percent, and the Jews by 131 percent.
Government service remained mainly a Muslim monopoly, with 95.4 percent of
the positions being held by Muslims and only 4.6 percent by members of the
minorities. In fact 11.4 percent of all Muslims resident in the city worked in some
way for the government. While a quarter of the Muslim population was engaged
in trade and industry, this came to only 39 percent of all those involved in these
occupations compared with 61 percent of the minorities. Among the latter, almost
all the Bulgars resident in Istanbul (81.4 percent) were in trade and industry, as
were 43 percent of the Armenians, 36.8 percent of the Greeks, and 31 percent of
the Jews. The desire for education among the Christian minorities is also evident
Table 3.14. The religious make-up of Istanbul, 1844-1886

Muslims
Greeks
Armenians
Bulgars
Catholics
Jews
Protestants
Latins
Foreigners

1844
(estimate)

1856
(estimate)

1878

1886

Ratio of
females to
males in
1886 (%)

195,836
75,994
85,438
—
10,303
24,083
—

214,229
97,136
80,179
—
10,874
26,047
468
1,241
—

203,148
96,044
97,782
2,521
5,610
19,223
511
396
122,202

384,836
152,741
149,590
4,377
6,442
22,394
819
1,082
129,243

91
66
78
10
101
97
82
110
—

—

Sources: The figures for 1844 and 1856 come from Istanbul University Library, TY8949;
those for 1878 and 1886 from Bd Irade-i Seniye-i Cenab-x Padisahi buda icra olunan
Tahrir-i sabtk yoklatnast mucibince Der Saadet ve Bilad-t selasede mevcut niifusun
Istatistik Cetvelidir, Istanbul, 1302, hereafter abbreviated as Der Saadet niifus, pp. 2-4.
The census reports for 1844 and 1856 include only male subjects, since they were for tax
and conscription purposes; thus to provide comparative figures with the later tables, the
same ratios of men and women found in the 1886 report have been used to estimate a
female population figure and calculate an estimated total figure in the two earlier reports.
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from their occupying 52 percent of all the student openings available in the city
despite their smaller numbers. Forty-one percent of the Greeks and 38.6 percent of
the Armenians were students, while only 36 percent of the Muslims and Jews were
occupied in this way (see Table 3.15).

Administration
There were a number of other areas in which the reforming hand of the sultan was
felt. In administration the beginnings were made during the short era of the Parliament when major regulations were promulgated for provincial and municipal
organization. The Provincial Regulation of 1876 was delayed by demands from the
non-Muslim deputies for equal representation for their coreligionists in the advisory
councils regardless of their small proportion of the total population, but this was
finally rejected in favor of proportional representation for the major religious and
economic groups. The most important contribution of the new regulation, and the
first major modification of the 1864 provincial system, was the creation of a new
level of government, the township (nahiye), composed of adjacent villages in a
kaza having between 5,000 and 10,000 people. It was given its own administrator
(mudiir) and advisory council and acted on matters regarding tax assessment and
collection, local public works, agriculture, and education. The provincial councils
now also became general assemblies composed of representatives elected in the
sancaks for terms of four years.97
A new municipal law was provided for Istanbul, more or less preserving the
previous organization. The mayor {$ehir emini) was assisted by a council of six
members; but the city was now divided into 20 departments, each administered by
elected councils of from 8 to 12 members who helped the muhtars and police commissioners carry out their work.98 The large number of districts soon was found
too unwieldy and expensive, and in 1880 they were reduced to ten.99 In addition, a
provincial Municipal Law was introduced, providing a municipal organization for
every city and town in the empire, under the supervision of the Ministry of the
Interior. Local administrative councils chose the mayor {muhtar) from among their
own members, and municipal assemblies, including representatives of the government and councils, met twice a year to approve the municipal budgets.100
In response to the increased intervention of the representatives of the powers
in Ottoman administrative affairs, Abdulhamit moved to centralize control over the
governors and civil servants throughout the empire, often establishing direct lines
of communication between them and the palace in addition to their official ties with
the Ministry of the Interior. The latter in turn developed a highly centralized
system that allowed no deviations from central regulations, with even the smallest
expenditure or action requiring prior authorization from Istanbul. In his reform
program of 1879 Abdulhamit had emphasized the need to develop government service into the kind of honored career that it once had been and also to institutionalize the vast bureaucratic structure built up by the Tanzimat while improving its
efficiency and effectiveness. To assure that bureaucrats were well trained the
secular education system was expanded. At the top, the Civil Service School
(Mekteb-i Miilkiye) was reorganized and expanded, and new schools were opened
to train bureaucrats expert in the law {Mekteb-i Hukuk) and finance {Mekteb-i
Maliye), with their graduates being given first preference whenever there were
vacancies in the provincial civil service. The establishment of the Civil Service
Commission and the Commission to Register the Affairs of Civil Servants may

Table 3.15. The occupational make-up of IstanbuVs population in 1886

Government service

Millet

Number

Muslims
Greeks
Armenians
Bulgars
Catholics
Jews
Protestants
Latins

22,984

Totals

24,112

348
494
1
155
99
3
28

Percent
of total
population
11.4
0.04
0.06

—
4.9
0.04
0.06

5.3

Source: Der Saadet Niifus, p. 6.

Trade and
industry

Number
51,073
33t866
35,979
3,238
1,783
6,984

123
251
133,297

Religious and
children

Students
Percent
of total
population

25.4
36.8
43.0
81.4
55.5
31.1
25.3
47.5

Number
73,199
37,717
32,399

634
845
8,067

218
140
153,219

Percent
of total
population
36.4
41.0
38.6
15.9
26.3
36.2
44.7
26.5

Number

Percent
of total
population

54,083
19,873
14,998

26.8
21.6
17.8

104
426
7,244

144
109
96,981

2.6
13.3
32.3
29.4
20.7

Total
interviewed

201,339
91,804
83,870
3,977
3,209
22,394

488
528
407,609
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have discouraged initiative, but the general standards of efficiency and honesty
improved.101 A complicated salary system was set up. It arranged all bureaucrats
in a series of salary steps according to rank and position, ending the favoritism that
often had enhanced the revenues of a favored few. The grand vezir was given a
salary of 25,000 kurus, monthly, the ministers 20,000 kurus,, the undersecretaries
10,000 kuru§, local directors (miidurs) from 3,000 to 10,000 kurus, according to the
importance of their departments, and the scribes of the bureaucracy down to 1,000
according to the importance of their positions. The provincial governorships were
divided into three salary ranges receiving 20,000, 17,000 or 15,000 kurus, monthly.
Similar high salaries were given to members of the military and religious classes
to remove the temptation of demanding bribes, though the latter again became a
serious problem once the government's financial problems made it impossible to pay
these salaries on time and in full.
Military Development
During the early years of his reign, Abdulhamit devoted a great deal of attention
to modernizing his armed forces. Perhaps the most important change was the
sultan's active resumption of the old military role of his ancestors. He retained
the position of commander in chief provided in the 1876 Constitution, relegated the
serasker to a mainly subordinate position, and exercised his powers directly
through a series of military commissions. The High Commission of Military Inspection (Teftif-i Umumi-i Askeri Komisyon-u Alisi) was organized under the
sultan's personal chairmanship to investigate the military and legislate necessary
changes. Gazi Ahmet Muhtar Pa§a served as executive director, and membership
went to some 40 experienced army officers, including a number who were secret
proteges of the sultan, acting as his eyes and ears in the army. Foreign technical
assistance came mostly from Germany, considered more objective toward the Ottomans because of its lack of direct interests in the Middle East. Helmuth von Moltke,
now German chief of the General Staff, sent a number of his best officers, among
them Von der Goltz, who served the sultan for over a decade, later returning to
command the army of the Arabian provinces during World War I.
The sultan had originally intended to modernize all his armed forces, but financial
stringencies compelled him to emphasize the traditional Ottoman reliance on land
power. The navy, strengthened under Abdulaziz, fell into a state of relative decay,
and the empire relied primarily on German industry for cannons and other weapons.
Between 1885 and 1888 huge cannons manufactured by Krupp were put into place
to guard the Straits as well as the Qatalca defense line north of Istanbul.102 The
modern German Mauser rifle soon replaced the archaic carbines previously used by
the Ottomans.103 The General Staff {Erkdn-% Harbiye) was reorganized and
limited mainly to preparing staff studies and collecting data and statistics on the
army, while a Second General Staff (Maiyet-i Seniye Erkdn-i Harbiye) was
established to convey the sultan's wishes directly into the military structure.
In 1886 the conscription system was reorganized and made more comprehensive.
The army districts became recruiting regions as well, and the reserve (redif)
centers took over the task of assigning and processing the recruits and making sure
that only able-bodied men were taken. Efforts were made to extend the obligation
of service to all Muslim males of age 20 and above, though the traditional exemptions given to inhabitants of Istanbul and its environs were retained along with
those for Albania, the Hicaz and Need in Arabia, and Tripoli and Bengazi in North
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Africa. The nomadic Turkomans, Kurds, and Arabs were exempted, but the immigrating Turkish refugees were included in the obligation, providing a major new
source of men for the army.104 The provision of personal substitutes (bedel-i sahsi)
was finally abolished, but exemption by payment continued (see pp. 100-101).
Students in the religious and secular schools were exempt as long as they continued
their studies. Only three years of active service were now required, followed by six
years in the active reserves (ihtiyat), nine in the inactive reserves (redif), and two
in the home guard (mustahftz).
An important addition made to the army during the latter years of Abdulhamit's
reign was the Hamidiye cavalry (1891), composed of Kurdish and Turkoman
tribesmen from eastern Anatolia. Initially it was organized to counter the Russian
Cossack forces in the Crimea105 and also to control the tribes themselves by making
the new organization responsible for them. The cavalry was formed first in the
nomadic areas adjacent to the Russian border in the provinces of Van, Bitlis, and
Erzurum, with some 50,000 men being called to service and grouped into regiments
of between 768 and 1,152 men each.106 Each tribe provided one or more regiments,
and smaller tribes furnished joint regiments. Men called up were paid only when
they were on active duty, but they and their families also were exempted from all
taxes except the tithe and the animal tax. Arms were supposed to be provided only
when they were engaged in combat, but in fact most of them managed to keep their
traditional arms.107 Youths usually entered at the age of 17, served as apprentices
for three years, then served in the regular force (nizam) until the age of 30, after
which they joined the reserve units until they were 40. The regiments were commanded by the tribal chiefs, but regular army officers also went along to train the
men and make sure that the overall commands were carried out. A Tribal School
(Asiret Mektebi) was organized to train native Turkoman and Kurdish officers,
but no more than 15 men graduated in any given year. Some noncommissioned
nomadic officers also were sent to the regular cavalry and military schools for
training, after which they returned to their home units, providing most of the
commanders. The new Hamidiye tribal force grew fairly rapidly, to 40 regiments in
1892, 56 in 1893, and 63 in 1899, and it was used to suppress terrorism in eastern
Anatolia. However, proposals to apply similar methods to other parts of the empire
were never carried out,108 and the system fell into disuse after Abdulhamit's
deposition.

Justice
The most difficult aspect of the judicial sphere was its lack of unity. There were at
least four court systems operating in the empire, supervised by different governmental authorities. Each dispensed justice to different groups of people according
to different methods and different laws. The secular Nizamiye courts handled
criminal and civil cases among Ottoman subjects, except those matters of marriage,
death, divorce, and inheritance that were still cared for by the millet courts. The
consular courts had jurisdiction in trade disputes involving their own subjects and
other matters reserved for them by the Capitulation treaties. The mixed trade
courts handled commercial disputes arising between Ottoman and non-Ottoman
subjects or among non-Ottomans of different nationalities. The Nizamiye courts
and the mixed trade courts were under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice;
the Muslim religious courts were under the seyhnlislam's office; the non-Muslim
religious courts were under the Foreign Office at first and then the prime minister's
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office; and the consular courts remained under the supervision of the Foreign Office.
Each supervisory body applied and enforced different regulations and standards,
further complicating the situation.
Within this complex structure there were many difficulties. The judges in the
Nizamiye and Muslim religious courts were paid mainly by the litigants in the form
of fees, with no salaries coming from either the religious foundations or the Imperial Treasury. Financial independence, however, did not eliminate administrative
influence, since the government exerted control through its power to appoint and
dismiss the judges. Moreover, the judges themselves were encouraged to supplement their incomes by bribes from the parties. The Men of the Tanzimat pledged
repeatedly that the courts would be independent of the government, but the Council
of State and appeals courts in Istanbul remained under the direct control of the
grand vezir, while the provincial courts were supervised by the governors and their
subordinates. Nor can it be said that the consular courts were free of vice, since
those who could pay were often favored. On top of everything else the Nizamiye
courts were very crowded. Cases often were delayed for months, with the accused
being held in jail without the possibility of bond. Though the opportunity of appeal
existed, it was so subject to influence by the original judges as well as the officials
of government that the convicted person rarely was able to present his case before
he had served many years of his sentence.109 There were no schools to train judges
in the secular law systems applied in the Nizamiye courts, and the Tanzimat
hesitated to interfere with the Muslim religious courts in fear of alienating the
ulema.110 Most judgments were carried out by the provincial armies, giving the
subject little chance to exercise his rights. And of course it was for this reason that
foreigners in the empire insisted on remaining under the jurisdiction of their own
consular courts.
The Constitution of 1876 had recognized these difficulties but did little to
solve them. It professed general principles that everyone's rights should be protected, the judges kept independent of government control, and public defenders
provided for the poor. It was left to the Parliament to elaborate on these principles,
but when it was dissolved, judicial reform was left to the sultan. In his 1879 reform
program Abdulhamit specified a number of important judicial reforms that he
wished to enact:
1. Full action to carry out the Law on the organization and duties of the secular
courts; 2. Preparation of a Law on procedures in the primary courts; 3. Preparation of a Law on procedures in the appeals courts; 4. Preparation of a
Regulation on the execution of legal judgments; 5. As has already been done
in Istanbul so also in the staffs of the courts of first instance of every province,
county and district, appointment of special officials to execute court judgments
to take out of the hands of army officials the important task of executing legal
judgments; 6. Appointment of judicial inspectors to every province; 7. The
appointment to the provincial appeals courts of public prosecutors and to the
courts of first instance of the counties of assistant public prosecutors; and by
appointing as public prosecutors in the lower courts of qualified persons, ending
the fear of the courts on the part of accusers and defendants alike; 8. Breaking
up the appeals and primary courts in the provinces into two divisions, called
Civil and Criminal, and the appointment of sub-chairmen for each of the
appeals courts. 111
These aims and more were accomplished in a series of laws put into effect during
the next few years.
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The first step was the reorganization and expansion of the Ministry of Justice,
originally established by Ali in 1870. A major new regulation issued on May 4,
1879, gave the ministry the right not only to control the Nisamiye courts but also
the appeals courts in the Council of State and the religious courts, with the sole
exception of the Muslim courts, which remained under the seyhulislam. The ministry was divided into departments to handle criminal and civil justice, the millet
courts of non-Muslims, and the mixed trade courts. The minister was made a member of the Council of Ministers for the first time, giving him and his advisers power
to develop their own legislation. 112
The new School of Law (Mekteb-i Hukuk-u §ahane), established in 1878 to
train civil servants as well as judges for the Nisamiye courts, expanded rapidly
during the next decade, producing as many as 100 well-trained graduates each year.
As new judges became available, the Nizamiye court system was extended to the
more distant provinces, with the criminal and civil courts divided into primary
(bidayet) and appeals (istinaf) courts, capped by the Court of Appeal (Mahkeme-i
Temyiz) in Istanbul. New trade courts (Ticaret Mahkemesi) were opened in
major trade centers. 113 A series of regulations followed to assure that only the
ablest legal experts were appointed as judges, that they received the salaries and
promotions they deserved, and that the incompetent and corrupt were removed and
punished.114
In 1880 and 1881 two laws were enacted to fulfill the sultan's desire for standard
and regular procedures to be followed in the criminal and civil courts, providing the
subject with assurance that he would be tried fairly without the intervention of
state officials or anyone else. 115 The rights and duties of plaintiffs and court
officials were spelled out, and public defenders were provided. Additional laws
stipulated the duties of lawyers. Judges and their subordinates were assigned
salaries, and they were allowed to keep no more than one-fifth of the court fees,
sending the balance to the treasury. Provincial and municipal police were made
responsible for the enforcement of court decisions, and the army was prohibited
from intervening. Special regulations were introduced to protect the subject from
arbitrary search and seizure in his home unless authorized by the courts, echoing
articles of the Constitution. As fast as they graduated from the law schools, judicial
inspectors were sent to the provinces to ensure that the new regulations were
obeyed. New primary and appeals courts were opened in the more distant provinces,
and the backlogs of cases were brought to an end. Court charges were strictly
regulated; the courts thus were made available to even the poorest of subjects.116
Not all the abuses and injustices were removed from the Ottoman judicial system
any more than they have been from those of other states. But, on the whole, a
standard of honesty and efficiency unequaled in Ottoman history was established
for all subjects regardless of religion. Under the direction of a series of able ministers of justice, most prominent of whom was Ahmet Cevdet Pa§a, the new laws
were put into practice. Justice was institutionalized, and the average subject protected. But intellectuals and rebels found the system restrictive, and when they were
accused of violating the law, they protested that it was the fault of the judicial
organization. Most Europeans in the empire and the minorities dependent on them
were too prejudiced against Muslims to allow themselves to be tried in the Ottoman courts regardless of the latter's improved state. The powers therefore refused
to accept the applicability of the regulations to the mixed and consular courts, keeping the system divided and claiming that Muslims were incapable of judging nonMuslims fairly and honestly. Though some prominent individuals suffered from
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palace intervention, such cases were hardly ever tried. This was of little relevance
to the way justice was dispensed to the mass of the people, whose rights were
protected far more extensively than in the past.

Education
To those committed to the Tanzimat program of reform and modernization, secular
education was a practical goal, needed to produce the kind of people needed to run
the government, the courts, and the army. In his 1879 reform program Abdulhamit
urged: "If there are any deficiencies or gaps in the existing organization of public
education they should be brought to an end." Accordingly, he offered an extensive
program to develop schools on all levels throughout the empire.117
Very little was done, however, during the early years of his reign. The old
Tanzimat system by which schools were built with local funds and on local initiative had resulted in a relatively haphazard development around the empire. The
existence of several independent school systems run by the state, the millets, and
various foreign organizations prevented the kind of unity that might have facilitated
reform of the educational system. There were not enough teachers and certainly not
enough funds. Without an extensive system of secular primary schools there were
not enough qualified students to benefit from the technical and specialized training
offered in the new higher schools, and hence progress was slow.
The real breakthrough came in 1883 when the sultan developed the old Assistance
Surtax (lane Vergisi) of one-tenth levied on the tithe since 1866 to provide capital
for the agricultural banks into a surtax of about 39 percent (literally one-seventh
and one-fourth). Two-thirds of the sum was devoted to agricultural development
and the remaining one-third, called the Education Benefits Share (Maarif Hisse-i
Ianesi), provided for the construction of new public schools.118 With such assistance public secular education expanded rapidly (see pp. 112-113). We do not have
complete statistics regarding all the higher technical schools in Abdulhamit's reign,
but we do know that the Civil Service School graduated 620 students between 1878
and 1897; the Imperial Law School, 502 between 1885 and 1897; the Imperial
Medical School, 882 from 1874 to 1897; and the Industrial Arts School, 352 during
the same period. After it was founded in 1891, the Imperial Veterinary School's
average yearly enrollment in its first seven years was 42 students, and 40 students
graduated during the same years. The Halkah Agricultural School averaged 77
students annually between 1892 and 1898 and graduated 39 of them. The concentration of schools in Istanbul presented a problem that was resolved by spending the
tithe surtax all over the empire so that by 1897 1 percent of the elementary schools,
7 percent of the Rujdiyes and 3.6 percent of the Idadis were in Istanbul.119
By the end of 1897 the military school system had 29 Riifdiyes, including 6
in Istanbul and 1 in each of the other provinces, with 8,247 students. The higher
military schools had 15,351 students, of whom 15,328 were Muslims, 11 Jews,
10 Greeks, and 2 Armenians. From 1873 to 1897 the War Academy graduated 3,918
students, the Imperial Engineering School 669, the Army Medical School 3,602,
and the civil service section of the Army Engineering School 126, totaling 7,313 in
all, a larger number than those who graduated from the civilian higher academies
during the same years.120 The navy maintained a much smaller school system, including one RUfdiye school with 303 students, a Merchant Marine School
(Kapudan-t Ticaret Mektebi) with 107, the Naval Academy (Bahriye-i §ahane)
with 429, a Scribal School (Mun$a-i Kuttap) with 20, and a Projectiles School
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(Heydehane) with 974 students. From 1876 to 1897 these schools graduated 1,758
students, averaging 160 students per year. 121
The various non-Muslim millets maintained 5,982 elementary schools in 1897,
with 8,025 teachers and 317,089 students; 687 Riisdiyes with 2,274 teachers and
23,192 students, and 70 Idadi-\z\t\ schools, with 584 teachers and 10,720 students.
Like the public schools, they were spread widely around the empire, with only 2.4
percent of the elementary schools, 14.7 of the Riisdiyes, and 24 percent of the Idadis
in Istanbul.122 With regard to the millets, the Greek Orthodox maintained by far
the largest number of schools (4,390), followed by the Bulgarians, reflecting their
strong interest in Macedonia (693), the Armenian Gregorians (653), the Jews
(331), the Armenian Protestants (198), the Serbs (85), the Vlachs (63), the
Greek Catholics (60), and the other Catholics (50). 1 2 3
Finally, there were the schools sponsored by foreign missionaries, of which 246
were on the elementary level, with 728 teachers and 16,629 students; 74 on the
Rusdiye level, with 551 teachers and 6,557 students; and 63 on the Idadi level,
including secondary schools such as Robert College, run by Americans, with 464
teachers and 8,315 students. Missionaries from the United States sponsored the
largest number of schools (131), followed by those from France (127), England
(60), Germany (22), Italy (22), Austria (11), and Russia (7). While they
provided excellent educations, they were established mainly for the purpose of conversion. Therefore, most of the students were non-Muslims who, in the course of
their studies, developed an attachment to Western cultural values and ways of
thinking and disdain of things Muslim. The missionary groups used the influence
of their governments to resist all efforts of the Ottomans to supervise, let alone
control, their curriculums, while at times they sympathized with the minorities and
encouraged their nationalist aspirations.
The new state secular school system also had problems that were never entirely
resolved. The vast hierarchy of education often was quite inefficient and wasted a
great deal of money. Nevertheless, an effective supervision system was established
when the power to distribute the hisse funds as well as to hire and fire teachers was
placed in the hands of the local educational councils, which had a far greater
knowledge of local conditions and needs and of the ability of the teachers than did
the bureaucracy in Istanbul. This was one of the few instances in Abdulhamit's
reign when he decentralized authority. There were few Ottoman textbooks, and
the Ministry of Education had to prepare and publish thousands of translations to
meet the needs of the students. In the process it also had to develop a technical
vocabulary and a written language style the students could understand. Despite the
difficulties, the system succeeded. It taught a substantial number of subjects to read
and write. Though it emphasized the old rote method of instruction then being
questioned in Europe for the first time, it still taught many to think for themselves,
with the generation educated in Abdulhamit's time becoming the founders of the
Turkish Republic. Perhaps the most serious damage came from the fragmented
nature of the system. The state schools, the millet schools, and the foreign schools
gave their students entirely different ways of thinking, with different methods and
objectives, and produced several educated classes, parallel to one another yet hostile,
unable to understand or appreciate each other, preventing the kind of national unity
and cohesiveness needed to hold the empire together. Again, this problem was
resolved only during the period of the Turkish Republic.
Capping the new system of secular education was the Ottoman University (Dar
ul-Funun-u Osmani), completely reorganized and reopened, mainly at the instiga-
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tion of Sait Pa§a, on August 12, 1900, to celebrate the beginning of the 24th year of
the sultan's reign. The university was organized in four faculties under the general
direction of the Ministry of Education: the Faculty of Religion (Ulum-u aliye-i
Diniye), the Faculty of Mathematics (Ulum-u Riya2iye), the Faculty of Physical
Sciences (Ulum-u Tabiiye), and the Faculty of Literature (Ulum-u Edebiye). The
imperial schools of law and medicine were now considered to be adjunct faculties.
Students wishing to enroll had to be at least 18 years old, of good character and
morals, not convicted of crime or crippled by illness, graduated from any of the
Idadis or lycees or any of the higher technical academies or able to show equivalent
knowledge through examination. Enrollment was limited to 24 to 30 students yearly
in each faculty, with competitive examinations being used when necessary. Examinations were held at the end of each year, and only those who passed were admitted
to the next level. Classes were held daily throughout the year except on Fridays
and Sundays, during Ramazan, for one month after the examinations, and special
state holidays. The Faculty of Religion gave courses in Koranic study and interpretation, the tradition of the Prophet, jurisprudence, philosophy, and religion. The
Mathematics and Physical Sciences faculties jointly provided courses in mathematics, algebra, engineering, accounting, physical science, chemistry, biology,
agronomy, and geology. The Faculty of Literature offered courses in Ottoman and
world history, philosophy and logic, Ottoman, Arabic, Persian, and French literature, general and Ottoman geography, archeology,* and education. For the first
time the empire thus had a functioning university, starting a revival of higher
learning that was to continue unbroken to the present day.124

Cultural Development
Increased literacy during Abdulhamit's reign contributed to the growth of cultural
activity. Many public libraries were built. The Ottoman press flourished, with
thousands of books, journals, newspapers, and pamphlets flooding into the hands of
an eager public. By using the press, authors supplanted the ulema as leaders of
culture and contributed to general mass education.125
Ironically, the cultural explosion was accompanied by a tendency toward censorship, not only by the autocratic sultan but also by the democratically elected
delegates to the Parliament, who were also quite sensitive to criticism. Newly
enacted legislation prohibited public criticism of officials, held the press financially
responsible for errors made in reporting statements made by officials, and prohibited publication of satirical journals altogether.126 Abdulhamit established a
censorship department in the Ministry of Education to enforce the various press
and publication laws. Criticism of the sultan was forbidden, but not that of his
ministers as long as it was not too violent. The writings of some "seditious" authors
were banned, including those of Namik Kemal and Ziya Pa§a, and of European
authors such as Racine, Rousseau, Voltaire, Hugo, and Zola. Certain suggestive
words could not be used, such as "anarchy," "liberty," "strike," "constitution,"
"revolution," "assassination," "socialism," "dynamite," and "Murat." Newspapers
and presses were fined and/or suspended whenever they violated the law. But in
fact the sheer mass of publications so overwhelmed the censors that the laws were
enforced sporadically, arbitrarily and with much heavy-handedness to be sure, but
without any of the efficiency that has come to distinguish such efforts around the
world in recent times. Newspapers and books prohibited under one name would
appear under new names. Truly seditious materials often evaded the censors. Many
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works continued to be written abroad and sent in through the foreign post offices.
Most writers managed to meet the needs of the reading public without offending the
law, resulting in a myriad of novels, essays, tracts, and other books so extensive
and varied that the era did, indeed, become one of the most lively cultural periods in
Ottoman history, exceeded, perhaps, only by the period that followed in the early
decades of the twentieth century.

Public Education and Ahmet Midhat Ef endi
During the Age of Abdulhamit, the expansion of printing, the emphasis on education, and the technical as well as economic and political impact of Europe created a
thirst for knowledge. Popular newspapers of the time like Sabah (Morning), Vakit
(Time), and Terciiman-t Hakikat (Translator of the Truth) as well as periodicals,
books, and plays came in abundance to satisfy this need.
Outstanding among the Ottoman popularizers was Ahmet Midhat Efendi (18551912), who wrote in all these media during his lengthy career. Born in Istanbul of
a poor family he accompanied his bureaucrat brother to Bulgaria and then to Ni§,
where he was educated in the secular schools, entering the service of Midhat Pa§a
(and taking the name of his patron) in 1864 in the Danube province and later in
Baghdad, editing the provincial newspapers and yearbooks and serving generally
to popularize the provincial reforms among the masses. When Midhat returned to
Istanbul, Ahmet Midhat came along, becoming editor of the new army newspaper
Ceride-i Askeriye (The Army Journal) when his master became grand vezir. In
the meantime, Midhat Efendi educated himself in the new knowledge and began to
nourish literary ambitions, founding his own small press and two short-lived
newspapers. He published a literary journal, Dagarcik (The Pouch), presenting
contributions by a number of liberal political writers. The disapproval of the censors
led to his exile to Rhodes, where he spent four years as a teacher in a medrese
before returning to Istanbul following Abdulhamit's accession.
Midhat now decided that his function in life was educating the masses, not
stirring them to revolution. On his return, then, he decided to accept the political
order as it was and to work through the existing system to achieve his aims. He
gained the favor of the sultan publishing his Uss-i Inkiiap (Origins of the Revolution), in which he described the political maneuver ings that accompanied and
followed the sultan's accession and acceptance of the Constitution and more or less
justified the suspension of the Parliament. He was rewarded by being appointed
director of the Imperial Press (Matbaa-i Amire) and editor of the official newspaper Takvim-i Vekayi (Calendar of Events). Soon afterward, in 1878, with the
financial assistance of the sultan, he founded the Tercuman-i Hakikat (Translator
of Events) newspaper. With a literary section edited by his son-in-law, Muallim
Naci, also a well-known writer, the newspaper soon became one of the most widely
read periodicals of the time, publishing the short stories and articles not only of its
editor but also of leading writers like Ahmet Rasim, Ahmet Cevdet, and Huseyin
Rahmi (Giirpinar), many of whom were to continue writing well into the period
of the Republic. Midhat was a prolific author. He wrote 33 substantial novels as
well as works on history, science, philosophy, and religion, always educating while
entertaining. He used a simple language and style so that even those with a limited
education could understand what he said, and he did not hesitate to digress from the
story to give extensive encyclopedic information. Always aiming to disseminate
knowledge, he wrote popular works including Tarih-i Umumi (General History),
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Kdinat (Existences), a 13-volume history of the different European countries, and
numerous novels of romance and adventure. He also continued to serve the government in special assignments, as chief scribe of the Quarantine Service for a time
and later as Ottoman delegate to the International Congress of Orientalists held in
Stockholm in 1888. His travels in Europe were subsequently described in his
Avrupada bir Cevelan (A Trip in Europe). Though his books were widely read,
because of his very popularity and simple style he was scorned by the intellectuals.
At the same time, his closeness to the palace led the Young Turks to despise him
and, soon after their deposition of Abdulhamit, to force him from his newspaper.
He later tried to resume his writing career but was frustrated by the liberal press
of the time and also by changes in popular taste, which now demanded more sophisticated works. He was, however, allowed to teach Ottoman history at the university
and the Normal School (Dor ul-Muallimin), where he remained in obscurity until
his death.127
The Beginnings of Modern Research: The Work of §emsettin Sami
While Ahmet Midhat sought to educate the new reading public, other writers began
to develop the tools and disciplines of scientific research and to apply them to the
social sciences, linguistics, and particularly to the study of Ottoman civilization.
Among the founders of modern research in the Ottoman Empire and Turkey was
§emsettin Sami (1850-1904). Born of a feudal landowning family in Albania, he
and his brothers spent much of their early lives in the employ of their elder
brother, who operated the family holdings. His early education at Janina, at least
partly in a Greek millet school, gave him a good knowledge of Greek, French, and
Italian, and he gained Arabic and Persian from private tutoring. Thus he had a
wider horizon than the average Muslim boy of that time. After entering the scribal
profession in Janina, he went to Istanbul (1872) and became a scribe in the censorship department of the Ministry of the Interior. He also began a literary career,
working for several liberal newspapers until they were closed and the leading
Young Ottoman writers were sent into exile (April 6, 1873). Like Ahmet Midhat,
the young §emsettin decided that his role in life was to inform the public rather
than suffer the endless chain of exile and return to which the liberal political
writers were being subjected. Therefore, he abandoned his newspaper work and
returned to the ministry. He began publishing his own literary work, at first
translating French novels and plays and then publishing his own. His tragic play
Besa (Enough!), relating to the situation in Albania, was produced at the Gedik
Pa§a Theater in April 1874. He served for two years as editor of the Tripoli
newspaper Trablusgarp, returned to Istanbul after Abdulhamit's accession, and
assumed the editorship of the journal Muharrir (The Writer) while its owner and
editor, Ebiizziya Tevfik, shared the liberals' fate of exile in Rhodes.
While working on Muharrir, §emsettin made the acquaintance of a wealthy
Greek merchant named Papadopoulis, who was financing Ebiizziya's operations,
and within a short time they joined in founding the newspaper Sabah (Morning),
which was to become one of the most famous and certainly the longest-lived daily
newspapers of the empire, continuing to appear every morning for 10,821 issues
(1876-1916). §emsettin, however, quarreled with his wealthy partner and left the
newspaper after only 11 months, becoming seal bearer (muhiirdar) of the governor
of Rhodes and then a member of the Military Consignment Commission (Sevkiyat-t
Askeriye Komisyonu) established to facilitate the movement of army supplies
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during the Russo-Turkish War. On his return to Istanbul, he founded and became
the editor of another newspaper, the Terciiman-t §ark (Translator of the East),
emphasizing reports on the Congress of Berlin and the newly rising Albanian
Question, being drawn close to the Albanian nationalists by his origin and the
activities of his brother. He wrote a number of articles defending the Albanian point
of view until the newspaper was closed by the censors in October 1878. §emsettin
joined the Albanian Cultural League in Istanbul, not only advocating Albanian
national claims but also publishing a number of grammars and dictionaries to
develop a Latin alphabet and separate literary tradition for the Albanian language.
§emsettin then secured backing from one of the former owners of Sabah and
Tercuman-% §ark, Mihran Efendi, to publish a series called Pocket Library (Cep
Kutuphanesi), which provided the public with the classics of Ottoman and Islamic
literature as well as books on more modern subjects, thus forming in essence an
encyclopedia in serial form. It was this series that attracted him back to the favor
of the palace. Abdulhamit made him scribe and later member of the Military Inspection Committee established to keep the army under close supervision, a position he
retained for the rest of his life. With the backing of the palace, §emsettin turned
his attention from the promotion of the Albanian language to the study of Ottoman
Turkish, which occupied most of his attention thereafter as he produced a series
of dictionaries and reference works. His monumental Dictionnaire turc-frangais,
later developed into Kamus-i Turki (The Turkish Dictionary), reflected more than
any other work the Ottoman literary language developed by the modern writers of
the nineteenth century. Perhaps his greatest achievement was his Kamus al-A'lam
(Dictionary of Proper Names), which was no less than an encyclopedia of all the
historical, geographical, and scientific knowledge of the time along with biographies
of the major political and literary figures. §emsettin did not just repeat his sources
but engaged in exhaustive and careful comparison and analysis. He also was intensely interested in Turkic history, especially of the pre-Ottoman Turks and the
Ottoman Turkish dialects used in the provinces. He now was recognized as a major
scholarly figure in Istanbul, and his home at Erenkoy, on the Anatolian shores of
the Sea of Marmara, became a center for literary and scientific discussions until his
death at the age of 54 (June 18, 1904). Many of his plans remained unfulfilled,
though he had, indeed, set the pattern for the historical, linguistic, and literary
research that was to be followed in later years.128

Elitism and Symbolism: The Servet-i Fiinun Movement
There were other, quite different, reactions to Abdulhamit's repressive political
policies. This was the period of the famous periodical Servet-i Fiinun (The Wealth
of Sciences), founded in 1891 by Ahmet Ihsan to become the vehicle for the new
literature. It published the early writings of many distinguished writers, including
the poets Tevfik Fikret (1867-1915), himself its editor during its greatest days,
Abdulhak Hamit (1853-1937), Cenap §ehabettin (1870-1923), and Siileyman
Nazif (1870-1927), and the novelists Halit Ziya U§akhgil (1865-1945) and
Hiiseyin Cahit Yalqin. The writings of this school came to be known as Servet-i
Fiinun literature.
Under the influence of the French Parnassian School, Fikret and many of his
associates emphasized art for art's sake, preferring poetry to prose, and dwelling
on technique and form rather than content. Their aloofness from the present, delight
in describing scenes of natural beauty, resort to symbolism for artistic purposes, and
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choice of obscure Arabic and especially Persian vocabulary for poetic effect were
well suited to the need to evade censorship. Though they avoided easily discernible
social and political criticism, their writings often carried a melancholy and pessimistic note. Occasional writings that protested the autocratic regime of Abdulhamit,
such as Fikret's "Sis" (Fog), that complained of the depressing atmosphere hanging
over Istanbul, did so symbolically. The novels, also written for an elite readership, reflected the social and intellectual malaise of the period and analyzed upperclass Ottoman society experiencing the impact of the West. The sophisticated style
of the Servet-i Fitnun writers was difficult for the censors to comprehend - thus
much of what they said went officially unnoticed. Though lacking in mass appeal
and not interested in reforming society, this genre nevertheless was highly reflective
of Abdulhamit's reign.
This literary movement, however, was very short-lived. Disputes between Tevfik
Fikret and Ahmet Ihsan began the downfall that was completed when the palace
began to grow suspicious of poetry and prose that could be interpreted in more than
one way and suspended the periodical in 1897. By the time Ahmet Ihsan revived it
in 1901, the group had dispersed. Many of its former writers went on to distinguished literary careers in the Young Turk and republican periods, but the
Servet-i Funun ceased to be a major literary journal.129

Political Protest: The Young Turk Movement
While the educational explosion during Abdulhamit's reign produced hundreds of
educated bureaucrats, doctors, officers, and writers willing to work within the
system, it also introduced some Ottomans to the liberal political thought of western
Europe. Like the Young Ottomans of the previous generation, they rejected a basic
premise of the Tanzimat, as extended by Abdulhamit, that true modernization could
only be imposed by an elite class from the top. They argued that physical reforms,
however successful, were liable to failure and collapse unless they were accompanied
by fundamental political and social reforms.
Consisting of many protest groups under different names in and out of the empire
during much of Abdulhamit's reign, these liberals gradually came together in a
loosely formed coalition called the Young Turks throughout Europe. One of them,
the Committee of Union and Progress, was finally able to force the sultan to restore
the Parliament in 1908 and subsequently to abdicate.
The Young Turks came from different backgrounds and expressed their opposition in different ways. Many were from the most distinguished of Abdulhamit's
academies, the pampered and prized students of the Imperial Lycee of Galata Saray,
the Imperial War Academy at Pangalti, the Civil Service Academy, and the Army
Medical School. Many of the Young Turks were frustrated Young Ottomans, disappointed by the failure of Midhat Pa§a's grand vezirate and the Constitution. They
had gone into exile in Paris, London, Geneva, Bucharest, and, after the British
occupation, Egypt, expressing their opposition in a series of small news letters
among which La Jeune Turquie - published in Paris by Halil Ganim, a Lebanese
Maronite and former deputy to Parliament in 1877 - survived long enough to give
its name to the movement in Europe.
In Abdulhamit's early years the censorship was not severe enough nor the police
system strong enough to prevent an increasing number of intellectuals, students, and
bureaucrats from expressing their opposition to the regime. The ferment became
particularly strong in the late 1880s when the sultan attempted to balance the
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budget by reducing the staffs of the ministries and the army, thus setting loose many
graduates of his schools who, after having achieved their education, felt that they
had a right to government employment at comfortable salaries. Real organization
came first in the Imperial Medical Academy in May 1887 when Kazim Nami Duru
and five fellow students formed a group called the Society of Union and Progress
{Ittihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti). It does not seem to have lasted long, but two years
later, in May 1889, one of its first members, an Albanian Muslim named Ibrahim
Temo, joined with a Circassian student, Mehmet Re§it, and two Kurds, Abdullah
Cevdet and Ishak Siikuti, to reconstitute the group first as the Ottoman Union Society (Ittihat-t Osmani Cemiyeti) and then as the Ottoman Society of Union and
Progress (Osmanh Ittihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti). They called for a program of
constitutionalism, Ottomanism, and freedom, to be achieved by replacing the sultan
with one of his brothers, either the former sultan, Murat V, or the man who ultimately was to succeed, Mehmet Re§at. Other groups rose and fell depending on
fluctuations in the interest of their membership rather than actual government
suppression.
As the time went on, however, a hard core of dedicated liberals emerged, determined to end the absolutist regime regardless of their personal careers. Working
at first inside the empire, eventually they had to carry on their activities abroad. An
early leader among them was Ahmet Riza (1859-1930), son of an Austrian mother
and Anglophile Ottoman father, both quite wealthy. After his education in France
he entered the Ministry of Agriculture in the hope of improving the condition of the
Ottoman peasant. When he realized that agricultural develoment was impossible
without educating the peasants, he transferred to the Ministry of Education and
served as director of education in Hiidavendigar province before the lure of luxury
offered by his family's wealth led him to remain in Europe after going to Paris to
visit the International Exposition of 1889. He soon became a follower of the
positivist movement of Auguste Comte. But it took five years of intellectual contemplation before he returned to any direct interest in Ottoman affairs, in 1894
publishing a series of memorandums to the sultan demanding a constitutional regime
to assure government for the benefit of the people instead of what he called the
whims of the bureaucrats. Justifying his demand for a Parliament on the basis of
the old Islamic and Ottoman tradition of consultation (mesveret), in 1895 he
joined with Halil Ganim and used his personal wealth to publish a bimonthly and
bilingual (Ottoman Turkish and French) newspaper, Mechveret. He gathered
around him many Ottoman exiles and formed one of the most important Young
Turk groups in Europe, demanding fulfillment of the positivist dream, order and
progress (intizam ve terakki). Entering the empire through the foreign post offices,
the Mechveret began to circulate in intellectual circles, stimulating liberal thought
and action within the empire as well.
Second only to Ahmet Riza in developing the Young Turk movement was
Mehmet Murat Efendi (1853-1912), a Caucasian Turk from Dagistan, on the
Caspian, who after a lycee education in imperial Russia had fled to the Ottoman
Empire in 1873 because of the feeling that he as a Muslim would have far greater
opportunities. He soon found employment in Istanbul, first on the staff of the Public
Debt Commission (1874) and then as a teacher in the Civil Service School (1878).
He came into contact with several liberal writers and began to publish his own
works, a six-volume general history (Tarih-i Umumi) and a one-volume Ottoman
History (Osmanlt Tarihi). He followed with an autobiographical novel, Turfanda
Mi Yoksa Turfa Mx (First Fruit or Forbidden Fruit?), going on to submit
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several reform proposals to the sultan. But he soon despaired at seeing them fulfilled and went abroad in 1895, going first to Egypt. With the encouragement of the
long-time (1895-1906) Ottoman high commissioner, Muhtar Pa§a, he began to
publish his own newspaper, Mizan (Scale). He then went to Europe and acquired
his own group of followers. The Mizan also found its way into the empire through
the British and French post offices and stirred considerable reaction on its own.
Within the empire the Committee of Union and Progress continued to develop,
including not only teachers and students but also some bureaucrats, army officers,
and even members of the ulema. Ibrahim Temo began to organize chapters in the
major cities of Rumania, Bulgaria, and Albania. But near the end of 1895 a premature attempt at a coup made with the cooperation of the commander of the
Istanbul garrison, Kazim Nami Duru, led to the suppression of the Istanbul group,
and those who could fled abroad. The new influx of members from Istanbul greatly
increased the strength of the movement elsewhere. In Egypt Ishak Sukuti organized a new chapter and began publishing several newspapers. He then went on
to Geneva, where in collaboration with "Mizanci Murat" (Murat, of Mizan fame)
and Abdullah Cevdet he inaugurated a new branch of the society and started
publishing the Osmanh (Ottoman). Ahmet Rizja also received a number of new
collaborators who strengthened his group. But while the different Young Turk
groups abroad agreed in their opposition to the sultan, they found it very difficult
to get together because of personal as well as ideological differences. Ahmet Riza
was the most conservative and moderate of the major leaders. He supported the
Ottoman political and social systems more or less as they were, hoping simply to
get the sultan to democratize the administration and remove the corrupt bureaucrats. Murat went further, emphasizing the need for major reforms in all areas to
save the empire from Christian aggression and blaming Abdulhamit for the government's impotence in the face of terrorism, but still advocating peaceful change
through consultation rather than revolution. They continued also to support the
empire's integrity and unity against the claims of the minority nationalist groups
that were also active in Europe, but their opposition to the sultan increased in
direct proportion to their frustration.
Nor did the sultan neglect his critics. Always considering himself a reformer, resentful of those who idled uselessly in Europe while avoiding the hard work needed
to modernize the empire, Abdulhamit did all he could to get their European hosts
to suppress them, but a sympathetic European public opinion and the Young
Turks' ability to travel freely from one place of exile to another frustrated these
efforts. Much more effective was an opposite approach. Since so many of the
exiles had gone into opposition simply because of frustration in their work or
failure to secure high positions and ranks, Abdulhamit began to offer them opportunities to put their ideas to work in the government. In 1897 he sent one of the
leading members of his secret police, Ahmet Celaleddin Pa§a, to Europe to recall
the dissidents to duty, using the recent Ottoman victory against Greece as a selling
point and promising them high positions if they abandoned their opposition and
came home. The first to accept was Murat, who convinced many of his friends to
go along, including the two early founders of the movement, Abdullah Cevdet and
Ishak Sukuti. By the end of 1897, then, the Young Turk movement was scattered
and dispirited, with only Ahmet Riza still holding out in Europe.
The movement was revived in 1901 when Damat Mahmut Pa§a (1853-1903),
grandson of Mahmut II and husband of the sultan's sister, defected from the sultan's side. His support for the Constitution and later involvement in the Ali Suavi
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affair had led to his removal from the palace and appointment to positions far inferior to those that he felt that his rank and prestige entitled him. Escaping on
a French freighter, Damat Mahmut was accompanied by his two sons, Princes
Sabaheddin and Liitfullah, and he resisted all efforts of Ahmet Celaleddin and
others to get him back. Soon after, the emigres were further stimulated by the arrival of Ismail Kemal Bey Vlora, an Albanian Muslim who had occupied high
Ottoman positions before joining the Albanian nationalist movement. While Damat
Mahmut at first paid homage to Ahmet Riza for his long service in the forefront
of the Young Turks in Europe, soon he, and especially his son Prince Sabaheddin
(1877-1948), emerged as rival leaders. Sabaheddin founded his own group, the
Society of Personal Initiative and Administrative Decentralization (Tesebbiis-ii
$ahsi ve Adem-i Merkeziyet Cemiyeti), whose views he published in his own
newspaper, Terakki (Progress). Far more radical than the other Young Turks,
he advocated fundamental social changes in the empire as well as the deposition of
the sultan. He wanted not merely to end the distinction between the Ruling and
Subject classes but also to abandon the centralized institutions of government created by the Tanzimat and to restore the old Ottoman decentralized system. Local
bodies would care for tax collection, municipal, and judicial affairs and would
make decisions on the basis of local problems and needs. Individual and local initiative would be developed by what he called the Anglo-Saxon emphasis on individual
effort, with the motive of private profit encouraging individuals to develop the
resources of the empire as the best means of restoring its power and defending it
against its enemies. Ahmet Riza and Murat abhorred European intervention as
well as revolutionary action, but Sabaheddin and his group advocated the use of
all available means, including revolution and pressure, from the powers. Since his
ideas seemed to coincide with the demands of many of the national groups for
autonomy in their own areas of the empire, he welcomed their support as well.
Sabaheddin joined them to get British and French help to force the sultan to
abdicate and secure the desired reforms, leading his Ottoman opponents to accuse
him of treason.
Shortly after Damat Mahmut's death, Prince Sabaheddin attempted to resolve
the differences by calling a general Congress of Ottoman Liberals, which met in
Paris from February 4 to 9, 1902. The first of its kind, the congress included not
only the various Young Turk liberals scattered around Europe but also the minority national groups. Ahmet Riza and his group also attended, though they were not
too happy at being a small minority among the non-Muslim Ottomans. Sabaheddin
tried to conciliate the groups by emphasizing general resolutions that blamed all
the empire's difficulties on Abdulhamit's regime, stressed the Ottoman ideal of
equality among all the peoples and races of the empire, and promised continued
loyalty to the house of Osman and the idea of the territorial integrity of the empire.
But the minority delegates secured the addition of a resolution declaring the congress's support for the full execution of all the "reforms" imposed on the empire
by the treaties of 1856 and 1878. This was too much for Ahmet Riza, who saw in
it an invitation for European intervention, and too little for the Armenian nationalists, who demanded more specific efforts to secure foreign intervention to gain
autonomy or independence for their people in eastern Anatolia. None of the minorities in fact was willing to support a constitutional regime and reforms that
might strengthen the empire. The congress broke up without any final agreement,
therefore, deepening the rivalry between Sabaheddin and Ahmet Riza.
In reaction to the activities of the Young Turks and to help strengthen the em-
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pire against all internal and external dangers, Abdulhamit fostered two movements: (1) Islamism, which emphasized a return to the values and traditions of
Islam as a religion and culture and a desire to restore unity among Muslims all
over the world, and (2) Turkism, which stressed the Turkish traditions in Ottoman culture and sought to create a feeling of unity among the Turks of the world.
Islamism and Pan-Islamism
The most widespread ideological force in the Ottoman Empire during Abdulhamit's years was Islamism, calling for a return to the fundamental values and
traditions of the civilization of which the empire was the most modern manifestion.
Though encouraged and used by the sultan, this movement transcended him in both
time and scope. It began in the late Tanzimat period, mostly in reaction to the
manner in which millions of Muslims were being treated by the Russians as well
as the newly independent Balkan states. Stories of persecution and savagery from
the Crimea to Belgrade and Sarajevo were mingled with accounts of oppression
from India to Algeria and contrasted with the toleration and good treatment provided for non-Muslims in the great Muslim empires, including that of the Ottomans. The Tanzimat movement also was accused of undermining the ulema and
abandoning the basic ideals, traditions, and institutions of Islam by imitating
European ways. The Ottoman financial plight, which included European use of
the Capitulations to destroy the traditional Ottoman industries and the debilitating
dependence on high-interest loans, added to a general feeling of distrust. The
French occupation of Tunis followed by the British occupation of Egypt confirmed
the feeling. The last straw was provided by the press and politicians of Europe,
who seemed to resurrect medieval religious fanaticism by clamoring over the
deaths of a relatively few Christians in the sultan's empire while ignoring the
large-scale massacres of Muslims in the Balkans and Russian Central Asia. Namik
Kemal and the other Young Ottomans therefore preceded Abdulhamit in reacting
to European bigotry with an Islamic emphasis, becoming as critical of Western
influences and foreign penetration as were some of the most reactionary of the
ulema. Reacting in particular to Ernest Renan's claims that Islam was the enemy
of science and philosophy, Kemal cited the tremendous advances that had been
made in all aspects of culture and civilization under the great Islamic empires of
the past. Soon these feelings were translated into a movement to establish contacts
with all the oppressed Muslims of the world, including those in British India and
Egypt, Russian Central Asia, and French Algeria and Tunisia, with the aim of
forming a union of Muslims to help defend them and their ways against the inroads of the West.
Abdulhamit thus only took over an idea that was already popular among all
classes of his Muslim subjects and used it to strengthen his hand against enemies
both at home and abroad. Under the leadership of his palace mu$ir, Gazi Osman
Pa§a, the resources of the state treasury as well as of the sultan's own privy purse
were used to build up the Muslim schools to enable young Ottoman Muslims to
compete successfully with their non-Muslim counterparts. Pensions, salaries, and
other revenues paid to the ulema were increased. Mosques and other religious
monuments were repaired and restored. Islamic holidays were emphasized once
again, and their public celebration was officially encouraged. The use of Western
translations of Ottoman and Arabic terms on public buildings and street signs was
discouraged. Lessons in Islam and the Arabic language were added to the cur-
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riculums of the secular schools. The use of Arabic as a language of culture and
even administration was encouraged, though Sait Pa§a did divert the sultan from
his desire to raise it to equality with Ottoman Turkish as an official language.
Arabs from Syria and Lebanon were brought in to serve in high positions of government, often in preference to their counterparts from the Balkans. Abdulhamit
sought to establish a role as caliph of all Muslims. He began to use his longstanding right to appoint religious officials in former Ottoman territories now
under foreign rule in order to maintain his influence among their Muslim populations. He thus personally selected and appointed kadis, teachers, and other ulema
sent to Egypt, Cyprus, the Crimea, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Bulgaria. The Ottoman government protested and intervened officially whenever there was news of
misrule or oppression of Muslims no matter where they lived. Influential Muslim
leaders from all over the world were brought to Istanbul for extended visits to
establish contacts that later could be and were used to extend the sultan-caliph's
influence. The British, Russians, and French were warned, with some vehemence,
that aggression against the Ottoman Empire or their own Muslim peoples might
lead to a united Muslim uprising against them with full Ottoman support. Islamism
thus became an ideological weapon wielded by the sultan to counter the imperialism of the Western powers as well as the minority nationalist movements that
threatened his empire.
The sultan was remarkably successful in this endeavor. Despite all the complaints about his regime, his own person and the institution of the sultanatecaliphate were highly revered by the mass of the subjects. Despite their subsequent
professions to the contrary, Islamism also did intimidate the Powers. They took
the movement very seriously at the time, treating every Muslim visitor to Istanbul
from outside the empire and every Ottoman visitor to the Muslims of their own
empires as dangerous spies who threatened to undermine the stability of their
rule. The fact that European aggression against the Ottomans mainly stopped after
the British occupation of Egypt and that the imperialist rivalries of the powers
were diverted from military to economic competition during the remaining years
of Abdulhamit's long reign can be attributed at least partly to the success of his
use of Islam as a weapon to ward off the aggressors.
Turkism and Pan-Turkism
Many of the same factors that stimulated Pan-Islam also led to the rise of an incipient Turkish nationalism. The very idea of nation, as it had been developed
in nineteenth-century Europe and advocated by so many nationalists of the Ottoman minorities, cannot have been ignored entirely by Ottoman intellectuals. Though
Ottomanism promoted the idea of the motherland, with all subjects, regardless of
religion and race, equal before the law and loyal to the same Ottoman dynasty, the
refusal of the minority nationalists to accept that equality, the success of national
unity movements in Germany and Italy, and nationalist aspirations of non-Turkish
Muslim groups in the empire led to an increased awareness of the Turkish identity
and almost forced the germination of Turkish nationalism.
Much of the rationale came from European philosophers and Orientalists. The
Frenchman de Gobineau had developed the idea of blood and race as the most
important influences on human development and history, with some races naturally
superior to others. A number of European Turcologists began to discover the
Turkish past, their great Central Asian civilizations, and the role of their language
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and culture in history A. J. de Guignes showed the Turks in the mid-eighteenth
century that they had accomplished great things for the world long before the
Ottoman Empire came on the scene. A. L. David's Grammar of the Turkish Language (London, 1832) presented the first systematic study of the Turkish element
in Ottoman Turkish and added a strongly eulogistic survey of the various Turkish
dialects as well as the accomplishments of Ottoman culture, previously ignored by
Ottomans and Europeans alike. In 1869 the theme was taken up by Mustafa Celaleddin Pa§a, a Polish convert to Islam, whose Les Turcs anciens et modernes
(Istanbul, 1869) emphasized the unique racial qualities of the Turks, whom he
said were part of the "Touro-Aryan" race rather than the Mongol, and stressed
their contributions to world civilizations. By providing a racial connection between the Turks and Indo-Europeans, he provided an argument that might well reduce the longstanding European prejudice against the Turks. Extremely influential
at the time was Arminius Vambery (1832-1913), a Hungarian anthropologist and
Turcologist who spent many years in the Ottoman Empire and Central Asia and
was a close friend and adviser of the sultan himself. Vambery included the Turks,
Hungarians, Finns, and Estonians in the Turanian linguistic and racial group,
publishing widely in Europe (with translations into Ottoman) about the language, culture, and civilization of the Turks. Leon Cahun (1841-1900) contacted
the Young Ottomans in Paris in the 1860s, developing an interest in the Turks in
his Introduction a VHistoire de VAsie, where he also included the Turks among
the Turanian people and stressed their role in transmitting elements of Chinese
culture into that of the Persians and into Europe as well. He described the great
Turkic civilizations in a manner sure to engage the interest and belief of Europeans and Ottoman Turks alike. The more detailed researches into the inscriptions
left by the ancient Turks by scholars like Radloff, Thomson, and others also awakened a feeling that there was much about Turkish history and the Turkish contribution to world civilization that had been ignored or forgotten.
Ottoman awareness of the non-Ottoman Turks was also excited by the flow of
refugees into the empire and the stories of persecution and oppression that followed the Crimean War. This was compounded by a tendency among the Turks
remaining under Russian rule to strengthen their contacts with the motherland by
sending their children to Istanbul for their education and by visiting Istanbul,
establishing close connections and interchanges of information. Especially important among these visitors were many Central Asian intellectuals, who began to
flow into the empire and to stay long enough to teach the history and languages
of their people. There was considerable Turkish intellectual activity in the Russian Empire, centered mainly in the Crimea and Kazan, which was influenced by
Western liberal thought as well as the writings of the Young Ottomans and Young
Turks. Leading these intellectuals was Ismail Bey Gasprinski (1851-1914), whose
newspaper, Terciiman (The Translator), established in the Crimea in 1883,
emphasized the unity of all the Turks in the face of Russian nationalism and tried
to develop a common literary dialect that could be understood by all. He came to
Istanbul in 1874 and 1875 to spread his message. The Azerbaycani writer Mirza
Fath AH Ahundzade (1812-1878) published a newspaper in Baku and wrote
Turkish plays even before that genre had spread very widely in the Ottoman
dominions.
Another Azerbaycani, Agaoglu Ahmet (1869-1939) studied in Paris, contacted
the Young Turks, and then also published his newspaper in the Caucasus, conveying the Young Turk message as well as his own desire for Turkish unity against
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the Russians. Eventually, he was to take an important role in developing Turkish
nationalism in the Ottoman Empire after Abdulhamit's deposition. There were
Cagatay and Uzbeg Turkish writers from the Volga area, who worked mainly
in dervish monasteries and whose linguistic and historical studies also provided a
major impetus to Turkish nationalism in the Ottoman Empire. Later they came to
Istanbul and established their own tekke in Uskiidar, which became the first center
of Turkic studies within the empire. Leading them was Buharah Siileyman Efendi,
whose Lugat-t Qagatay ve Turki-i Osmani (The Qagatay and Ottoman Turkish
languages) (Istanbul, 1928) told its Ottoman readers about the Cagatay dialect
for the first time, stressing its close connection also with early developments in
the Ottoman Turkish language.
Finally, one of the most important of the Russian-Turkish intellectuals who
came to the Ottoman Empire was Yusuf Akqura (1876-1933), born in Simbirsk,
on the Volga, having a Kazan background similar to that of his fellow townsman
Nikolai Lenin. Yusuf came to Istanbul in his youth and was educated in Abdulhamit's military schools. He then began writing about his Turkish brothers back
in Russia and joined the Young Turk movement, leading to his banishment to
Libya for a time. He fled to Paris, became a student in the School of Political
Science, and joined Prince Sabaheddin's radical movement, adding to it, however,
the need to struggle to assure Turkish domination as against the former's desire
to include all the minorities in a decentralized empire. Reacting to the Ottomanist
tendency of the Young Turks, he returned to Russia, where he published his famous Vg Tarz-% Siyaset (Three Kinds of Policy) and other treatises, emphasizing
Turkish nationalism and unity. He sent his publications into the Ottoman Empire
through the Russian post office and gained a wide following which he used to
become one of the leading advocates of Turkish nationalism in the empire as soon
as he was able to return to Istanbul following the revolution of 1908.
Of course Turkish nationalism, if brought to its logical conclusion, contradicted both Ottomanism and Islamism. If the Ottoman Empire was made into a
Turkish national state, there would be no room not only for most of the nonMuslims but also for the non-Turkish Muslims who supported the empire because
of their position as Muslims. Abdulhamit suppressed the Turkish nationalist writings, therefore, though he shared their feelings in many respects. Despite this,
however, expression of Turkish sentiments appeared at times in newspapers and
periodicals. For the first time, the word "Turk" began to be used with pride,
gradually losing its less desirable connotative meaning (a country lout), very much
as the term "Arab" had been used for bedouins in the eastern provinces. The adjective "Turkish" now began to replace "Ottoman" in many newspapers, very
often as subordinate headings on their banners. The term "Turkistan," a direct
translation of the word "Turkey" which Europeans long had applied to the Ottoman Empire, now was commonly used, and "Ottoman" came to be used to distinguish the Turks of that empire from those living elsewhere. The term millet,
formerly denoting the religious communities of the empire, now also was given
the modern connotation of "nation," with milliyet signifying "nationality."
The connection of the Ottomans with the ancient Turkish nomads of Central
Asia began to be treated in history books. Whereas the earlier nineteenth-century
Ottoman historians, including Namik Kemal, started their presentations of Ottoman history with their settlement in Anatolia in the eleventh century, the Ottoman
historians of Abdulhamit's time went much further back. In the introduction to
his study of the empire between 1774 and 1826, Ahmet Cevdet Pa§a stated that
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classical Islam had been ruled by two millets, the Arabs and the Turks, with the
Turkism (Turkluk) of the Ottoman Empire providing much of its greatness.130
Ahmet Midhat Efendi was the first popular Ottoman writer to present a detailed
history of the pre-Ottoman Turks and to stress their connection with the Ottomans as well as their role in the development of world civilization,131 while making an effort to discount any Ottoman connection with Greek civilization. Mizanci
Murat also brought in the great Turkish empires of Central Asia in his general
history,132 stressing their role in reviving Islam in the tenth century and thereafter.
While the new Ottoman history books developed these themes of Turkish nationalism and the importance of the Turks in contributing to the grandeur of
Islamic civilization and the long duration of the Ottoman Empire, the popular
press began to publish accounts of Turks living in the Crimea, in China, and in
Samarcand, welcoming every sign of Turkish national awakening among them
with enthusiasm and publicizing the work of the well-known Turcologists of the
time. It was only when they emphasized the need to defend the Turks against the
Russians that Abdulhamit's censors drew the line, fearing to raise hopes that could
not be fulfilled and of stimulating a new Russian attack on the Ottoman Empire.
Stifled in this direction, Turkish nationalism developed a kind of Anatolian nationalism, stressing it as the real homeland (vatan) of the Turks and concluding
that it had been the addition of southwestern Europe and its peoples to the empire
that had caused the empire's decline. For the first time the Turkish peasants of
Anatolia were glorified as the real strength of the Turkish state. It was the Turkish
language as used by the Anatolian peasant that had to be studied and even imitated
if the Turks were to escape from the domination of the Arabic and Persian vocabulary and phrases used in the Ottoman language. The Anatolian peasant became the focus of patriotic sentiment, particularly during the wars fought with the
Balkan states. Anatolia, above all else, had to be preserved if the Turkish nation
was to survive attacks from outside.
To reform the Ottoman language and in particular to develop its Turkish elements, the Enciimen-i Danif (Academy of Learning) commissioned Ahmet Cevdet
and Mehmet Fuat to write their Turkish grammar. Inspired by David's work, they
made a distinction among the Turkish, Arabic, and Persian elements in the language (1851). Many of the Young Ottoman writers used simpler language in order
to communicate their ideas. In 1877 the statesman Ahmet Vefik published a new
Ottoman dictionary, stressing its identity as a distinct Turkish dialect.
Other grammars and dictionaries followed, culminating in the massive work of
§emsettin Sami. Of course, this movement was strongly resisted by the state and
others who advocated the official Ottomanist policy emphasizing that the empire
and its language were, indeed, amalgams of all its peoples and their languages and
cultures. Hence it was only after Abdulhamit's fall that the advocates of Turkish
really prevailed.133

Prelude to Revolution
While the sultan's police kept the Committee of Union and Progress (hereafter
referred to as the CUP) well suppressed in and around the capital after 1897,
conditions nurtured and strengthened its cause. For one thing Abdulhamit's schools
were producing an increasing number of bureaucrats, officers, and intellectuals
who, unlike most of the Young Ottomans and Young Turks who preceded them,
came from the lower classes, were not related to the existing Ruling Class estab-
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lishment, and were willing to change the system by force if necessary to achieve
their ends. Especially in the army the lower officer ranks came to be filled by
educated and political-minded officers from the Subject Class, who were frustrated by the long years of unsuccessful struggles against the Macedonian and
Armenian terrorists. Though Abdulhamit had limited his military expenditures
because of financial problems, most of these young officers were convinced, with
some justice, that the sultan kept the army from developing because he was afraid
of them. They believed that if a more favorable regime was established and the
old politicians swept away, they could eliminate the terrorists and reestablish
order. Many of them also espoused programs of social reform in response to the
preachings of the CUP intellectuals, but this was secondary to their immediate
desire to end what they considered to be the politicians' hinderance of the army's
work.
Similar frustration and discontent also spread among the bureaucrats as the
twentieth century began to unfold. Reforming legislation continued to pour out,
and it was widely applied. But as terrorism and the attacks of the Young Turks
increased, the sultan became more and more suspicious, extending the activities
and power of his police, watching over the bureaucrats more intensely than ever,
spreading fear even among his grand vezirs, and centralizing authority and power
in the palace to such an extent that no one could act without its direct permission. While the sultan had been equal to the task of supervising every detail of
government in his early years, his concentration on plots against him, the terrorist
attacks of the minorities, and his general mistrust of all bureaucrats caused him
to neglect his administrative duties more and more. The whole structure of government began to bog down as the administrators waited for palace orders before
acting. Graft and corruption also tended to increase. Continued budgetary deficits
and terroristic activities made many begin to feel that, perhaps, three decades of
rule were enough.
It was in the provinces, though, and mainly among the army officers that the
movement of rebellion developed in the early years of the twentieth century. In
Damascus a group of young officers of the Fifth Army, including a young lieutenant named Mustafa Kemal, who had just graduated from the War Academy
in January 1905, organized a secret group known as the Fatherland (Vatan)
Society. Branches were established among brother officers in Jerusalem and Jaffa
and manifestos were drawn up demanding that the sultan fully observe the Constitution and establish a governmental regime that could deal efficiently with the
needs of the army and other organs of the state. The name of the group soon was
changed to Fatherland and Liberty (Vatan ve Hurriyet Cemiyeti), and a number
of provincial bureaucrats also were included. There was little immediate action
because their senior officers opposed revolution despite their own discontent. Syria,
in any case, was too far from the capital for them to have major influence, and
there was no local following, since the Arabs themselves were not yet rebellious
against the sultan.
It was most likely Mustafa Kemal who suggested that the group work to gain
adherents among fellow officers in his home city, Salonica. As one of the leading
cities of Macedonia, Salonica was a far more likely center for revolutionary activity than was Damascus. It had traditionally been in closer contact with Europe
than any other Ottoman city, and many of its citizens were far more aware of
European intellectual currents than were their Ottoman counterparts elsewhere.
It had a substantial Jewish population as well as a large group of Jewish converts
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to Islam called donmes, who while ostensibly accepting the dominant faith of the
empire secretly retained some of their old beliefs and practices, creating a situation
that hindered their full acceptance into the Muslim community. Merchants living
in this trade center felt very keenly the economic and financial difficulties of the
time. Salonica also was one of the centers of the Third Army of Macedonia and
was filled with officers who were bitter at their inability to suppress the terrorists
and at the consequent deaths of hundreds of their comrades-all of which they
blamed directly on the Istanbul government. In addition, because of its distance
from the capital and the presence of the gendarmerie imposed on the empire by
the powers, Salonica was far less susceptible to the activities of the sultan's police
than was Istanbul.
Thus when Mustafa Kemal came to spread the word of Fatherland and Liberty
early in 1906, he was welcome. He found a number of kindred spirits in the Third
Army, including Cemil Bey, adjutant of the military governor of Macedonia, and
Talat Bey, a local postal official later to become a major Young Turk figure. He
formed them into a branch of the Damascus society but with a different name,
the Ottoman Liberty Society (Osmanlt Hurriyet Cemiyeti). Mustafa Kemal had
left his post in Syria without permission and had to return before his absence
was discovered officially. He subsequently secured official permission to transfer
to the Third Army and returned to Salonica in June 1907 to find that leadership
there had been assumed by others in the meantime, leaving him with only a
subordinate role in the events that were to follow.
The Ottoman Liberty Society had expanded rapidly among officers and bureaucrats in the Macedonian provinces. Organized in small cells on the model of those
of the Bulgarian terrorists, the new organization seems to have held its meetings
in the lodges of the masonic order and to have received financial and other assistance from donmes who hoped that its triumph might alleviate their situation in
Ottoman society. The organization also contacted the Muslim Albanian national
groups organized to the north, putting their common opposition to the sultan above
differences about the ultimate organization of the empire. In February 1907 relations were also established with the Young Turks in Paris, generally with those
of the Ahmet Riza faction, and the two groups were amalgamated under the name
of the Paris organization, the Committee of Union and Progress (September 27,
1907), with the goal of restoring the Constitution. The Salonica group retained
its own organization and independence, with Ahmet Riza agreeing to interfere
with its decisions only through persuasion.134
On December 27-29, 1907, the Second Young Turk Congress met in Paris in a
new effort to secure cooperation against the common enemy. This time it was
chaired jointly, not only by Ahmet Riza and Prince Sabaheddin, but also by
K. Maloumian, of the Armenian Revolutionary Federation (Dashnaks), who
hoped to use the Young Turks to gain their own national objectives. In many
ways it was the Armenians who carried the day as the Young Turks were convinced to accept a far more violent program of action than they had been willing
to espouse in the past. The final declaration stated that the sultan had to be deposed and the existing regime replaced by a constitutional and representative government, and any means, including revolutionary violence if necessary, would be
used to achieve the goal. Within the empire, armed resistance to oppression had to
be organized along with peaceful resistance in the form of strikes, refusal to pay
taxes, circulation of propaganda, and arrangements for a full-scale revolt if all
else failed. To keep the organization together Ahmet Riza at first reluctantly
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agreed to the statement. But he soon reacted to the boasting of the Armenians
that the Turks had in fact accepted the methods that they had used in eastern
Anatolia, split with Prince Sabaheddin once again, and returned to his original
position. The reconciliation of the different groups in Europe thus proved illusory,
and, in the end, they played no active role in the Young Turk revolution when
it came.

The Young Turk Revolution
When it finally did take place, the Young Turk Revolution was one of the strangest
events of its kind ever seen in history. It was not planned, at least in the manner and at the time it finally broke out - it really did not even happen, and it certainly did not depose Abdulhamit. Yet it forced him to recall the Parliament and,
for all practical purposes, to give up most of his powers.
The revolution was in fact only the last of a series of small uprisings that had
been taking place throughout the empire since 1907 because of financial rather
than ideological reasons. The harvests in Anatolia had been bad. Taxes were
coming in very slowly; therefore, salaries were in arrears, and most promotions
had been suspended. Many soldiers and officers as well as bureaucrats were manifesting their displeasure by leaving their jobs. There had been some CUP propaganda in Anatolia and Rumeli, but with little effect. The troops in Macedonia
were especially unhappy, since there had been a recent upsurge of Christian terrorism, now supported by the Greek churches in the area. The CUP leaders in
Salonica attempted at first to use the situation simply to inform the powers of
the committee's existence and ability to bring order to Macedonia if only it was
given proper sanction (May 1908). Stating that all the peoples of Macedonia were
suffering from the sultan's oppression, they concluded that the recall of Parliament
would solve the Macedonian problem. All the elements of the empire would be able
to work for the common good. There would be equality under the law, and the
powers would no longer need to intervene to protect the sultan's subjects.135
The representatives of the powers ignored this request, which, after all, had come
from an unknown and presumably illegal organization of Muslim Turks, and so
the countdown toward revolution continued.
Abdulhamit sent a number of agents to Macedonia to investigate the situation
and find those who had caused the unrest. One of them, former Police Chief
Nazim Bey, was shot and wounded in Salonica on June 11 just before he was to
return to Istanbul with his report. The sultan then sent a full commission of inquiry, ostensibly to inspect the Third Army's efforts against the IMRO and Greek
terrorists, but in fact to uncover the revolutionary leaders and bring them to justice. The commander in chief of the Third Army and his chief assistants also were
blamed for the army's discontent and replaced by officers considered more loyal
to the palace. Several spies were sent to discover revolutionary activities in the
ranks. One of them seems to have uncovered the CUP cell of Adjutant Major
Ahmet Niyazi Bey, who immediately fled into the hills with his men (July 3,
1908) and began a kind of guerrilla resistance movement against the provincial
authorities near Ohrid and Monastir, ordering the people to pay their taxes to
him instead of the government until the Constitution was restored. Other junior
army officers, including young Enver Bey, followed his example. The sultan sent
one of his principal military aides, §emsi Pa§a, as special commander with the job
of leading the Macedonian army in crushing the rebels, but he was assassinated in
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Monastir (July 7, 1908) by a CUP agent. The supporters of the sultan were demoralized and adherents of the CUP encouraged by the government's inability to
protect one of its leading generals.136
Now matters really got out of hand. Troops brought to Macedonia from Anatolia
to suppress the rebels joined them instead, while more of the sultan's agents were
caught and killed. Joint military and civilian uprisings took place at Monastir,
Firzovik, Serez, Uskiip, and other towns and cities, proclaiming their support for
the constitution in mass meetings held between July 20 and 23 and sending telegrams to the sultan expressing their demands. The CUP in Salonica, not having
planned an open revolt at this time, was caught unawares and was planning to
follow suit only on July 27 when it was caught up in the rapid course of events.
At this point the master politician Abdulhamit, who for three decades had maintained himself and his empire against powerful opponents within and without,
moved to forestall the rebels. After all, it had been he who had promulgated the
Constitution. He could argue that through all the years of autocracy he had
ruled through its- provisions. It had never been suspended. He felt he had allowed the CUP to gain adherents by posing as the defender of his Constitution.
His solution, then, was to anticipate their next move by recalling the Parliament,
thus, essentially, restoring the representative organ of government provided for
in the Constitution and meeting the demand agreed on by all the rebel groups.
The recall of Parliament was the major immediate sign of change from autocracy to a constitutional government. Without any real revolution, then, without
any soldiers storming the palace, and without bloodshed, the Young Turk Revolution in fact had taken place (July 23, 1908). The sultan declared that he had
suspended the Parliament until the work of modernization was completed and
that the time had now come for it to meet again so it could share in the difficult
task of saving the empire from its enemies. In a true sense, however, in giving in
to the rebels at this point, the sultan had surrendered. The age of Abdulhamit II
was over, though the sultan was to remain on the throne for another year, and the
era of the Young Turks was about to begin.137
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